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1 The gendered subject of postsocialism
State-socialist legacies, global challenges
and (re)building of tradition

Ildikó Asztalos Morell and Yulia Gradskova

When the Berlin Wall fell in November 1989 and when, two years later, the
Soviet Union crumbled and was divided into 15 independent states, the huge
space formerly called the Communist Bloc or the countries of state socialism
seemed to disappear forever, and an unprecedented process of change began.
This process was just as unique from a historical perspective as the earlier
attempts to build communism and/or state socialism. The changes had different
speeds and directions, and while some states embraced the process of demo-
cratisation in order to “return to Europe”, others were experimenting with the
ideals of a strong authoritarian state, religion, and a “return to tradition” to
build a new society.

Now, however, nearly 30 years later, the different countries of this huge geo-
graphical space often continue to be addressed according to their common past,
or as countries still in a state of transition or transformation from their previous
condition – as postsocialist. In some cases the communist past seems to have been
totally overcome, and these countries are recognised as European and democratic
states with well-functioning market economies (as in the case of many countries
that have joined the European Union). However, their position in the formerly
socialist space can suddenly be remembered in exceptional circumstances, like
during the refugee crisis of 2015 (Dalakoglou, 2016). In other cases, the changes
do not seem to be thorough due to the emergence of authoritarian regimes and
corruption. Thus, the states that have experienced slower changes are more
frequently referred to through their past as “formerly” or “post” socialist.

In deference to these temporal interpretations, following Madina Tlostanova,
we approach postsocialism not only in temporal terms, but also in spatial
terms – as a space populated by millions of people whose experience is
“underconceptualized” in the analysis of globalisation (Tlostanova, 2017,
pp. 1–3). In choosing to analyse postsocialism as a “critical standpoint” in
order to avoid the essentialisation of the region (Stella, 2015, p. 133), we
consider it important to explore gendered changes focusing on institutions,
discourses, memories, identities, and fantasies that in one way or another
connect to this postsocialist condition.

Although taking place in varied shapes and degrees, the dismantlement of
state socialism and the emergence of “capitalism” in the former state-socialist
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countries led to radical shifts in their economies as well as in the welfare state’s
involvement in social citizenship. Gender relations were a key arena for the
moulding of state-socialist citizenship where institutions, guarding women’s
reproductive rights as well as their work opportunities, were raised to create the
ideal socialist citizen. Gender norms and gender relations have also been a prime
field for forming the postsocialist citizen. While we assume that the bondage
between economic regimes and gender norms is not deterministic (Asztalos
Morell, 1999), the contributions to this book further explore the connectivity
between gender and economy without assuming reductionist causality or
restricting the sphere of gender norms to the sphere of economic importance.

Thus, the main aim of this book is to explore changing gendered norms
and expectations in relation to the postsocialist transformation in Eastern
Europe and Eurasia. We explore how the gendered legacies of state socialism are
entangled with the geopolitical reorientation of the region and the simultaneity
of socio-economic, political, and cultural changes in this geographical space.
How are gender expectations shaped in the conflict between impulses towards
more gender equality versus the renaturalisation/retraditionalisation of gender
norms, and how are the new gender norms entangled with the neoliberal
economic demands, precarities, “multifaceted injustice” (Suchland, 2015,
p. 188), new forms of socio-economic differentiation, and insecurities?1 How
can the analysis of gender norms and expectations in the space of former state
socialism contribute to a study of global developments in gender
relationships?

Theoretical approach

Following Raewyn Connell and Rebecca Pearse, we assume that womanhood
and manhood are not exclusively imposed from the outside (Connell and
Pearse, 2015a, pp. 72–74). Indeed, Candace West and Don Zimmerman
(1987) showed in their seminal article “Doing gender” that gender norms are
produced, reproduced, and challenged in the process of communication.
Furthermore, according to Judith Butler, the heterosexual gender matrix – a
specific regulatory framework for gender – is culture specific (Butler, 1999,
p. 42). Norms always presuppose the active involvement of individuals in
“doing gender” and cannot be seen as a stable construct based on biology.
Gender simultaneously constitutes and is constituted by institutions. As
Connell and Pearse (2015b) wrote:

The assumptions, rules and guidelines that we call “norms” are part of
the weave of everyday life. They are embedded in institutions as much
as they are in individual heads. […] A key question about gender norms,
therefore, is how they are materialized in social life.

It is this materialisation of gender norms that is particularly important for
most of the contributions in this book. While the gender norms of state
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socialism were embedded in the overall guarantees of work, education, and
housing, they also in most countries supposed accessibility to abortion and
childcare. The beginning of the postsocialist reforms, on the other hand, was
connected not only with freedom for political activity and new gender ideals,
but also with changing material constraints in the sphere of work, family life,
leisure, and education.

Furthermore, as Connell and Pearse (2015b) stated, institutions play a
particularly important role in the reproduction of norms of gender inequality,
but still gender norms can be changed and the “pressures for change are
coming from many sources”. However, the changes are often ambiguous.
Thus, in this book we explore how much the gender norms have changed
since 1989, what the important sources of the “postsocialist” gender norms
are, and how they materialise.

Norms are also seen as gaining expression through technologies and practices
of governing. From the perspective of governmentality theory (Dean, 2010),
action in accordance to desired patterns does not require violent oppression
when norms are internalised. While totalitarian regimes were installed via the
use of force, later state socialism reproduced itself through the agency of the
subjects of state-socialist regimes. To some extent, state-socialist gender
norms were also shaped by the interests of citizens and became integrated
into everyday praxis (Chernova, 2008; Gradskova, 2012).

Neither can we perceive state socialism as a unified system of norms.
Diverse national and local conditions formed and shaped the institutions
through time and national variations on gender regimes inside of the state-
socialist camp emerged, among other ways, through local resistance. From its
beginning state socialism aimed to unset the established gender norms, which
assumed women’s availability as care providers (Goven, 2002). While the state
was meant to rationalise, and provide for childcare, women were to be liber-
ated via engagement in spheres of life that previously belonged to men. As
part of this modernistic, emancipatory vision, women were to be enabled to
engage in work, education and were to enjoy sexual rights similar to men. As
a counterforce, from the 1960s onwards, a restoration of “natural” gender
norms unfolded. For example, in Hungary the 1956 revolution marked a shift
from the gender-homogenising policies of the 1950s (Goven, 2002). After the
early 1960s, the social importance of maternity was re-evaluated, leading to
the introduction of the three-year paid childcare benefit system in 1967, which
was unique for its time (Asztalos Morell, 1999). This re-naturalised gender
order led to the strengthening of the model of the maternalistic welfare state
(Glass and Fodor, 2007). Maternalistic reproductive benefits emerged in most
former state-socialist countries based on the dual construction of women’s
alleged emancipation, envisaged through participation in the labour force,
which was made possible by state intervention and a political commitment to
enable women to combine wage labour and unpaid care duties in the family
(Carlbäck, 2007). In the Soviet Union, the period of childcare leave was never
as long as it was in Hungary. However, it grew over time, particularly during
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the perestroika years (from 1985). Meanwhile, the proportion of children
attending childcare facilities was generally high in state-socialist countries. In
the final years of the Soviet Union, about 70 per cent of all children between
the ages of 3 and 7 attended childcare facilities (Gradskova, 2012).

Two broad grounds for the critique of the state-socialist emancipatory
project emerged already during late state socialism. On the one hand, the
critique of “women’s policies” was incorporated into the critique of etatism
and paternalism. Indeed, Goven (2000) argued that state-socialist women’s
policies often were seen by the liberal critical samizdat opposition as an
expression of the alliance between women and the paternalistic state and as
an intrusion on the sanctity of the family. Thus, the liberal opposition inside the
socialist camp pledged for the reconstitution of the sanctity of the bourgeois
family (Einhorn, 2006).

On the other hand, as it is well known, state-socialist policies towards
women were criticised by Western feminism (Einhorn, 2006; Liljeström,
1995). The maternalistic welfare regimes of state socialism did not impact the
privilege that men had in lacking responsibility for care work in the family,
although it weakened their role as the main providers for the family (Asztalos
Morell, 1999; Åberg, 2016). The state-socialist gender regime did not challenge
the heteronormative matrix and was complacent towards issues of gender-
based violence. Within the state-socialist paradigm of production, both men’s
and women’s wage work was needed for the economy, even if in different
spheres. The state-socialist countries were secularised and facilitated abortion,
but were pro-natalist. However, with the exception of the most totalitarian
regimes, such as that in Romania (McIntyre, 1985), they promoted childbirth
via diverse childcare policies.

After 1989/1991 changes in norms occurred on different levels, including
those of individual agency, institutional rules and practices, state intervention,
civil movements, and market transitions. We explore, in particular, the gendered
outcomes of the divergent forms through which the state-socialist construc-
tion of maternalist welfare regimes were dismantled (Glass and Fodor, 2007),
and we see this dismantling as inspired and enhanced by neoliberal as well as
gender-conservative thinking and practice (Aidukaite, 2009). However, while
gender norms formed during state socialism were resisted, their legacies were
carried on in complex ways, through the footprints of mind-sets and/or
through opportunity structures – institutions that state socialism carved out
(Glass and Fodor, 2007; Asztalos Morell et al., 2005).

Another important aspect of postsocialist transformation that is under-
researched and that is analysed in this book includes the new governmentality
and its effects on the individual level. Indeed, the new economic order has
often demanded a new, more flexible self, a person who is competitive,
flexible, and oriented towards individual success (Makovicky, 2014; Lerner,
2011). Contributors analyse how different contexts and variations of the
gendered (dis)appropriation of the neoliberal ideology of the self-reliant
individual influence gender norms and identities.
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While the establishment of state-socialist regimes emerged through collisions
with pre-socialist gender regimes and norms, the postsocialist formation of
gender regimes in the era of capitalist transition emerged in the interplay
between global challenges and influences as well as local responses and resis-
tances. Neither the global nor the local can be simplified, and this book’s
contributions explore particular cases of these complexities.

Indeed we see developments in the former space of state socialism not as
isolated and specific, but as influenced by global processes and developments.
Globalisation in general terms has been perceived as a growth of “trans-
planetary” and “super-territorial” connectivity between people (Scholte, 2005,
p. 82). This perception of globalisation sees it as the “re-spatialisation of
social life”, that is, broader than liberalisation, internationalisation, or Wester-
nisation. The intensification of super-territorial connectivity has accelerated with
the expansion of digital technologies and the Internet since the 1980s. This
process has dissolved the limitations of space and time (Beck, 2015), allowing
a revolutionary transformation of the global expansion of economic transactions
and the diffusion of ideas. At the same time this global transfusion has been
interrelated with the expansion of the neoliberalist paradigm of market
supremacy and techniques of self-governance. Scholte has described neoli-
beralism as the prevailing policy discourse for globalisation since the 1980s
(Scholte, 2005, p. 39).

The former state-socialist realm, divided by the new borders of political
and economic spaces, entered the postsocialist era with the intent of converging
toward capitalism. This path emerged along the “self-colonising” discourse
(Éber, 2016) of the “catching up” narrative (Petö, 2016) and aimed to implement
democracy and human rights, but it became entangled with a specific version
of the capitalism of the developed West that embraced the neoliberal path.
This version of capitalism was based on the principles of market fundamentalism
(Kováts, 2016, see also Standing, 2014). The formerly over-centralised
economies of state socialism after 1989 were exposed to globally influenced
constraints shaped by policies in line with the Washington Consensus,2 and often
by the politics of deregulation of the state and the cutting of public expenditures
designed with the help of Western advisers. In the beginning of the 1990s, the
welfare regimes of the newly independent countries were under economic pres-
sure by transnational monetary institutions.3 These pressed forward policy
packages for economic, social, and cultural transformation. “Shock therapy”,
together with incorporation into the global market, brought forward the mass
decline of production capacity in many of the postsocialist countries, leading to
mass unemployment. To different degrees, the deregulation of the market,
combined with the introduction of workfare regimes and retrenchment of the
welfare state, led to large-scale redistributions of wealth (Kóczé, 2016). Dual
societies emerged within countries along intersectional (including both ethnic-
and gender-based) cleavages (Ferge, 2003; Kóczé, 2016).

Meanwhile, the economic gap between former state-socialist and capitalist
countries has not been overcome. Regional inequalities between postsocialist
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countries and core capitalist countries, as well as between economically more
or less developed postsocialist countries, have emerged and been reproduced.
These have contributed to transnational mobilities with gender specific incor-
poration of women through care migration and trafficking. Thus, the growing
influence of the global logic of neoliberalism obscured “the great sea of
exploitation” (Suchland, 2015, p. 7).

In this book we see gender as interacting with other categories in shaping
different dimensions of the experiences of the citizens of the postsocialist
countries (Crenshaw, 1991, p. 1244). In particular, the intersection of gender
with class, ethnicity, and religion is important for our study of the norms,
spaces, and marginalities of postsocialism. The (re)establishment of the inde-
pendent states throughout the wide territories of South and Eastern Europe
and Eurasia contributed to the growth of national feelings and cultural
development, but in some cases these were connected with the reinforcement
of discrimination alongside old (imperial/colonial) and new division lines (as
in the case of migrant workers from Central Asia in Russia or in the case of
Roma women in Hungary experiencing multiple levels of discrimination).

Changes in the role of the state as well as changes connected to the promotion
of transnational gender-equality institutions have often provoked counter-
reactions from gendered postsocialist societies and individuals (Gradskova &
Sanders, 2015). The region has experienced protests against welfare cuts, but
it has also seen the spread of political movements and ideas on re-establishing
traditional family and gender roles. Thus, contributions to this volume
explore processes of changing gender norms on the level of individual agency,
institutional transformation, social and political mobilisation, and state policy
formation in national and transnational contexts.

Due to our interest in the social and material, rather than in the purely
political and ideological aspects of this transformation, in this book we decided
to use the concept of “post-state socialism” rather than “post-communism”.
This concept also seems to be more helpful in analysing changes in the gender
norms embedded in social institutions. However, we use the terms post-state
socialist and postsocialist interchangeably. Finally, a focus on de-etatisation of
social institutions helps in our analysis of the socialist remains and their
meaning for contemporary gender norms and hierarchies.

Even if the scholarship on postsocialist changes numbers several thousand
volumes, only a small part of it addresses the fact that all of the changes have
been gendered and have had gendered effects (for the latter, see Gal & Kligman,
2000; Ashwin, 2005; Bridger & Pine, 1997; Daskalova, et al., 2012; Johnson &
Robinson, 2007; Einhorn, 2006). Also, some of the publications dealing with the
broader geographical space of postsocialism were published about 20 years ago
(Bridger & Pine, 1997; Buckley, 1997), while many of those published recently
deal only with a particular region/problem. Thus, this volume explores post-
socialism by focusing on the gender aspects of change in a broader geographical
region including both Eurasia and Eastern Europe. We believe that the gender
perspective allows us to uncover the problems, contradictions, and conflicts of
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changes that otherwise are not always visible to researchers. Furthermore,
gendering postsocialist spaces, institutions, politics, relationships, and identities
contributes to further exploration of the global processes of changes in gender
norms.

Book structure

This volume was inspired by the 2015 ICCEES congress in Makuhari, Japan,
and it was composed following a special call for papers and with a specific
invitation to several external researchers. As a whole, the volume brings
together researchers from different European and Asian countries dealing
with a variety of issues that affect gender relationships in the broader post-
socialist space. Many of the contributors could be described as embodying the
new, postsocialist globality by simultaneously belonging to several different
cultures and countries. The same is true for the book editors. Ildikó Asztalos
Morell is a sociologist who received her education in Hungary, Canada, and
Sweden, and Yulia Gradskova is a historian who received her education in
Russia, Hungary, and Sweden.

This volume deals with a broad scope of countries – from the Central
Asian region in the former Soviet Union to the countries of Central, Eastern
as well as Southern Europe. We include countries experiencing opposing vectors
of transition in the analysis – those that have become the new members of a
united Europe and those that have become the new authoritarian regimes,
as well as those that are showing quite high developmental indexes and those
that instead can be seen as joining the “developing countries” of the Global
South. The geographical breadth of our volume allows a comparison of the
changes in gender norms and hierarchies with respect to different ideals –
from the postcolonial aspirations of “national rebirth” to “European values”.
It also identifies similar developments (for example, with respect to retraditio-
nalisation or the importance of the enterprising self) across the lines of the new
geo-political divisions of EU/non-EU countries and North/South.

This book’s contributions are based on a variety of sources, quantitative as
well as qualitative, including analyses of interviews, documents, laws, published
memoirs, and websites. Personal documents – interviews, published memories,
and personal Internet posts – seem to be particularly important sources for
exploring which gender norms were transformed and which were not and how
expectations have changed along with the political and economic changes in
the region. The personal documents include, among others, interviews with
mothers in Ukraine, interviews with those responsible for elderly care in Russia
and with migrant care workers from Central Asia, interviews with female
Roma activists in Hungary, interviews with unemployed men in Lithuania,
and two memoirs written by former Russian hostesses working in Japan. This
personal material gives the reader the opportunity to listen to the voices of
those who have lived through the changes and allows a more nuanced
understanding of how postsocialism has been gendered.
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The book consists of this introduction and 13 chapters and is organised
into four areas where the complex relationships between the legacies of state
socialism and new global challenges are particularly important.

1 New gendered geographies

This volume pays special attention to the spatiality (Scholte, 2005) of the
post-state-socialist changes and their gender implications. Even if it would be
wrong to say that late state-socialist societies were exempt from globalisation,
it should be recognised that the end of the Cold War has significantly changed
the intensity of global challenges for countries that had been behind the Iron
Curtain. As Outhwaite and Ray (2005) showed, immediately after the fall of
the Berlin Wall, a “borderless” world was expected – goods and ideas as well
as people would be able to flow freely. However, the overwhelming optimism
surrounding the possibilities of such a borderless world has been challenged
through new divisive borders – between the EU countries and the rest, between
the new “rich” and new “poor” countries in the former Soviet territories, and
by the “bleeding” borders between new zones of conflict in the former
Yugoslavia, in Central Asia, and in the Caucasus.

The geopolitical divide along which postsocialist countries navigate is also
configured with postsocialist economic ruptures of the formally consolidated
state-socialist space. While one set of countries entered or signed association
agreements with the EU and moved towards being incorporated into and
dependent on the global market, another set remained in Russia’s sphere of
economic influence and became part of an oligarchic system of economic
exchange. Thus, gender norms are commonly formulated in reference to
national identities and take centre stage in articulating geopolitical belonging
(Yuval-Davis, 1997). The chapter by Li Bennich-Björkman explores elites’
mind-sets with respect to gender equality in Georgia (and contrasts them to
those of Armenia); Georgia and Armenia are two countries in South Caucasus
characterised by a low representation of women in politics and are usually
described as patriarchal. The chapter shows that in spite of militarisation of
both societies due to unresolved territorial conflicts, Georgia’s orientation
towards the EU and democracy building has contributed to a slow change of
opinions among male and female elites and to growing support for more
equality among the younger generation. This differs from the gender attitudes
among Armenian elites where orientation towards Russia has not contributed
to the development of aspirations for gender equality.

The chapter by Sanela Bajramović Jusufbegović is particularly concerned
with the processes of communication between women’s activists in the “West”
and “East” as part of global connectivity. Bajramović explores the encounters
of the Swedish donor organisation Kvinna till Kvinna and the female activists
in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Stating the important role played by Kvinna till
Kvinna in bringing women’s rights and gender equality issues into a war-torn
society, Bajramović also suggests that many of the problems encountered in
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the process of communication can be traced back to Cold War ideologies and
imaginaries.

Finally, integration into the new global neoliberal geopolitical context has
created new intersecting gender hierarchies, both between men and women
and between women who were formerly “socialist sisters”, within the new
nation-state boundaries as well as transnationally (Blagojevic, 2010; Tlostanova,
2010). The contribution by Noriko Igarashi in this volume shows that divisions
have become visible between women who are citizens of different post-Soviet
countries with different levels of economic development. Igarashi explores
elderly care in Russia and shows how women from one part of the former Soviet
Union (Central Asia) have become transnational care workers for families in
another part of the former Soviet Union (Russia) and how this influences care
work, carers’ identities, and gender norms.

2 Neoliberal governance and the gendered enterprising self

We consider the neoliberal technologies of governance to be particularly
important when discussing gender norms in the post-state-socialist space. The
accommodation of neoliberal governance models had drastic consequences
for gendered work, parenthood, care work, and leisure and is associated with
specific normative expressions. Thus, almost all of the chapters in our book
discuss how gender norms in postsocialist spaces are influenced by the new
materialities of neoliberal economies and, simultaneously, by the neoliberal
discourse on individualism, “personal responsibility”, and recognition (Fraser
2009, pp. 107–109; see also Hann, Humphrey and Verdery 2002; Makovicky,
2014). Growing super-territoriality has contributed to the development of a
global mass culture that spreads attractive, but very conflicting, images of
women as seductive beauties, successful professionals, and devoted mothers (Kis,
2005). At the same time, previous research has shown that neoliberal governance
and the market requires a new subjectivity, the “enterprising self” (Makovicky,
2014). Indeed, mass culture has widely transmitted an image of a self-reliant
and happy (male and female) producer and consumer together as a critique of
the overly collectivist socialist life of the past (Verdery, 1996; Ghodsee, 2011;
Makovicky, 2014). Thus, three contributions to this volume deal specifically
with these new technologies of the self. The chapter by Yulia Mikhailova
explores the new conflicting technologies from an unusual perspective. Using
the published autobiographies of two well-educated Russian women who, in
the early 1990s, emigrated to Japan to work as hostesses, the chapter explores
how the women confronted the new situation of morally compromising work
and their ways of rebuilding their respectability. The contribution by Olena
Strelnyk shows that in the context of the neoliberal restructuring of the labour
market in Ukraine, women experience difficulties in managing work-life balance
and suffer from identity conflicts connected to motherhood. This conflict,
described in the chapter as “time famine”, has been aggravated by the arrival
of the global discourse of “intensive mothering” to Ukraine.

The gendered subject of postsocialism 9
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Furthermore, the chapter by Artu-ras Tereškinas shows how unemployed
working-class men in Lithuania present their masculinity in a form that
reiterates established masculinity norms and how they explain their lives as
“success stories” rather than as failures.

The retrenchment of the welfare state in postsocialist countries deepened
social cleavages. The responsibility of civil society for the welfare of indivi-
duals increased. Ildikó Asztalos Morell, on the example of a Roma women’s
organisation in Hungary, shows how Roma women are resisting intersectional
marginalities that have emerged in the backdrop of the postsocialist transi-
tion. As part of the neoliberal retrenchment of the welfare state, expectations
increased for entrepreneurial individuals and civil society to engage on behalf
of marginalised individuals. The studied Roma women’s NGO works for the
empowerment of Roma women both by enabling them as individuals and by
integrating them as members of their local communities.

3 Resilient legacies of state socialism

In contrast to previous studies of the post-1989 transformation of gender
norms, which have focused mainly on the new aspects of gendered work and
activism (Buckley, 1997; Gal & Kligman, 2000; Kuehnast & Nechemias,
2004; Ashwin, 2005; Johnson & Robinson, 2007), this book explores how
gender norms with roots in the period of state socialism are connected to
emergent postsocialist developments.

As we said before, the state-socialist regimes, to varying degrees, have both
unset and reset the “traditional” gender roles in a paternalist manner (Goven,
2002). Just as state-socialist gender norms materialised in institutions, mind-
sets and practices and formed a mosaic along these poles, so have these
become contested and preserved in diverse ways in the emerging new nation-
states after 1989/1991. State-socialist norms of gender equality, like waged
work and the importance of education and travel for both men and women,
were also preserved by a large number of citizens in the new postsocialist
states. Meanwhile, other aspects of the state-socialist legacies, especially those
of the maternalistic welfare state were challenged by neoliberal policy ideals
and austerity measures.

The most visible examples of resilience are connected to gendered expecta-
tions inherited from state socialism with respect to work and education.
Kuanysh Tastanbekova shows in her chapter that in spite of the radical
reforms to post-secondary education that were realised using a transnational
template and supported by international donors, the patterns of involvement
of girls in tertiary education in Kazakhstan have not changed much. This
latter fact is connected not least to Soviet-era secularism and the belief that
education was equally important for boys and girls.

Other chapters of the book show the resilience of gendered practices of
everyday life. Yulia Gradskova demonstrates how the lack of good quality
and affordable housing and a certain resilience of the Soviet practice of
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distributing housing in accordance with a complicated system of privileges
contributed to the preservation of the woman’s role, inherited from the period
of state socialism, as an intermediary between the family and the state
bureaucracy. While Gradskova’s example elucidates how gendered practices
materialise in the context of institutions with roots in state socialism, the
chapter by Radmila Švaříčková Slabáková problematises how the roots of
state-socialist practices can often be traced back to the pre-state-socialist
period. Analysing women’s memories of different time periods from state
socialism up to the present, she comes to the conclusion that many older
Czech women have preserved rather patriarchal norms with respect to
household practices and responsibilities, in contrast to the sphere of work.

4 The postsocialist societies between marketisation, democratisation
and retraditionalisation

Describing the “gendered nature of transition in Eastern and Central Europe”,
Barbara Einhorn drew attention to new nationalism and described a
(neo-)traditionalist discourse that had emerged in the “vacuum left after the
demise of state-socialist ideology” (Einhorn, 2006, p. 9). The attempts toward
retraditionalisation were frequently boosted by looking for ways of connecting
back to pre-state-socialist legacies, assuming a return to the “traditional” gender
roles of early industrial or pre-industrial society – including heteronormativity
and the norms of the Christian, Christian Orthodox, or Muslim religion – and/
or by reaffirming state-socialist legacies (as in the case of the Hungarian child-
care subsidy). Using Eric Hobsbawm’s (1983) concept of “invented tradition”,
the retraditionalisation of gender norms in former state-socialist countries can
be seen as an important form of opposition to new global inequalities. At the
same time, as previous scholarship has shown, the assumption of traditional
gender roles justified the neo-traditional transformation of the social policy
model (Gal & Kligman, 2000) thus giving women the responsibility for tasks
abandoned by state welfare. As argued earlier, in divergent ways, even state-
socialist legacies of maternalism reinforced “traditional” gender roles. Retradi-
tionalisation usually leads to negative effects with respect to gender equality
because it does not aim to formulate gender justice in new ways.

This volume explores several cases of retraditionalisation of gender norms
as a response to global pressures and the breakdown of the welfare regimes that
existed during the period of state socialism. The renaturalisation of gender
roles is not uncommonly related to political identity formations emphasising
the nation, heritage, and religious roots in opposition to a diverse array of
threatening scenarios associated with global powers or homophobic imagery.

Women’s political exclusion and new forms of discrimination are often
based on neo-traditional grounds. Previous scholarship has shown that the
co-optation of feminism into the neoliberal system of governance has proven
to be an “unholy alliance” (Fraser, 2012, p. 4). The neoliberal model of
democratisation led to “masculine democracies” (Einhorn, 2006, p. 9) that
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not only negatively influenced social justice, but also questioned the logic of
collective action and solidarity in the region. Thus the chapter by Renata
Ingbrant in this volume explores the politics of “gender restoration” in
Poland, and, in particular, the role of the Catholic Church in the debate on
abortion. The anti-abortion legislation served as a crucial arena of this
restoration of the “traditional” gender norms with roots in the anti-etatist
movements of the state-socialist period.

Other contributors explore how gendered expectations with respect to the
re-traditionalising norms contribute to changing gendered strategies with
respect to professional life and education. Indeed, the chapter by Valéria
Szekeres shows how the public expectation for women in Hungary to prioritise
family has contributed to decreasing enrolment of girls in educational pro-
grammes for technical professions. The chapter by Roman Abramov, Elena
Iarskaia-Smirnova, and Denis Saltykov discusses differences between the
cinematographic representations of medical professionals (doctors and nurses)
in old Soviet and new Russian films. The chapter shows that while the cinema
of the 1990s focused mainly on the crises of masculinity and femininity as a
result of Soviet politics, the films from the 2000s demonstrated contradictory
effects of the inclusion of Russia into the new global system of production
and welfare. New developments in cinematographic production led to a shift
from the female doctors of Soviet films to the new global template of films/
series set in hospitals. However, as the authors show, the cinematographic
representation of the “new Russian doctor” often is connected to sexism.

Conclusion. Postsocialist space, new hierarchies, and gendered choices

This book cannot pretend to fully explain how changes in political, social,
and cultural life in the former space of state socialism have influenced gender
norms and created a new system of expectations, identities, and hierarchies.
However, the contributions to this book map some of the changes and explain
several “unexpected” results of the political and social reforms, such as “gender
restoration” and gendered discrimination of migrant care workers, and they
facilitate future research by posing new questions and drawing comparisons
from different corners of the former space of state socialism.

The contributions to this volume show that gender expectations in the
postsocialist space continue to be shaped by both impulses towards more
gender equality and the renaturalisation/retraditionalisation of gender norms.
The chapter on the abortion debate in Poland shows that restrictions of
women’s rights to their bodies could come into force and co-exist with the
processes of democratisation and Europeanisation. In particular, in the case
of Poland the ban on abortion became possible through the reductionist dis-
course on women (seen as bodies) in the context of postsocialist grievances
over national suffering under communism and “crises of masculinity” as a
result of socialist gender politics. Furthermore, the aspirations of the return to
the “true” femininity continue to influence the professional and educational
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choices of women in postsocialist Hungary, and despite the market’s demands
for female engineers, most female students hesitate in choosing a technical
education.

The experiences of the past continue to generate influential “paradoxes” in
gender norms and expectations in many situations as well. The state-socialist
gendered economic and social debris in some cases continues to co-exist with
the new political and social developments. The stories of the Czech women of
the older generation not only confirm our knowledge about the preservation
of many traditional ideals of femininity despite the state-socialist obligation for
women to work outside the home, but also show that self-sacrifice and care
for others continue to be prized as a kind of “natural” femininity. At the same
time, the chapter on women’s involvement in professional tertiary education
in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan advises against approaching the state-socialist
legacies as something coherent and as bringing one-directional conditionality
to the postsocialist developments. Indeed, combinations of factors, including the
level of coercion in Sovietisation politics, colonial history, and local traditions
interacting with different political contexts of the educational reforms, have
led to quite different representations of young women in tertiary education in
the two countries, where they are almost equal in number to men in
Kazakhstan but are a significant minority in Uzbekistan.

Answering the question of how the new gender norms are entangled with
neoliberal economic demands and precarities and the new forms of socio-
economic insecurities and injustices, the contributions to this book show that
different contexts and variations of gendered (dis)appropriation of the neo-
liberal ideology of the self-relying and flexible individual, making “free” choices
on the way to success, has had a strong influence on gender norms and iden-
tities. The new ideology of masculinity – men as self-reliant and professionally
successful family providers – was subverted by the unemployed men in
Lithuania in the study presented in this volume. Many of the interviewed men
have chosen to focus their individual stories on small pleasures and emotional
relationships instead of complying with mainstream social expectations. On
the other hand, dreams of self-fulfilment in the context of economic insecurity
in combination with the post-Soviet subversion of sexual morality led two
Russian memoir writers to choose to work in the hostess clubs in Japan as a
way towards self-fulfilment. Furthermore, the new ideology of the self forces
mothers in Ukraine to comply with more and more pressing conflicts between
child-centred motherhood and social demands to contribute to family income
through gainful employment. Finally, a lack of satisfactory welfare provisions
in combination with ethnic discrimination of Roma mothers in postsocialist
Hungary led to the creation of Roma women’s NGOs that have engaged in
transnational cooperation and become responsible for compensating for this
lack of state-provided welfare. The voluntary organisations created with
transnational support have substituted for the state in helping Roma mothers
to cope with declining economic means of subsistence and intersecting gender
and ethnicity based discrimination.
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The analysis of gender norms and expectations in the space of former state
socialism contributes to the study of global developments in gender relation-
ships by showing new hierarchies and divisions. Indeed, the neglect of public
welfare with respect to elderly care in Russia inherited from state socialism in
combination with marketisation in Russia and Central Asia have created new
hierarchies between postsocialist women. The new division lines are con-
structed alongside the former borders of Russia with the Soviet republics in
Central Asia and are marked by the colonial difference in the past, while the
new differences are institutionalised through a regime of work permissions
and migration regulations. Another kind of hierarchy that has appeared in
cases of transnational cooperation around women’s rights and gender equality
is shown in the case of cooperation between Swedish women’s organisations
and those of postwar Bosnia-Herzegovina. Such encounters became possible
partly through silencing the achievements of equality between men and
women in former Yugoslavia. Such silencing also reproduces historical ste-
reotypes of the Balkans as being “semiperiphery”, and at the same time it
allows the “adding” of Bosnian women to other “dominated” women in need
of international help in the Global South.

Altogether, the contributions to this volume suggest that gender norms and
expectations in the postsocialist space do not necessarily repeat or conform to
those typical for global capitalism. Indeed, in spite of the integration into the
global political and market system, the postsocialist gendered subject combines
strategies from the past with the new global opportunities and often makes
unexpected choices in dealing with multifaceted injustices and gendered
hierarchies.

Notes
1 See, for example, Standing (2014, p. 1) on the new “bundle of insecurities” as a

result of globalisation.
2 The term was first introduced by Williamson (1989) to summarise the key principles

that Washington D.C.-based international monetary institutions, such as the World
Bank, the IMF, and the US Treasury Department, considered as a standard package
of market fundamentalist prescriptions of policies to countries in debt or crisis.

3 For example, in 1995, Hungary experienced international pressures demanding the
reduction of social benefits including the country’s generous childcare subsidy.
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3 The March 1956 events in 
Georgia
Based on oral history interviews and 
archival documents

Levan Avalishvili

Background to the March events: February 26–March 4
In his so-called “Secret Speech” at the Twentieth Party Congress on February 25, 
1956, First Secretary of the CPSU Nikita Khrushchev read out a report entitled 
“On the Cult of Personality and Its Consequences,” in which he condemned the 
repressive methods employed during Stalin’s reign. This speech remained a secret 
for the Soviet population until 1989.1 Nevertheless, this event became a historical 
watershed, and the new official policy that it entailed would significantly alter 
citizens’ perception of the functioning of the Soviet system.

Such changes were difficult to accept for both the population and the majority 
of the Communist nomenklatura elites. For years the centralized apparatus of 
propaganda and agitation had been implanting trust and confidence in the Party and 
its Leader among the population, as well as instilling the idea that the correctness 
of the official political, economic and social course was beyond question. This 
was reinforced, even among the children of the victims of the “Great Terror” 
of 1936–1938 by the victory of the USSR in the Second World War. In Soviet 
Georgia in particular, Stalin’s Georgian origins had always been a source of 
national pride among the young party elite (and the youth in general). Stalin for 
Georgians had always subconsciously been Ioseb Jughashvili, a local boy from 
Gori who became the head of the new Soviet superpower.

These reasons perhaps explain why the condemnation of Stalin’s cult of 
personality was viewed in Georgia as an affront to national pride. The leaking 
of the contents of Khrushchev’s report caused a harsh reaction among both 
party members and regular citizens, which resulted in the first anti-government 
demonstration in Soviet Georgia since the 1920s.

Archival records of the tragic events of March 1956 were not accessible to 
researchers for many decades, while among the citizenry these events were passed 
on mainly through oral histories and memoirs. At the same time, given Soviet 
censorship and the discourse of the anti-Russian national movement starting 
from 1989, some aspects of the March 1956 events became exaggerated in the 
public interpretation. Rumors of the numbers of casualties steadily increased, for 
instance. Nodar Natadze, a participant in the events and an active member of 
the national movement, stated in an interview that “at a minimum the number 
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of casualties was 500.”2 Punitive measures were also exaggerated: one of the 
witnesses to the demonstrations, and later prime-minister of Georgia in the Zviad 
Gamsakhurdia government, Besarion Gugushvili, observed in his memoirs that 
“after the shooting, they killed almost all the wounded (including girls) who were 
unable to move using bayonets … many people [killed nearby] were thrown into 
the Mtkvari River.”3 A distinct national character was attributed to the public 
demonstrations. For instance, Gugushvili recalled that “on the morning of March 
9 people decided to declare the independence of Georgia and to send a telegram 
to the UN and America. After this the soldiers started shooting…”4

Yet even when the archives were opened, it turned out that not even the secret 
materials clarified all of the details, and in many cases they even raised additional 
questions. For instance: a report letter from the head of the KGB, General I.A. 
Serov, of March 22, 1956 to the Central Committee of the Communist Party, 
stated that only four people were killed at the House of Communications of 
Tbilisi, 5 while in reality the number of casualties was much larger.

The start of the protests: March 4–6
For this chapter, the author conducted interviews with ten people who participated 
in or witnessed the March 1956 events. The average age of the interviewees in 
1956 was quite young, 19 years. Naturally, 56 years after the event it was difficult 
to find older respondents, though we should take into consideration the fact 
that, according to the majority of the sources, most of the demonstrators were 
high school and university students. In this regard, Zaur Machavariani’s story 
is particularly interesting. A first-year student in the Metallurgy Department of 
the Georgian Polytechnic University, the 19-year-old Zaur not only actively 
participated in the rallies, but he also became one of their leaders.6

This is how Machavariani recalls his involvement in the demonstration:

On March 3, I was on my way to the university, sitting in a tram that was 
passing by the bank of the Mtkvari River next to the statue of Stalin. When we 
approached the statue I saw a very tall man carrying a huge bouquet of flowers 
(almost 2 by 2 meters in length and width) and mounting it on the Stalin statue, 
after which he turned around and I saw that it was Spartak Baghashvili, a famous 
Georgian actor. And this particular moment, the process itself, the bouquet of 
flowers and the fact that the rally had already begun, revived the great love that 
lived inside not only me, but inside every Georgian and many other people in the 
Soviet Union and Europe. My eyes filled with tears and I decided not to go to the 
university, and headed home instead. I locked myself in my room and wrote a 
poem about Stalin. The same night at 10 pm I read out this poem, and the people 
liked it so much that they didn’t let me leave the rostrum. I read this poem every 
day and even several times a day until March 9.”7

Thus the start of the public demonstrations seemed spontaneous. After the 
death of Stalin on March 5, 1953, a new tradition began of observing that day 
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with a memorial ceremony. According to a report sent by Georgian Party First 
Secretary Vasil Mzhavanadze to the Central Committee, students had begun 
preparing for this event even before the Twentieth Party Conference and despite 
the fact that the Party had officially prohibited memorial ceremonies, people were 
still celebrating this date.8

At the same time, information about criticism of the “cult of personality” 
leaked from Khrushchev’s report caused anxiety among the population in Georgia. 
An abridged text of Khrushchev’s speech at the Twentieth Party Congress was 
formally received by the Georgian Central Committee on March 5, 1956.9 The 
full text of Khrushchev’s speech, however, was known only to the highest-level 
officials of the Communist Party of Georgia. Amid the public protests, details 
about the criticism of the cult of personality that was introduced to the party served 
as a catalyst for further tensions. Some of the questions asked during the internal 
party discussions about the report clearly showed that it was incomprehensible and 
unacceptable for local party members. According to documents from the Adjarian 
District Committee, for example, during such discussions party members noted 
that they could not understand why Stalin’s cult of personality was condemned, 
while at the same time Lenin’s personality had been discussed at the Congress in 
a positive way. They also demanded an explanation of Mikoyan’s statement, in 
which he claimed that the Central Committee had lacked collective leadership 
during Stalin’s rule.10

It is clear that if the decision of the party body was criticized by party members, 
it would be even more unacceptable for ordinary citizens. Rumors of the contents 
of this report proved just as troubling for non-party members as it has been for 
party members. As one of our respondents, Guram Grigolia, noted: “rumor had 
it that a sealed package had arrived. This package included secret information 
that was to be discussed in the party. We had to obey whatever the package 
indicated. The whole republic was anxious, … including us.”11 Grigolia stated 
that university professors joined students on March 7–8, after the information 
from this “package” was disseminated, and that “I guess it was the 5th of March 
that we, a group of students, left the university. At that time the professors were 
still not involved in this movement.”12 If by March 4–5 mostly students were 
involved in the spontaneous demonstration, the next day they were joined by a 
number of members of the party and the intelligentsia. People from the regions of 
Georgia were also joining the protests: “Groups of people were arriving from the 
regions on 5th, 6th and 7th [of March].”13 The number of demonstrators gradually 
increased and began to reach its peak on March 8 and 9.

The testimony of some of the participants suggests the complex motivations 
behind the demonstrations. As Irakli Rukhadze recalled,

the best speakers provoked my interest. The general motive of their speeches 
was patriotism, they read poems that encouraged us, the youth, and made us 
feel powerful and unique… we went to the demonstrations in the evenings and 
listened to the wonderful speakers, and we were proud to feel the importance 
of our gathering.14
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Nodar Tarkhan-Mouravi remembered that “we went to the demonstrations 
every day. We lacked entertainment back then, and some of the students went there 
just to spend time, because all the best poets and writers were giving speeches.”15

Some respondents observed that many of the speakers were completely 
ordinary people: “this demonstration brought together new, non-party people. 
One of them was my close friend Kote Tsitsishvili, who now lives in Poland. 
This person, unlike me, was very active, talented and had a great understanding 
of politics.”16

Another interesting aspect of the social context of the protesters is the attitude 
of the children and relatives of families that had suffered during the Stalinist 
terror. The mass repressions of 1936–1938 directly or indirectly affected nearly 
every family in this small country. However, the Georgian youth unanimously 
joined the protests. “What surprised me the most,” reported Gia Tchubabria,

were the members of repressed families, sons and daughters of repressed 
parents who were defending the personality of Stalin. I was shocked, because 
they were not aware that all the trouble caused to their families was Stalin’s 
fault. But this was a mass protest of the Georgians and they were defending 
Stalin as a Georgian.17

As Tchubabria explained, he went several times to the demonstration just out 
of curiosity, although he did not actively take part in them, as his repressed family 
had always been critical of Stalin. Another demonstrator, Guram Nakaidze, also 
stated that the primary motivation for his taking part in the demonstrations was to 
protest against the humiliation of the Georgians:

Khrushchev’s speech concerned Stalin, but we regarded it as a humiliation 
of the entire nation. This was the key reason for my participation, because I 
came from a family in which Stalin had not been much respected, as three 
members of my family were victims of the 1937 repressions.18

Despite the fact that the initial core group of the demonstrators came from the 
Tbilisi youth, the rallies seemed to have had a certain organization. A 24-hour 
honor guard was formed by the Stalin statue on the river bank. According to one 
of the organizers, Zurab Machavariani, discipline was strictly maintained. At the 
same time, the de-facto organizers appealed to bread factories, stores and various 
enterprises to provide the protesters with food and drink, and these factories, 
stores and other enterprises gave help as a sign of solidarity.19

Decorating the statue of Stalin with flower wreaths was also very organized. 
Money was collected at schools and universities in order to buy these flowers. 
Teachers were also actively involved, though they did not dare to participate 
openly. They expressed their solidarity by helping their students buy wreaths and 
bouquets.20 As a great many wreaths were gathered, people decided to collect 
money to mount them on the statue. Guram Grigolia recalled that “particularly 
people from the regions brought wreaths. They all needed to be taken care of, and 
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there was not enough space for all the flowers, so we collected money from our 
pockets and bought big ropes to attach them onto the statue. By the end, the statue 
was completely covered with wreaths.”21

The prohibition on photography may be interpreted as another sign of 
organization: 

[H]aving a camera at the demonstration was strictly prohibited. It was
understandable, representatives of the KGB were everywhere. There was a
threat of arrest … one of the participants even had his camera smashed. It
was the people’s will that pictures not be taken, but it seems that somebody
managed to take some anyway, and today we have a picture of the statue.22

An archival document proves this: in one of the transcripts of the March 8 
demonstration, some activists publicly stated that there were disguised spies 
among the participants who were trying to photograph the speakers, which might 
have been dangerous for their families.23

The motivations behind the spontaneous demonstrations that broke out in 
various other cities besides the capital Tbilisi is also an interesting issue. The 
majority of the interviewees felt that the protests resulted from the dishonoring of 
Stalin, which was regarded as an affront to Georgian national dignity. A letter sent 
by KGB head Serov to the Central Committee states three factors that triggered 
spontaneous demonstrations: first, after the Twentieth Party Congress, Stalin 
was not mentioned in the press alongside Lenin, Marx and Engels. Second, a 
public speech at the Congress by Central Committee member Anastas Mikoyan, 
an ethnic Armenian, was regarded as a humiliation of Stalin and of the Georgian 
nation in general. The third factor was the unauthorized leakage of the contents 
of Khrushchev’s speech among the masses in Georgia. As the letter claims, party 
members failed to prevent this spreading of information, and they themselves 
only knew the contents of the speech through rumors.24

Thus despite the absence of knowledge in society of the exact contents of 
the “secret speech” such rumors were sufficient to cause discontent. A transcript 
of the speeches at one of the demonstrations shows that some of the protesters 
were outraged by Khrushchev’s denigration of Stalin’s role in the Second World 
War.25 At the same time, news that the party leaders, who had previously praised 
Stalin ceaselessly as the “leader of the nation,” had now criticized him caused 
cognitive dissonance. This was reflected in the particularly negative attitudes 
towards Khrushchev and Mikoyan, who had publicly criticized Stalin. As one of 
the interviewees, Davit Tskitishvili, recalled, “if this person [Khrushchev] was a 
hero or an honored military general, people might have remained silent. But they 
could not tolerate the fact that Nikita was criticizing Stalin … Everybody hated 
Khrushchev.”26

It is arguable that Soviet Georgia had not enjoyed special social or economic 
privileges during Stalin’s rule.27 However, Stalin’s Georgian origins did seem to 
cause a feeling of moral privilege and advantage among Georgians. This sense 
of privilege was enhanced by the successful careers of Georgian revolutionaries 
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and top party figures such as Sergo Ordzhonikidze, Lavrenti Beria, Abel 
Enukidze, Shalva Eliava and others. After the fall of Beria’s network, the 
Georgian political elite appeared to lose influence in Moscow. Thus the process 
of “de-Stalinization” was yet another blow to Georgian “national pride.” As 
Timothy K. Blauvelt points out,

for many Georgians, and especially the young and ambitious elite members, 
Khrushchev’s policy of criticising Stalin’s “cult of personality” and the 
official denunciation of Stalin – coming only two and a half years after the 
denunciation of Beria and the removal of the higher levels of the latter’s 
patronage network – may have had a tremendously important symbolic 
significance: it meant an unambiguous end to Georgia’s special status, and a 
demotion from “most-favoured lord” status to some other, lesser, category.28

The March events started not as a protest against the system, but against the 
specific policy of de-Stalinization. As the interviewee Nodar Tarkhan-Mouravi 
stated, “we didn’t have the idea that we were protesting against the Soviet Union, 
these demonstrations were not directed against the system. We were just defending 
the dignity of Stalin.”29 As events escalated, however, the demonstrations turned 
into an anti-government movement with strong nationalist undertones.

Events escalate – March 7–9
Over the course of the following days, the unsanctioned gatherings gradually 
turned into demonstrations. A “Tbilisi City Presidium” was spontaneously 
established, uniting people of various social backgrounds and professions. Arrest 
records give details of some members of such a presidium:

• V. Kutchava – Communist Party member, 40 years old, teacher at the 71st
secondary school;

• Sh. Beruashvili –Communist Party member, 38 years old, head of the Central
Archives of the Ministry of the Internal Affairs;

• I. Kinkladze – Communist Party member, 34 years old, a second-year student
in the Philology Faculty of Tbilisi State University;

• A. Zhordania – non-Party member, 25 years old, a second-year student at
Gori University;

• Z. Machavariani – All-Union Leninist Young Communist League (Komsomol) 
member, 19 years old, a first-year student at the Polytechnic Institute;

• I Kukhianidze – non-Party member, 33 years old, a senior officer in the Gori
military commissariat.30

This list suggests the wide range of social backgrounds among leaders of the 
demonstrations, including both party members and non-members, government 
officials and teachers, students and Komsomol members, people from the capital 
and those from the regions.
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In addition to this presidium, a special committee was also created. As Zaur 
Machavariani explained, the 15 members of this committee were sent by the 
presidium to deal with various problems, such as fulfilling the demands of protest 
participants that Akaki Mgeladze, the former First Secretary in Georgia and a 
favorite of Stalin, be found and brought to the demonstration.31

The situation during this period seems to have caused consternation among 
the Georgian leadership. First Secretary Mzhavanadze and his team were not 
prepared for such large-scale public unrest that had now spread beyond Tbilisi 
to Gori, Kutaisi, Batumi and Sokhumi. One of the participants recalls that a 
group of students directly headed to the House of Government to meet with Vasil 
Mzhavanadze, demanding that the “sealed package” be sent back to Moscow. 
The First Secretary came out onto the balcony with his entourage, and denied the 
existence of the secret letter:

I have not received such a letter,” he said. We shouted “No, send the 
package back!” And this continued for quite a while. Starting from Rustaveli 
Avenue up to Dzerzhinsky Street, the whole area was packed with students. 
Mzhavanadze claimed that he hadn’t received any package. Finally he asked 
“If you don’t believe me, then why did you elect me?” “Who elected you?” 
We started scolding and shouting at him.32

Lashar Fulariani recalls another episode of interaction between Mzhavanadze 
and the demonstrators:

[W]e gathered on Lenin Square and decided to go and meet with Mzhavanadze; 
we were wondering what he would tell us. We went to Chitadze Street and
lots of people joined us, the whole street was crowded. Mzhavanadze came
out and made an announcement in Russian.33 We started shouting “speak in
Georgian!”

This was probably the first time when we expressed a hostile attitude towards 
the Russian language.”34

Over these days, demonstrators from various other regions and cities of Georgia 
(especially from Gori, Rustavi, Khashuri, and Telavi) began arriving in Tbilisi 
to join the rallies there. One story of a convoy of cars from Gori is illustrative. 
The witnesses claim that Gori theatre actors staged an impromptu performance, 
with actors playing Stalin and Lenin leading the people coming from Gori. The 
demonstrators were demanding that “Lenin should kiss Stalin,” which caused 
excitement among the crowd.35

On March 6, an “understanding” had apparently been reached between the 
informal protest leaders and the Tbilisi city party officials that gatherings should 
be restricted to the Stalin statue area on the river embankment: “On 6 March a 
delegation from the Party organization of the city of Tbilisi, on orders from the 
Georgian Politburo, met with the ‘organizers’ at the demonstration taking place at 
the Stalin statue and agreed with them that the demonstration should stay limited to 
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the area surrounding the monument.”36 Yet on March 8 the demonstrations spread 
from the Stalin statue to Rustaveli Avenue in the center of the city, suggesting that 
events were starting to spin out of control.

The situation was further aggravated by the visit to Georgia at that time of 
Marshal Zhu De, one of the leaders of the People’s Republic of China and the 
Commander in Chief of the People’s Liberation Army. On March 8 the protesters 
decided to appeal to him personally for help. After failed negotiations with 
Mzhavanadze, at 3 pm thousands of protesters headed to the Krtsanisi Government 
Residence, where Zhu De was staying.37 At the same time demonstrators called 
for automobiles to be commandeered if their drivers refused to take them to 
the Krtsanisi residence.38 The road to Krtsanisi was blocked by military units, 
provoking a confrontation. Thousands of protesters broke through the first cordon, 
as most likely the military units did not have permission to use force against the 
demonstrators. Stones began to be thrown,39 and then the crowd broke through 
the second line of the cordon and entered the territory of the residence by force:

when we realized that the number of protesters was exceeding the number 
of soldiers, we attacked the soldiers, but they did not start shooting. When 
we pushed even harder, they started throwing stones at us. Then probably 
somebody ordered them to leave, so they got in their vehicles and left us 
alone.”40

Georgian Party Central Committee Secretary Giorgadze, who was 
accompanying Zhu De, unsuccessfully attempted to persuade the protesters that 
the Marshal was sick. They raised the pictures of Stalin, Lenin, Mao Zedong, 
Voroshilov and Molotov and demanded to meet with Zhu De.41 Zhu De addressed 
the demonstrators through a translator, speaking generally about the friendship 
between the two countries,42 but this seems not to have satisfied the demonstrators,43 
and they particularly did not trust the Russian interpreter. As a result of pressure 
from the demonstrators, Giorgadze agreed to let a five-member delegation into 
the residence. This delegation demanded that the Marshal go to the demonstration 
at the Stalin statue and give a speech there. It seems that after protesters became 
convinced that Zhu De was actually ill, they demanded that another member of 
the Chinese delegation give a speech. In an attempt to de-escalate the situation a 
member of the Chinese delegation was indeed taken to the Stalin statue, where he 
gave a five-minute speech.44

The Zhu De incident was the first real victory for the demonstrators, removing 
their fear of military barricades and encouraging them to more openly oppose 
the government, as they had managed to meet the head of the Chinese army 
over the objections of the Georgian leadership and the military. At the same 
time, Mzhavanadze also realized that urgent measures needed to be undertaken 
in order to prevent further tension. As the criminal case against Konstantine 
Tsitsishvili shows, during the meeting with Zhu De, Giorgadze proposed 
that a group of 30 or fewer delegates from among the demonstrators go to the 
Georgian Central Committee at 6 pm that evening to officially present their 
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demands to Vasil Mzhavanadze.45 After this information became known at the 
demonstration, however, a large number of demonstrators headed towards the 
House of Government in order to accompany their delegates. Thus a group of ten 
people, including Tsitsishvili, met with Mzhavanadze. According to the protocol 
of Tsitsishvili’s later interrogation, the delegation demanded:

• Observation of the date of Stalin’s death in the official press and radio;
• Showings of films about Stalin and Lenin in the cinemas;
• Restoration of the mention of Stalin in the anthem of the Georgian SSR;46

• That the whereabouts of Stalin’s son Vasily be ascertained;
• That the following day, March 9, 1956, be officially declared a holiday to

be celebrated with official demonstrations at the Stalin statue and in Lenin
Square on Rustaveli Avenue;

• That March 9 be declared a day of mourning.47

Mzhavanadze agreed to meet these demands48 and asked the delegates to
inform the protesters of this. Most importantly, the delegates were requested to 
ensure order during the demonstrations.49 The Georgian party leadership had 
decided to make some concessions, and in this way to seize the initiative. The 
decision was taken that Stalin’s portraits would be published in the official press, 
mourning flags would be flown and official memorial demonstrations would be 
held. Mzhavanadze, together with other leading Georgian party members, would 
address the demonstrators on the morning of March 9.

Despite these concessions from the leadership, however, the demonstrators 
continued to make new demands: “We asked comrade Mzhavanadze not to arrest 
the protesters. This would exacerbate the situation.” Also, “Militia officers were 
writing down the registration numbers of the cars honking to honor Stalin. We 
ask that these drivers not be punished.”50 The protesters also made some social 
and economic demands, although, according to Zaur Machavariani, the informal 
presidium members vigorously tried to stop these kinds of statements:

I was warning the people to stop talking about economics or politics. I 
encouraged them to give speeches about Stalin, about what happened during 
the [Twentieth Party] congress and in Moscow. In most cases I succeeded in 
persuading them, but when they wouldn’t obey I asked my friends to remove 
the speaker by force.51

As events progressed, the expression of Georgian nationalist sentiments 
became more strident: “We must fight against those who forget Stalin’s name.” 
“Russian chauvinism is growing”; “the Georgian nation has never stood and will 
never kneel as well. And if someone tries to force us to kneel, we will bury them;” 
“Most importantly the sealed package must be returned from Georgia unopened.”52

The demand to restore Mgeladze as First Secretary in Georgia was a clear 
expression of distrust towards Khrushchev and Mzhavanadze. The protesters 
also prepared a “moderate” resolution project: “the participants of the meeting 
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dedicated to Stalin’s remembrance request of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Georgian SSR the following:

1 That all means be used to prevent misunderstandings around the name of 
Stalin and to respect his holy name and memory. Should this prove difficult 
within the span of three days, articles should be published about Stalin and 
his great services to the country until the problem is resolved.

2 That a petition be filed to rename the university street in Stalin’s name. All 
responsible entities should be informed that they should consider changing 
the name of the Tbilisi State Stadium and the Georgian town of Samtredia 
and take all measures necessary to accomplish this.

3 That an instruction be delivered to the emergency committee to send 
a telegram to the comrades of the great Stalin, congratulating him on his 
birthday.

4 That [USSR Supreme Soviet First Deputy Chairman] Comrade Pervukhin be 
requested to come to Tbilisi and answer our questions and make a report on 
the activities of the Central Committee of the Communist Party and on his 
own activities as well.

5 That measures be taken to prevent the repression of people taking part in this 
demonstration.

6 If these requests should be denied, we will refuse to disperse and will continue 
to gather here.”53

Thus, despite Mzhavanadze’s attempt at making concessions, the protesters 
continued to request more. According to Tamaz Janelidze, who was First 
Secretary of the Komsomol in Georgia during the 1950s, together with Georgian 
KGB head Alexi Inauri, he personally met with one of the informal leaders of the 
demonstrations, Zaur Machavariani, and asked him to disband the protests after 
the memorial demonstration that was planned for 1 pm on March 9.54 According 
to the plan developed by the Central Committee and the Committee of the State 
Security, protest organizers should suggest the demonstrators return to Gori: 
“during the official demonstration we decided to finish the rally and go to Gori. 
The government provided us with trucks, approximately 200 vehicles. This was a 
way to disperse demonstrations and avoid what they finally had to do.”55

On March 9 in the morning Mzhavanadze appealed to the protesters. According 
to Timothy K. Blauvelt,

at 10.00 a.m. on 9 March, Mzhavanadze, Georgadze and Mchedlishvili “rose 
to the podium” at the Stalin Monument and addressed the demonstration, 
announcing several concessions: that articles would be published about Stalin 
in the local newspapers and official memorial meetings would take place in 
all offices and factories at 1.00 p.m. that day.56

But this appeal to disperse the rally was not heeded by the demonstrators. As 
per the previous agreement, after the official part of the memorial demonstration, 
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organizer Zaur Machavariani called for an end to the protests.57 Konstantine 
Tsitsishvili tried to lead a convoy towards Gori,58 but failed to persuade people 
to go with him. “The official demonstration was finished, but people refused to 
leave,” said Machavariani.

Then the Komsomol First Secretary, Janelidze, came up and asked me to keep 
speaking (the so called “official demonstration’), because people were not 
moving from their places. Janelidze advised us to avoid provocations, a rude 
tone or manners, or criticism of the country or the government. I followed his 
advice and cut off anybody who tried to change the topic; I made them leave 
the rostrum.59

In trying to gain control of the situation by staging an official demonstration, 
the Georgian leadership unintentionally brought about the opposite effect, as 
people started spontaneously organizing memorial ceremonies in various public 
offices and institutions. The official demonstration lasted only for one hour, 
from 1 to 2 pm. After this official demonstration, however, the protesters headed 
towards the Stalin statue, where the main demonstration was continuing. At the 
same time, after the Georgian Party leaders officially permitted the holding of 
mourning ceremonies, many more people felt free to take part in the unsanctioned 
demonstrations: “It was only once every office and institute announced that 
employees were allowed to go to the [official] demonstration and when every 
organization bought wreaths and flowers and took them to the statue of Stalin 
at the river bank.”60 Many people headed to Tbilisi from Rustavi. The city of 
Gori was especially active that day: as the report of Gori City Committee Head 
Chopikashvili stated, if on March 5–8 the demonstrations were attended by a 
maximum of 2,000 people, on March 9 the number of protesters in Gori reached 
70,000.61

Reaching the boiling point
By March 9 the demands of protesters were becoming more and more anti-
government. According to one of the pronouncements, “Mzhavanadze’s speech 
did not differ much from Khrushchev’s speech, as he did not mention Stalin.” 
Another appeal averred that the concessions from the government’s side were just 
for show and aimed at defusing unrest. People demanded that the demonstration 
be broadcast live throughout the republic. Apparently, the informal organizers 
were trying to prevent such statements, but the protesters were passing around 
anonymous letters that could not be checked or controlled. Some of these letters 
have been preserved in the archives, such as one that criticized the “deceitful, 
revisionist and flatterer Mikoyan.” Another letter concerned the release of I. 
Bagirov, the imprisoned former First Secretary of Azerbaijan.62

The most radical appeal of all during the March 9 demonstration was that 
composed by the party member Ruben Kipiani (he had prepared the text the day 
before, on March 8):63
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The sealed letter to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union must be returned.

Mikoyan, Bulganin and Khrushchev must be demoted and put on trial.
Elections must be held to form a new Union Government.
The case and execution of Beria must be investigated, and the prosecutors 

should be put on trial.
Bagirov must be released.
Mgeladze, Mzhavanadze and Vasily Stalin must be appointed to high 

positions in the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the USSR.
An amnesty must be declared.64

Such a radical announcement turned out to be unexpected and influenced the 
protesters considerably. One of the witnesses recalled that Kipiani’s speech was 
so shocking that everybody became silent, and another witness felt that Kipiani’s 
speech inspired other people to become more radical. Kipiani himself also stated 
in his interrogation that his speech had an effect on the demonstrators.65

Most of the participants of the demonstrations avoided open expression of their 
opinion. Yet the many written appeals, composed in the name of ordinary people, 
such as workers and students, can give some indication of the attitudes of the public 
towards these events, and they show how the nationalist mood was becoming 
stronger.66 One participant described the increase in national sentiments thus:

We initially requested an end to denigrating and mocking Stalin. Later this 
request expanded, and we demanded that Khrushchev resign. Then we 
decided to appeal to China for help. Then a rather sharp statement appeared, 
that Molotov did not know what was happening (about Stalin’s name being 
disrespected) in reality, and then we demanded that a national military unit 
based in Kutaisi come and help us.67 Finally, somebody proposed sending 
telegrams to China, to Molotov, and to Europe. Suddenly some people 
shouted “Let’s go to the post office and send telegrams everywhere!”68

Gradually the unrest spread throughout the entire city. On the morning of 
March 9, military units tried to stop 14 cars full of demonstrators from heading 
from Rustavi to Tbilisi, but the demonstrators did not obey and broke through 
the barricade by force. During the day of March 9 a number of Soviet military 
personnel in Tbilisi were assaulted. According to the testimony of one of the 
injured soldiers, Salaridze, demonstrators shouted “Beat him, beat him! This man 
sold out Georgia.” Two thousand protesters picketed the Transcaucasia Military 
District headquarters, demanding that portraits of Stalin and other Politburo 
members be exhibited. According to the testimony of one Captain Shelepin, a 
portrait of Mikoyan with the eyes cut out was mounted on one of the trucks, 
and the demonstrators demanded the resignation of Khrushchev and Bulganin.69 
After commandeering cars, the protesters headed towards Gori via Rustaveli 
Avenue noisily and with flags waving.70 General-Major Bannykh, head of the 
Transcaucasian Military District border troops, reported that Tbilisi
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[W]as in chaos. There was no order. Complete anarchy. All transport – cars
and trucks, taxis, busses, trolleys – are in the hands of the crowd. Cars are
driving around this city honking incessantly. The demonstrators have put
forth an ultimatum: replace the local government. Dissatisfaction with the
leadership is being expressed.71

There were widespread rumors about the existence of “ruling centers” that 
were supposedly coordinating the protests. According to a report of the First 
Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs of Georgia, Asmolov, in Tbilisi there existed 
so-called “underground centers that were leading the rallies.”72 The same idea was 
expressed by the witness Faina Baazova, who claimed that during the spontaneous 
demonstration on Kolmeurneoba Square, the banned Georgian national anthem 
was played and leaflets were distributed. This leaflet included a paragraph 
demanding that Georgia secede from the Soviet Union.73 However, there is no 
documentary proof of any of this in the Georgian archives. The criminal cases of 
the informal organizers who were arrested on March 8–9 discuss a coordinating 
body that was responsible for organizational issues, such as formulating the 
demands of demonstrators and delivering them to party leaders.74 Yet the first-
hand sources do not prove the existence of such organized anti-government or 
nationalist groups. It is possible that some radical groups were formed, but they 
clearly were not coordinated. As one of the respondents noted about the decision 
making process,

Kostava, Gamsakhurdia and other leaders were making decisions. We, 
the ordinary citizens were not involved in this process. What I’m trying to 
emphasize is that there were various groups and each of them was doing 
whatever it was capable of. We had one goal; we were demanding everything 
national and most importantly, we were unable to tolerate the fact that Stalin 
had been humiliated.75

As for distribution of leaflets, the official reports claim that this did indeed 
happen, but that these leaflets were limited to criticizing the de-Stalinization 
policy.76

Throughout the course of March 9, the Georgian party leadership continued 
to try to get the situation under control. Former Komsomol Central Committee 
Secretary Tamaz Janelidze recalled that they asked the local party leadership 
for permission for the Komsomol to try to take over the leadership of the 
demonstrations. This proposal was shot down, however, by a Moscow official, 
Deputy Head of the Party Organs Department of the Central Committee V.I. 
Shikin, who was visiting Tbilisi at the time, as he thought that the Komsomol 
leading the demonstrations would contradict the decision of the Twentieth Party 
Congress. The head of the Georgian Komsomol then asked if they could at least 
give speeches during the demonstrations. In the event, however, the protesters 
did not give Komsomol members permission to speak and even used force to 
prevent them from addressing the demonstrators.77 In the evening of March 9, a 
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joint petition of the Georgian Central Committee and the Georgian Komsomol 
was released, which stated that untrustworthy elements were using this important 
day of mourning for their personal and provocative purposes. At the end of this 
petition, the Central Committee called for public order to be restored.78 But these 
appeals were ignored by the population.

In the evening of March 9, at 11 pm a delegation of the demonstrators went to 
the Ministry of Communications (the so-called Dom sviazi) on Rustaveli Avenue to 
demand that the protests be broadcast live throughout the republic and that special 
appeals be sent to the students of Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev and other cities.79 
According to a report of Georgian SSR Communications Minister Kristesashvili, 
the delegates left the building immediately after seeing KGB staff there.80 However, 
the demonstrators were informed that the delegates had been arrested at the 
Communications Ministry, and a large crowd of the protesters headed towards the 
Ministry to “rescue” them. A Soviet Army unit under the leadership of Commandant 
Mashukev had already entered the building, however, and a confrontation between 
the soldiers and demonstrators ensued when the people attempted to enter the 
building by force, despite active resistance from the soldiers.81 The witness 
Tamazian stated that some of the demonstrators called the soldiers “fascists and 
Americans” and threatened them with a “Georgian National Army.” The soldiers 
were not able to stop the people who were more and more aggressively trying to 
enter the building. They fired into the air, but even this did not stop the protesters. 
Finally, the soldiers began shooting directly into the crowd of demonstrators:

They started shooting. Human instinct made us lie down on the ground… 
then somebody shouted that the bullets were blanks. We got up, but they kept 
shooting, and several people fell down, mainly those who had been standing 
in the first row … five or ten people were hit. We retreated by crawling, as 
the shooting continued. After the first round of fire, they started shooting in 
the air to frighten us.82

Despite the shooting and the casualties, the protesters did not disperse. News of 
the bloodshed caused a backlash at the main demonstration at the embankment, as 
more anxious protesters headed towards Rustaveli Avenue. According to the head 
of the Soviet Army battalion, Major Gestalenko, the demonstrators were chanting 
“Down with Khrushchev!” “Down with Bulganin!” Gastalenko also stated that 
with these new arrivals the confrontation resumed, and Red Army soldiers fired 
into the crowd again. He also claimed that the protesters managed to seize one of 
the machine guns.83 This fact is confirmed by one of our respondents:

We were on the Rustaveli Cinema side of the street, and they [the soldiers] 
were on the opposite side with guns threatening us. Somebody stole a 
machine gun and took it into the Rustaveli Cinema. We broke a window. 
Somebody had an idea of taking the machine gun upstairs and shooting from 
there. Fortunately, some wise person suggested that if we dared to do this, 
they would blow us up immediately, so we abandoned this idea. We hid while 
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the soldiers were shooting, and came out as soon as the gunfire stopped; then 
again they started shooting, and again we hid.84

This second confrontation on Rustaveli Avenue also resulted in casualties from 
among the demonstrators. Guram Grigolia recalled that

[A]s soon as they starting shooting, we lay down on the ground. When I
raised my head, people had already left, but I saw a man still lying down
… then I saw a second person on the ground, and a third … I had no idea of
what was going on. I approached the lying person and tried to raise him, but
he was already dead. Then I went to the second person, and then the third. All
of them had been shot in the head. We were coming in lines and they were
shooting from above, so that’s why all these people were hit in the head. We
were shouting and cursing the Soviet government. We were even calling for
breaking through the Turkish border to finally free ourselves from this hell.85

Despite the use of weapons, the Soviet Army units were unable to quell the 
anxious protesters. According to the order of General Gladkov, heavy armor 
was moved to Rustaveli Avenue, but the protesters were not afraid of the tanks. 
According to witnesses, they impeded the tanks with every means, such as 
jamming various objects into the treads, covering the periscopes with flags, and 
throwing portraits of Lenin and the Politburo members in front of the tanks. In 
some cases young people climbed onto the tanks and drew swastikas or symbols 
of American dollars on the tanks’ armor. One of the demonstrators even threw a 
bust of Lenin at a tank.86 Guram Grigolia recalled that young people lay down 
in front of the tanks: five or six boys lay on the road to impede the tanks from 
moving further.87 According to the Communications Minister Kristesashvili, the 
forces summoned by General Gladkov were 40 minutes late, as they were delayed 
by the protesters. Another episode shows how tense the situation was: according 
to Grigolia, during the unrest, a man came out of the Government House. The 
crowd was aggressive and wanted to kill him immediately. Fortunately this man 
turned out to be the famous critic Besarion Zhgenti. The fact that several people 
recognized him and knew that he was not a government official saved his life.88

The story of the deployment of the military is also interesting. According to 
Viktor Kozlov’s book, Moscow planned to deploy troops to Tbilisi on March 9. 
When at 22.25 Interior Minister Dudorov informed Central Committee Secretary 
Aristov about the growing tension in the city, Aristov in turn informed the senior 
Central Committee Secretary Mikhail Suslov. Apparently “everything was known” 
to Suslov, and Fediukinski, the Commander of the Transcaucasian Military District, 
“has already received all the necessary instructions.”89 At the same time, according 
to Order No.14, signed by the head of Tbilisi Garrison, General-Major Gladkov, 
martial law was to be declared at midnight. However, according again to Gladkov’s 
report, at the request of the Georgian leadership, military security forces were sent 
to the Communications Ministry by 22:30 on March 9.90 Thus it seems that the 
events that took place there accelerated Moscow’s decision to deploy troops.
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Despite the bloodshed at the Communications Ministry building and on 
Rustaveli Avenue, the protests in Tbilisi continued. The crowd was primarily 
concentrated around the Stalin monument on the embankment. The shootings 
of the other demonstrators only reinforced their protest and patriotic sentiments. 
Lamara Svani, who had been wounded during the clash (and was killed in another 
crackdown later that morning), gave a speech in which she recalled that “our 
ancestors, heroes and heroines, Tsotne Dadiani and many others managed to save 
Georgia from her enemies. We must also accomplish this!”91

At midnight the Soviet Army units headed towards the Stalin monument, 
but the demonstrators refused to leave, even surrounding the military units and 
continuing their resistance. Additional forces were mobilized. Only by 2 am, with 
the help of additional troops and police, was the demonstration dispersed, during 
the course of which two people were killed and three injured. Gunfire caused 
panic, forcing people to jump into the Mtkvari River.92 Thus the demonstrations 
that had begun on March 5 at the Stalin monument were forcibly dispersed in the 
early hours of March 10.

The aftermath – the growth of the nationalist mood following the 
March 9 events and the steps taken by the Georgian leadership
Forcibly dispersing the demonstrations of March 9–10 did not ease the situation 
in the republic, but rather further aggravated the nationalist and anti-government 
mood. The population now openly expressed hostility towards Russians and the 
Soviet Army. One of the participants of the demonstrations recalled that

Although there some national appeals had been made during demonstrations, 
the general mood was not nationalist. Nationalist issues became tenser later 
on, after the crackdown on the demonstrations using military force. In the 
university, slogans of “Glory to Georgia!” or even “Glory to free Georgia!” 
and other anti-Soviet things were scratched onto the student desks.93

The party leadership undertook immediate measures to alleviate this mood. 
One such measure was a prohibition on disseminating information about the 
March 9 events. According to the respondents, a new rule was introduced that 
prohibited more than two people from gathering together at the same time in 
the central streets of Tbilisi. This restriction lasted almost ten years.94 It was 
important for the government to keep secret the records about those wounded 
and killed during the events. In general, the exact number of casualties was never 
disclosed during the Soviet period, even for the party elite. As a result, the number 
of victims became overstated in rumors and reminiscences among Georgian 
society. According to Tamaz Janelidze, a commission created a list of casualties 
(indicating 83 dead).95 However, the records about this very investigation have 
not yet been found.96 Measures undertaken by the KGB also contributed to the 
spreading of rumors. Guram Grigolia, who went to a hospital after the events, 
recalled that a list of the dead had been put up on the entrance door of the hospital 
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for two hours. Later it was taken down, as the entrance became packed with 
people.97 Traditional funerals were also restricted. As Tsiala Burduli recalled, the 
KGB strictly monitored her brother’s funeral. The deceased had to be carried 
to the cemetery directly from the morgue, only one hour was allowed for the 
entire ceremony, and the number of relatives in attendance was limited to 10–15 
people. Crying loudly was prohibited. The government provided the family with 
transportation to the cemetery, and relatives were monitored for almost 40 days.98

According to the records of the investigatory commission, 21 persons were 
killed and 55 were wounded during the March 1956 events, the majority of whom 
were high school and university students.99 It is possible that the number of 
wounded was much higher, but that many of them did not register with a hospital 
for fear of persecution. The Ministry of Internal Affairs, for instance, received 
information about one of those injured, Evgeni Kotliarov, only on March 13, as 
despite severe injures he had been taken to a dental clinic.100

Not only did the party and security agencies try to conceal information 
about the casualties, but they also falsified facts. In this regard, the case of the 
investigation of Lamara Svani’s death is particularly interesting. According to 
witnesses, Svani was killed by soldiers using bayonets during the assault on the 
demonstrators gathered at the Stalin monument in the early morning of March 
10. According to a report, this news of the death of a female protester spread
throughout Georgian society and further aggravated anti-government sentiment,
even among Georgian police officers who had witnessed the event.101 A document 
drawn up on April 13 by the Georgian SSR Secretariat of the Ministry of Internal
Affairs for the special sector of the Georgian Central Committee states that the
cause of Lamara Svani’s death was wounds caused by bayonets.102 However, on
April 6, seven days earlier, the conclusion drawn by the investigatory commission
claimed that Lamara Svani’s death had been caused by gunshot wounds under
unclear circumstances.103 This demonstrates that the Central Committee was
trying to soften the disproportionate and illegal actions of the Soviet military.

Yet while the KGB was conducting surveillance over society, at the same time 
the political leadership of the Georgian SSR was rather tolerant with the citizens 
who were arrested during the unrest. The majority of them were given a one year 
suspended sentence and released from the court room. The Georgian leadership 
took the line that “unknown provocateurs” were to blame for the Tbilisi riots. In 
the opinion of one of those convicted, Zaur Machavariani, it was in the interests of 
the Georgian leadership to show Moscow that the March events were merely anti-
government with a tendency towards nationalism, rather than anti-Soviet.104 Many 
sympathizers were waiting for the liberated demonstrators outside the courthouse. 
As Machavariani recalls, after the court decision, students picked up him and Kote 
Chkheidze (another of the arrested) and carried them down Rustaveli Avenue: 
“This was a kind of answer [to the authorities].”105 Later, by the order of Georgian 
First Secretary Mzhavanadze, Machavariani, who had been one of the informal 
leaders of the demonstrations, was allowed to re-enter the university and was 
reinstated in the Komsomol.
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4 Women’s experiences of 
repression in Czechoslovakia, 
1948–1968

Kelly Hignett

Between 1948 and the mid- 1950s, the consolidation of communist control in 
Czechoslovakia was accompanied by a ‘wave of terror’. While contemporary 
academic estimates vary, one recent study has suggested that around 90,000 
Czechoslovak citizens were prosecuted for political crimes between 1948 and 
1954, most of whom were sentenced to lengthy periods in penal institutions and 
forced labour camps, with over 250 death penalties pronounced, and a further 
8000 deaths recorded during imprisonment.1 However, direct legal and judicial 
repression was only the tip of the iceberg. Hundreds of thousands of Czechoslo-
vaks also became collateral victims of state- sanctioned repression. The full 
extent of these ‘hidden’ or ‘secondary’ victims is impossible to quantify, but 
archival and anecdotal evidence demonstrate that the Communist Party pursued 
a policy of ‘punishment through kinship ties’, so while (for the most part) family 
members of those incarcerated for political crimes were not necessarily arrested 
themselves, they were considered ‘guilty by association’ and were subjected to 
sustained discrimination, stigmatism, marginalisation and exclusion. For many 
who suffered during these years, the limited liberalisation that occurred during 
the Prague Spring of 1968 provided the first real opportunity to tell their stories 
and to attempt to seek formal rehabilitation and recompense. While the forcible 
suppression of the Czechoslovak reforms in August 1968 effectively led to 
another twenty years of ‘silence’ about Stalinist- era repression within Czecho-
slovakia, it also enabled several former victims to flee the country, many of 
whom subsequently published autobiographies, memoirs and interviews.2 These 
personal testimonies and eye- witness accounts offer historians poignant accounts 
of individual suffering and resistance which allow us better to illuminate the 
human tragedies of Stalinist- era repression, although as Blaive argues, we must 
be mindful not to approach such sources with ‘uncritical sympathy’, particularly 
when reading accounts which were originally written and published with a 
Western audience in mind.3
 Since the fall of communism in 1989, these accounts have been supplemented 
by other, more diverse narratives from individuals who lived through and experi-
enced the repression of the early communist period in different ways. The 
opening of formerly classified state archives, the creation of greater opportun-
ities for former victims of repression and their family members to talk about 
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their lives and/or publish written memoirs, and the important work done by civic 
organisations such as Političtívĕzni.cz, Paměť Národa and dcery.cz in conduct-
ing oral interviews with former victims of repression, have significantly 
increased the body of materials available to historians.4
 Despite this, many of those who suffered repression during the early commu-
nist years maintain that their experiences have been overshadowed in compari-
son to the post- communist emphasis upon the events of 1968 and the persecution 
of the later generation of dissidents during the 1970s and 1980s.5 In particular, 
women’s experiences of repression in communist Czechoslovakia remain under- 
researched and under- represented in the existing historiography. In recent years, 
this has begun to change with some pioneering research into women political 
prisoners conducted by Czech and Slovak historians, but, to date, no compre-
hensive study exists in English.6 In addition, no detailed research has been 
undertaken into women as victims of secondary or ‘collateral’ repression. Per-
sonal narratives are particularly important in recording and understanding their 
experiences, as repressive measures against these women often went largely 
undocumented.7
 Researchers have often highlighted the reluctance of many women to share 
personal accounts of traumatic experiences, particularly in comparison with their 
male counterparts. Tomáš Bursík concluded that, ‘Women do not like to return 
to their suffering, that misfortune they affected, the humiliation that followed. 
They do not want to talk about it.’8 This is often confirmed by the women them-
selves, such as Vlasta Jakubová, who, while willing to talk openly about her 
general experiences during her ten- year imprisonment from 1949 to 1959, 
warned her interviewer: ‘Don’t ask me about the interrogations, because I don’t 
like looking back at it.… This is taboo until today, because it was so humiliat-
ing, not just for me but for everybody.’9 In her own account of imprisonment, 
Božena Kuklová-Jíšová also explained that:

We women are very often criticized for not writing about ourselves, about 
our fate. Perhaps it’s because there were some moments which were very 
humiliating for us; or because in comparison to the many different brave 
acts of men, our acts seem so narrow- minded. But the main reason is that 
we have difficulties presenting ourselves to the world.10

This reserve often extends to women who experienced collateral repression, 
many of whom consider their own suffering as insignificant in comparison with 
the experiences of former prisoners, who they perceive as the ‘real victims’ of 
communism. Jo Langer, despite being subjected to sustained political harass-
ment and socio- economic discrimination, including loss of employment and 
forced relocation while her husband, Oscar, was arrested and interned in various 
prisons and labour camps for over eight years, described how, upon receiving 
the first full account of her husband’s traumatic experiences after his release, she 
felt ‘shattered and deeply ashamed of having thought myself a victim of 
suffering’.11
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 There is much we can learn from documenting and analysing women’s 
experiences of communist- era repression. Jana Rehak, who has conducted inter-
views with both male and female political prisoners, also reflected upon the par-
ticular difficulties of encouraging women to tell their stories: ‘… many [women] 
refused to talk or did not want to be recorded; several agreed to meet only in 
groups.’ Yet accounts by those women who were willing to share their stories 
proved deeply illuminating. Rehak found that:

Women prisoners responded differently.… While the women were, in 
general, more reticent at first than the men, when they did engage in narrat-
ives they were more specific about some subjects … they articulated their 
pain and togetherness in different ways than the men.12

This chapter draws on a combination of written memoirs, oral interviews and 
archival documents to explore women’s experiences of repression in Czechoslo-
vakia during the period from 1948 to 1968, encompassing women who experi-
enced both direct and indirect or ‘collateral’ repression as a result of the 
communist regime’s policy of ‘punishment through kinship’. Through a critical 
analysis of their narratives, we are able to perceive these women simultaneously 
as both victims and survivors of communist repression.

Women political prisoners in Czechoslovakia
Contemporary estimates suggest that between 1948 and 1954, at least 90,000 
Czechoslovak citizens were convicted under Article 231 (for ‘crimes against the 
state’). The deliberately broad nature of Article 231 encompassed offences 
including active involvement in anti- communist resistance (for example, by dis-
tributing illegal literature, attending organised protests, verbal criticism, organ-
ising or attempting escape attempts to the West); disgruntled individuals who 
were disenfranchised by various communist reforms, and anyone else seen as 
‘dangerous’ by the new regime (for example, religious leaders and members of 
the intelligentsia). It was common for individuals convicted under Article 231 to 
receive long sentences – ten years to life – even for relatively small indiscre-
tions. Once arrested and sentenced, prisoners were interned in penal institutes 
and forced labour camps across Czechoslovakia.13

 The vast majority of political prisoners were men; only between 5,000 and 
9,000 (from 5 to 10 per cent) were women.14 In many ways, these women were a 
diverse group: they came from a range of backgrounds, ages and social classes; 
included intellectuals, university students and religious believers, came from 
cities, towns and rural areas across Czechoslovakia; they included active 
members of anti- communist resistance groups, those caught while attempting to 
flee the country, women who had publicly spoken out against the new regime or 
were otherwise accused of ‘resisting’ communist reforms, those from a suspect 
‘bourgeois’ background and even some wives of high- ranking Communist Party 
members who were caught up in the purges of the early 1950s.15 These women 
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were held in prisons and forced labour camps scattered across Czechoslovakia, 
often alongside women sentenced for criminal offences (including murderers, 
thieves, prostitutes and so- called ‘angel women’, who performed illegal abor-
tions), and retribučni (individuals who had been convicted under the post- war 
retribution decrees).16 There were some women- only prisons, while others estab-
lished women’s wings or departments. In Pardubice prison in Prague, a number 
of specialist departments were established, from 1953 onwards, to segregate dif-
ferent categories of women prisoners, including Hrad (Castle) which housed 
sixty- four women viewed as being the ‘most dangerous’ political prisoners, 
Vatikan (Vatican) where nuns who refused to deny their religious beliefs were 
interned and Podsvětí (Underworld) where prostitutes and women with a variety 
of venereal diseases and psychological problems were held. A number of labour 
camps for women prisoners were also established after 1948, with those sent to 
the camps commonly described as ‘muž určený k likvidaci’ (‘people selected for 
liquidation’).17

Forced labour
Forced labour constituted a central aspect of women’s experiences of incarcera-
tion, and many former prisoners have described how they struggled to cope with 
the demanding labour they were subjected to. While women prisoners were 
exempt from some of the most physically strenuous forms of forced labour such 
as working in the uranium mines, they were still expected to work for long hours 
in primitive conditions. Many were not used to undertaking such difficult and 
laborious physical toil, often in the form of eight- to ten- hour shifts, during 
which time ‘We never had anything like a break or a snack. I didn’t smoke, so I 
only ever got up to go to the bathroom.’18 Some women were also left with per-
manent disabilities due to injuries sustained as a result of forced labour.
 Most prisons had workshops where women prisoners engaged in various 
activities, including laundry, sewing, tailoring, knitting, weaving, embroidery, 
making jewellery, clothes pegs and paper bags. Other prisoners worked in their 
cells: ‘In the middle of the cell, there was a big table and two big benches. We 
worked on the table; for instance we glued bags or boxes together and, in the 
beginning, we plucked feathers.’19 Cleaning and stripping feathers was one of 
the most common cell- based activities:

Every day we plucked feathers – an awful job because they kept increasing 
the quota. It peaked at ¾ kilo a day and to meet the quota we got up at half 
past four in the morning and plucked until nine in the evening. It was ter-
rible, the feathers stank so they were dirty and everything smelled of naph-
thalene. We slept in the same room as the feathers … once they discovered 
a dead rat in a sack – you can imagine the stink. It drove us crazy.20

Some women were assigned to pracovní útvary vězňů (prisoner work units, or 
PÚV); supervised ‘labour brigades’ which were sent out to work in areas including 
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agriculture, textiles, industrial production and a range of technical and mechan-
ical services. Prisoners were usually transported to and from their workplace by 
bus, by cart or on foot. One report from April 1951 described how: 

At the moment a labour battalion of women is working on the road which 
runs along the eastern side of the March [Morava river].… The women there 
are a mixture of criminals, prostitutes and political prisoners. They sing as 
they march to work.… For some time work has been proceeding and a good 
deal of tunnelling and blasting has been going on.21

At peak agricultural seasons, such as sowing and harvest time, women prisoners 
were often conscripted into agricultural brigades and sent out to work on local 
farms. Some prisoners enjoyed agricultural labour as it gave them access to fresh 
air and extra food: ‘we were in the fields every day. We helped the farmers and 
were out in the sunshine.’22 However, others found agricultural work arduous 
and physically demanding:

We woke up at six every morning, had breakfast; the first line up was 
already at seven o’clock. We were divided into work gangs … we worked 
until three or four o’clock … we had to work in foul weather, sleet and 
frost.… It was real slavery there!23

Dagmar Šimková also described the hard agricultural work undertaken by 
women at the Želiezovce labour camp:

We work incessantly on the vast fields. We dig around the beets with our 
blunt hoes. We move around on our knees as we pull out the weeds. The sun 
beats down mercilessly … Ratlik [the guard overseeing the work party] 
chases us over to another field overgrown with thistle. He orders the leader 
of our work party to take away our hoes and we now have to pull out the 
thistles with our bare hands.… The following day our hands are swollen and 
infected.
 We labour from dawn till dusk. The heat and hard work exhaust us … 
Helenka lost her balance on top of the thresher and the machine tore away 
her leg below the knee. In the evening we return to camp parched, our 
bodies blackened with dust, our shirts stiff with sweat and dirt. I can’t bend 
my knees and fall from the cart like a sack of potatoes.
 During the lunchbreak we all lie on our backs like beetles between dried 
cow- cakes on the dusty ground. I’m so tired I can’t bring myself to eat.24

Perhaps the hardest conditions were experienced by women assigned to heavy 
industrial work. Jirina Zabranova was part of a PÚV assigned to a large brick-
works in Prague, where ‘working conditions were terrible … hard work, a lot of 
dust, heat from the furnace’.25 Hana Truncová worked in steelworks in a smelt-
ing plant, where
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[t]here were cranes with some liquid alloy moving above our heads and big
pots with some boiling hot stuff. It looked like hell. It stank very badly … I
worked on a machine where there were some long poles and I had to
estimate, whether the poles were straight or not after it went through some
other machine.… I had to dig out metal chips, using a pickaxe … and put 
them in carts.26

Lola Škodová laboured in the steel mills at Kladno, where she was forced to 
drag and cut 4–5 metre metal rods by hand, a task that ‘took all of her strength’ 
as she tried to meet her daily quota:

We found it very difficult when we had to start work in the steel mills.… 
The environment we worked in was extremely uncomfortable. Behind my 
back there were four very large taps with boiling sulphuric acid which was 
used to treat the rods. The steam irritated our eyes and noses … I worked in 
part of the factory right next to red- hot metal. I was wet with sweat.
 There were many injuries in the steel mill. Mostly, fingers were torn 
away … and sometimes, even the whole hand, breaking bones and tearing 
sinews.27

As prisoners’ food rations were directly related to their labour productivity, 
forced labour also impacted upon their general health and well- being. Women 
who were unable to meet the set quotas received fewer rations, a system which 
consequently disadvantaged elderly, ill or infirm prisoners. Although prisoners 
were paid a minimal monthly ‘wage’ in exchange for their labour from the 
summer of 1951, most of their ‘earnings’ were automatically deducted to cover 
various ‘prison expenses’ and the small amount left over was generally used to 
buy toiletries, stamps and additional food from the prison canteen to supplement 
the basic rations.28

Health and sanitation
Many women endured extremely poor living conditions during their incarceration, 
as illustrated by this report about a women’s labour camp near Karlovy Vary:

Women are accommodated in four large dormitories in a single story build-
ing where hygiene is very bad … only two sinks and only two toilets are 
available.… Everywhere is full of bugs and other insects … the food is very 
bad and of insufficient quality.29

Numerous former prisoners have described life in overcrowded, unhygienic cells 
infested with bedbugs, mice and even rats.30 Poor sanitation was frequently a 
problem, with a lack of access to basic facilities, while ‘luxuries’ such as soap, 
toilet paper, toothpaste and sanitary napkins had to be purchased from the prison 
canteen at the prisoners’ own expense. This meant that menstruation posed a 
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particular problem for women prisoners. In desperation, some women used strips 
torn from prison blankets as makeshift sanitary pads, but they were subsequently 
penalised for ‘destruction of prison property’.31

 Drahomíra Stuchlíková likened the lack of basic sanitation at Želiezovce 
labour camp to conditions in ‘the middle ages’ with ‘French toilets, mice and 
rats’.32 Hana Truncová, who was placed in solitary confinement in Ústí nad 
Labem prison following her arrest for anti- communist activities in 1951, detailed 
the conditions she was forced to endure:

They were little cells, under the pavement with no ventilation. Only when a 
prison officer opened the door, you’d smell the mustiness from the corridor. 
Everything was underground … and there were prison bars everywhere … no 
hygiene, no showers, and no hot or cold water in the cell. There wasn’t even a 
jug, so you had nothing to drink. The air was dry, so dry, and not fresh. The 
cell was about three by three steps big and there was a big wooden bunk bed 
which could not be folded and was full of bedbugs … there were no blankets, 
so you had to lie on the bed with hands next to your body and the bedbugs 
came out of the bed. That was horrible. The prison officer opened the door to 
the corridor in the morning and we took turns to have our morning hygiene. 
There was no toothbrush and I didn’t comb my hair for about three months. 
There was one basin with cold water in the corridor and only one towel hanging 
next to it. You could see the blood stains of all the prisoners on the towel.33

Poor nutrition, inadequate living conditions and lack of sanitation fostered fre-
quent outbreaks of disease, including influenza, hepatitis, tuberculosis and 
typhus. Some women developed problems with their gall bladder, liver and 
kidneys. In 1956, poor conditions at the Želiezovce camp led to an outbreak of 
jaundice which affected most of the 300 women prisoners interned there. When 
the women became too sick to continue working, they were hastily ‘quarantined’ 
for treatment in a block of makeshift wooden huts. Most survived, but many 
were left with long- term health problems.34

 Prisoners were generally allowed access to a communal washroom once every 
seven to fourteen days, but many women were reluctant to use these facilities 
because the male prison guards gathered to watch them, jeering and laughing. 
Šimková recalled how ‘At Pankrác [prison] in order to reach the washroom we had 
to strip in our cell and run a gauntlet of male guards in the corridor’, while Julie 
Hrušková also remembered ‘I found out that the jailors came there to watch us. So 
I didn’t want to “show off ”. During my whole time in prison, I was in the wash-
room only about twice.’35 Accounts from other women suggest that some grew 
accustomed to being openly observed while showering or even using the toilet, 
under the watchful eye of the prison guards. Drahomíra Stuchliková recalled:

In Pardubice [prison] I was in correction once, and in the corridor there was 
a water supply where we could wash ourselves. A čuzák [guard] let me in 
once … he wanted to get in and have a look at me. I told myself ‘that isn’t a 
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man. It’s just a čuzák’. So I took my clothes off and washed myself. He can 
please himself – that wasn’t the issue.

Similarly, after undertaking transportation from Ústí nad Labem to Pankrác 
prison in Prague, a long journey during which the women prisoners were forced 
to urinate under armed guard, Hana Truncová described how ‘we were literally 
peeing under the machine gun. At the end of the day we weren’t shy anymore so 
we didn’t mind them watching us.’36

Violence and punishment
For many women, these experiences formed part of a wider strategy of ritualised 
sexual humiliation and punishment used to degrade and defeminise them during 
their internment. Dagmar Šimková claimed that, ‘According to them, we’re 
swines, bitches, smelly discharge, whores, and beasts.… A woman had to be 
shamed for her femininity, she had to be deprived of her gender.’37 Guards delib-
erately humiliated women prisoners by loudly and publicly commenting upon 
their most intimate moments:

The anonymous morning conversation from behind the cell doors began.
‘My little duckie has her monthlies’, a heroic youth announced gleefully.
Roars of laughter.
‘And what about your little treasure?’
‘Come and look how prettily she can shit.’38

Josefa Slánská also described how she was subjected to sustained, sexualised, 
verbal abuse at Ruzynĕ prison in Prague:

‘Stand up, you whore!’ somebody shouted suddenly one day, outside my 
door. ‘Stand up you whore! Stand up you whore!’ repeated ad nauseum. 
After several minutes I began to think ‘can this be aimed at me?’ … I stood 
up. Silence. After a while I sat down again and on the instant it began: 
‘Stand up, you whore!’ I stood up. Silence again. So it was meant for me! I 
sat down. The voice began again.39

Dagmar Šimková recalled how, during one lengthy interrogation, she was for-
bidden to use the toilet, and her inevitable inability to control her bladder was 
characterised as a female failure:

I was turning red, the tears were running down my cheeks, I asked them over 
and over if I could go to the bathroom. After another hour my body gave up. I 
soiled the carpet. The agent screamed ‘throw her out – that wet bitch!’.40

Lola Škodova described how one winter, guards punished her cellmate by forcing 
her to stand naked in a cold cellar for several days while she was menstruating:
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Now and then they released steam into the cell and she thought that she 
would asphyxiate. It was so hot and there was no air to breathe. And then it 
would get cold again.… She would hear voices behind the door ‘Is she dead 
yet?’, and the reply ‘No, not yet’. She never recovered from this ordeal. She 
was eventually released after six years but she had to have all her female 
organs removed … [and] she would never be able to have children.41

Women prisoners were frequently forced to strip naked for interrogations and 
intimate examinations undertaken by male guards. Some were sexually assaulted 
by prison guards, while many more describe their subjection to other forms of 
humiliation, verbal abuse and physical and psychological duress.42 Political 
prisoners were afforded fewer rights and privileges than other inmates, and were 
frequently subject to violence and persecution. Šimková recalled that she was 
persistently reminded by the prison guards that, because she had been sentenced 
under Article 231, she was considered ‘more dangerous’ than even the most 
hardened criminals she was interned with, because ‘that woman murdered one 
person – possibly two or three – but you wanted to exterminate an entire nation’. 
Criminal prisoners and retribučni would openly taunt the politicals by threaten-
ing them, ‘If it was up to us, we’d pave Wenceslas Square with your heads’.43

 Vlasta Jakubová described how, following her arrest for anti- communist 
activities in August 1949: ‘I was interrogated every day and it was much worse 
than bad.… Once, I was left for twenty- four hours with my arms and legs bound 
– it was very unpleasant.’44 Following her arrest in May 1949, Vlasta Charvá-
tová was interrogated for three days without respite, during which time she was
denied sleep, food, water, medical attention and access to a toilet. She was
beaten, hit on the soles of her feet with a rubber truncheon and had her head
repeatedly doused in a bucket of cold water, until finally she was so exhausted
that she was unable to even stand without assistance.45 Many women were left
with permanent injuries due to such mistreatment. Dagmar Skálová’s back was
so badly injured during one brutal interrogation that she needed to wear a brace
for the rest of her life. Julie Hrušková suffered permanent damage to her nose
cartilage after one of the commanders at Kladno prison punched her in the face;
a uterine tumour that developed following mistreatment of a miscarriage she suf-
fered after enduring a brutal interrogation left her infertile. Hrušková, who was
pregnant when she was arrested in 1950, described how:

They banged my head against a table, dragged me across the room, ham-
mered me against a closet and used whatever they could get hold of.… In 
the early hours of the morning I realised I was bleeding. I was sent to a 
doctor, but the secret police officers had no time to take me to the hospital 
like the doctor ordered them to do.… They left me bleeding there for three 
days until I was totally drained. Eventually the whole ward of the prison 
revolted and requested help for me. There was an old jailor who eventually 
helped me and took responsibility for my transport to the Brno maternity 
hospital. They saved my life, but they couldn’t save the baby.46
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Loss of kinship
The deliberate erosion of kinship and loss of family relations was a well- 
established method used to isolate and control political prisoners in communist 
Czechoslovakia.47 Allowing political prisoners to communicate with family 
members was considered a ‘privilege’ that could be restricted or even withdrawn 
as a form of punishment. All communication with family members was strictly 
monitored. Sending and receiving letters was only permitted a certain number of 
times per month, or per year, and their content was closely controlled: ‘I’d 
always write to my mum and sister, but everything was censored … more or less 
I was mainly writing that I was alive. More likely I was writing about nothing.’48

 Similarly, visits from close family members were only permitted a few times 
per year, and were subject to strictly enforced regulations.49 Prisoners and visi-
tors were separated by wire divisions, any direct physical contact was prohibited 
and news about the outside world beyond ‘personal family matters’ was forbid-
den, as Hana Truncová explained: ‘We weren’t allowed to talk about many 
things, so when we met our visitors we usually took delight in their civilian 
clothes and voice because we couldn’t even shake their hands.’50

 While both male and female prisoners highlight the sadness and suffering 
caused by long periods of separation from their families, this was arguably 
harder for women to endure because of their traditional gender roles. Some 
women were divorced by their husbands while they were in prison; others 
received news that close family members were ill or had died. Hilda recalled:

First we were allowed to write only eight lines, then later sixteen. They moved 
me from place to place and didn’t bother to send my mail. For a year I didn’t 
know about my family. My father died when I was in prison, but I didn’t know 
for a long time. My son was sixteen years old … when I was in prison he was 
sent to a forced labour camp to serve his army duty, where he became ill with 
jaundice. My mother sent me a card about his transport to the hospital, but then 
I didn’t know about him for a year. I didn’t know if he is alive or not.51

Women with young children were subjected to a form of ‘torture through 
motherhood’.52 Many were separated from their children for long periods and 
were given little information about what had happened to them. This was fre-
quently exploited by prison guards, who tried to recruit informants by making 
promises or threats against their children. One former prisoner recalled, ‘That 
was the worst for women. They knew where we were most vulnerable. One time 
they put a pistol to my head and said “You have a son, and now you don’t. We 
can take care of it” ’.53

 Marian Šlingova has written about the painful period following her arrest and 
internment in October 1951 as

Two years and four months in which I hadn’t had one single word about my 
children except a brief childish note from my older boy aged eight at the 
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time, a laconic report on one occasion and a snapshot taken, as I thought, at 
a summer holiday camp.

During her time in prison, Marian was led to believe that her two young sons 
were being cared for by her sister- in-law, something she took great comfort from 
until she was released in February 1953 and learned they had actually been sent 
to a state children’s home.54 Vlasta Jakubová remembered how

[t]he worst were mothers; it was so tough for them. We had to care about
them and look after them. When they got depressed they were somewhat
mad.… Two of them even wanted to commit suicide. We had to guard them 
so they wouldn’t do anything … when one went to the toilet, we immedi-
ately followed her.55

Some women were pregnant when they were arrested; others fell pregnant while 
they were interned as a result of forced or consensual relations with prison 
guards. Most were transferred to the hospital at Pankrác prison in Prague to give 
birth. A report by a prisoner who worked at Pankrác hospital from 1947 to 1953 
described the poor conditions and shortage of medical equipment at the hospital:

The cell [for women patients] was so damp and dirty that it was a wonder 
any mothers and babies ever survived delivery in such a place.… There 
were about five young nurses, SNB or STB girls about 18 years of age … 
the behaviour of these girls was ‘brutal’. For instance, one girl said to 
another during the delivery ‘What does it matter if the baby dies, she can 
have another in a year’s time’. The amount of attention they gave the 
women prisoners corresponded with this attitude.56

Tragically, many of the babies born to women prisoners died at birth or soon after-
wards, and their bodies were simply thrown into an unmarked grave in the prison 
grounds. Following the collapse of communism, their tiny remains were exhumed 
and reburied in Ďáblice cemetery in Prague. Today, if you visit the cemetery, you 
can see a row of thirty- seven tiny gravestones, with a larger memorial stone 
bearing the epitaph 50 Leta Dětsky Hřbitov [1950s Children’s Cemetery].
 If the babies survived, they were generally allowed to remain with their 
mothers for nursing, for up to nine months. Former inmates of Pankrác 
remember seeing women prisoners nursing underneath the gallows, which were 
located in the sunniest area of the prison yard, so that ‘There on the square where 
the executions were held, mothers rested with the babies they had born in 
prison’.57 Later, however, the children were removed, leading to ‘many painful 
scenes. The mothers tore their hair and screamed but the nurses only laughed 
and forced the despairing mothers back into their cells.’58 The children were sent 
to the prisoner’s family (if they were willing to take them), were anonymously 
adopted by ‘good communist families’ or sent to state orphanages, meaning that 
some women permanently lost contact with their children.
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Strength, survival and resistance
When telling their stories, many women emphasised their ability to adapt to, 
endure and resist the harsh realities of imprisonment. Some suggested that they 
found it easier to cope than their male counterparts, as ‘Albina’ expressed: ‘I 
think for the men it was worse.… Psychologically we [women] were able to take 
it better. We tried to accept and survive with a women’s instinct.’59 Dagmar 
Šimková also emphasised the capacity of women to endure:

Most of us survived with a healthy mind, and it was determined by the fact 
that we’re women. Not that women had easy conditions in prison; there was 
no difference in the level of cruelty, but women developed different survival 
instincts compared to men.60

Analysing the narratives of former prisoners helps us to understand how and 
why women were able to adapt to, endure – and in some cases even enjoy – ele-
ments of their incarceration. As Drahomíra Stuchlíková remarked: ‘In prison you 
have some fun, but there are also terrible things happening there. We had to live 
through everything.’61

 Former prisoners describe ‘survival mechanisms’ when telling their stories. 
Perhaps the most dominant theme to emerge is the strong sense of solidarity, 
camaraderie and close interpersonal relationships that developed amongst 
women political prisoners, despite the fact that the prison authorities actively 
tried to prevent the formation of close friendships and support networks by regu-
larly forcing individuals to move between cells, or transfer between prisons and 
camps ‘so we couldn’t even take the comfort of friendship with us’.62 However, 
many women still found ways to maintain contact. Stuchlíková recalled how, 
after their arrest, members of her anti- communist resistance group all whistled a 
particular tune by Beethoven to signal that they were being held nearby. Many 
former prisoners recall communicating by knocking on cell walls in Morse code, 
or using sign language through the cell windows. Others worked out methods of 
passing motáks (secret messages written on small, rolled up pieces of paper), 
sweets and small gifts between cells. Julie Hrušková came to an agreement with 
her friend in the prison cell above, so that

When I went to the toilet at night, I crawled through the railings … she’d 
wait for a signal and then pass down a thread with her bundle of secret mes-
sages, or I’d tie my bundle onto the thread and she’d pull it up.63

While many women describe conflict between the ‘politicals’ and other groups 
of prisoners, they also highlight the strong bonds of friendship and solidarity that 
were forged between most women interned under Article 231. In part, this was 
driven by necessity: with space and privacy in short supply, it was important to 
avoid or minimise any potential conflict with cellmates: ‘We had to get on well 
with each other. That was a kind of unwritten prison law. You simply had to 
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adapt yourself. We were all in the same boat.’ However, many of the friendships 
that developed in prison appear to have been based on more than pragmatism 
and practical necessity, as Drahomíra Stuchlíková explained:

There were things happening in our homes, like a big loss or pain in our 
families, and we weren’t able to help – to go to a funeral or visit our ill rel-
atives – and so we comforted each other and made ourselves happy. That 
helped a lot.

Jindřiška Havrlantová also remembered how

[w]hen one of us lost a relative, we all cried with her. When one laughed,
we all laughed.… We got together and chatted. We boiled water for coffee 
on radiator pipes and then we talked about various subjects. Those were the 
dearest things to me.64

Many women reflected positively on the support they received from other 
prisoners. In the harsh penal environment, even small acts of kindness – washing 
or brushing one another’s hair, or sharing the contents of occasional parcels from 
home – were important ways of expressing love and affection and of resisting 
the isolating and dehumanising effects of the prison experience. Many of the 
bonds forged in prison endured long after the prisoners’ release. Stuchliková 
admitted that, after her own release in 1960:

Nobody would believe me, but I can tell you that I missed prison – I mean 
the people there – because there was that support and assurance.… Many 
times I remembered the words of my co- prisoner Žofie Slováčková. She 
used to say ‘Do you know what I’d like? When we’re all released, I’d like 
us to live in big villages or small towns together – all the prisoners together’ 
… it would’ve been lovely to live in mutual help and friendship.

When asked how she had endured her nine years of incarceration, Havrlantová 
responded:

Mainly it was the friendships I had. I must tell you, up until now they’re still 
my best lady friends. People who weren’t there wouldn’t be able to under-
stand this. You’d have to live through it. The friendships kept us alive.65

Women also found ways to cope independently, ‘to make our own little private 
space … Each of us had our little hiding place, our little secret, our life. Each of 
us had to somehow escape from reality in our own way.’ Following her arrest 
for anti- communist activities in March 1954, Jindřiška Havrlantová was placed 
in solitary confinement for six months, where she was deprived of sleep, given 
reduced food rations and was completely isolated except for her daily interroga-
tions. Yet she was able to remain mentally strong: ‘I divided my day: first I 
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prayed, then I sang and then I recited some poetry. Sometimes I put together a 
letter for my mum that I’d then say aloud while walking around my cell.’ 
Deprived of any human interaction, she looked for comfort and companionship 
elsewhere: ‘I had a little spider and I looked after it. It was there with me the 
whole time.’66

 Other women describe how they drew strength from religious faith. When 
Růžena Vacková, a devout Catholic, was sent to the correction cell for fourteen 
days, she spent her time there praying and meditating, so that on release ‘she 
opened her arms wide to give all of us a hug saying “Girls I had such a beautiful 
holiday” ’.67 Julie Hrušková described how her Catholic faith was a source of 
strength and resistance during her eleven- year incarceration:

We were able to hold masses [during walks] in the prison yard. My friend 
was even able to sneak in some wafers … nuns used to do it a similar way. 
The jailors found out and we were sent to isolation cells. However, during 
my prison years I kept my faith and I still keep it today.68

Some women also relived happy memories of past events as a form of escapism 
from their present misery:

In my imagination I walked on trips, travelled and remembered my life … 
in prison you appreciate the fact that you were able to live your life and 
enjoy it … I survived in prison thanks to memories of my life, but without 
getting stuck in the past. You can’t do that; you must have your daily 
routine.69

The monotony of everyday life in prison meant that it was important for 
prisoners to remain occupied. Vlasta Jakubová emphasised: ‘We didn’t sit in the 
corner, we didn’t cry. We thought up games or we asked each other scholarly 
questions.’70 Julie Hrušková recalled improvised entertainment: ‘we used to play 
music in the bathroom. One girl would whistle on the comb, another would sing. 
I’d play the drum [on pots] and the rest of the girls would dance’; other women 
detailed how they filled their time by telling stories, reciting poetry, performing 
plays, painting, crafting and carving jewellery, figurines and other small trinkets. 
‘Each of us could do a different craft. Then we’d give our products to each other 
at some special occasions, for example Christmas … handmade things, as nice 
and precious gifts.’71

 At Christmas, one of the loneliest times of year for the prisoners, the women 
would ‘get together in a group, to pray midnight mass and sing carols’, despite 
meeting opposition from the guards. During Christmas 1953, the women in the 
‘Castle’ department at Pardubice prison organised a secret ‘prison ball’. Nina 
Svobodová, a Czech writer and activist imprisoned from 1949 to 1960, wrote the 
programme while other prisoners dressed up to play historical parts and charac-
ters from fairy tales. The women who participated were punished by the guards 
when they were discovered, but Jakubová described how:
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We assigned fairy tales to girls, for example, Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarves, Salt is More than Gold, all fairy tales written by Božena Němcová, 
there was Rat Catcher by Viktor Dyk and everybody had to make their own 
masks. We didn’t have any material so we had to smuggle cloth from the 
dressmakers room … I played Hadrian from Rimsy … Olina dressed us up 
beautifully; I even had a false nose and visor which unfortunately kept 
falling down … Beba played Snow White, because she had consumption so 
she had white skin. She had seven dwarves.… They used a duffle bag for 
beards and caps. The prince was Zdena Rehorova, our leader, because she 
was tall … [When we were discovered] They [the wardens] were totally sur-
prised … they shouted ‘where did you get the material?’ Jarmila Nováková 
[a fellow prisoner] had to write down our names, because we were intro-
duced as, for example ‘Hadrain, from Rimsy repors!’ And Jarmilla said 
‘who are you, actually?’ because even she couldn’t recognise us. There were 
about sixty of us.72

Women developed ways of actively resisting the harsh, impersonal treatment 
they received. Some adopted what Dagmar Šimková called Hedvábí-šustění – 
‘rustling silks’:

We oppose them [the authorities] with mutual tenderness, kindness, attention 
and courtesy. We called ourselves by diminutives. We behave according to 
‘Code of Conduct’ rules. We are noblewomen. We are ladies. We watch our 
every move, intonation and expression carefully. It is constant self- control, 
which gives us a sense of respect and helps us to keep our dignity.73

Despite the poor quality of the ill- fitting prison clothes, many tried to maintain 
pride in their appearance:

We were made to dress in uniforms that made us resemble flour sacks. 
Cordless and buttonless trousers constantly threaten to fall down. Contrasted 
with the neatly dressed and delicately perfumed interrogators, we lose some 
of our identity in our dirty, crumpled rags.74

In response,

we did our own laundry by soaking clothes in cold water, soaping it, rolling 
it and rinsing it off the next day. We did the ironing ‘mattress- style’. We 
slept on the clothes and in the morning we ironed out the creases in the 
skirts and blouses.75

Women even found innovative ways to style their hair:

We’re not permitted a hair pin or even a piece of string with which we can 
tie it back. The rite of curling our tresses begins before curfew. We separate 
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strands of hair with our fingers, then tie in knot after knot. Our hair no 
longer resembles strained noodles. The result is stupendous – something 
between Gustav Klimt’s ‘Femme Fatale’ and an afro. We’re careful to pre-
serve our new hairdos which revive in us the image of our untrampled 
womanhood.76

Some women utilised their time in prison as a learning experience. In the 
‘Castle’ at Pardubice, former University professor Růžena Vacková, who served 
sixteen years in prison for espionage and treason from 1951 to 1967, founded a 
secret ‘prison university’, where prisoners would give impromptu lectures on 
topics including art history, literature, language and politics. Drahomíra Stuch-
líková explained how, during regular walks in the yard:

we used to walk in groups. Each of us knew different things and there were 
also women who were lecturers at universities … so we usually joined the 
group which would teach you something, or where you talked about things 
that would make you forget prison. We used to walk around talking but one 
of us usually gave a lecture on various topics. When we came out of prison 
we used to say ‘The prison was actually my university’.77

Some of the women even managed to record notes from the lectures in a note-
book which was secretly hidden, and was finally smuggled out of Pardubice in 
1965.78

 At times, more overt forms of resistance were manifest. The first female 
hunger strike in communist Czechoslovakia was documented in Pardubice prison 
in May 1954. The strike, involving sixty- five women, was a protest against their 
poor treatment by the guards, and against one female warder whom the prisoners 
nicknamed ‘Elsa Koch’ due to her reputation for brutality.79 The strikers were 
also protesting against poor sanitation, food quality and general prison con-
ditions. After nine days the authorities started force- feeding the participants. 
Julie Hrušková remembers:

When they started to hold me tight, I told them ‘Look, it’s beneath my 
dignity to fight you. You have an order to feed me, so feed me’. So they put 
in the feeding tube, poured in the broth. And when they were pulling it out, 
I threw up all over Ruzynak, a jailor who was very meticulous about his 
uniform.80

Although all of the participants were punished, the strike was considered a 
success because the hated ‘Elsa Koch’ was transferred elsewhere. In September 
1955, a second hunger strike was documented in ‘the Castle’. Participants 
received several weeks in solitary confinement, but the strike led to the establish-
ment of a ministerial committee and an inquiry which resulted in the women 
receiving half a bar of soap and regular sanitary supplies each month, and per-
mission to eat their meals in the prison canteen rather than in their cells.81
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 Perhaps the most notorious act of resistance was the ‘Hamršildky’ case. On 
29 June 1956, twelve women prisoners from the ‘Castle’ wrote letters to UN 
Secretary General Dag Hammerskjold, after they learned of his forthcoming visit 
to Prague. They outlined the reasons for their arrest, described the poor con-
ditions of their internment and demanded formal recognition of their status as 
political prisoners. Libuse Bulínová’s letter declared:

My legal status is completely obscure. I’m not a political prisoner, I don’t 
have the rights of a political prisoner, but I’m also not an individual who has 
committed a crime, yet I’m forced to live in conditions which aren’t worthy 
for a human.82

Similarly, Helena Kučerová’s letter complained: ‘Prime Minister Široký, at a 
recent meeting with foreign journalists, gave a statement that CŠR has no polit-
ical prisoners. So here’s the question: Are there political prisoners in Czechoslo-
vakia, or not? So what am I?’83 The letters were intercepted by the prison censor, 
so were never sent; the authors were punished for ‘provocatively speaking out 
against Czechoslovakian laws’ and ‘wanting to defame the Czechoslovakian 
Republic abroad’. However, their contents indicate the strength of resistance and 
the ability of these spirited women to try to defend their civil freedoms and indi-
vidual rights, even after enduring many years of incarceration.84

Punishment through kinship
Beyond the confines of the penal system, hundreds of thousands of Czechoslo-
vaks also became ‘secondary’ or ‘collateral’ victims of state- sanctioned repres-
sion between 1948 and 1968. While men comprised the majority of those 
arrested and incarcerated, many had families who were also subject to repression 
and persecution. Although the full extent of these ‘hidden’ victims is impossible 
to quantify, both archival and anecdotal evidence demonstrate that the Commu-
nist Party deliberately pursued a policy of ‘punishment through kinship ties’. 
Close family members of those convicted for political crimes were not neces-
sarily arrested themselves, but they were often considered ‘guilty by association’ 
and were subjected to sustained discrimination, stigmatism, marginalisation and 
exclusion.85 The families of those arrested and interned for political reasons 
experienced what many have described as ‘a prison of invisible walls and wires’, 
constructed using ‘walks and barriers of harassment, ignominy and separation 
from family and society’.86

 Numerous repressive measures were employed against these families: denial 
of civil rights; socio- economic discrimination including loss of employment, 
education and social status; eviction from property, confiscation of money and 
possessions, and forced relocation. While former political prisoners have focused 
on telling their own personal stories, some have also acknowledged the wider 
suffering of family members in their narratives, often in relation to their own 
feelings of guilt and sense of responsibility for this. Otta has highlighted the 
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‘silence’ surrounding the repression of prisoners’ relatives, acknowledging that: 
‘they marked our families, and no one speaks about that a lot.… Everybody speaks 
about their own pain, but what about our families?’87 Jiri Mesicki acknowledged 
that ‘We [prisoners] soon saw that our families were also suffering … they were 
bitterly persecuted’, and Lola Škodová emphasised that she would ‘never forgive 
herself ’ because of the persecution her elderly mother suffered as a result of her 
own arrest and incarceration for anti- communist activities.88

 The full extent of this ‘collateral’ repression has received little attention in the 
existing historiography and, to date, women’s experiences of secondary repres-
sion outside the penal system have not been studied in any detail. Because the 
repressive measures taken against the families of political prisoners often went 
largely undocumented, the testimonies of the victims provide us with an 
important source of information from their perspective. A more detailed study of 
their experiences adds an important dimension to our understanding of repres-
sion in communist Czechoslovakia.

Arrest and rupture
For many former prisoners, the moment of arrest assumes a pivotal point in their 
narrative, marking the point when they were forcibly separated from their family 
and taken away to begin their incarceration. However, the moment of arrest also 
marked a defining moment for the family members left behind. Unsurprisingly, 
the arrest of a close family member tends to be remembered as a highly trau-
matic event, an abrupt and often unexpected intrusion, which ruptured any 
previous illusions of separation between the political and the private sphere. The 
exact circumstances of arrest varied from case to case. Some were apprehended 
at home, where the arrest was witnessed by their families. Jiri Hejda was arrested 
at his apartment one Sunday in 1949:

There were some voices out of which I could only recognise the protests of 
my wife, Louise: ‘Do you mind! How dare you!’ I got up from my desk but 
at that moment the door opened and two men entered my study, pushing my 
wife aside … I could see Louise’s fearful eyes and I was sorry for her. She 
kissed me briefly at the door and I assured her that I’d be back soon and 
asked her not to be afraid.89

When Jan Roubík was arrested shortly after Christmas 1949, he was at home 
with his wife and six- year-old daughter. Jana remembered

my father was standing there, and his face was stark white … I remember 
asking one of the secret police agents, ‘Where are you taking my daddy?’ 
And he said, ‘Oh we just need to ask him a few questions’.90

Other men were targeted while they were away from home, often while at their 
workplace, but whatever the circumstances, arrests often took place at a time and 
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place which was deliberately calculated to cause maximum disruption and diso-
rientation for both the victims and their families.
 Many men who were aware they were in danger tried to conceal this from their 
families. Heda Margolius Kovály, wife of Rudolf Margolius, a high- ranking Com-
munist Party official who served as Deputy Minister for Foreign Trade prior to his 
arrest in 1952, described how her husband had always tried to keep his work and 
home- life separate, something that was ‘symbolised by the briefcase [brought home 
from the office each night] that no one was allowed to touch’. Rudolf ’s arrest came 
as a great shock to Heda, who was awoken one night when five state security offic-
ers came to their home to inform her that her husband had been arrested while on 
his way home from work, news which ‘came as a paralysing shock.… Suddenly, 
the world tilted and I felt myself falling … into a bottomless space.’91

 Marian Šlingová had a similar experience when her husband, Otto, left for 
work as usual on 5 October 1950, but failed to return home that evening. She 
was woken by three state security officers: ‘Taken aback, I tried to shut the door 
on them, but one already had his foot there to stop me and they forced their way 
in.’ The men ordered Marian to get dressed, wake and dress her two young sons. 
Dazed, confused and afraid, Marian was separated from her children and taken 
away under armed guard for interrogation: ‘All I knew was that for some utterly 
inexplicable reason our world had fallen in on us.’92

 Even when men shared their concerns with their families, few women were 
really prepared for what was to come. Rosemary Kavan recognised the tell- tale 
signs that her husband Pavel had become a potential target when many of his 
colleagues were arrested. She was aware that he had been placed under surveil-
lance and that the phone in their apartment was monitored, but the long- feared 
5 am ring at their doorbell still

came as a paralysing shock. We looked at each other dumbly. It could only 
be the Security police. Somehow I found my dressing gown and went to 
open the door. Five impassive, broad shouldered young men in leather coats 
stepped into the hall.

When they led Pavel away, Rosemary experienced ‘a sense of numbness … until 
the horror of it all flooded over me’.93

 The sense of insecurity and disruption experienced by many women was 
magnified by the home search that inevitably followed an arrest. Families were 
generally forced to sit and watch while security officers searched their homes, 
rifling through their personal belongings, reading diaries and private correspond-
ence and tearing photographs from family albums: ‘they started to search our 
flat. They went into everything, my mother said, all our personal things, my 
wardrobe, even the library.’94 Heda Margolius Kovály recalled how the security 
officers sent to search her home

greeted me with exaggerated courtesy, announced that my husband had been 
arrested and that they had been authorised to carry out a search of the house 
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… [they] explained that the law required my presence during the search to 
ensure that everything had been done in an orderly way.95

Significant damage was often deliberately inflicted during these searches:

They pulled down all the shutters, turned on the lights and began tearing the 
apartment apart. Mattresses were thrown from the beds, letters and papers 
were stuffed into suitcases, my two- year-old daughter was dragged from her 
room while they searched every corner of it.96

More rarely, even state security officers were capable of showing some compas-
sion. The men sent to Rosemary Kavan’s flat conducted their search as courte-
ously and quietly as possible, taking the opportunity to whisper ‘we knew your 
husband well. He was a good communist. We don’t believe this spy stuff, but we 
have our job to do’ before heartily wishing her ‘Goodbye and good luck!’ when 
they departed.97

 During the searches, anything considered significant, suspicious or useful as 
potential ‘evidence’ was removed, including personal effects. It was common for 
items of value, including cash, bank books, medals, awards and jewellery, to be 
confiscated, pending trial and conviction, a process which could take several 
months or even years. While families were informed that they would have the 
right to request the return of personal property at a later date, in practice very 
few ever saw these items again, which often ended up in the possession of state 
security officers.98

 Once the initial search had been completed, family members were left with 
the task of tidying up, repairing any damage and trying to restore some sense of 
domestic order. Jo Langer described the aftermath:

The cupboards and drawers were wide open, the couches turned upside 
down, the floor littered with clothes … they’d even searched the children’s 
room … all my own ‘important’ things lay scattered on the floor, [diaries 
and photo albums] with pages torn where ‘suspect’ photographs had been 
ripped out.

Worse than the material disorder and the physical damage was the lingering 
sense of intrusion:

The floor was littered with my childhood, my youth, with the world that had 
shaped me … the flat was in a state which was to characterise our whole 
existence in the coming years. Everything upside down, thrown into sense-
less confusion by callous, hostile hands.… This was not home. The air itself 
seemed infected with the venomous breath of the men who had done their 
work here the day before. The whole jumble of inanimate objects seemed to 
be marked with the repulsive traces of their touch.99
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The quest for information
Following an arrest, the lack of knowledge about, denial of contact with and 
uncertainty over the fate of their spouse was a major source of trauma for many 
women, who were not told where the prisoner had been taken, what had hap-
pened to him, or even what he had been accused of. It was generally several 
weeks or even months before women received any communication from their 
husbands, and these long- awaited first letters were a mutual source of both relief 
and frustration, consisting of short, perfunctory notes which read along the lines 
of ‘Don’t worry about me, I’m very well, and hope to be home soon’, with no 
details about their whereabouts, or what was happening.100

 The lack of information and contact between prisoners and their families was 
a deliberate strategy on the part of the state, which used kinship relations as a 
means of psychological control and punishment. State Security briefings expli-
citly advised that ‘personal intercourse’ between prisoners and their families was 
‘not beneficial’ between arrest and trial as ‘the conversation between two people 
is far less controllable than written communications, because of suggestions that 
could be made via facial expressions, gestures and words with hidden meanings 
that may be imperceptible to the guards’.101

 Both male and female prisoners recall how their interrogators deliberately fed 
their fears about the fate of their families, refusing to answer any questions about 
their well- being, and often threatening family members as a means to ‘encour-
age’ prisoners to comply with their demands.102 Denial of contact with family 
members is frequently referenced by former prisoners as one of the most painful 
aspects following arrest. Jiri Mesicki recalled,

We were cut off from all connections with the world … my family knew 
nothing about me at all … they didn’t know where I was, or whether I was 
alive.… Those who were married, who had children, were very depressed of 
course.103

Outside the penal system, family members also suffered due to the lack of 
information and contact. In some cases, they were deliberately and cruelly 
misled about the fate of the victims, as Škodová remembered:

Before the trial we were allowed no contact at all with our families.… My 
mother had no idea at all why I did not return from my holiday in the moun-
tains where I had gone skiing in March 1951. Until one day some people from 
the state security arrived at the door and said that I was dead. That I had had a 
ski accident.… This kind of thing often happened at the time. It was, in fact, 
only a month later that she received information that I was in jail.104

Many women struggled to gain information about the fate of family members in 
the weeks following the arrest, only to be met by silence or outright hostility. 
Heda Margolius Kovály remembered
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useless attempts at talks with influential officials in the afternoon. In the 
evenings thinking up, then writing innumerable letters in which I swore that 
my husband was innocent, offered testimony of my own and that of his 
friends on his behalf, argued, pleaded, sometimes almost threatened.105

Following her husband’s arrest, Rosemary Kavan also explained how, despite 
her best efforts, ‘I could ascertain nothing from the authorities, not even where 
Pavel was being held’. When she repeatedly demanded an explanation for his 
detention, she was told only that his case was ‘under consideration’, and that she 
would be ‘informed in due course’ about the reason for his arrest. After six 
weeks, she received a letter from the Ministry of National Security stating only 
that Pavel had been ‘remanded in custody on suspicion of anti- state activity’.106

 Following the arrest of her husband, Jo Langer visited many prominent Com-
munist Party members whom she had previously considered friends, but the 
most she was offered was:

A sympathetic silence and a warm handshake … I was frantically running 
around seeing people, hoping to snatch some inside information or a word of 
advice … [But] the reactions I met with … ranged from insane attempts at 
explanation and tentative insinuations, to sad silence and shrugging of shoul-
ders, accompanied by not very encouraging practical words of advice.107

Many women hoped that their husband’s arrest was due to some kind of mis-
understanding, which would allow them to be released and return home: ‘maybe 
they would only question him and let him go. Such things had been known to 
have happened.’108 However, in the absence of any reliable explanation, they 
were left ‘wondering, considering, racking my mind about everything pos-
sible’.109 Wives tried to second guess the reasons for their husbands’ arrest:

When I tried to review the years since our return from America with the 
eyes of the enemy who had arrested Oscar and was now about to question 
and judge him, I found that not even our police could possibly accuse him 
of anything. They would have to admit that in this case, in their over- zealous 
hunt, they had made a mistake … I forced my mind back into reviewing the 
past years, my husband’s work and his personal life, and I was unable to 
find a single cause for suspicion. What I saw was a spotless record of abso-
lute loyalty, selfless hard work and honesty, both as a communist and as a 
man.110

In many cases, families were not given any detailed information until a trial had 
taken place and a verdict was confirmed, a process which could take months or 
even years:

One evening, late, nine- thirty, a policeman with a dog came by. I was 
shaking from not knowing what would happen. He came to tell me that they 
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had transported my husband to the heavy prison.… My husband had got 22 
years, he was given a 10,000 crown fine to pay.111

Even in cases where family members were notified about a trial in advance, they 
were generally excluded from the courtroom, although sometimes they were 
allowed to wait outside:

On the benches sat those whose lives were on trial, and in the hallways the 
families waited silently in fear. They waited for the moment they could see 
the faces of mothers, fathers, brothers and sisters and for many this was the 
last moment because they weren’t allowed to see them before the death 
penalty, or they were told: madam, they’ve already hung him, go home and 
don’t make a show here.112

During the height of repression in Czechoslovakia, details of many high- profile 
trials and convictions were publicised in the communist media. Families some-
times discovered the victims’ fates along with the rest of the population, by 
reading newspapers or by listening to the radio. Perhaps the best example is the 
infamous Slánský case, a high- profile show trial held in Prague in November 
1952, involving fourteen formerly high- ranking Communist Party officials who 
were publicly tried and convicted of participating in an ‘anti- state conspiracy’ 
led by former Secretary General Rudolf Slánský, accused of committing crimes 
including high treason, espionage, sabotage and subversion. After being sub-
jected to several months of intensive physical and psychological torture, the 
defendants publicly ‘confessed’ to all of the charges. All fourteen men were 
found guilty; eleven were sentenced to execution and hanged, and three to life 
imprisonment.113

 The Slánský trial received extensive coverage in state media and the families of 
the fourteen men had to ‘learn about the trial and the verdict from the radio and the 
papers, just like everybody else’.114 Heda Margolius Kovály was shocked when 
she first saw her husband’s name mentioned in connection with the Slánský case 
in an article published in Communist Party daily Rudé Právo on 20 November 
1952. Although she was in hospital recovering from a serious illness during the 
trial proceedings, she was able to listen to Rudolf ’s testimony on the radio and

As soon as he began to speak, I knew things were very bad.… He spoke in 
such an odd, tense, monotonous voice … as I listened to him tell lie after lie 
about his parents, himself, his work … confessing his ‘crimes’.

A few days later, after Heda had been prematurely discharged from hospital and 
was recovering at home, she heard the verdict on the radio: ‘Rudolf Margolius – 
Death Penalty … I do not know how long I lay there, motionless, without a 
thought, without pain, in total emptiness.’115

 Rosemary Kavan, whose husband gave ‘evidence’ during the Slánský trial, 
described how she followed developments in newspapers and listened to 
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coverage on the radio with ‘mounting horror … [But] of one thing I was certain. 
Pavel was innocent’. Her suspicions were confirmed when her husband’s testi-
mony was broadcast live on the radio, and she heard him begin to reply to a 
question before it had been properly asked, suggesting the scripted nature of the 
trial proceedings. However, she only discovered that Pavel had been sentenced 
to 25 years’ imprisonment on charges including treason and espionage when a 
notice was published in Rudé Právo several weeks later.116

Family life
For women whose husbands were arrested, the removal of their spouse marked a 
significant disruption of their family dynamic and displacement of their tradi-
tional gender roles, something which had a defining impact on their future rela-
tionships with their husbands, children and other close family members. After 
the husband’s arrest, women had to hold their families together as the sole bread-
winner and single parent to any children. For many, this was a daunting 
prospect:

In our marriage, Pavel had made all the decisions. My life had rotated 
around his axis. Now I felt like a satellite flung off into space … I heard 
Pavel’s voice saying ‘you’ll never manage on your own’. My old sense of 
inadequacy returned and overwhelmed me … I felt afraid of the future.117

Women responded to the arrest and conviction of their husbands in a variety of 
ways. Some took decisive measures to distance themselves, by publicly denounc-
ing their husbands, initiating divorce proceedings or changing their surnames. In 
November 1952, many were shocked when the ‘evidence’ presented at the 
Slánský trial included letters written by the wives (and in one case, by the chil-
dren) of some of the defendants, denouncing the condemned men, seemingly 
confirming their ‘crimes’ and asking for the harshest penalties to be applied by 
the court.118

 Such responses were actively encouraged by the authorities, as Jiri Stransky 
remembers:

They tried to persuade the wives of prisoners to get divorced. Even children, 
they put pressure on children claiming that the wife was not able to take 
care of the family and they would put the children into an orphanage or 
something like that.119

When Jo Langer sought official advice after she was repeatedly refused offers of 
employment following her husband’s arrest, she was told that ‘getting a divorce 
would help’, although she resisted. Josefa Slánská was told by a local Party offi-
cial that ‘You must change your name. The very fact that you’ve retained your 
husband’s name shows that you’re an anti- state element.’ Although Marian 
Šlingová remained convinced of her husband’s innocence, she accepted official 
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advice to change her surname and that of her sons to try to protect them from 
further difficulties.120

 Convicted husbands sometimes encouraged their wives to distance them-
selves for their own protection. When Heda Margolius Kovály visited her 
husband in prison shortly before he was executed, he urged her to change her 
surname and that of their son, although she refused. Artur London encouraged 
his French- born wife to take their children, leave Czechoslovakia and return to 
France, where he believed they would be safer: ‘I wanted her and the whole 
family to be far away … It was better they keep their illusions and forget me.’121

 Women who denounced or distanced themselves from their arrested husbands 
were driven by complex motivations. Some were genuinely committed commu-
nists, who wanted to demonstrate their continued loyalty to the Party; others saw 
it as the best strategy to try to protect themselves and their children from the 
worst excesses of state repression, and to attempt to minimise the stigma of 
‘guilt by association’ attached to relatives of political prisoners.
 One of the most difficult decisions many women faced was what to tell their chil-
dren about their suddenly absent father. Women adopted approaches ranging from 
complete honesty to concocting various ‘cover stories’. Those women who chose to 
abandon their husbands completely often told their children that their fathers were 
‘getting what they deserved’.122 Many others tried to sanitise their situation, in an 
attempt to shield their children: ‘I hid the ghastly truth from them in order to pre-
serve the image of their father.’123 Much depended on the age of the children. Older 
children could become a confidante and source of support, but mothers often desper-
ately tried to keep the truth from younger children in an attempt to protect them.
 Jo Langer’s daughter, Susie, was fifteen when her father was arrested. She 
was ‘too old to hide the truth’ from, but as Susie was a committed member of 
the young pioneers, who had telephoned Moscow to congratulate Stalin on his 
70th birthday, Jo was concerned about the impact on her daughter: ‘whichever 
way I chose, one of the two pillars on which her life rested had to collapse: her 
father or the party.’124 Rosemary Kavan decided to tell her two young sons the 
truth about their father’s arrest but downplayed the seriousness of his situation, 
maintaining that he was simply ‘helping state security with their work’, promis-
ing them that he would soon be returning home, and urging them to ‘be brave, 
the way Tati is being brave’.125

 Other women went further. Josefa Slánská’s teenage son, Rudi, was fully 
aware of what had happened to his father, but she chose to tell her younger 
daughter, Marta, that her father was away in China on a business trip.126 Heda 
Margolius Kovály told her young son, Ivan, that his father was away on busi-
ness, going to extraordinary lengths to maintain this façade:

From time to time my son would ask when his father was coming back 
home, and I always managed to come up with some convincing answer. I 
read him the parts of Rudolf ’s letters [from prison] that his father had 
written especially for him, and whenever he wondered why his father wrote 
home so infrequently, I would write out a letter from him myself.
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After Rudolf ’s trial and execution in December 1952, Heda told Ivan that his 
father had died, but maintained it had happened ‘in a country far, far away’.127 
Despite their mothers’ attempts to shield them, both Marta and Ivan eventually 
discovered the truth about their absent fathers, Marta while listening to the radio, 
and Ivan when he found a written account of the Slánský trial hidden in a drawer 
at home one day.128 Evidence suggests that children struggled with the sudden 
disappearance of their fathers, something which significantly affected their rela-
tionships with both parents, so that ‘often the pain of trauma endured into the 
next generation’.129

‘Marriage by letters’
Many women chose to stand by their husbands. Following trial and conviction, 
contact between prisoners and their families became more regularised, although 
many women have described the difficulties they faced in trying to maintain ‘mar-
riage by way of letters and occasional visits which we found more and more diffi-
cult to make remotely meaningful’.130 There was no guarantee that the letters they 
so carefully wrote and sent would reach their recipient successfully as they were 
frequently redacted or withheld by the prison censor. The state strategy of regu-
larly transferring prisoners between different prisons and labour camps led to an 
information delay, resulting in ‘frequent unexplained gaps’ in communication.131 
Jo Langer remembered how: ‘we were often without news for months. Most of our 
letters referred to information never received and to our being worried … there 
were so many subjects to avoid, or at least gloss over.’132 Families attempted to 
supplement their letters by sending care packages, but few reached their destina-
tion. Langer recalled how ‘The only parcel I sent, hoping that it would get through 
somehow, came back two months later, a stinking mouldy mess of what had been 
a cake, a few precious lemons and some chocolate bars’.133

 Many women spoke of their frustration when trying to maintain any meaning-
ful relationship with their husbands through their prison correspondence:

The constant effort on both sides to write cheerfully about blatantly cheer-
less times made natural communication impossible … we wrote most about 
the children, our love and longing for each other, expressed and repeated 
over and over.… Now and then we tried to cheer each other up with sparks 
of humour.134

Awareness of official censorship regulations, coupled with the desire of both 
prisoners and their families to present a positive view of their situations to save 
each other from additional worry or distress led to a lack of honest communica-
tion. Heda Margolius Kovály admitted:

In the letters I wrote to Rudolf I described our everyday life as cheerfully as I 
could … and tried hard to give him the impression that we were doing well.… 
We both lied in those letters. We lied in all the things we did not say.135
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When Jo Langer received a short letter from her husband stating that he was 
‘well and hoped to join us soon at home … what else could I answer than that 
we were happy to hear he was well, that we too were very well and that we 
hoped to see him soon?’. She describes how:

Letters from my husband were now arriving more or less regularly every 
month. Always only a few printed, meaningless and incomprehensibly 
optimistic words … but the letters were signs of life and I answered in about 
the same vein.… Both of us were of course lying about our respective situ-
ations and health.… We lived on two different planets, and although many 
letters were exchanged at that point we knew very little about the other’s 
life: how little was revealed only when we met again, after ten years of sep-
aration.… Rereading our letters I find growing irritation and diminishing 
understanding on both sides.136

Occasional family visits were allowed, although these were infrequent (usually two 
to four times each year), and impersonal, taking place under supervised conditions 
in the presence of armed prison guards. Many prisoners were transferred to penal 
institutes and labour camps located far from their homes, which made it more diffi-
cult for family members to visit them. For young children, a prison visit could be 
seen as a great adventure: Jana Švehlová remembered the excitement she felt when 
accompanying her mother on the rare occasions they were able to visit her father:

For me, it was like going on a school trip. Those hardboiled eggs never 
tasted so good like on the train to the prison camp. Of course it took all 
night, because they had special trains from Prague … I remember the train 
would arrive let’s say at four o’clock in the morning. Then they’d let us wait 
in the train station for the little train to take us to the labour camps. Of 
course, I have plenty of stories about that. But for me it was kind of an 
adventure.… The visits were about every half a year for 15 minutes, and I 
was told by mother to be sure to shove some food into my father’s pocket. 
So I always had to watch for the guard not looking for a second, and I 
always [was] proud of myself when I managed to get something in.137

Such visits were a source of both pain and pleasure. While both prisoners and 
their families looked forward to them, they also served as a reminder of their 
enforced separation and the growing distance between them, both physically and 
personally, as many families struggled to reconnect: ‘A ten hour journey for a 
ten minute visit … it was the strained, polite conversation of people who had 
been acquainted many years before and had met accidently in an inconvenient 
place at an inconvenient time.’138 Mucha even drew comparisons between 
imprisonment and bereavement:

Yesterday was Sunday – visiting day … when I see the men’s families 
waiting outside in the road, in the heat and dust, after a long journey for the 
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sake of a short half hour, my heart aches at the thought that I have to bring 
such suffering on these whose lives I would like to make easier.… Visiting 
day is like a visit to family graves – a few tears and a few memories and a 
bunch of fresh dahlias.139

Many women were shaken when they finally saw their men in prison. Anezka 
recalled how she ‘could barely recognise my husband’, while Rosemary Kavan 
described her first meeting with her husband:

his appearance shocked me. His hair was cropped short and his skin was pasty 
from lack of air and exercise. In his grey, shapeless prison clothes he was a 
faded non- entity.… He looked paler, thinner, older, lined and saddened.140

Political, economic and social repression
Families of political prisoners had to adapt to their new realities in challenging 
conditions. They were subjected to sustained political and socio- economic dis-
crimination and the routine application of repressive measures, as they were 
generally considered to be ‘guilty by association’, leaving them to endure what 
Marian Šlingová summarised as ‘a hell of victimisation, social ostracism, 
poverty and grief ’.141

 Politically, the conviction of a close family member usually led to the auto-
matic removal of Communist Party membership for adult family members, with 
children barred from joining the Party in the future. This was a blow for those 
women who had previously been loyal and committed Party members in their 
own right and now found themselves faced with a choice between loyalty to 
their spouse or continued loyalty to the Communist Party and their life’s ideals. 
Josefa Slánská described her turmoil as she struggled to reconcile her faith in the 
Party with her love for her husband:

It is true that I was in a very difficult situation. For years I had lived in the 
sincere faith that what the Party did was right, indeed often in an almost 
blind confidence in the Party. I had lived in the conviction that what the 
Party asked of me was always just, and I must do it without demur, indeed 
with enthusiasm. And now.… My inner conviction was for the first time at 
war with my Party conscience: In what, in whom, could I believe? It was a 
terrible moral hell. An unbearable dilemma.142

Lise London had been a militant Communist Party member since 1931 and had 
even been imprisoned for her political beliefs, but following her husband’s arrest 
in 1951, her membership card was revoked and she was expelled from her local 
Party group in Prague. While Artur was in prison, Lise wrote him a series of 
letters which lay bare her mental turmoil as she struggled to reconcile recent 
events with her continued belief in socialism and her faith in the Party that had 
publicly rejected and abandoned her:
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I love you, but you know that I am primarily a communist. In spite of the 
pain I will know how to tear you out of my heart if I discover you are 
unworthy. I weep as I write to you.… But I can only live in peace with my 
conscience. You know our loyalty to the Party and that we could forgive 
you anything except betrayal … I try to see clearly, but I am surrounded by 
darkness … I don’t mistrust you, Gerard, but I also have faith in the Party, 
and if the Party has authorised such measures I know there must be some 
justification.143

The removal of Party membership not only meant a loss of political status and 
identity, but also of many associated benefits. Political criteria were routinely 
applied to the selection of employees, so ‘tainted biographies’ were used as a 
basis for wider socio- economic discrimination.144 One woman whose husband 
was arrested and convicted under Article 231 recalled how ‘When I tried to get 
work as a cleaning lady, I was called in front of the committee … they told me I 
couldn’t have a job because I’d have access to all the offices and that isn’t 
acceptable’.145 Heda Margolius Kovály had worked as a translator and proof-
reader until she was fired because of her husband’s arrest. She applied for several 
more ‘menial’ jobs, but was consistently refused employment because: ‘what 
can you be thinking of, Comrade? You can’t work here! We have very high 
political standards.’146

 The selection of students for higher education judged ‘class origin’ to be more 
important than academic ability, so children of ‘enemies of the people’ were 
generally not allowed to study beyond elementary school level. In some cases, 
they were even prevented from completing their basic schooling. Fifteen- year-
old Susie Langer was called into the headteacher’s office following her father’s 
conviction: ‘he asked questions about her father, and after having made a few 
telephone calls from another room, he came back to announce that there was 
unfortunately no place for her anymore.’147 Jana Švehlová was only fourteen 
when she was called to the school office one day, where she was informed that 
she was now ‘done with school’. Instead, she was sent to a local factory to train 
as an assistant labourer.148

 Even when children were allowed to continue with their education, they fre-
quently faced discrimination from both teaching staff and fellow pupils. Rose-
mary Kavan’s sons were ignored by their teachers, one of whom refused to 
administer the medication for an eye infection because ‘she refused to lift a 
finger for a son of a traitor’. Teachers also turned a blind eye when the boys 
were bullied and beaten by other students. Heda Margolius Kovály’s son, Ivan, 
remembers experiencing a very lonely childhood as all of his classmates refused 
to play with him.149

 However, not all children have such negative memories. Despite her father’s 
imprisonment, Jana Švehlová described how:

When I was a child, I basically thought my life was normal. I didn’t know any 
children in the neighbourhood who also had parents arrested or imprisoned. 
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But where we lived was like a village. And I was playing with the [other] 
children. I really didn’t feel much of anything … I’ve nice memories from 
my childhood because I felt that that was kind of as it was supposed to be. I 
wasn’t ostracised.150

The families of political prisoners had to cope in the face of sustained socio- 
economic hardship. Prior to 1948, Czechoslovakian law prevented confiscation 
of a prisoner’s personal property until after they had been formally tried and 
convicted, but between 1948 and 1955, savings accounts were frozen, bank 
books confiscated and any other ‘assets’ seized immediately after the initial 
arrest. Security officers carried out extensive home ‘inventories’, which meant 
that families were forbidden from removing or selling any of their possessions 
until after trial and conviction (a process which could take months or years). 

Under Czechoslovakian law the property of a married couple is held in 
common and half of it belongs to the wife. But the comrades sealed up 
everything except my clothes, my son’s crib and his toys and a portrait of 
my grandmother.151

Jo Langer described how two ‘uncommunicative’ security personnel came to her 
apartment to make a detailed inventory of family belongings, before making her 
sign a written agreement that none of the listed items could be sold or given 
away.152

 Convicted prisoners were often sentenced to ‘loss of property’, which meant 
their families were subsequently required to file a legal petition for the release of 
‘personal necessities’, such as basic furniture and kitchen equipment. Langer 
was allowed to keep ‘minimal furniture and household equipment necessary for 
my children and myself for one room’. Heda Margolius Kovály was allocated ‘a 
bed, a table, two chairs, cups, plates and cutlery for two people, and some pots 
and pans’, while Marian Šlingová was allowed to keep just ‘a few bits of furni-
ture, some kitchenware and a mound of clothes thrown onto the floor’.153

 Many women were fired from their jobs because they were considered to be 
‘unreliable elements’, particularly if they worked in a professional capacity. Lise 
London was informed that ‘you can’t go on working for the radio or any other 
government office. Your only hope now is to get a job in a factory.’154 Heda 
Margolius Kovály recalled the increasingly hostile atmosphere at the publishing 
house where she worked once news of her husband’s arrest spread, ‘no- one 
spoke an unnecessary word to me. Conversations stopped and faces froze when-
ever I entered a room … one month later my editor received instructions to fire 
me.’155 Jo Langer remembered the humiliation she felt as she was summarily dis-
missed from her job at one of Bratislava’s leading production companies, as 
‘none of my colleagues even dared to say goodbye to me’.156

 Loss of employment not only meant loss of regular income, but also left the 
families of political prisoners vulnerable to charges of ‘parasitism’, inviting offi-
cial harassment and even potential arrest.157 Some women were subsequently 
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‘transferred into production’, meaning that they were assigned heavy manual 
labour for minimal wages, often in factories located a long way from their place 
of residence. In practical terms, these women were forced to work long hours in 
physically arduous and poorly paid jobs to try to provide for their families, in 
addition to single- handedly running the home and organising necessary childcare 
during working hours, often by relying on the kindness of friends and 
neighbours.158

 Josefa Slánská was assigned work at a factory located over nine kilometres 
from her home, meaning she had to catch a bus at 5.30 am every morning, or, on 
occasions when the bus didn’t run (something which happened frequently due to 
poor weather during the winter), she had to make the journey on foot.159 Jo 
Langer was ‘placed into production’ at a synthetic rubber factory located on the 
opposite side of Bratislava from her flat, and had to get up at 4.30 am every day 
to travel to work. As her wages were insufficient to support herself and her chil-
dren, she supplemented her official income with illegal or semi- legal activities, 
including accepting copy- typing assignments and translation work at home in 
the evenings, giving private English lessons and selling the contents of occa-
sional packages she was sent by an Amer ican cousin on the underground 
market.160 Heda Margolius Kovály found poorly paid shift work in a machine 
shop, but only managed to ‘keep her head above water’ by accepting illustrating, 
translating and proofreading assignments on a freelance basis, using an assumed 
name, so that often, ‘I worked my shift at the machine and then at least six hours 
more at home … sometimes I slept only three or four hours a night’.161

 The social stigma attached to families of political prisoners often fostered 
isolation and discrimination. People were expected to make a public show of 
loyalty to the regime by rejecting and shunning families of the accused, and 
many families remember being alienated, ostracised and excluded by former 
friends, neighbours and colleagues, as well as within wider society. Some experi-
enced outright hostility. Heda Margolius Kovály described how:

I had become like a leper to be avoided by anyone who valued his life. Even 
the most casual encounter with me could arouse suspicion and invite dis-
aster … I watched people suddenly cross the street when they saw me 
coming or, if they spotted me too late to cross, avert their eyes.… At first 
the people on our street had simply ignored or avoided me; now a wave of 
hatred began to swell.… Dozens of spiteful stares followed me as I shuffled 
along the sidewalk, stopping every now and again to lean against a wall and 
catch my breath. I knew that I might be assaulted, that a stone might come 
hurtling towards me, because that had already happened to some of the 
widows and children of the executed.162

Overall, however, families encountered reactions ranging from ‘disdain to deep 
human sympathy’.163 Many women remember unsolicited and often unexpected 
acts of kindness and empathy shown by others: the friends who gave them 
food  and shelter as well as continuing to offer them steady and unshakeable 
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friendship despite the risk to their own well- being; the employers who discreetly 
padded their wage packets with a little extra money; the nannies who stood by 
the families and continued to care for the children long after their wage pay-
ments had ceased. This led Josefa Slánská to remark that

[Some] people behaved well to us, and even better when there were no wit-
nesses. They felt sympathy not only with the children, but also with me … 
if it had not been for a number of good people, then it would have been 
much worse for us. But everywhere, there are good people to be found.164

Forced relocation and resettlement
Families of ‘enemies of the people’ were subject to forced eviction and resettle-
ment, a policy with the dual aims to punish and stigmatise the families, while 
segregating and isolating them from wider society. There were two stages to this 
process. Initially, Act No. 138, passed by the Communist Party on 4 July 1948, 
stipulated that accommodation could be withdrawn if the tenants were con-
sidered to be ‘politically unreliable elements’. This was used to evict thousands 
of people, including the families of those arrested under Article 231, who were 
involuntarily assigned to ‘alternative accommodation’ in dilapidated areas on the 
outskirts of major towns and cities.165

 Some women tried to protest against the enforced move, but they were mostly 
unsuccessful. Lise London submitted a formal complaint about the official deci-
sion to relocate her household to a run- down flat on the outskirts of Prague, but 
to no avail:

Some employees from the Ministry’s housing department visited me to tell 
me we must move. Don’t you think, Comrades, that before doing this you 
should have told me why you were doing it? … Do you think it normal that 
I should move with two old people and three children into an empty flat, 
without even a kitchen and with no possibility to furnish it, since our money 
is blocked in the bank? … Personally, I have no reason to doubt Gerard’s 
faith or innocence. But … whatever he has done, neither his children, my 
parents nor myself should pay for him … and I carry my head high – as high 
as ever in this painful and difficult period we are going through.166

Rosemary Kavan tried to file an official complaint about the dilapidated apart-
ment she and her sons had been allocated in Prague, but on recognising her 
name, the official retorted: ‘Not the wife of that traitor, Pavel Kavan? … You 
have been offered a two- room flat in Prague and yet you come to me to com-
plain! You may consider yourself fortunate madam!’ before he threw her out.167

 Some women were able to intervene and sway the local authorities. Follow-
ing her husband’s trial and execution in 1952, Heda Margolius Kovály and her 
son were told they had to move to the village of Unĕtice, north of Prague, where 
they had been assigned to live in:
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a dilapidated hut which had been condemned long before. There was no 
electricity. The plaster had fallen off the walls, which were damp from floor 
to ceiling. There was no plumbing. Water would have to be carried up the 
quarter- mile slope of a steep hill from a neighbour’s well ‘if the neighbours 
allow it’ … there was no possibility of employment in the area. It was clear 
that under these circumstances my son and I would not have survived more 
than a few months. There are various ways to commit murder.168

Heda successfully appealed against this decision, but was soon assigned to 
alternative accommodation in the run- down Zizkov neighbourhood, on the out-
skirts of Prague, instead. Here, conditions were only marginally better. She and 
her son were forced to live in a gloomy, single- room apartment which they nick-
named myši dira [mousehole]:

The floorboards were broken and the window frames and doors so rotted out 
that whenever the wind blew, anything light would start to fly around the 
room, even with the windows closed. The house was at least three hundred 
years old. Our only modern conveniences were a bare electric bulb in the 
room and a dripping cold water faucet and an indescribable toilet in the hall 
that were shared by several families on the floor … Ivan and I always raced 
up and down the incredibly dirty staircase with our eyes half closed so that 
we would not see the cockroaches, as large as mice, that were crawling up 
the walls.169

In April 1953, the Communist Party passed a new resolution which went further 
by explicitly aiming to ‘remove the next of kin [of anti- state elements] from 
major cities, relocate them to remote countryside districts, with only essential 
furnishing and clothing, where they were to be “placed into production” in agri-
culture or local industry’. Under this initiative, which became known as Akcion 
B [Action B], thousands of women and children were evicted from towns and 
cities and deported to remote villages, where their new ‘homes’ were dilapidated 
cottages or shacks, often lacking heating, running water or private toilet facili-
ties, and were ‘placed into production’ in locally based, low- paid, manual 
work.170 In addition to the original aim to punish and segregate these families, 
Akcion B included a broader socio- economic agenda, as they were deliberately 
relocated to villages that had been decimated by the large- scale population trans-
fers that had taken place in the border regions with Germany and Hungary after 
the Second World War.
 Jo Langer and her daughters were initially evicted from their home in Bratisl-
ava in December 1951 and ‘reassigned’ to new accommodation on the outskirts 
of the city, which consisted of ‘a small windowless kitchen and two [cold and] 
dark rooms’ devoid of central heating with just one small iron stove, and a lidded 
pail containing water and disinfectant rather than a toilet. When she went to her 
local police headquarters to complain about the poor standard of their new 
accommodation, Langer was warned by one official that
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I should be glad that they were finding us a place to live in Bratislava. Soon 
the party would find a way to clean the capital of Slovakia of all dirt, of all 
elements like me and the likes of me.171

True to his word, following the implementation of Akcion B in April 1953, 
Langer recalled:

I was allowed to choose between two villages. The man in charge took great 
pains to stress how lucky I could consider myself, seeing that I had three 
weeks’ notice and could choose, while others often had to leave the city on 
shorter notice and go to whatever place they were assigned to. The names of 
the villages were new to me, but since they let me take a glance at a map I 
chose the one that was nearer. I thanked the man for this privilege.

The family was ‘resettled’ in a remote village in the Slovak- Hungarian border 
region located forty- five minutes from the nearest rail station, with no regular 
bus service. Upon arrival, they were assigned ‘a room and a kitchen vacated by a 
single man who was now doing forced labour in a mine’. It ‘stank of neglect’ 
and was ‘characterised by the absence of any sort of beauty’.172

 For women used to living and working in larger towns and cities, the shift to 
remote agricultural life proved a big adjustment. Josefa Slánská recalled that ‘we 
had little joy in our exile in Razova’, where she and her children were subjected 
to continued surveillance, suspicion and persecution. There, they found them-
selves ‘Without acquaintances, without friends, in a strange village … outcast 
and disdained, with my disdained and outcast children, without moral or material 
support’.173

 For some families however, forced relocation proved to be a blessing in dis-
guise. Jo Langer noted that despite the deep sense of isolation, in many ways 
deportation proved ‘more of a blessing than a punishment’ for herself and her 
daughters, as they found life ‘easier and more normal’. In their remote village, 
her family were largely free from the surveillance and stigmatisation they had 
experienced in Bratislava. They enjoyed easier access to food with fresh veget-
ables grown in local cottage gardens and eggs and milk obtained from their 
neighbours’ chickens and cows.174 Marian Šlingová described her family’s exile 
as ‘a retreat’ where she and her sons could ‘live quietly’: ‘It was not easy to 
make ends meet, but the rent was negligible, firewood could be gathered free in 
the forest and from my friendly neighbours I learned to cook inexpensive 
country dishes.’ She also found the local community to be ‘kind and considerate 
… they soon accepted me as one of the community … never making me feel that 
I was the widow of a “traitor” ’.175

Well- being and coping strategies
The strain of living under enforced separation from an imprisoned spouse, 
holding a family together single- handedly, working long hours in a harsh and 
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hostile environment and living in terrible conditions, often following forced relo-
cation to a new area, took a severe toll on these women. Many found their health 
suffered:

Quite often I felt very ill … [the doctor] said I needed a rest, a healthy place 
to live in, distraction and better food. None of this could be had … I went 
on working nights, freezing, being much alone, eating badly.176

Many wives of ‘enemies of the people’ were hospitalised, and received treat-
ment for conditions including malnutrition, anaemia, exhaustion, bronchitis and 
peritonitis. Heda Margolis Kovály and Rosemary Kavan were both in such poor 
physical shape that their doctors compared them to newly returned inmates from 
the Nazi concentration camps.177 By the time Heda was referred to a doctor she 
had a temperature of 104, was experiencing difficulty breathing and was in 
severe pain. She was admitted to hospital where she was diagnosed with a long 
list of ailments including nephritis and peritonitis, and came to be described by 
doctors as one of the ‘most critical cases in the ward’.178 Rosemary also suffered 
from extreme tiredness for several weeks before she was diagnosed with an 
inflamed gall bladder, malnutrition and acute anaemia. Her two sons were fre-
quently ill and suffered from vitamin and protein deficiencies due to their poor 
diet: ‘My heart bled to see the boys paying with their health for the injustice per-
petrated on their father … they had been bright and beautiful boys … now they 
were pale and listless.’179 Josefa Slánská endured frequent nervous attacks, heart 
problems and was left with rheumatism in both hands after suffering from pro-
longed exposure to the cold during her imprisonment, while her daughter suf-
fered repeated bouts of pneumonia, chronic bronchitis, asthma, jaundice and 
heart irregularities.180

 Many women suffered psychologically, experiencing depression, anxiety or 
nervous collapse.181 Jo Langer described how:

In a short time I had lost my husband, most of my friends, my job, my 
home, my right to make a decent living, my vitality and self- assurance, 
my faith in reason and decency, and I felt my health going too … I was 
the mother of two children who I had to support and bring up without a 
father, in a society where we were outcasts, with the police at my heels. 
Quite often I felt very ill. Everything around me was illogical, absurd, 
shameful and abnormal. The doctor found nothing wrong with my 
stomach, my throat, my eyes, my head, my heart or any other part of my 
body although they had all begun to hurt one after the other, or all at once. 
I was terrified of going mad … fainting with starvation, I could not touch 
food. Completely exhausted, I was terrified of going to bed because of the 
visions that inevitably came to haunt and torture me, and to wake me a 
dozen times a night, bathed in cold sweat.… In the end I was sent to a 
psychiatrist, [but] under our regime no such thing as a nervous breakdown 
could be officially diagnosed.182
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She was eventually sent to a psychiatric clinic for assessment, followed by an 
extended stay at a sanatorium to help her ‘relax’, where she slowly began to 
recover.183

 Some women even considered suicide. Rosemary Kavan felt ‘blackened 
around the edges’ as ‘despair and loneliness threatened to suffocate me’. Josefa 
Slánská described how ‘Finally, I became numbed. Everything was a matter of 
indifference to me. Now I no longer wanted to live among people, now I no 
longer wanted to live at all.’ Heda Margolius Kovály reached a stage where

I began to wonder whether I was really as indispensable to my son as I had 
thought. As long as I was alive, he was condemned to unending deprivation 
and misery. If I died … he would grow up in a tolerable environment, in a 
decent apartment, within a family. I mulled this possibility over and over.184

Despite these challenging circumstances, many women ultimately took pride in 
their strength, endurance and resilience. As Langer commented, ‘All of us had to 
construct something to lean on’, and women developed a variety of coping 
mechanisms:

One ‘wife’ I knew was said to be whoring around and drinking heavily, 
another was suspected of working for the police to save her job and apart-
ment, some were catching up on Marx. My friend had her hairdo, her eye-
lashes and her high heels to keep up her morale.… My escape was 
reading.185

Rosemary Kavan admitted to taking a lover, who provided her with comfort and 
companionship during her husband’s long imprisonment: ‘Above all, his caring 
gave me the strength to survive. I was sure Pavel would not grudge me that.’186

 Several women expressed the desire to remain strong for their husbands, and 
their children who they perceived as the ‘real victims’. Heda Margolius Kovály 
explained:

I have to pull myself together, I thought. I have to be calm and self- confident 
so that it is clear to everyone that I am absolutely certain of Rudolf ’s inno-
cence.… After Rudolf ’s death, I spent several weeks lying in my bed as 
though it were a coffin … the truth was that there was not much life left in 
me … [But] I knew I had to live. I had to take care of my son.187

Jo Langer recalled ‘if I had acted rationally it would have led me into utter 
despair and immobility which, for the children’s sake, I could not afford. I did 
what I did prompted by the instinct for self- preservation.’188

 Many women found inner strength to cope with the circumstances they found 
themselves in. Langer described how her initial feelings of fear and depression 
gave way to: ‘healthy anger and spite, which gave me new strength’ and that, 
although the extreme hardship inflicted on her family left her ‘stripped of faith in 
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ideas and people’, ultimately this proved liberating, because ‘I felt inebriatingly 
superior in freedom to those who still had their husbands, flats, jobs possessions 
and false illusions to lose which made them into trembling, silent slaves while I 
could speak up’.189 Rosemary Kavan described how ‘I wouldn’t allow “them” to 
crush me. Intimidation was their trademark. I would fight back with the only 
available weapon – courage. If I lacked it, I would fake it.’190

 Much strength was drawn from friendships and support networks formed with 
other families who found themselves in similar conditions. Jo Langer emphas-
ised the close friendship she formed with Fritzi Loebl, whose husband had been 
another victim of the Slánský conspiracy, and described how

we found it relaxing to say openly to each other what we would never have 
disclosed to anyone else, that our feelings for our husbands were not pure 
love, longing and pity. All that, and loyalty, was there of course, but there 
was also anger, resentment and regret at having married them in the first 
place.191

Heda Margolius Kovály and Rosemary Kavan also ‘joined forces’, providing 
one another with emotional and practical support, by sharing child care, money 
and food, and maintained that ‘… the only bright side of our life at that time 
was that it forged such extraordinary human relationships, friendships of a 
kind that are rarely possible among free, untroubled people’.192 Josefa Slánská 
wrote of the importance of the ‘small but very precious gestures of human 
kindness’ that she and her children experienced: ‘Neither my will nor my res-
olution, nor the ability to fight my fate would have been enough if I had not 
had friends round me, or at least manifestations of human understanding and 
sympathy.’193

De- Stalinisation, 1953–1968
Stalin’s death on 5 March 1953 facilitated an easing of repression in many of 
the Eastern bloc countries. Purges were halted and prisoners began to be 
released and ‘rehabilitated’. In Czechoslovakia, however, little immediate 
change was evident. Although Stalin’s death was swiftly followed by the death 
of Czechoslovakian leader Klement Gottwald on 14 March 1953, other Party 
leaders, including Gottwald’s successor Antonín Novotný, were heavily 
involved in Stalinist- era mass repression. In Czechoslovakia, high- profile 
political show trials continued as late as April 1954, while many who had been 
convicted under Article 231 languished in prison well into the 1960s.194 Heda 
Margolius Kovály remembered Khrushchev’s Secret Speech in February 1956 
as ‘the first crack in the wall of terror’, which led to Soviet pressure to ‘re- 
examine’ Stalinist- era repression.195 However, this was swiftly followed by the 
ill- fated Hungarian Revolution in October–November 1956, which caused the 
Czechoslovakian communists ‘to draw the reins tighter’ and proceed extremely 
cautiously.196
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 Despite this reticence, from the mid- 1950s a shift in the political climate 
became evident. Many of the families exiled under Akcion B were allowed 
quietly to return to the towns and cities where they had previously lived, 
although they were prohibited from trying to reclaim their former homes. Josefa 
Slánská was allowed to return to Prague in December 1955, and Marian Šlingova 
returned in October 1956, describing how

It was like a dream to see people walking about the streets … going about 
their daily business as if the world were quite normal … to see all the 
ordinary things of life, brought both joy and pain, an almost physical pain.197

While the authorities did not prevent people returning from exile, neither did 
they make things easy for them. It was 1958 before either family was officially 
allocated to new accommodation, while Slánská did not receive a permit 
enabling her to seek paid employment in Prague until February 1960.198

 Some relaxation was also evident within the penal system. Jo Langer remem-
bered her first prison visit after the deaths of Stalin and Gottwald, because as ‘a 
first sign of de- Stalinisation and the humanization of socialism’, there was no 
longer a wire mesh physically dividing her from her husband.199 Dagmar 
Šimková recalled her astonishment when she discovered that a copy of Solzhen-
itsyn’s One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich had been added to the prison 
library at Pardubice.200 The first prisoners slowly began to be released, but 
although prison amnesties were declared in 1953, 1955 and 1957, they explicitly 
excluded most of those who had been sentenced under Article 231.201 It was 
1960 before political prisoners were routinely included as part of a general 
amnesty, and even then individual cases were decided on a conditional basis, 
dependent upon close examination of prison files and a full review of behaviour 
during internment.202 Those classed as the most ‘dangerous and subversive’ 
prisoners were not freed until much later: Dagmar Šimková was finally released 
in April 1966; Růžena Vacková and Nina Svoboda both remained imprisoned 
until 1967.203

 Negotiating a smooth transition back to everyday life was not easy for former 
prisoners or their families. As Heda Margolius Kovály described:

the prison gates opened quietly, unobtrusively, and through them walked 
shattered, emaciated people, blinking their eyes in the daylight. They came 
back to find their homes destroyed, their wives sick and exhausted, their 
children strangers to them.… Their health was ruined or gravely damaged; 
some died shortly after their return.… Now they were released and rehabili-
tated without a word of explanation.204

Jo Langer recalled the impact of her husband’s homecoming in May 1960:

For the first hour we did nothing but cry, laugh, kiss and run around him 
in circles … where does one begin, after almost ten years of this sort of 
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 separation? … We kept telling him that he looked fine, he kept telling us 
that we looked fine, that the flat was fine, and after that we didn’t know what 
to say.… He was a total stranger to Tania and no more than a childhood 
memory to Susie … he failed to see that his daughters were no longer the 
children he had left behind a decade ago.205

While the homecoming of a formerly imprisoned spouse was cause for great 
celebration, their return also posed serious challenges. Returning prisoners often 
struggled to reconnect with their families after so long apart. Many were suffer-
ing from serious physical and psychological health problems. ‘Olga’ emphasised 
that ‘people changed in prison. The prison alienated them from each other’; 
another (unnamed) woman admitted that

When my husband returned it took us two years to get used to each other. 
He came with all kinds of habits that I had to accept. He was often explosive 
over things in the way that he hadn’t been before. He also had a deteriorated 
nervous system, just like me.206

Communication was a problem: many found it difficult to talk about the trauma 
of their prison experiences:

I had no hope of my husband returning, but he came … I wanted him to tell 
me about his life in the prison, but he said, ‘I am sorry, I can’t, I am not up 
to it; maybe some day’.207

This gulf was exacerbated by the general challenges of adjusting and re- integrating 
into post- Stalinist society, as Lola Škodová remembered: ‘I returned to what you 
call normal life, but really, for me, things did not return to normal.’208 Many former 
prisoners continued to face stigmatism and discrimination after their release. Those 
who had been convicted under Article 231 were generally subject to restrictions 
over where they could live and work (they had to apply for official clearance to 
seek employment, and even if this was granted, they were often restricted to 
working in certain trades).209 State security often kept former political prisoners 
under close observation, or made them report regularly to the local police station. 
Some were pressured into becoming police informers.
 Family members bore the scars of their own repression, and were often 
reluctant to disclose the full extent of the hardship they had suffered to those 
who returned from jail. Others felt that former prisoners were unwilling or 
unable to understand the extent of their suffering, or empathise with their strug-
gles. During their long incarceration, prisoners were often reassured by the 
authorities that their families were being ‘taken care of ’ by the Party, an impres-
sion that was seemingly reinforced by the sanitised version of family life they 
had received through letters and prison visits.210

 Many men struggled to adjust to their wives’ role as the family breadwinner, 
particularly if they were now prevented from working themselves. In some 
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cases, this led to a shift in the traditional family dynamic. Rosemary Kavan 
described how, following her husband’s release, she continued her full- time job 
while he tackled ‘shopping, cooking, and became more involved with family life 
than before’. However, tensions were still evident, as Pavel openly criticised 
many of the decisions she had made during his long absence and asked her, with 
incredulous concern:

‘But how can you manage a demanding full- time job?’ … His unchanged 
attitude brought home to me the fact that I had changed. I had grown accus-
tomed to my dual role as bread- winner and housewife, it no longer seemed 
insupportable.211

After almost ten years of coping alone, Jo Langer struggled with her husband’s 
attitude following his return:

I had assumed that because I had remained loyal to him for a long time in 
difficult circumstances and had proved strong enough to bring myself and 
the girls through it all, he would have a new respect for me and would be 
less impatient with my faults.

In reality:

He called me irresponsible in money matters and never asked how I had 
managed to keep us going against such heavy odds through all those 
years.… Not a word of praise did I get for having brought up the children 
single- handed, nor for my courage. I was merely the little woman who had 
to be told what to do, how to do it and what not to do – and above all how 
wrong I was in whatever I had done on my own.212

The strain of a long separation, which fundamentally changed many of those 
who suffered both within and outside the penal system, followed by the sudden 
intensity of reconnection, redefinition of marital relationships and the family 
dynamic proved difficult for both prisoners and their families. Old tensions often 
re- emerged at the same time as new problems developed, often exacerbated by a 
breakdown in communication and a lack of understanding on both sides. While 
some families managed to readjust and reconnect over time, other relationships 
were damaged beyond repair. Rosemary Kavan explained,

I was married to an estranged husband, who I had loved but perhaps loved 
no longer, but was now tied closer than ever by pity and loyalty.… Now, 
when it is all so far away, I see that we were both guilty of concealment, we 
were not open and honest with each other … the fault lay in ourselves.213

What about those victims who could never return home? The families of 
prisoners who had been executed or had died during their long internment faced 
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a particularly long, hard fight for their posthumous rehabilitation as ‘the dead 
remained traitors’.214 As Šlingová maintained, ‘Anything done in the way of 
releases, restitution or punishment was carried out quietly with minimum public-
ity’, and families bold enough to request formal retrials or public exoneration for 
deceased relatives were initially told that this was ‘out of the question … nothing 
could be made public for the good of the party’.215

 In 1962, an official Commission was established to review the Stalinist- era 
terror in Czechoslovakia. The resulting report, submitted to the Communist 
Party leadership in April 1963, recommended a complete reassessment of the 
politically motivated trials that had taken place between 1948 and 1954, with 
formal acquittals and full rehabilitation for the victims, both living and dead. 
The recommendations made by the Commission also facilitated the first 
attempts to offer some kind of formal restitution to the victims and their fam-
ilies.216 Those who wanted to apply for compensation were required to draw 
up a list of ‘losses sustained’ as a result of unfair arrest and conviction, and 
then report to the Ministry of Justice to attend a formal hearing. However, 
many families were reluctant to accept any financial settlement from those 
who they viewed as responsible for their suffering, especially in the absence 
of any accompanying expression of moral culpability. Heda Margolius 
Kovály aptly illustrated some of the complexities around this when she 
described how:

I sat down at my typewriter and typed up a list …

• Loss of father
• Loss of husband
• Loss of honour
• Loss of health
• Loss of employment and opportunity to complete education
• Loss of faith in the party and justice

Only at the end did I write:

• Loss of property.

When she presented her list at the Ministry of Justice, Heda was told that it was 
‘impossible for them to make these losses up’ to her, and she retorted:

Exactly … that’s why I wrote them up for you. So you can know that 
whatever you do, you can never undo what you have done … you mur-
dered my husband. You threw me out of every job I had. You had me 
thrown out of a hospital! You threw us out of our apartment and into a 
hovel where only by some miracle we did not die. You ruined my son’s 
childhood! And now you think you can compensate for that with a few 
crowns?217
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In June 1963, General Secretary Antonin Novotný claimed that

Our Party has striven to find justice for all those who were injured by incor-
rect methods, and to amend the wrong measures taken at that time. Wher-
ever socialist legality has been violated, the Party has redressed the 
imbalance and righted the wrong.218

However, many victims of repression remained dissatisfied with the limited 
nature of their ‘rehabilitation’, which they viewed as ‘shamefaced’ and ‘behind 
closed doors’.219

 The Prague Spring of 1968, a period of reform and liberalisation led by Novot-
ný’s successor Alexander Dubček, provided a new opportunity to face up to the 
full consequences of communist repression in Czechoslovakia. Dubček appointed 
another official commission, which was tasked with re- examining the repressive 
measures of the years 1948 to 1954. Reduced censorship allowed more detailed 
coverage of Stalinist- era repression in the media and encouraged more critical 
public discussion of past problems. This encouraged many former victims to break 
their silence for the first time, and several newspapers carried articles containing 
personal accounts illustrating the illegality and brutality of the Stalinist era.220 The 
more liberal atmosphere of the Prague Spring also allowed for greater solidarity 
amongst victims of repression. March 1968 saw the inaugural meeting of Klub 
bývalých politických vězňu (K- 231), an independent organisation established by 
former political prisoners, which aimed to achieve full rehabilitation for everyone 
who had been interned for political reasons between 1948 and 1954, raising 
popular awareness by organising lectures, public meetings and publishing testimo-
nies from former prisoners. Between April and May 1968, membership of K- 231 
swelled to around 40,000.221

 For a brief time, it seemed as though the Prague Spring might offer victims of 
repression the hope of genuine rehabilitation and reconciliation, but these hopes 
were dashed by the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia in August 1968. The 
suppression of the Prague Spring and the enforcement of ‘normalisation’ re- 
established media censorship, clamped down on public discussion and disbanded 
K- 231. The report submitted by Dubček’s commission of enquiry was immedi-
ately classified. Many Czechoslovaks who supported the Prague Spring fled the
country, some of whom published memoirs, autobiographies and other critical
interpretations of Czechoslovakian communism in the West.222 In Czechoslovakia,
however, the Communist Party, under the new leadership of Gustáv Husák, made
it clear it was unwilling to sanction any further re- examination of ‘past errors’,
effectively denying the victims of repression a voice for another 20 years.

Conclusion
As Kaplan noted, between 1948 and 1968, the intensity, extent, political motives 
and forms of persecution changed in Czechoslovakia, in line with ‘the require-
ments of the regime and the political designs of those in power … and yet, 
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 persecution remained a permanent means of dealing with political problems and 
an instrument to enforce the will of … the Communist Party’.223 This extended 
study has drawn on a combination of written memoirs, oral interviews and archi-
val sources to explore women’s experiences of repression in Czechoslovakia 
between the years of 1948 and 1968, encompassing both women who experi-
enced direct repression in the form of imprisonment for political reasons and 
those subjected to indirect or ‘collateral’ repression as a result of the communist 
regime’s wider policy of ‘punishment through kinship’, which effectively placed 
the family members of enemies of the people into ‘a prison of invisible walls 
and wires’.224

 There is much we can learn from documenting and analysing women’s 
experiences of communist- era repression. The fragmented and incomplete nature 
of the archival sources available today mean that personal narratives in the form 
of oral histories, written memoirs and autobiographies provide historians with an 
important repository of information and insight into women’s experiences. 
Through a critical analysis of their narratives, we are able to perceive these 
women as both victims and survivors of communist repression. As Bursík has 
argued, while women’s narratives tend to emphasise their physical and mental 
suffering, they are also testament to their resilience, resistance and strength.225

 Although women only constituted a small proportion of political prisoners 
between 1948 and 1968, they formed a distinct group within the penal system 
and there were gendered aspects to their prison experiences. Women’s carceral 
experiences commonly included hard labour, poor living conditions and ritual-
ised violence, including sexual humiliation and punishment, which deliberately 
aimed to degrade and defeminise women prisoners. As Dagmar Šimková 
remarked: ‘The aim was to foster a hatred of yourself within you. A woman was 
made to feel ashamed of her own femininity so that she became sexless and 
loathsome.’226 However, women found numerous ways to resist this dehumanis-
ing treatment, even within the confines of the penal system.
 The proportion of women who were victims of collateral repression in Czech-
oslovakia was significantly higher, although their experiences are particularly 
marginalised in the existing historiography. Both archival and anecdotal evid-
ence demonstrate that when an individual was accused of being an ‘enemy of the 
people’ their family was generally considered to be guilty by association, so 
large numbers of women experienced political and socio- economic discrimina-
tion, marginalisation and exclusion outside of the penal system. This included 
forced relocation and resettlement, which perhaps provides the clearest docu-
mented example of the extension of large- scale, legalised, state- sanctioned 
repression to the families of political prisoners in Czechoslovakia during these 
years, although for many families their years of exile actually proved to be a 
mixed blessing.
 For women whose husbands were arrested, the removal of their spouse 
marked a significant disruption of their family dynamic and displacement of 
their traditional gender roles, as it was generally left to women to hold their fam-
ilies together. Women responded to the imprisonment of their husbands in a 
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variety of ways: some took decisive measures to distance themselves, by pub-
licly denouncing their husbands, initiating divorce proceedings or changing their 
surnames. However, their motivations were often complex, influenced by a com-
bination of external pressure from the Party (and sometimes from their hus-
bands), personal loyalty to communism, or as a short- term strategy to protect 
themselves and their children from the associated stigma and try to minimise 
state persecution. However, the majority of women chose to stand by their hus-
bands, and subsequently faced the challenge of sustaining ‘marriage by letters 
and occasional visits’ with their imprisoned spouse, sometimes over many 
years.227

 Women developed a range of strategies that enabled them to endure the 
repression they faced, both within and beyond the penal system, and it has been 
suggested that women tended to develop different survival mechanisms com-
pared to men.228 In many cases, women emphasise the strength they drew from 
close bonds of mutual support and friendship forged with others in similar cir-
cumstances, be that within the prison community or with other families who 
were subject to general repression on the outside. The stigma attached to polit-
ical prisoners and their families often fostered isolation, discrimination and hos-
tility, but many women also recall unsolicited and often unexpected acts of 
kindness and empathy from friends, acquaintances and even from strangers 
during their time of need.
 From the mid- 1950s, a shift in the political climate became evident, as de- 
Stalinisation was gradually implemented in Czechoslovakia. This shift is evid-
enced by the increased resistance of women within the penal system (including 
several group hunger strikes and protests such as the Hamršildky letters), along 
with the easing of repression and return from exile of wives and children who 
had been persecuted on the outside. In the 1960s, many political prisoners were 
finally released and reunited with their families. However, negotiating a smooth 
transition from prison to everyday life was not easy for either party and not all 
family relationships survived.
 Stalinist- era repression in Czechoslovakia had an enduring impact, reverber-
ating down through the years and across successive generations from the 1950s 
until the present day. As McDermott and Pinerová have recently argued, the 
release and rehabilitation of victims of repression in Czechoslovakia was ‘a stag-
gered and long drawn- out process, beginning in the mid- 1950s and culminating 
only after the collapse of communism in 1989–90’.229 Initial attempts at rehabil-
itation and restitution were halted along with the forcible suppression of the 
Prague Spring in 1968, which effectively led to another twenty years of ‘silence’. 
Bušková has described the years from 1968 to 1989 as a ‘psychological vacuum’ 
for victims of Stalinist- era repression, as they were prevented from talking 
openly about their experiences.230

 The fall of communism following the ‘Velvet Revolution’ in November 1989 
raised fresh hopes that the legacy of Stalinism could finally be confronted and 
overcome in Czechoslovakia. On 1 January 1990, newly elected President 
Vaclav Hável – himself a former dissident and political prisoner during the 
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1980s – made direct reference to the victims of repression in his first Presidential 
address:

Many of our citizens perished in the 1950s in prisons, many were executed, 
thousands of lives were destroyed.… No one who paid with his or her life 
for our current freedom should be forgotten. Independent courts should con-
sider rightly the possible guilt of those responsible to seek the full truth 
about our past.231

A number of organisations were subsequently established to assist with the task 
of reassessing the communist past, and to provide advice and support for indi-
viduals seeking restitution or rehabilitation, along with civic organisations 
designed to represent the interests of those directly affected by communist 
repression, most notably the Konfederace politických vězňů [Confederation of 
Political Prisoners, or KPV], formed in January 1990 as the official successor to 
K- 231.232 At the same time, initiatives such as Političtívĕzni.cz [Political
Prisoners] and Paměť Národa [Memory of Nations] encouraged victims of
repression to speak out and tell their stories. A detailed assessment of develop-
ments in post- communist Czech Republic and Slovakia goes well beyond the
scope of this chapter. However, it is worth noting that today, as the repression of
the Stalinist era moves closer to passing beyond living memory, the extent to
which Hável’s pledge has been fulfilled is limited. Many surviving victims of
repression feel that the injustices perpetrated against them remain largely unac-
knowledged, as illustrated in the closing quote below, from former prisoner Lola
Škodová:

Today … I am forced to live in terrible conditions, in the same flat they 
moved my mother to [as a punishment, in 1949] … we have still not been 
properly compensated. And nothing has been done to punish our oppressors. 
They have got away with everything.… How can we forget what they did? 
… Why is that they have not been put on trial, and witnesses called? … I 
have no physical scars to show for my imprisonment, though I certainly still 
have emotional scars … several times a year, I dream of being imprisoned 
again … I still wake up terrified.233
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     5     The Romanian Orthodox Church   

    Lucian   Turcescu     and     Lavinia   Stan    

   According to the 2002 Romanian census, the dominant religious group 
is the Romanian Orthodox Church, claiming the allegiance of some 86.7 
per cent (or 18.8 million) of the country’s total population of 21.7 million. 
Other signifi cant groups are the Roman Catholic Church (4.7 per cent), the 
Reform Church (3.2 per cent) and the Pentecostal Church (1.5 per cent). 
The Romanian Greek Catholic Church United with Rome represents just 
less than 1 per cent, Judaism under 0.1 per cent and atheists also under 0.1 
per cent. Some 0.3 per cent of the population belongs to Islam.  1   The Roman 
Catholic and Reform Churches attract a lot of ethnic Hungarians living in 
Transylvania. The country’s Romanian majority represents 90 per cent of the 
total population, while the Hungarians and the Roma amount to 6.6 and 2.5 
per cent, respectively.  2   

 To understand how the Romanian Orthodox Church (RomOC) has and 
will continue to perform in the twenty-fi rst-century political landscape, it is 
important to begin a little earlier. The collapse of communism in Eastern 
Europe (1989) and the former Soviet Union (1991) was a watershed in terms 
of the redefi nition of church–state relations. The year 1989 brought for 
Romania and its majority church new opportunities for cooperation between 
church and state. Although RomOC went through some persecution and 
rather heavy clergy collaboration with the communist secret police and the 
party-state, after 1989 it managed to position itself  as one of the country’s 
most important political and social actors that contributed to the shaping of 
the new Western-style liberal democracy the country sought. 

 This chapter begins by looking at how RomOC has dealt with its recent 
past, particularly the collaboration of its higher clergy with the communist 
authorities. This will help us understand how the church positioned itself  in 
twenty-fi rst-century politics by refusing to fully acknowledge its collabora-
tion and to make reparations for the victims of its actions. Then we will con-
sider post-communist issues such as the church’s involvement in party politics 
as a means for RomOC to have a better say in issues that are relevant to it. 
The new law on religion of 2006 is another section of this chapter. Last, we 
will present the evolving models of church–state relations according to the 
RomOC, arguing that RomOC appears to have moved away from seeking the 
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status of established (or state) church for itself  to a model of collaboration 
with the state in the increasingly pluralistic religious landscape in democratic 
Romania at the beginning of this century.  

  Dealing with the past: clergy collaboration with the 
communist authorities 

 An issue that has caused headaches for Christians ever since the beginning 
of their religion is that of collaboration with the persecutor and how to 
reconcile members of the Church with one another and with society at large 
once persecution ceases. After 1989, many churches in Eastern Europe were 
faced with the issue of collaboration with communist authorities. RomOC 
was not alone in collaborating with the communist secret police in enforcing 
the goals of the party-state. As researchers access new archival evidence and 
former collaborators confess to their activities, a more complete picture will 
eventually emerge. What we know so far is that, despite awareness among the 
clergy that confessing one’s personal sins is a welcome gesture and a cleansing 
practice, which they encourage other people to undertake, few Orthodox 
clergy have confessed to their past collaboration. Even among those who 
did, like the Metropolitan of Banat Nicolae Corneanu, the full extent of 
their collaboration with the  Securitate  did not become known until excerpts 
from their personal fi les compiled by the communist political police were 
made public. They did not resign their positions after the public revelations. 
Our book,  Religion and Politics in Post-Communist Romania ,  3   presents the 
most relevant cases of clergy collaboration that were available to us. In the 
meanwhile, additional information has become available. Access to secret 
fi les remains a very sensitive subject in Romania, and politicians and church 
leaders managed to curtail access to the fi les of various social categories, 
including the clergy. 

 Unlike other former communist Eastern European countries, Romania has 
lagged behind in the transitional justice process that began in 1990 and was 
fuelled by repeated calls for the condemnation of the communist past, for the 
banning of communist offi cials and collaborators from post-communist polit-
ical life and for the disclosure of the names of the informers who provided 
the political police with information on their neighbours, friends, relatives 
and work colleagues.  4   According to the Law on Access to the  Securitate  Files 
187 of December 1999, the National Council for the Study of the  Securitate  
Archives (CNSAS) is the government agency that grants Romanians access to 
their own fi les and investigates citizens’ past involvement with the  Securitate , 
including public offi cials, electoral candidates, bureaucrats, administrators, 
diplomats, religious leaders, journalists and university professors.  5   

 In response to calls for disclosing the collaboration of clergy, RomOC 
mounted the most vocal campaign opposing access to the fi les of its lead-
ers and clergy. Many local observers have seen this as a sign of RomOC’s 
extensive collaboration with the  Securitate  and its fears that, if  this past were 
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publicly disclosed, it would lessen the Church’s moral authority with the 
Romanian public. An increasing number of scholars are now arguing, based 
on archival evidence, that the Church collaborated closely with the commu-
nist regime in exchange for protection of its assets from nationalisation and 
for a privileged position among religious denominations. In post-communist 
times, two of the most infamous revelations of collaboration with the com-
munist  Securitate  were those of Patriarch Teoctist and Metropolitan Nicolae 
Corneanu. They were not the only ones.  6   

 Teoctist failed to criticise the nation’s dictator even after the anti- Ceau ş escu 
revolt started in the western city of Timi ş oara in 1989. On 19 December 1989, 
three days after the massacre in front of the Timi ş oara Orthodox cathedral, 
Teoctist sent a telegram to Ceau ş escu, marking the end of the National 
Church Assembly annual meeting and congratulating the dictator for his pre-
dictable re-election as Communist Party leader one month earlier. The public 
outcry that followed shortly after 22 December 1989, the day the dictator 
was ousted, led to the resignation of Teoctist as head of RomOC, for what 
he diplomatically referred to as ‘reasons of health and age’. Teoctist asked 
God and believers for forgiveness for lying under duress and failing to oppose 
the dictatorship, but his penitential mood did not last for too long. Practical 
considerations pertaining to canon law and leadership continuity prevailed 
over the need to deal with the painful communist past. Three months later he 
returned to lead the Church. 

 An archival document discovered in 2001 portrays Teoctist as an Iron 
Guard member and a participant in the January 1941 fascist rebellion, which 
resulted in the death of 416 people, of whom 120 were Jewish. The commu-
nist regime forced many former Iron Guard members to collaborate under 
threat of disclosing their past fascist sympathies. The document, which the 
 Securitate  agents drafted based on information supplied by unnamed inform-
ers, suggested that the twenty-six-year-old Teoctist ransacked a Bucharest 
synagogue, together with other priests and Iron Guard members. The patri-
archate spokesman dismissed the document as ‘pure fabrication’, but histo-
rian Gabriel Catalan reported that in fond D, fi le 7755, volume 3, page 239 of 
the  Securitate  archive he found Note 131 of 4 October 1949 linking Teoctist to 
the Iron Guard and the synagogue destruction. Historian Cristian Troncota, 
who had access to Teoctist’s  Securitate  fi le, confi rmed Teoctist’s member-
ship of the Guard but not his participation in the synagogue destruction. 
Troncota described the fi le as ‘impressive’, containing eight thick volumes, 
and revealed that Teoctist ‘was followed until he became the patriarch. Some 
bishops reported on him, and many synod members opposed him.’  7   On 23 
March 2001, the Romanian Information Service (SRI) announced that, after 
carefully analysing Teoctist’s secret fi le 62046, it concluded that the  Securitate  
pursued the Patriarch, who was its victim, not its informer. Soon afterwards, 
CNSAS tried to exonerate the Patriarch of collaboration, an action criticised 
by the opposition Democratic Party, which accused the CNSAS of rushing to 
clear the Patriarch without considering his voluminous fi le. The case speaks 
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for the tremendous diffi culties facing transitional justice in a divided country 
like Romania.  8   

 The case of Metropolitan Nicolae Corneanu is equally illuminating. Along 
with Fr Eugen Jurca, Corneanu confessed to his collaboration and asked for 
forgiveness. A bishop since 1961, Corneanu made compromises with the com-
munist government, but in a 1997 interview he candidly admitted to defrock-
ing fi ve dissident priests in 1981 under pressure from the  Securitate . In August 
2007, CNSAS confi rmed the collaboration of Metropolitan Corneanu with 
the  Securitate  as a political police. Corneanu chose not to challenge the 
CNSAS decision in court, probably because his collaboration was far more 
extensive and dramatic than that of any other bishop or priest known to this 
day. His code names were many: ‘Munteanu’, ‘Popa Vasile’, ‘Popescu Ion 
or Popescu Ioan’, ‘Munteanu Ioan’. His fi le, handed over by the SRI to the 
CNSAS (no. R 315), has no fewer than ten volumes and covers almost four 
decades (1950–88). For example, in 1953 Corneanu is described as a source 
‘who is full of sincerity and willingness to work [for the  Securitate ], display-
ing a serious attitude toward the tasks with which he is entrusted’  9   and having 
obtained his position of bishop in 1961 as a result of help from the  Securitate . 
From 1951 to 1957, he was on the payroll of the  Securitate  and received some 
500 lei (€120) per month, the equivalent of an average salary, for activities 
performed both inside and outside Romania. In 1963, only two years after 
being elected a bishop, Corneanu was described as ‘someone who does not 
believe in the church teachings and dogmas, and who is convinced that the 
Church was always used to deceive the masses’.  10   

 There were also clergy who did not collaborate with or opposed the 
 Securitate . Some of them were persecuted or died in the communist prisons 
during the early years of communism, while just a few (such as Gheorghe 
Calciu-Dumitreasa) became dissidents and were forced into exile in the 1980s. 
The ones who did not collaborate were probably very few, because, accord-
ing to former  Securitate  offi cer Roland Vasilievici (who was directly respon-
sible for recruiting priests for the Timi ş oara branch from 1976 to 1986), 80 to 
90 percent of the Orthodox clergy were recruited. Vasilievici suggested that:

  [T]his information network [of priests] was gradually educated in a nation-
alist, chauvinist, and xenophobic spirit. Church leaders were supervised
by the intelligence and counterintelligence departments, were subjected
to complex training programmes, and sent abroad to serve their socialist
country by collecting information, participating in nationalist-commu-
nist propaganda activities and disinformation campaigns, providing false
information to emigration leaders, infi ltrating Radio Free Europe, and
mending the broken image of Romania and its communist leadership.  11    

 In 2008, the use of the  Securitate  fi les to verify collaboration with the 
 Securitate  became so annoying to the Conservative Party leader Dan 
Voiculescu that he decided to block it by challenging the constitutionality of 
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Law 187/1999 in the Constitutional Court. The Court ruled in his favour and 
struck down the law as unconstitutional on 31 January 2008. In response, the 
government introduced Emergency Ordinance (OUG) 1/2008 to ensure the 
continuity of some activities of the CNSAS. Article 2.B.tz of the Ordinance 
stipulated that CNSAS must

  verify, through its Investigation Department, the following groups of peo-
ple, in order to establish whether they worked as case (full-time) offi cers 
or (part-time) collaborators with the  Securitate  by transmitting informa-
tion, in any format, as written notes and reports, verbal communications 
written down by case offi cers, through which they denounced the activi-
ties and attitudes critical toward the totalitarian communist regime, and 
which infringed on fundamental human rights.  

 One such category includes the ‘leaders and members of offi cially registered 
religious denominations down to, and including, the priests and those working 
as such in parishes located in Romania and abroad’.  12   Later in 2008, Parliament 
rejected OUG 1/2008 and instead passed Law 293 of 2008 which reads that 
‘leaders and members of offi cially registered religious denominations down 
to, and including, the priests and those working as such in parishes located in 
Romania and abroad [were to be verifi ed by the CNSAS] at the request of the 
representatives of the religious denomination to which they belonged’. This 
makes verifi cation of clergy collaboration almost impossible to request unless 
authorized by the religious leaders of their respective denominations. The 
RomOC spokesman, Fr Constantin Stoica, welcomed the decision reached 
by Parliament and not imposed by the RomOC, and stressed that the RomOC 
intends to respect the legislation adopted by Parliament.  13    

  Religion and party politics 

 Religion and party politics have been refl ected in the direct involvement of 
priests and prelates in politics as party members and candidates for local 
or central governmental offi ce; the support given by clergy to electoral 
candidates in exchange for legislation favourable to their religious group; and 
the candidates’ use of religious symbols to win votes. The Orthodox Church 
has been a force to be reckoned with, an indispensable ally for presidential 
candidates and political parties and the most vocal denomination during 
electoral campaigns. By contrast, evangelical Protestant groups and new 
religious movements lack the numbers that would make them attractive to 
politicians and parties, and they seldom play a role in elections. Most Roman 
Catholic and Reformed faithful are drawn from among the Transylvanian 
German and Hungarian minorities, each represented politically by a 
democratic federation of political parties.  14   

 Priests have been actively involved in elections, advising parishioners to vote 
for candidates, blessing electoral banners and praising their favourite parties 
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from the pulpit. But the Orthodox Church’s leadership body, the Holy Synod, 
has oscillated in its position regarding clergy involvement in politics, sometimes 
encouraging it and at other times discouraging it. In the early 1990s, the Synod 
sought to ban priests, monks and bishops from engaging in partisan politics, 
but its attempts were disregarded. Dozens of hierarchs and priests joined pol-
itical parties, and some of them secured seats in Parliament and the cabinet. 
After 2000, more Orthodox priests entered politics, with Ilie S â rbu becoming 
Minister of Agriculture and Ioan Aurel Rus renewing his mandate and con-
tinuing to represent the nationalist Greater Romania Party in the Senate until 
2008. Rus ended up being defrocked for disobeying the Synod ruling against 
partisan politics for priests, but in 2011 he withdrew from all his political posi-
tions for health reasons.  15   The 2000 local elections saw an unprecedented num-
ber of Orthodox, Greek Catholic, Baptist, Evangelical and Reformed clergy 
become members of parliament, mayors and deputy mayors, local and county 
council members. In 2008, the Synod allowed Orthodox priests to seek elec-
tion as town, city and county councillors as independent candidates, but not 
in mayoralties or positions in the central government.  16   The Synod decision 
was not accepted by Metropolitan Bartolomeu Anania of Cluj, who told his 
priests that they were not allowed to enter politics at any level.  17   While the 
national Orthodox Church leaders have seen benefi ts in priests’ participation 
in politics, local leaders have worried that priests will lose their political neu-
trality by promoting party politics in their parishes. 

 After 1996 religion moved to the forefront of electoral debates, compel-
ling all contenders to defi ne their position vis- à -vis the Orthodox Church and 
Christianity. Presidential candidates included visits to Orthodox churches in 
their electoral itineraries, showed up for religious services on major Orthodox 
feast days and were photographed surrounded by Orthodox icons, calen-
dars and crosses. Some made substantial donations for church enlargement 
and reconstruction; others godfathered orphans and witnessed marriages in 
widely publicised ceremonies. The highlight of the 1996 presidential race was 
the televised debate in which the Christian Democrat Emil Constantinescu 
surprised the incumbent Ion Iliescu, a self-declared atheist, by asking him 
whether he believed in God. In the end, Constantinescu won and, in a token 
of gratitude, became the fi rst post-communist Romanian president to take his 
solemn oath, hand on the Bible, in the presence of the Orthodox Patriarch. 
Since then, the Patriarch has opened each legislative session by encouraging 
legislators to promote the interests of the people. 

 Traian B ă sescu, president since 2004, at fi rst was not interested in forging 
good ties with the Orthodox Church. While mayor of Bucharest (2000–4), 
he denied approval of a construction permit for the erection of the National 
Salvation Cathedral, although the government had transferred a sizeable lot 
to the Church in Carol Park.  18   B ă sescu continued to oppose the cathedral 
project on technical grounds during the presidential electoral campaign of 
2004 but, as the election day drew near and he realised the importance of the 
Orthodox vote, his attitude changed. He retracted support for homosexual 
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marriages and the legalisation of prostitution and pledged to return property 
to the Archbishopric of Suceava if  elected president, in an effort to outbid his 
main rivals for the presidential seat. Hours before the poll, B ă sescu attended 
mass at a Bucharest church, mumbled the Our Father and was blessed and 
sprinkled with holy water by the priest. That last-minute display of religious-
ness may have helped him to win the elections. 

 Just before the 2009 presidential elections, B ă sescu again burned his 
bridges with the Orthodox Church by endorsing the report of the Presidential 
Commission for the Analysis of the Social and Demographic Risks, which rec-
ommended the legalisation of prostitution and drug usage and singled out the 
clergy as a privileged and infl uential group in Romanian society. According to 
the report, clergy benefi ted from public funds through state-sponsored salaries, 
subsidies for buildings and church repairs and the mandatory character of reli-
gious education in public schools, which guarantees employment for theology 
graduates. When Patriarch Daniel condemned the report, sociologist Cristian 
P â rvulescu warned that the endorsement of the report could cost B ă sescu votes, 
because Romania is an ultra-conservative society and ‘no church in the world 
would endorse the legalisation of prostitution and drug consumption’.  19   

 Several parties have included references to God and Christianity in their 
platforms. The Christian Democrat Peasant Party, which reregistered offi cially 
immediately after the 1989 Revolution and included many Transylvanian 
Greek Catholic leaders, presented itself  as defender of Christian values in 
the face of atheism and secularism and frequently reminded its members 
and the larger Romanian society of the contribution the Greek Catholic and 
Orthodox Church made to nation- and state-building. The party won seats in 
Parliament in 1990 and formed the government from 1996 to 2000, but was 
almost wiped out in 2000. Since then, it has garnered only a small fraction of 
the national vote, remaining an out-of-parliament party. 

 The two other parties that have used Christian values are the nationalistic 
Greater Romania Party of Corneliu Vadim Tudor and the New Generation – 
Christian Democrat Party of Gigi Becali. A former court poet of commun-
ist dictator Ceau ş escu, Tudor has made a habit out of abusing Orthodox 
symbols and presenting himself  as the country’s messianic saviour. Christian 
charity and tolerance, however, have made no impact on the party’s platform, 
which remains anti-Semitic, nationalist and chauvinist. While he competed 
in almost all post-communist presidential elections, only in 2000 did Tudor 
have a real chance of winning, but ultimately Ion Iliescu defeated him. He 
served as a senator in the Romanian Parliament between 1992 and 2008, and 
became a member of the European Parliament afterwards. One of Romania’s 
richest individuals, Becali has led the tiny New Generation – Christian 
Democrat Party since January 2004 and unsuccessfully ran in the presidential 
elections organised in 2004 and 2009. In June 2009 he became a member of 
the European Parliament.  20   Conducting his politics under the slogan ‘In the 
Service of the Cross and the Romanian Nation’, Becali is known for his fre-
quent references to God and Christianity, dislike of homosexuals and support 
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for traditional family values and very conservative and extreme nationalist 
views, which he has imparted to his party.  21   In Romania, the party has gained 
no parliamentary representation to date.  

  A new law on religion 

 As in other East European countries, the interplay between religion and 
politics underwent fundamental changes after the 1989 regime transformation 
from communism to democracy. In Romania, the most repressive aspects 
of state control over religious affairs were removed, freedom of conscience 
and religion was upheld by the 1991 Constitution, religion classes, religious 
symbols and prayers were introduced in public schools at all pre-university 
levels, theological programmes were opened in higher-education institutions 
throughout the country, the state supported fi nancially the building of 
thousands of new places of worship, the Greek Catholic Church and Roman 
Catholic religious orders were relegalised and some of the property abusively 
confi scated by communist authorities was returned to denominations. 

 All these developments occurred in the absence of arguably the most impor-
tant piece of legislation related to religious affairs: a new Law on Religion 
designed to supersede the communist legislation. Indeed, the communist 
Decree 177/1948 on religious groups remained in effect until 2006, when 
Parliament adopted Law 489 on Religious Freedom and the General Regime 
of Religious Denominations (known as the Law on Religion). The communist 
decree provided for state control over religious affairs, prohibited denomina-
tions from engaging in relations with foreign churches without the approval 
of the Romanian government, dismantled certain religious orders, drastically 
reduced the number of theological schools for all faiths and banned the orga-
nisation of political parties along religious lines.  22   After 1989, governments 
chose not to apply the most restrictive and oppressive stipulations of the com-
munist decree but, in the absence of a new Law on Religion, religious affairs 
depended on the whim of political rulers, who could decide which legal provi-
sions to enforce or ignore at any given time. It is unsurprising, therefore, that 
religious denominations began asking for a new Law on Religion in the days 
immediately following the Revolution of December 1989. 

 During the 1990s, the State Secretariat for Religious Affairs, the govern-
mental agency supervising religious affairs in Romania, worked on a draft bill 
but acute political instability, wide divergence between the religious majority 
and minority groups and adamant opposition from the Orthodox Church 
to legislation not recognising it as the de jure national church delayed the 
formulation of a bill agreeable to the country’s main political and religious 
actors. Only after 2000 did State Secretary Lauren ţ iu T ă nase, representing 
the Party of Social Democracy, make signifi cant progress on a draft bill as 
a result of consultations with registered religious denominations. Of course, 
his proposal did not satisfy everyone, the more so since T ă nase, a graduate of 
the Bucharest Faculty of Orthodox Theology who maintained close ties to 
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the Orthodox Patriarchate, privileged the position of the Orthodox majority. 
While not granting the status of full ‘national church’, the bill made import-
ant concessions to the Orthodox Church. It raised requirements for the offi -
cial registration of denominations to a minimum membership equivalent to 
0.1 per cent of the total population and a minimum presence in the country 
for ten years, responding to Orthodox apprehensions about the range of new 
religious movements and groups that entered the country after 1989. The bill 
also presented as compulsory religion classes in public schools, most of which 
have been offered in the Orthodox faith. In reality, these religion classes are 
not compulsory, thanks to the international covenants guaranteeing freedom 
of conscience which Romania has signed. 

 Despite its shortcomings, the draft Law on Religion represented a signifi -
cant step towards preventing the state from encroaching on religious life, 
making relations between denominations and the state more transparent and 
permanent, and reaffi rming the state’s commitment toward democratic reli-
gious plurality. Neither President B ă sescu nor his Truth-and-Justice Alliance 
had major input in the formulation of the bill, whose text was already in place 
in late 2004 when the Social Democrats were defeated and B ă sescu backed by 
a Democratic-Liberal government assumed power. During the following two 
years, the bill was introduced in Parliament, discussed in commissions, debated 
by legislators and voted upon. Its adoption in December 2006, just days before 
the country was scheduled to join the European Union, refl ected the perceived 
need, shared by Romanian politicians and the general public, to ‘put the house 
in order’ and rush the adoption of key pieces of legislation before the country 
became a European Union member. The  acquis communautaire  did not expli-
citly require the adoption of a new Law on Religion (Slovenia adopted such a 
law years after it joined the Union). Yet, as with offi cial condemnation of the 
communist regime presented also in mid-December 2006, the general belief  
was that the action was useful and symbolic of shedding the past and prepar-
ing to enter a new era. Thus the Ministry of Culture and Religious Affairs 
reported that the law was ‘called for by Romania’s accession to the European 
Union and in accordance with similar stipulations adopted in other European 
countries and with Romanian post-communist reality’.  23    

  Changing times for the RomOC: the death of Patriarch Teoctist and 
the election of Patriarch Daniel 

 The year 2007 was momentous in Romania from both a political and religious 
viewpoint. On January 1, Romania became a member of the European Union. 
In the spring, Traian B ă sescu was the fi rst Romanian president impeached by 
a parliamentary majority united only in hatred against him. One month later, 
a national referendum brought B ă sescu back to the presidency by popular 
support. Months later, on July 30, the ninety-two-year-old Patriarch Teoctist 
unexpectedly died from cardiac complications following prostate surgery, 
opening the thorny issue of his succession. 
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 After the fall of Ceau ş escu, the Orthodox Church and Patriarch Teoctist 
were strongly criticised for supporting the communist regime to its very end. 
The Synod’s response of 10 January 1990 apologised for those ‘who did not 
always have the courage of the martyrs’, and voiced regret that it had been 
‘necessary to pay the tribute of obligatory and artifi cial praises addressed 
to the dictator’ to ensure limited liberties.  24   Faced with increasing criticism, 
Patriarch Teoctist resigned his offi ce on 18 January 1990, only to return three 
months later at the insistence of the Synod. Some religious and cultural leaders 
protested at his return, but the Synod opted for continuity in the face of polit-
ical change and acknowledged the views of the other Orthodox churches that 
had continued recognising Teoctist as Patriarch. Once reinstated, Patriarch 
Teoctist made the building of the national cathedral his personal goal, man-
aged to keep balance between the reformist and conservative factions of the 
Church and struggled to gain privileges for the Orthodox Church. Overall, 
his post-1990 reign was benefi cial to the Church and the country as a whole. 
Under his leadership, the Church gained unprecedented recognition, its com-
munist-era faults were largely forgiven and forgotten by the faithful and a 
plurality of views were voiced within the Church which launched new social 
programmes, regained lost properties, restored its places of worship and built 
numerous others and gained the support of trusted allies within the polit-
ical establishment without being dragged into any major public scandals. The 
introduction of religion in public schools boosted the Church’s infl uence in 
society so much that the Church has consistently ranked as the most trusted 
institution in the country, well above Parliament.  25   Teoctist was a fl exible and 
skilful negotiator and a sensible reader of public sentiment who wished his 
Church to remain in sync with post-communist realities. He opposed nei-
ther Romania’s accession to the EU, supported by most of the population, 
nor Pope John Paul II’s visit to Bucharest in May 1999, seen as necessary 
for Romania’s rapprochement with the West. Many Romanians genuinely 
mourned Teoctist’s death in 2007. 

 The Romanian Orthodox Church became autocephalous in 1888, being 
elevated to the rank of a Patriarchate in 1925. No written rules governed 
succession to its highest offi ce, but tradition dictated that the Metropolitan 
of Moldova, Romania’s most traditional and least developed province, was 
anointed the new Patriarch. This unwritten rule was observed for Teoctist and 
all of his four predecessors. However, the traditional rule was challenged in 
the aftermath of Teoctist’s death, and the Romanian Patriarch was formally 
elected for the fi rst time in 2007. According to the revised Orthodox Church 
Statutes, the election of the new Patriarch was to be organised within forty days 
and decided behind closed doors by an Ecclesiastical Church College of 161 
clergy and laymen. Divisions within the Orthodox Church meant that compe-
tition was real – between the more reformist and ecumenical clergy gathered 
around the fi fty-six-year-old Metropolitan of Moldova, Daniel Ciobotea, and 
the more conservative priests and monks supporting the eighty-six-year-old 
Metropolitan of Cluj, Bartolomeu Anania. After two rounds of balloting, 
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on 12 September, Daniel became the new Patriarch with ninety-fi ve votes 
compared to sixty-six obtained by Bartolomeu. The new, younger Patriarch 
was educated in France and Germany before teaching for eight years at the 
Ecumenical Institute in Switzerland. He was known for his administrative 
and managerial successes as Metropolitan of Moldova, an offi ce he occupied 
from 1990 until 2007. In that position, he formed over 300 new parishes, built 
over 250 churches, launched the powerful religious network  Trinitas , which 
included twenty-six radio stations, established a religious printing press and 
launched an internet-based shop selling religious artefacts.  26   

 The signifi cance of Daniel Ciobotea’s appointment as head of the 
Romanian majority church cannot be overstressed. First, the new Patriarch 
represents the reformist wing of the Orthodox Church, those priests, monks 
and theology professors who are pro-Western and are looking to the United 
Kingdom and Germany as possible models of church–state relations. Like 
Daniel, many of his supporters were educated in Western universities, have 
travelled extensively outside Romania and have direct knowledge of Roman 
Catholicism and Protestantism and the way in which these churches have 
positioned themselves vis- à -vis the state and have faced growing secularisa-
tion in consolidated democracies. They tend to be younger and more edu-
cated, so they can better speak the language of the growing faithful youth 
who have joined the Church in the last two decades, mostly as a result of 
religious instruction in public schools. As a man of the world, Daniel rep-
resents a departure from Teoctist and Anania, both of whom spent decades 
serving as monks before reaching the highest ecclesiastical offi ce. The monas-
tic tradition remains important for the Romanian Orthodox Church, but the 
vast majority of its faithful live outside the walls of the monasteries, lead-
ing lives within families and communities and facing problems quite different 
from those of the sheltered monks. Whereas Teoctist promoted a nationalist 
interpretation of history and insisted on rewriting church history to recast his 
protector, Patriarch Justinian Marina (1948–77), in a positive light, Daniel 
apparently has no such inclination. Last but not least, as younger members 
of the church leadership, Daniel and his collaborators are not burdened by 
association with the communist regime and the interwar fascist Iron Guard, 
a past that weighed heavily on Teoctist and Anania.  27   True, since becoming 
Patriarch, Daniel has insisted that clergy be exempted from verifi cation of 
their collaboration with the communist secret police, but the move stemmed 
from a desire to protect the Church’s public image more than the wish to 
hide the Church’s tainted past. Indeed, in early 1990 Daniel was part of the 
reformist Group for the Renewal of the Church which called on Teoctist and 
other church leaders to acknowledge and repent their past collaboration. 

 Patriarch Daniel is expected to help the Church to modernise its discourse 
and to step up its social work, while simultaneously maintaining its traditions, 
protecting its general interests and multiplying its wealth. Only fi ve years into 
his reign, Patriarch Daniel has promoted a new type of relationship with the 
state, conceptually different from the model cherished by his predecessor. 
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Patriarch Teoctist insisted on formal recognition for the Orthodox Church 
as the offi cial, national church and even proposed that bishops be appointed 
as senators for life, the same way they were treated during the interwar years 
(1918–45).  28   For him, the Orthodox Church deserved a privileged place among 
religious denominations by virtue of its numbers and history more than for its 
social contribution, moral rectitude or courage in denouncing social inequal-
ity and communist oppression. Neither his education and experience (lim-
ited to monasticism and Romania) nor his personal convictions (privileging 
nationalism in the form of fascism in his youth and of national communism 
later on) allowed Teoctist to understand that his cherished established-church 
model was ill suited for the religious market of post-communist times. Since his 
appointment, Patriarch Daniel has no longer pursued Teoctist’s agenda, pro-
moting instead a partnership ( parteneriat ) permitting the Orthodox Church 
to interact with the state on an equal footing and retaining some autonomy 
from the government, inspired by the German model with which he became 
familiar while a student. 

 Equally important is the fact that Patriarch Daniel has understood the 
power of communication. Since coming to Bucharest, he has consolidated 
 Trinitas , which now includes radio and television stations that broadcast 
throughout the country and online, fi nalised the church’s news agency, 
 Basilica , which also has an internet presence, and continued the publication 
of  Lumina , a daily dedicated to Orthodox issues.  29   The Patriarch’s realisa-
tion of the power of communication also prompted him to insist on caution 
and restraint on the part of his collaborators when approached by the media, 
although in some circles this has been seen as the centralisation of power by 
the Patriarch. Whereas a diversity of opinions were voiced by church leaders 
under Patriarch Teoctist, many formerly vocal bishops and vicars have kept 
quiet, allowing the Patriarchate to voice the Church’s offi cial position on dif-
ferent matters.  

  The church–state partnership 

 During the fi rst year after his appointment, Patriarch Daniel signed with 
the Liberal government of Prime Minister C ă lin Popescu-Tariceanu two 
important documents on behalf  of the Orthodox Church. The Protocol 
of Cooperation in the Area of Social Inclusion ( Protocolul de Cooperare 
 î n Domeniul Incluziunii Sociale ) was fi nalised in October 2007, whereas the 
Protocol of Collaboration on the Medical and Spiritual Assistance Partnership 
( Protocolul de Colaborare privind Parteneriatul de Asisten ţă  Medical ă   ş i 
Spiritualitate ) was signed in summer 2008. Patriarch Teoctist had signed 
only one such protocol, in 1995, in an effort to promote cooperation with 
the government in the fi eld of medical and spiritual assistance. By contrast, 
Patriarch Daniel seems to place signifi cantly greater emphasis on the capacity 
of this bilateral instrument to make church–state relations more transparent, 
predictable and comprehensive. 
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 The Protocol of Cooperation in the Area of Social Inclusion is meant to 
simplify church–state collaboration procedures dealing with social projects, 
especially those benefi ting disadvantaged persons and minorities. According 
to the document, church and state collaborate with the purpose of strengthen-
ing social inclusion in Romania, promoting public debates for improving the 
relevant legislative and institutional framework, identifying the key priori-
ties and addressing the social needs of disadvantaged people and exchanging 
information and providing assistance. Collaboration was envisioned for ten 
years. If  unchallenged by either side, the protocol would extend beyond that 
time frame on a yearly basis. The government, through the Ministry of Work, 
Family and Equality, pledged to include the Orthodox Church in the formu-
lation of legislation in the fi eld, in workshops and meetings on the topic of 
social inclusion and in the activity of the National Commission for Social 
Inclusion. It also declared its willingness to collaborate with the Church on 
joint projects, to inform the Church about possibilities for fi nancial support 
from the government and to collaborate with the NGOs that operate as part 
of or with the blessing of the Orthodox Church. Among the government’s 
most important pledges was to offer spiritual assistance on the premises of 
governmental social service providers, and to support the hiring of graduates 
of social theology programmes from the faculties of Orthodox theology. In 
turn, the Church pledged to work with the government in providing social 
assistance to disadvantaged groups, to provide spiritual counselling through 
trained workers, to support the implementation of relevant government pro-
grammes and to offer the government information about its NGOs. Given its 
unparalleled reach into the rural and urban areas, the Church also vowed to 
identify (through its priests and social workers) and to communicate to the 
government information about persons in need.  30   

 In signing a new Protocol of Collaboration on the Medical and Spiritual 
Assistance Partnership, the Orthodox Church and the government, through 
the Ministry of Health Care, agreed to coordinate and integrate their medical, 
social and spiritual assistance programmes. Collaboration aimed to achieve ‘a 
community that is healthy from a physical, mental, social, and spiritual point 
of view by increasing one’s awareness and involvement in actions of preven-
tion and treatment of the practices that are damaging to one’s health’.  31   The 
protocol sought to promote health through joint programmes that would 
raise the quality of life and a healthy life style; to facilitate medical, social 
and spiritual assistance in the country; and to identify key priorities and to 
address the medical and spiritual needs of those in distress. It envisaged regu-
lar meetings between church and state representatives, and compelled the gov-
ernment and the Church to assume obligations similar to those specifi ed in 
the 2007 collaboration protocol. 

 Upon the signing of the fi rst protocol, Patriarch Daniel emphasised its sig-
nifi cance. According to him, the document was called for by the new Law on 
Religion, which recognised denominations as the government’s social part-
ners, and demonstrated the commitment of the Orthodox Church and the 
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Romanian government to help the poor, orphans, children whose parents 
work abroad, the elderly and other disadvantaged groups. The social work of 
the Church is both a spiritual vocation and a practical necessity, and thus will 
be promoted vigorously in the future.  32   

 While the two protocols were the most important such documents, they 
were not the only ones. Orthodox bishoprics and local governments signed 
similar documents. In 2008, for example, the Patriarch, as the Bucharest 
Metropolitan, signed a protocol with the Bucharest District 1 mayor’s offi ce 
for the organisation of common programmes and activities and the restora-
tion of local churches.  33   In 2008, 2009 and 2010, the Bishopric of Giurgiu 
signed protocols with the Centre for Antidrug Prevention, Evaluation and 
Counselling for discouraging the use of alcohol, drugs and cigarettes by chil-
dren; with the Giurgiu Department for Social Assistance and Child Protection 
for alleviating social problems like violence in the family, drug use and child 
abandonment; and with the Gendarmerie for the organisation of social, cul-
tural and religious activities.  34   

 These partnerships represent a signifi cant departure from the Byzantine 
concept of harmony or  symphonia  the Church observed historically and from 
the established church model upheld during the interwar period and wished 
for in the 1990–2007 period.  Symphonia  recognised the Orthodox Church 
as fi rst among denominations and a privileged partner for the state, but the 
church–state marriage it implemented was not a marriage of equals but rather 
a highly asymmetrical cohabitation, where the state in practice took prece-
dence over the Church in all aspects of life.  35   By contrast, the new partnerships 
recognised church and state as equals that share similar responsibilities and 
derive comparable benefi ts from mutual cooperation. Inspired by the posi-
tion of the Orthodox Church in Greece, the Anglican Church in England and 
the Lutheran Church in Scandinavia, Patriarch Teoctist insisted on Romania 
adopting the established church model, which would have elevated his Church 
over other denominations by granting it a privileged political and constitu-
tional – not social – position in the state.  36   By contrast, Patriarch Daniel 
apparently believes that the partnership protocols can boost the social role 
of the Church, bring it closer to the people more than any political role could 
do and legally enshrine a privileged working relationship with the local and 
central government in the absence of constitutional guarantees for superior-
ity over other denominations. In short, the partnership protocols retained the 
Orthodox Church’s organisational advantages without exposing the Church 
and the Romanian state to charges of infringing upon religious plurality.  

  Conclusion 

 Understanding the RomOC and politics in the twenty-fi rst century requires 
fi rst going back to the country’s recent past and trying to make sense of 
how it came to bear on the present. This chapter has looked in particular 
at the collaboration of its higher clergy with the communist authorities, 
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demonstrating that there was a reluctance on the part of the RomOC to 
acknowledge its past collaboration and make a clean break with its tainted 
past. This reluctance came to haunt the Church fi rst post-communist 
Patriarch, because he himself  was one of the main collaborators with the 
communists. However, the vast majority of the Orthodox faithful forgave and 
forgot that collaboration and in numerous polls ended up declaring that the 
RomOC is the most trusted institution in the country. 

 In considering the Church’s involvement in party politics and the oscillat-
ing attitude of its Holy Synod about this, as well as the new Law on Religion 
the country adopted in 2006 (just days before its admission into the European 
Union), this chapter has shown how the post-communist landscape led to 
major transformations in the attitudes of the Orthodox Church’s leaders and 
priests towards politics. Moreover, the Law on Religion paved the way for 
Romania to be a Western-type secular democracy, without any state religion. 
While a few of the RomOC leaders voiced opposition toward their country’s 
integration in the European Union, most (including the Patriarch) supported 
the move and saw many benefi ts for their Church. 

 Last, we argued that RomOC appears to have moved away from seeking the 
status of established (or state) church for itself  to a model of collaboration 
with the state in the increasingly pluralistic religious landscape in democratic 
Romania at the beginning of this century. Thus, the traditional Byzantine 
model of harmony ( symphonia ) between the Orthodox Church and state was 
abandoned in favour of a German-inspired model of a partnership between 
equals.  

  Appendix 

  1     Religious leaders  

   Patriarch Teoctist (Ar • ă pa ş u) (1915–2007), in offi ce 1986–2007
  Patriarch Daniel (Ciobotea) (1951–), in offi ce 2007–.     •

  2     Biography 

  Title : Patriarch of the Romanian Orthodox Church. 

 Patriarch Daniel was born Dan Ilie Ciobotea in Dobre ş ti (Timi ş  county), 
Romania, on 22 July 1951. He studied at the Institute of  Orthodox 
Theology in Sibiu, Romania (1970–4), and later at the Protestant theology 
faculty in Strasburg, France, where he obtained his doctorate in 1979 with 
a doctoral dissertation entitled: ‘R é fl exion et vie chr é tiennes aujourd’hui. 
Essai sur le rapport entre la th é ologie et la spiritualit é ’. Between 1980 and 
1988, he was a lecturer in ecumenism at the Ecumenical Institute in Bossey, 
Switzerland, and the Institute’s Adjunct Director from 1986 to 1988. In 
1987, he took monastic vows. In 1990 he became Archbishop of  Ia ş i and 
Metropolitan of  Moldova and Bukovina. He has represented the Romanian 
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Orthodox Church at numerous ecumenical encounters abroad. He was 
enthroned as the sixth Patriarch of  the Romanian Orthodox Church on 30 
September 2007.  

  3     Theological publications  

    • Biserica Ortodox ă  Rom â n ă   [Romanian Orthodox Church]
   • Ortodoxia  [Orthodoxy]  
   • Studii Teologice  [Theological Studies]
   • Vestitorul Ortodoxiei  [Orthodox News]
   • Chemarea Credin ţ ei  [Call of the Faith].     

  4     Congregations 

  Structure of the Church :  37   39 bishoprics, 9 metropolitanates (3 of them are in 
the Diaspora); 13,527 parishes. 

  Number of clergy and church buildings : 14,513 priests and deacons servicing 
15,218 places of worship; 637 monasteries and sketes with more than 8,000 
monks and nuns.  38    

  5     Population 

 According to the 2002 Romanian census, the dominant religious group 
is the Romanian Orthodox Church, claiming the allegiance of some 86.7 
per cent (or 18.8 million) of the country’s total population of 21.7 million. 
Other signifi cant groups are the Roman Catholic Church (4.7 per cent), the 
Reform Church (3.2 per cent) and the Pentecostal Church (1.5 per cent). The 
Romanian Greek Catholic Church United with Rome represents just less 
than 1 per cent, Judaism under 0.1 per cent and atheists also under 0.1 per 
cent. Some 0.3 per cent of the population belongs to Islam.  39   The Roman 
Catholic and Reform churches attract a lot of ethnic Hungarians living in 
Transylvania. The country’s Romanian majority represents 90 per cent of the 
total population, while the Hungarians and the Roma amount to 6.6 and 2.5 
per cent, respectively.  40     

    Notes 
  1     Offi cial information about the 2002 census is available at the Romanian National 

Institute for Statistics,  Popula ţ ia dup ă  religie la recens ă m â ntul din 2002  [Population 
According to Religion in the 2002 Census],  http://recensamant.ro/datepr/tbl6.html  
(accessed 18 February 2010).  

  2     Sorin Sandor and Marciana Popescu, ‘Religiosity and Values in Romania’, 
 Transylvanian Review of Administrative Sciences , 2008, 22, pp. 172–80.  

  3     Lavinia Stan and Lucian Turcescu,  Religion and Politics in Post-Communist 
Romania , New York: Oxford University Press, 2007, pp. 65–89.  

  4     Romania’s handicap is demonstrated by Lavinia Stan (ed.),  Transitional Justice in 
Eastern Europe and the Former Soviet Union , New York: Routledge, 2009, pp. 128–51. 
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See also Lucian Leustean,  Orthodoxy and the Cold War: Religion and Political Power 
in Romania, 1947–65 , New York: Macmillan, 2009; Cristian Romocea,  Church and 
State: Religion Nationalism and State Identifi cation in Post-Communist Romania , 
New York: Continuum, 2011; Lavinia Stan, ‘Access to  Securitate  Files: The Trials 
and Tribulations of a Romanian Law’,  East European Politics and Societies , 2002, 
16 (1), 55–90, Lavinia Stan, ‘Moral Cleansing Romanian Style’,  Problems of Post-
Communism , 2002, 49 (4), 52–62; Dennis Deletant,  Ceau ş escu and the Securitate: 
Coercion and Dissent in Romania 1965–1989 , Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 1996; 
Olivier Gillet,  Religion et nationalism: L’ideologie de l’ É glise orthodoxe roumaine 
sous le r é gime communiste , Brussels:  É ditions de l’Universit é  de Bruxelles, 1997.  

  5     Law on File Access 187 of December 1999,  Monitorul Ofi cial  [Offi cial Monitor], 
no. 603 (9 December 1999).  

  6     After 1989, RomOC’s leadership encouraged historical revisionism and even 
appointed an ‘offi cial’ historical commission to write the history of the RomOC 
under communism and thus disprove allegations raised by independent historians 
that the Church did nothing but collaborate for most of the communist times. 
For an authoritative study documenting RomOC’s communist-era collaboration, 
see Cristian Vasile,  Biserica Ortodox ă  Rom â n ă   î n Primul Deceniu Comunist  [The 
Romanian Orthodox Church in the First Communist Decade], Bucharest: Curtea 
Veche, 2005, and Vladimir Tismaneanu, Dorin Dobrincu and Cristian Vasile, 
 Comisia Preziden ţ ial ă  pentru Analiza Dictaturii Comuniste din Romania. Raport 
Final  [The Presidential Commission for Analysis of the Communist Dictatorship 
in Romania. Final Report], Bucharest: Humanitas, 2007. RomOC has defended 
the work of George Enache, Radu Preda, Radu Carp and a number of other 
historians who argued that, contrary to what the archival documents attest to 
and the Romanian people lived through, the Church, its leaders and its priests 
openly collaborated with the communist regime only to hide their own dissidence 
and opposition. The instances of dissidence are few, but they are seen as far out-
weighing those of collaboration. See, for example, George Enache,  Ortodoxie 
 ş i Putere Politic ă   î n Rom â nia Contemporan ă   [Orthodoxy and Political Power in 
Contemporary Romania], Bucharest: Nemira, 2005, and George-Eugen Enache 
 et al ., ‘Biserica Ortodox ă  Rom â n ă   î n anii regimului communist: Observa ţ ii pe mar-
ginea capitolului dedicate cultelor din Raportul fi nal al Comisiei preziden ţ iale pen-
tru analiza dictaturii comuniste din Rom â nia’ [The Romanian Orthodox Church 
during the Communist Regime. Observations Regarding the Chapter on Religious 
Confession in the Final Report of the Presidential Commission for Analysis of the 
Communist Dictatorship in Romania],  Studii Teologice  [Theological Studies], 3rd 
series, April–June 2009, 5 (2), 7–104.  

  7     Stan and Turcescu,  Religion and Politics in Post-Communist Romania , p. 72.  
  8     Ibid., pp. 72–3.  
  9     We were able to include the newer information in the Romanian translation 

of our book, Lavinia Stan and Lucian Turcescu,  Religie  ş i Politic ă   î n Rom â nia 
postcomunist ă  , Bucharest: Curtea Veche, 2010, p. 162.  

  10     CNSAS Decision No. 2410/28 August 2007. August 2007. Online at:  http://www.
cnsas.ro  (accessed 15 March 2008).  

  11     Tudor Flueras, ‘Preo ţ ii informatori erau un organ de sondare a opiniei publice’ 
[Informer Priests Were a Means of Knowing Public Opinion],  Evenimentul zilei  
[Daily News], 14 June 1999.  

  12     Emergency Ordinance for ensuring the continuity of some activities of the National 
Council for the Study of the Archives of the  Securitate  no. 1 of 2008.  Monitorul 
Ofi cial , part I, no. 95, 6 February 2008. Online at:  http://www.dreptonline.ro/leg-
islatie/ordonanta_continuarea_activitatii_#32#cnsas_1_2008.php  (accessed 25 
October 2009).  
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of Bistrita-Nasaud], 23 September 2011. Online at:  http://www.ziare.com/bistrita/
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prm-2489204  (accessed 12 November 2011).  
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 To set the stage for the analysis, the fi rst section of this chapter presents a brief 
overview of dissensus in Russian art during the twentieth century. The next sec-
tion describes the political context of Russian art today and the major parameters 
of the Putin consensus as it developed during his fi rst two presidential terms 
(2000–2008). The illusions of the new glamorous era, refl ected in critical com-
ments in the Russian media, are captured in the fi nal section. 

 A history of dissensus in art 
 The view that art is capable of changing the way the world is understood runs like 
a red thread through Russian art during large parts of the twentieth century. At 
different periods, however, it found different forms of expression. As the saying 
goes, in Russia the poet is always more than a poet and thus an artist is more than 
just an artist. 1  

 The Russian intelligentsia has historically played a key role in demanding the 
liberalization of society. Ever since the word ‘intelligentsia’ entered the Russian 
vocabulary in the 1860s (Pipes, 1990: 249–256), it has represented the resistance 
by intellectuals against the authoritarian Russian regime, concern about the condi-
tions of society and dedication to the idea of repairing the torn ethnic and social 
fabric of the country (Hosking, 1997; Shalin, 1996). The intelligentsia defined in 
this way is not the same as the official definition in Soviet times – people with a 
high level of education. Instead, it is a moral and normative category of people 
who speak out against the rulers not in their own material interests, but for the 
whole of society. It has always constituted the core of the counterculture of its 
time. The intelligentsia developed the skill of hiding messages in innuendo or allu-
sion, which would evade the eyes of the censor but be understood by those who 
could read them. Hidden criticism masked by ambiguity – in a book, a play or a 
painting – is an age- old tradition of the Russian intelligentsia. 2  

 Stalinism almost deleted the intelligentsia – in both a physical and a mental 
sense. Many intellectuals were attracted to and identified with the Soviet modern-
ization project and with the goals of social and cultural transformation espoused 
by generations of the Russian leftist intelligentsia. Stalinism manipulated their 
original values of self- improvement, social activism and commitment to being 

 A history of dissensus, consensus 
and illusions of a new era 

 2 
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an agent of historical progress (Zubok, 2009: 6). Soon after the death of Stalin, 
restrictions were eased and the intelligentsia was visible on the scene again. 

 The avant- garde in the 1910s 

 The roots of Russian art dissensus can be traced back to the avant- garde of the 
early twentieth century. The avant- garde played a crucial role as an alternative 
model of artistic practice and approach in Russian and European art history. None-
theless, some authors believe that its ideas had an inherent trajectory that explains 
why it became the instrument of totalitarian regimes. 3  The US Russian scholar 
Nina Gurianova (2012), however, makes a distinction between the early and late 
Russian avant- garde. She dates the early period to 1910–1918, claiming that it had 
an aesthetic ideology of its own, which she calls ‘the aesthetics of anarchy’. Only 
the late avant- garde movement, which dated from the Bolshevik takeover in 1917 
and peaked in 1923 with Constructivism and the creation of the Left Front of Art 
(LEF), had an aesthetic ideology in line with the new Bolshevik regime. Even so, 
it was suppressed in the second half of the 1920s. 

 The Russian avant- garde of the 1910s was influenced by Bakunin’s concept of 
‘creative destruction’ and Dostoevskii’s anti- utopian and anti- rational comments 
on the individual’s fight against the utilitarianism and determinism of the time. The 
art group ‘Jack the Diamond’ (Bubnovyi Valet), created in 1910 around the artists 
Mikhail Larionov and Natalya Goncharova, played a crucial role in the devel-
opment of the avant- garde. For almost ten years the avant- garde exploded in a 
creative diversity of styles while sharing an aesthetic and philosophical founda-
tion that Gurianova calls ‘ontological anarchism’. This can be described as an 
attack on all closed concepts and systems of thinking. In their search for a new 
language of art, the avant- gardists challenged established concepts in art and in 
society at large (Ashton Sharp, 2006). Their vision was to integrate art and life. 
Art was to be open to life, and life was understood as a flow without goal or pur-
pose and without an answer to the question ‘why’. Provocation was regarded as 
an instrument for shock effect. Unexpected breaks in the flow of words, images 
or tones should force the viewer out of habitual perceptions and into new associa-
tions. Art enticed the viewer to think independently. 

 The early avant- garde shared with many in Europe a strong premonition that 
an epoch was coming to an end. As the outbreak of the First World War came 
closer, this feeling grew stronger. In Russia, thoughts of apocalypse and cathar-
sis intensified as the tsarist system became increasingly authoritarian after the 
brief reform period after the 1905 mass disturbances (Selunskaya and Toshtendal, 
2005). The artists of the early avant- garde were socially concerned but not politi-
cally engaged. In contrast to their contemporaries, the political revolutionaries, the 
avant- gardists were anti- utopian – politically and aesthetically. They did not allow 
their art to be subordinated to social or political interests and rejected art schools 
and styles. Their activities still had a political effect as they helped to liberate the 
minds of people in a society that was stuck in old ways and with old ideas. 
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 The First World War radicalized the Russian avant- garde. After Goncharova 
and Larionov left for Paris in 1914, younger and more radical artists defined the 
Russian art agenda. For a short time Malevich was one of the most influential. 
He wanted to create a general aesthetic ideology valid for all fields of art (Nakov, 
2010). Such an approach was far from the previous thinking of the avant- gardists 
and signalled that a new era was on its way. 

 Most avant- gardists supported the Bolshevik takeover of power, but they soon 
reacted to the restrictions on freedom of speech and the new regime’s efforts to 
control cultural life. Several artists (among them Malevich and Rozanova) began 
to cooperate with political anarchism, contributing articles to the cultural section 
of the  Anarkhiya  newspaper, an organ of the Moscow Federation of Anarchist 
Groups that was in open opposition to the Bolshevik regime (Gurianova, 2012). 
Its first issue was published in September 1917, but by July 1918 the Bolsheviks 
had shut the paper down. 

 Tension grew among the avant- gardists between utopians and anti- utopians. 
The former wanted a cultural revolution in support of the political and social 
revolution. The Bolshevik takeover strengthened utopian ideas as well as a utili-
tarian view of art. Soon, artists abandoned painting in favour of industrial design, 
construction projects and photography in the service of the revolution. It was not 
long before they had to submit to party directives and were integrated into the 
Bolshevik propaganda machine. The avant- garde’s dream of a cultural revolu-
tion was dashed when in the early 1930s the Party dissolved all independent 
organizations in the various fields of culture in favour of a single centralized 
organization in each field. In 1934, Socialist Realism was made the official doc-
trine of Soviet literature at the First Congress of the Writers Union. All fields of 
art and culture soon followed (Clark and Dobrenko, 2007). The aims of Social-
ist Realism were to guarantee that art was easily understood by the masses and 
that it transmitted the communist vision of a future paradise. According to the 
standard official formulation, art was now to be ‘realistic in form and socialist 
in content’ (Groys, 2008). According to Boris Groys (2010: 2), Socialist Real-
ism was like Soviet society in general during these years: ‘a society completely 
oriented toward the future, completely immersed in the vision of the future – 
a society living in a unifying communist project’. 4  Avant- garde art was taken 
away from public view and removed from museums for many decades. Yet, the 
memory of this art lived on among a small group of artists who would hand it 
over to a younger generation. 

 Art did not immediately conform (see, for example, Degot, 2006) and in lit-
erature anarchistic absurdism continued underground. In the autumn of 1927, the 
writer Daniil Kharms together with the poets Nikolai Zabolotskii,  Aleksander 
 Vvedenskii and Igor Bakhterov created Obedinenie Realnogo Iskusstva (OBERIU, 
the Association for Real Art), which was only allowed to exist for a few years 
(Kharms, 1991: 8–11). Their absurd texts continued in the Soviet underground 
and, more than 80 years later, a member of Pussy Riot would refer to them as a 
source of inspiration in her defence in court. 
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 The post- Stalin Soviet underground 

 The years that followed Stalin’s death in 1953 created a relative freedom that 
made it possible for dissensus to fi nd its way in art once again. The late 1950s and 
early 1960s were years full of hope and expectation. In their enthusiasm for the 
new freedom in life and art, young people gathered to read poetry at the statue 
of Mayakovskii in central Moscow. Poems by Yevtushenko, Voznezenskii and 
Akhmadulina and songs by Okudzhava framed the mental world of the young 
generation (Manevich, 1991; Sokolov, 2007; Volkov, 2008). 

 Khrushchev’s ‘thaw’ reopened the door to the international art world. There was 
a Picasso exhibition in 1956, international art exhibitions during the 1957 Moscow 
International Youth Festival and a huge exhibition in 1959 of US abstract expres-
sionists such as Jackson Pollock, Willem de Kooning, Arshile Gorky and Mark 
Rothko. These exhibitions were eye- openers for young Russian artists (Zubok, 
2009: 110–111). 5  A first exhibition of Russian abstract art took place in Gorky 
Park in 1958. It was organized by Eli Belyutin and his group of artists called the 
New Reality. Belyutin’s group was one of the first autonomous artist communi-
ties, and by 1960 it consisted of about 250 painters (Zubok, 2009: 178). 

 Abstract art was perceived as a language of individual expression and con-
travened everything prescribed in the doctrine of Socialist Realism ( Drugoe 
iskusstvo , 1991a). The free form of abstract art was perceived as a reaction to the 
Party’s collectivist plan and reflected the individual’s search for an inner private 
truth. Thus, the ‘rebellion in forms’ by the Belyutin group on the canvases of 
abstract art carried a much larger cultural and social meaning: ‘The formalist trend 
[abstract art] became a universal yearning for change and liberalization, a social 
symbol of progressivism’ (Zubok, 2009: 178). This inward- looking individual- 
oriented art would soon become highly controversial. 

 The Belyutin group was invited to represent young artists at an exhibition to 
commemorate 30 years of the Moscow Union of Artists in December 1962. When 
Khrushchev arrived with his entourage, he looked at the artworks in shock and 
disgust. In an emotional outburst he called them ‘shit’ (govno) and the artists 
‘faggots’ (pidarasy). The scandal was complete when politburo members joined 
in with such phrases as ‘send them abroad’, ‘arrest them’ and ‘liquidate them’ 
(Gerchuk, 2008: 101–117).  Pravda , the Communist Party newspaper, followed up 
the incident with a campaign against what it called formalism and nihilism in art. 
As a result, a sharp divide was drawn for years to come between official art and 
non- official, non- conformist art. 

 Non- conformist artists went underground, continuing their work within circles 
of friends who met, discussed, read poetry and exhibited works in private apart-
ments. Most of them were educated at art schools, but because this kind of art was 
not officially recognized, they were not allowed to exhibit it in public. Instead, 
they lived double lives, earning income as illustrators, designers or manual work-
ers while dedicating their free time to non- conformist art. 6  

 The non- conformists made a conscious decision to stay out of politics. They 
reacted to the political dictates under which artists had to subordinate themselves 
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and defended the idea of art as an autonomous space and their own right not 
to engage politically. In this way they contributed to a process of intellectual 
emancipation in society. In 1974 the artist Oskar Rabin and his friends decided 
to test the limits of freedom by organizing an open- air exhibition in a suburb of 
Moscow ( Drugoe iskusstvo , 1991a: 16–17). The time seemed ripe. Soviet leaders 
had announced a policy of detente with the West and people expected improved 
East–West relations to create more relaxed conditions domestically. Instead, the 
exhibition was immediately bulldozed by the local authorities and several paint-
ings were destroyed. This brutal intervention resonated internationally as foreign 
journalists and diplomats had witnessed the event. The local authorities were rep-
rimanded by higher officials, and two weeks later a four- hour open- air exhibition 
of non- conformist art was permitted in Izmailovo Park ( Drugoe iskusstvo , 1991a: 
211–217). The Izmailovo exhibition began a gradual and partial legalization of 
non- conformist art. The underground existence continued and slowly began to 
penetrate the public space as it found its way into non- traditional exhibition ven-
ues such as research institutions. 7  

 By the early 1970s, some underground artists had begun to critically deconstruct 
Soviet cultural codes and political- ideological clichés in an effort to deconstruct 
the myth of Soviet utopia. They wanted to get behind the facade of official Soviet 
life. Some would later form Moscow Conceptualism, 8  while others formed Sots- 
Art. While the former drew mainly on the narrative, the latter drew primarily on 
the image, although such a strict definition is difficult to maintain when examining 
individual artists and their work. 9  

 Sots- Art artists used irony and satire to twist the original meaning of Soviet 
symbols and signs. In so doing they deconstructed the myths of Soviet utopia and 
its leader, Stalin. 10  Sots- Art derived its name from the word ‘Socialist’ and Ameri-
can Pop Art, but where Pop Art aimed its irony at a society of mass consumption, 
Sots- Art addressed a Soviet society of mass ideology. Also religious symbols and 
signs were used to criticize Soviet ideology. Mikhail Roshal- Fedorov’s ‘Let us 
over- fulfil the plan for coal’ (1972) is one example (see  Chapter 4 ). Had this piece 
of art been shown in public at that time, it would probably have caused marginal 
reaction for its use of religious symbolism. When exhibited 30 years later, its use 
of religious symbols in secular art was seen as scandalous. 

 If Sots- Art dealt thematically and quite bluntly with the symbols of power, 
myths and ideology of the Soviet system, Ilya Kabakov, the best known of the 
Moscow Conceptualists, concentrated on the aesthetics of everyday life. His focus 
on Soviet Man, ‘Homo Sovieticus’, formed by the stagnation and degradation of 
society, captured the life and dreams of the individual in the void of the failed 
collective dream. 11  The  kommunalka , a large apartment with one room per family 
and a shared kitchen, became for Kabakov a metaphor for Soviet life. His works 
became like a diagnosis of the surrounding Soviet society. 

 A younger generation of Moscow Conceptualists gathered in 1976 in the group 
Collective Actions (Kollektivnye deistviya). 12  Their regular performances, ‘Walks 
beyond the City’, were part of a highly intellectual and conceptual project that 
they claimed was not about politics or society. Nonetheless, these performances 
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had an important social- political dimension (Bobrinskaya, 2010; Groys, 2011). 
Andrei Monastyrskii, a key figure in the group, invited friends to join the walks, 
or rather long excursions to the outskirts of Moscow by train, bus and on foot, to 
watch for something unexpected and inexplicable to happen during a few minutes 
in an empty field. The actions were carefully documented. Monastyrskii called 
these walks ‘empty actions’. The intention was to create a zone for contempla-
tion beyond all officially regulated political, social and ideological conceptions: 
‘In the Stalin or Brezhnev era, contemplation of an artwork involved a certain 
compulsion, a kind of tunnel vision. There was nothing peripheral. But when one 
comes to a field – when one comes there, moreover, with no sense of obligation 
but for private reasons of one’s own – a vast, flexible space is created, in which 
one can look at whatever one likes. One is under no obligation to look at what is 
being presented – that freedom, in fact, is the whole idea’. 13  Boris Groys, who took 
part in several actions, later characterized them as: ‘a void, an emptiness, a . . . 
rift in the texture of the world’ that tears this world apart and opens a clearing in 
the middle of it. ‘Only through and in this clearing, inside this rift, the moment 
of “un- concealment” . . . becomes possible – [of] the concealment of the world 
being produced by the routine of everyday life’ (Groys, 2011: 7). Against the 
background of Soviet ideology, which at the time still aimed to penetrate society 
and the life of the individual, these performances of Collective Actions became 
acts of dissensus. 

 It is true that Soviet underground artists avoided becoming involved in oppos-
ing the regime, but they belonged to the same larger subculture that included 
human rights campaigners and political dissidents. The arrests in September 1965 
of the writers Yurii Daniel and Andrei Sinyavskii for publishing anti- Soviet works 
in the West under pseudonyms had had an enormous impact on a whole genera-
tion. When they were found guilty in the first post- Stalin political trial, a new 
movement emerged among the young generation of intellectuals and artists – the 
movement for human rights (Jonson, 1980). As a result, the independent Moscow 
Helsinki Committee was created in 1975 to monitor the Soviet Union’s imple-
mentation of the so- called third basket of the Helsinki Final Act. 14  Nevertheless, 
artistic dissensus and political dissent developed along parallel but separate lines 
(Groys in Kozlova, 2008). Visual art artists – part of the same generation and the 
same subculture – avoided being branded dissidents. 

 The Glasnost and Perestroika of the late 1980s brought an end to the distinction 
between official and non- official art. When the Soviet Union broke up in 1991, 
art was liberated from party directives. By then another event of great importance 
and a symbol of the new era to come had already taken place – the Sotheby’s art 
auction in Moscow in 1988. Works of art by about 30 Russian artists, who not long 
before had been considered ‘beyond the law of their own country’, 15  were sold for 
high prices on the international market. By the start of the post- Soviet era, many 
non- conformist artists of the older generation, including Kabakov and most Sots- 
Art artists, had already emigrated to the West. The remaining artists were now to 
react and work under completely new conditions. 16  
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 Post- Soviet art of the 1990s 

 The situation for both art and society was radically altered by the new social, 
political and economic conditions of the early 1990s. Soviet state structures broke 
down, market reforms were initiated and democratic reforms were announced. 
At the same time, the economic reforms hit the population like a slap in the face. 
These were years when the great narrative was dissolved and the struggle for 
survival consumed the lion’s share of people’s time and energy. In this situation, 
Anatolii Osmolovskii, Aleksander Brenner, Avdei Ter- Oganyan, Oleg Mavromati 
and Oleg Kulik became highly infl uential through their immodest, aggressive and 
naked art performances. In Moscow, Actionism became a dominant art trend of 
the 1990s. 

 Actionism was formulated as a reaction to Conceptualism, which the Action-
ists perceived as too intellectual and too focused on texts. The Actionists wanted 
direct action rather than contemplation. According to Osmolovskii, they wanted 
the force of reality to break down the textuality that had completely taken over 
in Soviet times. 17  Many years later, Avdei Ter- Oganyan characterized Moscow 
Actionism as a successor to the provocations of the avant- garde in the 1910s. 18  
Both, he said, wanted to use confrontation and shock to make a spontaneous 
impact on the audience. 

 In spite of their critique of Conceptualism, the Actionists were children of 
conceptualist ideas. Like Sots- Art and Moscow Conceptualism, they dealt with 
different aspects of power, tried to desacralize them and emphasized the perspec-
tive of the vulnerable individual. 19  The Actionists lived the rapid flow of events 
in the 1990s, when it was difficult to grasp what was happening, although the 
absurdities of social life were fully exposed. One of the first actions to attract 
attention took place in Red Square in April 1991. Osmolovskii and his group of 
young artists, Expropriators of the Territory of Art (ETI), lay down in front of the 
Lenin Mausoleum, the most sacred place in the Soviet Union. Their bodies formed 
the word ‘khui’ (prick) as a shout of “Fuck you!” to the absurdities that surrounded 
them. The action built on the contradiction between the sacredness of the loca-
tion and the use of a vulgar and taboo word, 20  in the turbulent months before the 
break- up of the country. 21  

 Throughout the 1990s, similar actions were reported in the media, which at the 
time was free enough to report such events. When President Eltsin ordered the 
attack on parliament in October 1993, Osmolovskii, Brenner, Ter- Oganyan and 
Mavromati demonstrated in front of the burned- out parliament building, naked 
from the waist down with their backs to the building. In 1995 Brenner, dressed 
only in shorts and boxing gloves in the middle of winter, challenged Eltsin at 
Lobnoe mesto in Red Square, shouting that he wanted the president to come out 
and fight (Kovalev, 2007b: 172–173). Brenner said this was a protest against the 
Chechnya war, which Russian troops had just embarked on. 22  

 The Actionists remained artistically rather than politically motivated (Kovalev, 
2007c). They promoted the gesture and the action, and they used their bodies 
for this purpose. Exploring limits their performances were physical in all senses, 
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including the exposure of naked bodies, aggression, blood – and vulnerability. 
Oleg Kulik, naked and vulnerable in his role as a chained dog aggressively trying 
to bite people at Russian and international exhibitions (Bredikhina et al., 2007), 
could be interpreted as a metaphor for the new life of millions of former- Soviet 
citizens after the introduction of neoliberal economic reforms. Some years later, a 
younger generation of artists spoke of how the Actionists had expressed ‘the exis-
tential conditions in the range from euphoria to total despair including masochism, 
renouncing God and so on’, and that their leitmotif had been the metaphor for the 
struggle for survival (Lomasko and Nikolaev, 2011). 

 The Actionists expressed a duality in relation to the authorities. They focused 
their actions on the absurd realities of political life, on the one hand, while sup-
porting the democratically elected president, Boris Eltsin, on the other. Their 
actions played on the remarkable political vacuum in which there were no proper 
political parties or organizations but only economic, political and criminal cliques 
that manipulated events from behind the scenes. The absurd cheerfulness of Oleg 
Kulik’s campaign as a candidate for the fictive ‘Party of the Animals’ reflected the 
political situation of ‘[a] dispersing reality and the impossibility of direct political 
statements, and the fatal lack of real political movements’ (Kovalev, 2007c: 9). 
The Actionists played the role of the jester according to the tradition of carnival 
culture. 23  

 A 1998 street performance on Nikitskii bulvar commemorated the May 1968 
student revolt in Paris. It simulated a political demonstration by building false 
barricades, carrying banners with slogans written in French and shouting slogans 
in Russian. The participants managed to convince the police that it was a genuine 
political demonstration. The slogans, however, followed the absurdist tradition of 
the Russian avant- garde of the 1910s, such as: ‘There is no money – and no money 
is needed’ (Deneg net – i ne nado), ‘God Exists and there is no God’ (Bog est i net 
Boga) and ‘Freedom to the Parrots’ (Svoboda popugayam) (Degot and Riff, 2008; 
Kovalev, 2007b: 308–309). 

 In late 1999 the art actions took a more political turn. In December, during 
parliamentary elections and three months before the presidential election in which 
Putin was standing for the first time, the art groups ‘Nongovernmental Control 
Commission’ and RADEK, in which Osmolovskii played a leading role, man-
aged to hang a banner from the roof of the Lenin Mausoleum (Kovalev, 2007b: 
360–361) which read ‘Against all [candidates]’. It hung there for three minutes 
before the guards took it down. The phrase ‘Against all’ was an option on the 
ballot paper to demonstrate discontent with all candidates and parties. The art-
ists were thus using an existing legal electoral option for their art project. Their 
manifesto explained that: ‘We are brought up and exist in a system which is built 
on the desire for power. What we ought to really hate is power itself. And we must 
renounce this desire to take power. . . . Therefore the only thing we can do is to 
not join the power but to fight it’ (Kovalev, 2007b: 362). 

 The KGB found ways to make Osmolovskii understand that his actions were 
straying too far into the realm of politics and were therefore unacceptable. After 
three months of being openly harassed by the secret police, Osmolovskii came to 
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the conclusion that the group must make a choice between either continuing as an 
art group or becoming a conspiratorial underground political group. He explained 
that the authorities were frightened at the prospect that ‘Against all’ would become 
the preferred option of voters in the upcoming presidential  election. In local 
 elections this option had received a remarkably high percentage of the votes and 
new elections had had to be held. The authorities felt that ‘the intelligentsia hav-
ing to choose between Putin and Zyuganov’ would choose the third option, and 
therefore took to playing dirty tricks (Osmolovskii, quoted in Kovalev, 2007b: 
363). The last performance by the Osmolovskii group took place in August 2000, 
three months after Vladimir Putin’s inauguration as president. 24  In retrospect, this 
was the end of an era. 

 This brief overview of twentieth century Russia suggests the existence of art 
that questioned the official consensus of its time even though artists did not engage 
directly in politics. The periods of freedom of expression in art mirrored the vac-
illations of what was allowed in terms of the intellectual and cultural spheres in 
general. Nonetheless, art visualized a dissensus before it was verbalized in politi-
cal terms. In this sense, Ales Ervajec seems to have got it right when he emphasizes 
the important role of art in paving the way for the revolutionary changes in Eastern 
Europe and the Soviet Union in the late 1980s and early 1990s (Ervajec, 2003). 

 Looking back, the 1990s was a dynamic period in Russian art (Rekonstruktsiya, 
2013). Yet, the political developments made the decade seem like an interlude. 
Something was being created in its own right but was never consummated. In the 
first decade of the twenty-first century, a completely new symbolic order would 
replace the one of the 1990s. At the beginning of the new millennium, however, 
few foresaw that what was to come in Russia would completely change the politi-
cal conditions. 

 The political context, 2000–2008 
 Putin became prime minister in August 1999. His most urgent task was to deal 
with the Chechnya confl ict, and in September he initiated a second war against 
the small republic. He became acting president at the end of December 1999, was 
elected president in March 2000 and then successfully consolidated his power by 
exploiting various crises in the following years. In so doing, he also gradually built 
a new understanding of the ‘proper’, that is, how people should identify with and 
look at society, its past and its present. 25  This section identifi es the major param-
eters of Putin’s evolving consensus, which provide a new political context for art. 

 The Chechnya war secured Putin support among nationalists. At the same time 
his Internet article, written as he became acting president, ‘Russia at the Turn 
of the Millennium’, read like a liberal manifesto and raised hopes of a policy 
of reform to come. 26  Instead, as soon as he was inaugurated president, he began 
attacking the media empires of Vladimir Gusinskii and Boris Berezovskii. In 
2003 the oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovskii, a major possible rival for power, was 
arrested. After being re- elected in 2004, Putin skilfully exploited the tragic Beslan 
terrorist drama to further centralize decision- making. If the authoritarian shadow 
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of his policy had not previously been fully visible, it now became clear in all 
its darkness. Well before the 2007 parliamentary elections, new legislation cir-
cumscribed elections and the activities of political parties and non- governmental 
organizations (see Evans, 2013: 105–108; Remington, 2013: 45–56; Sakwa, 2010: 
164–169). His plan to prevent the liberal opposition from entering parliament was 
successful, and he secured the dominance of the pro- Putin United Russia Party in 
the federal Duma and regional assemblies throughout the country. The political 
party system of the Eltsin era evaporated and Putin blocked independent public 
debate about alternative policy avenues. As a result, the existing political institu-
tions in Russia came to resemble decorative facades. 27  

 By closing down the public space for free exchange of political opinions, Putin 
killed a forum not only for airing grievances but also, and more importantly, for 
new ideas and public demands. The vacuum that appeared when genuine political 
life in the country was cut off was filled by a ‘virtual reality transmitted to the 
population by media in close cooperation with the authorities’ (Dubin, 2009). The 
media, especially television, reported what the government wanted it to report. 
Journalists also accepted the official worldview without direct instructions to 
do so. 

 Official political life was wrapped in new grandiose ceremonies and rituals to 
aggrandize the power of the regime. The presidential inauguration ceremony in 
the renovated tsarist halls of the Kremlin and the military parades in Red Square 
emphasized grandeur and greatness (Dubin, 2011: 233–253; Gill, 2013: 85–86, 
101–103). At the same time, political participation by the people at the polls had 
become an empty ritual. The less political weight carried by the vote of a citizen, 
the more powerful and ornamental high politics became: ‘Glamourization of the 
public sphere, of politics and culture has been the dominant trend in the social and 
cultural life of the country in recent years’ (Dubin, 2009). 

 Opinion polls demonstrated political passivity. There was a general interest 
in political issues, but little interest in taking part in political life. This apolitical 
mood went hand in hand with low levels of confidence in political institutions. 
At the same time, there was a perception that no alternatives to the current 
regime existed (Dubin, 2011: 230). This lack of trust in society included a lack 
of trust in collective action. The feeling of being without means to influence 
politics gave rise to political alienation and mass apathy. Lev Gudkov (2009: 
16), director of the Levada Centre, described this as a logical reaction of people 
who feel that ‘nothing can be changed’. Several scholars described Russia’s 
political system as characterized by fragmentation and atomization, having in 
mind the absence not only of a civil society but also of a social fabric between 
people and bonds of solidarity. Against this background, it is easy to understand 
how large groups of the population became easy targets for political manipula-
tion from above. 

 Nevertheless, in spite of the strong state control over television broadcasting, 
small and comparatively outspoken private television channels appeared from 
time to time and, together with a few small independent newspapers and journals 
and the Internet, free debate continued – albeit at the margins. 
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 Liquid society 

 Zygmunt Bauman characterizes life in modern European society as the feeling of 
living on quicksand – something that is repeatedly changing, shifting form and 
without a solid core (Bauman, 1999: 5). He calls it liquid society (liquid moder-
nity): ‘What all these fl uid features amount to, in simple language, is that liquids, 
unlike solids, cannot easily retain their shape. Fluids, so to speak, neither fi x space 
nor bind time. . . . Fluids travel easily . . . they pass around some obstacles, dis-
solve others and soak their way through others still. From meetings with solids 
they emerge unscathed, while the solids they have met, if they stay solid, are 
changed – they get damp or are drenched’ (Bauman, 2000: 2). Bauman uses the 
term  Unsicherheit  to describe the feeling that follows from this state of society – a 
term that blends experiences that in English demand three terms: uncertain, inse-
cure and unsafe (Bauman, 1999: 5). 

 Feeling unsafe creates a dangerous passivity: ‘[P]eople wary of what the future 
might have in store and fearing for their safety are not truly free to take the risks 
which collective action demands. They lack the courage to dare and the time to 
imagine alternative ways of living together; and they are too preoccupied with 
tasks they cannot share to think of, let alone to devote their energy to, such tasks 
as can be undertaken only in common’ (Bauman, 1999: 5). In this state of mind 
people more readily listen to the alluring tones of an authoritarian voice that offers 
partly illusory stability and security. These characteristics are perhaps even more 
true of Russian society than of the societies studied by Bauman. In contrast to 
the relative predictability of life in Soviet society, Russia’s wild and perverted 
forms of capitalism and neoliberalism increased the feeling of uncertainty about 
the future among the old as well as the young. 

 The efforts of the Putin regime to create a feeling of belonging and a new collective 
‘we’ should be seen against the background of the  Unsicherheit  of post- Soviet con-
ditions. The authorities tried to win the confidence of the population by presenting 
a vision of stability, consolidation and continuity. The pro- Putin youth organization 
Nashi (Compatriots), created in 2005 at the initiative of the presidential adminis-
tration and its chief ideologist, Vladislav Surkov, reflected the regime’s fear that 
something similar to the ‘colour revolutions’ in Ukraine and Georgia in 2004–2005 
would happen in Russia. The youth organization was created as an active standby 
force in case public opinion shifted towards a Ukrainian scenario. 

 The regime soon learned how to exploit and build on sentiment in society. Opinion 
polls had shown since the mid- 1990s a trend for a return to traditionalism, including 
elements of ethnic nationalism, religiosity and a longing for a ‘golden past’. These 
were general trends seen throughout former Soviet territory (Pain, 2009: 38–49). 
Putin exploited these trends and channelled them for his own purposes. 

 Constructing a new identity 

 A main task of the regime was to strengthen its legitimacy by creating a collective 
‘we’. Russia has a long history in search of itself, and many of its most brilliant 
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thinkers of the most diverse political views have tried to formulate what constitutes 
‘Russia’, or what is a Russian. 28  Putin’s search for ideas at fi rst seemed to go in 
various directions – discourses of the Great Power, a Russian national idea, Ortho-
dox belief and an authoritarian Russian Eurasia- oriented Unique Path. Gradually, 
these different discourses were linked together into an overall discursive forma-
tion that developed common traits with the state conservative thought of Offi cial 
Nationality under Tsar Nicholas I in the nineteenth century (Riasanovsky, 2005: 
133–148). Thus, while Western scholars claimed that the Putin regime lacked an 
ideology, this was becoming less and less the case as the outline of a Putin con-
sensus gradually took on a more distinct form. Western scholars may be forgiven 
as this policy was initially not formulated on paper but took shape in interactions 
with major actors, among them the church. The evolving consensus was, however, 
refl ected in words and deeds by high- level state representatives. Four aspects of 
the identity discourse in the Putin consensus stand out. 

  State Nationalism : A stronger emphasis on the central role of the state gave a 
top- down perspective, where the interests of the population became subordinated 
to those of the state. This also implied identification with Russia as a great power, 
although the interpretation of what this meant in practice and how such status was 
to be regained varied. 

 The state nationalist emphasis underlined continuity in the Russian state- 
building process and opened the door for the pragmatic selection of historical 
leaders of whom to be proud, regardless of whether they were from tsarist or 
Soviet times. Eltsin had also understood the value of references to the great past 
of the Russian state, reintroduced the tsarist flag and other symbols from tsarist 
time and recognized the status of the Orthodox Church. His motive, however, was 
first and foremost to counterbalance the Soviet heritage, while Putin by contrast 
seemed to be exploiting these symbols as part of a political strategy to create 
legitimacy for his own power (Pain, 2009). 

 Against the background of the state nationalist discourse, it is not surprising that 
Putin considered the break- up of the Soviet Union to be ‘the largest geopolitical 
catastrophe of the twentieth century’ (Putin, 2005). Nor is it surprising that the vic-
tory in the Second World War received such a prominent place. The ceremonies on 
9 May to commemorate the end of the war became a demonstration of the success 
and greatness of Russia. The enormous celebrations in 2005 to commemorate the 
60th anniversary of the end of the war could have been a natural peak to be followed 
by a reduced focus on the Great Patriotic War as it receded into the past. Instead, the 
celebrations took on an even larger scale in the years that followed. Memorial con-
certs were televised in honour of the armed forces, blending elements of national, 
military and religious discourses with pop and hip- hop music in order to attract 
younger generations to the homage to Russia and create the image of a great power. 

 This strong emphasis on the victory in 1945 resulted in a more pronounced 
role for Stalin as a war leader. Soon, this was extended to Stalin as a statesman 
capable of modernizing and developing the country. Television series exploited a 
new interest in Stalin as a person, portraying him as a lonely old man in his final 
days in a 40- episode broadcast in 2007,  Stalin Live.  
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 Viewed from a state- building perspective, Ivan the Terrible, Peter the Great and 
Stalin were great statesmen and ‘managers’, while the huge humanitarian costs of 
their regimes were ignored. In 2007 the Russian Ministry of Education approved 
teaching guidelines for history teachers in schools according to which Stalin’s 
terror should be mentioned, but his decisions and policies should be understood 
in the larger context of his own time and the problems of external and internal 
threats (Filippov, 2007; Jonson, 2010: 286–292). It should perhaps therefore have 
come as no surprise when quotes from the old Stalinist national hymn, which refer 
directly to him, were restored to the ceiling of the Kursk metro station in Mos-
cow in 2009 and, 130 years after Stalin’s birth, several Russian cities expressed 
a wish to build new Stalin monuments. Local and national authorities and televi-
sion companies, in particular, took a new, uncritical look at the Soviet past. As a 
result, the percentage of the population who were positive about Stalin increased 
substantially during the 2000s. 29  

 Individual scholars, journalists and others tried to carry out critical investiga-
tions of the past as part of the intellectual debate and academic research, but the 
official emphasis on historical continuity, state- building and eternal Russian state 
interests coloured the official understanding of Russia’s past, present and future. 
The positive effects were emphasized. Just as during the harsh reality of Soviet 
times there had been the promise of a glorious future and a better life, Putin now 
promised stability, and harmonious and corporate striving towards the goal of a 
golden economic future. Against this background, highlighting the bleak sides of 
reality was labelled ‘chernukha’ and was considered an act of exaggerating the 
darkness of social life. 30  

  Russia the Nation : On 4 November 2005 a new state holiday was introduced and 
celebrated for the first time – the Day of People’s Unity (Den Narodnogo Edin-
stva). It was invented to replace the holiday of 7 November, the anniversary of the 
1917 revolution. 31  The new holiday referred back to 1612, when Russian troops 
repelled the invading Poles during the Time of Troubles. According to the church 
calendar, this day was a holiday in praise of the Kazan Icon of the Godmother 
and in commemoration of the victory over the Poles. Although this victory seems 
natural to remember, the celebration took on complicated political overtones. 

 The new holiday had an anti- Western flavour but its nationalist concept also 
seemed in line with the growing distrust of non- Russians. Xenophobic attitudes 
were growing, most notably in hostile sentiment towards Central Asian and Cau-
casian guest workers in Russia, but also in the tense relations between Russia and 
Georgia after the 2004 Georgian revolution. The ethnic overtones of the holiday 
became obvious when Russian nationalists tried to co- opt it. Both the Russian 
authorities and the public were surprised by this multifaceted mobilization of radi-
calism. In 2006 the nationalist demonstrators on 4 November faced a huge police 
presence in Moscow. By 2007 the authorities had managed to reduce the number 
of nationalist participants. 32  

 What happened around this holiday reflected the larger problem of defining 
Russia as a nation. Russia was an empire of many peoples, religions and cultures, 
and the 1993 Constitution made the Russian Federation a secular state. Muslims 
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therefore became concerned about the presence of Orthodox representatives, 
Orthodox symbols and the attendance of the Patriarch at state ceremonies. Putin 
tried to tread a cautious line between supporting ideas of Russia as a nation state 
and avoiding ethnic references. Although he tried not to play the ‘ethnic card’, the 
appearance of the Orthodox Church in the official discourse was in itself taking 
an ethnic Russian stance. 

  Russia the Orthodox Nation : Religion was controlled in the Soviet Union and to 
become a believer before 1991 was therefore for many a demonstration of a civic 
independent stance. In the 1990s the church was rehabilitated and the state began 
to return previous rights and proprieties. During the 2000s, the church strength-
ened its influence as the Putin regime needed its support and moral authority, and 
Orthodox belief offered a unifying concept of a new Russian identity. The growing 
status of the church was reflected in 2006 when, during the Easter ceremony in the 
Cathedral of Christ the Saviour in Moscow, the then Patriarch, Alexei II, greeted 
Putin publicly in the name of God for the first time. 33  

 The state allowed the church to take on a role in state and public life, but also in 
spheres that according to the constitution should remain secular, such as prisons, 
the military and schools. 34  The church wanted to be an educator and formulator 
of norms. The Orthodox tradition, however, exerts ‘a conservative influence on 
Russian history, culture and the Russian mindset’ as traditionalism, the so- called 
imperial constant, and close church–state relations (‘symphony’) are fundamental 
characteristics of Russian Orthodoxy (Bodin, 2009: 25–42). This fitted the Putin 
regime perfectly. The church emphasizes national unity, patriotism and conserva-
tive values, especially on moral issues. The extent to which the state would allow 
the church to set the agenda now became the crucial question. 

 The church, claiming Orthodox belief to be the defining factor of the Russian 
nation, actively participated in discussions on the future of Russia and its policy, 
arranging seminars and initiating book projects (Krug, 2008). 35  The church also 
contributed to the production of a film on the Byzantine Empire with clear refer-
ences to the contemporary political situation in Russia. The film  The Death of an 
Empire: Lessons from Byzans , produced by Father Tikhon, head of the Sreten-
skii Monastery in Moscow, was shown on television several times in 2008. 36  The 
film addressed the question of how it was possible for the Christian Orthodox 
Byzantine Empire to collapse after more than 1000 years of existence. It opened 
with a camera panning Istanbul, showing women in hijab and the sound of muez-
zins calling to prayer. Tikhon’s thesis was that the West was responsible for the 
fall of the Empire, as Western states exploited its domestic splits and refused to 
provide assistance when it was attacked by Islamic forces. He used a contempo-
rary Russian political vocabulary and references to contemporary society, and the 
viewer could easily recognize the narrative about external and internal threats and 
enemies of the Russian state. According to Tikhon, the domestic weakness of the 
empire was the result of power struggles at the top, weak central authority, greedy 
oligarchs, failed reforms, nationalist splits and ethnic ambitions, a reduced role for 
Orthodox belief and an intelligentsia that admired the West. In Tikhon’s view, the 
only way to prevent such a development happening again was a strong centralized 
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authority, a common ideology and a platform of Orthodox belief. The film was an 
excellent fit with much of the rhetoric of the Russian authorities at the time, but it 
took the arguments further than the state authorities did. 

  A Unique Russian Path : The idea of a unique Russian path and the belief in 
a special Russian destiny became fundamental parts of official Russian rheto-
ric. When Eltsin tried to formulate the concept of a Russian national idea in the 
mid- 1990s, he did not refer to the uniqueness of Russia. This idea was given its 
distinct form under Putin, with an emphasis on the differences between Western 
and Russian values and traditions, the virtue of the old patriarchal and hierarchical 
characteristics of Russian society and Orthodoxy as its moral and religious basis. 

 The concept of sovereign democracy, coined by Vladislav Surkov in February 
2006, was a contemporary effort to draw a line between Russian and Western 
political ideas and a response to the colour revolutions in Georgia and Ukraine. 
The concept was in line with Russian debate over the centuries about Russia’s 
relationship with Europe – whether it was a part of Europe or ‘unique’ and fol-
lowing its own path. 37  Although Surkov claimed that Russia was a part of the 
European civilization, he stressed that the authoritarian tradition was a central 
component of Russia’s political and cultural heritage: ‘Culture [political culture] 
is our destiny’ (Surkov, 2007). He therefore saw the tragic history of oppression 
and autocracy in Russia as a part of its political tradition and a factor in forming 
its political institutions. 

 As dividing lines were drawn up, the concept of the ‘enemy within’ was also 
identified. Concerns were raised by independent Russian media as early as Sep-
tember 2004 over what they saw as the beginnings of such a campaign. After the 
Beslan tragedy, when North Caucasian terrorists took hostages in a school and 
people were killed in the police operation that followed, Putin declared that Rus-
sia was at war with both external and internal enemies. Surkov expanded on the 
internal enemies, explaining that in Russia, as in a besieged country, a ‘fifth col-
umn’ had appeared, which consisted, he said, of ‘leftist and rightist radicals’ and 
targeted explicitly both liberals around the Yabloko leader, Grigorii Yavlinskii, 
and the national Bolshevik leader, Eduard Limonov. They share the same spon-
sors and the same hatred of Russia, he said: ‘We must be aware that the enemy is 
at the gate. The frontline now runs through each city, each street, each house. We 
need vigilance, solidarity, mutual help, and joint efforts by the citizens and the 
state’ (Kaftan, 2004). 

 This was the regime’s attempt to delineate the ‘inner’ borders of Russia as a 
political–ideological entity. The key individual behind this campaign, as in all 
the major ideological moves by the regime at this time, was Surkov. He had an 
enormous ideological influence on everything related to the domestic sphere in 
the early 2000s. He determined the thinking of the regime for a number of years. 
Aleksander Dugin, a radical conservative and an ideologist of the Eurasian school 
of thought, wrote in a moment of clear- sightedness that Surkov and his concept of 
sovereign democracy disguised authoritarian management as formal democracy: 
‘This means dictatorship disguised by democratic procedures where major pro-
cesses are directed from the centre’ (Dugin, 2012). 
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 Although Surkov’s influence cannot be underestimated, Putin defined the 
 political–ideological line with regard to the West. His tone became sharper after 
2003. His Western audience was taken aback by the blunt language he used at the 
43rd Munich Conference on Security Policy in early 2007, when he criticized US 
world dominance and the Western policies of international organizations ( Wash-
ington Post , 2007).While his critique was principally not new, his tone was. 

 The West was now depicted as an enemy trying to undermine Russian society 
and giving support to Putin’s liberal opponents. Putin developed this argument 
in December 2007 at the Luzhniki Stadium in Moscow, in front of 5000 young 
supporters of the United Russia Party. He said that Russia’s enemies ‘need a weak 
and sick state [Russia] in order to do their dirty business’ (Melikova, 2007). There 
are people, he said targeting his liberal opponents, who hover around like jackals 
(shakalit) outside foreign embassies and are dependent on foreign money. ‘Shaka-
lit’, KGB jargon from the world of prisons and work camps, meaning pitiful 
beggars for cigarettes, now entered the mainstream Russian political vocabulary. 

 Putin’s harsh words surprised Russian commentators, but this did not restrain 
his future rhetoric. That Russia was completely different from the rest of Europe 
became a fundamental part of the Putin consensus. This view was soon shared 
by a growing number of people, as evidenced in opinion research by the Levada 
 Centre. ‘Russia’s unique path’ is a mythological archetype with consequences for 
the way people view themselves and their rulers, according to the Russian soci-
ologist Boris Dubin (2012). By creating a collective ‘we’ in line with ‘Russia’s 
uniqueness’, any deviance from the norm can be labelled as ‘other’ and ‘foreign’, 
and references to universal norms can be excluded. The unique path concept is 
static and implies that people accept existing conditions because they are per-
ceived as ‘our way’. The ruler is looked on as the superior authority beyond the 
reach of ordinary citizens. The notion of a unique Russian path is an effective 
obstacle to the very idea of reforming Russia (Dubin, 2012). 

 The ‘Putin consensus’ and its definition of ‘we’ took form with the support of 
actors with similar views – the church, and different patriotic–religious organiza-
tions and nationalist movements. Each of them had its own interests and agendas, 
and sometimes more far- reaching goals than those of the Putin regime. Together, 
they found a common language around ideas of Russia as a unique civilization, 
a great power with a glorious past and a similarly glorious future founded on 
Orthodoxy. Gradually, the Putin consensus moved closer to the core of the Russian 
conservative tradition of ‘Orthodoxy, Autocracy and Nationality’ (pravoslavie, 
samoderzhavie, narodnost), coined in the 1830s during the reign of Tsar Nicholas 
I (Pipes, 2005). When Dimitrii Medvedev became president in 2008, things had, 
however, not yet come full circle. 

 The Kremlin tried to mask the gap between the rulers and the ruled by politi-
cal manipulation (Pain, 2008). Conscious efforts were made to ideologically and 
mentally reprogram the population. Regime- initiated campaigns hammered home 
the values and messages of the official consensus. With state- controlled televi-
sion channels dominating the media space, independent voices were hardly ever 
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heard. Putin’s form of reprogramming has been described as intellectual–utopian 
constructivism, based on two fundamental ideas: first, that any social mass move-
ment is the result of the goal- oriented activity of a small group of people; and, 
second, that any small group of political consultants is able to form trends in social 
development by working out a strategy for such a scenario and then using means 
of social manipulation (Kukulin, 2007: 169–201). 

 With this belief in manipulation it was not surprising that the revolutions in 
Georgia and Ukraine were regarded by the Russian authorities as nothing more 
than the work of foreign agencies. The headmaster of the Higher School of Man-
agement, where the elite of the pro- Putin youth receive their education, explained 
that ‘no youth movement can spring up from below; it can only be created from 
above either by the authorities or by the opposition’. The question is, therefore, 
who is first to organize the youth – because he will have the advantage ( Vinogradov 
and Bolotova, 2005). This approach characterized Surkov’s creation of the pro- 
Putin youth organizations in 2005. 

 Putin glamour and its aesthetics 
 Many Russian observers characterized the four successful years after 2005 by the 
buzzword ‘glamour’. An interest in everything marked by glamour was awakened 
in the late 1990s when the ‘nouveaux riches’ fi rst appeared. This was followed by 
the petrodollar boom of the 2000s. Champagne, oysters, fur coats and diamonds 
became prominent symbols. 38  In the spring of 2005 a centre of exclusive bou-
tiques, restaurants and entertainment opened in the wealthiest part of Moscow. 
Nothing could have more clearly represented the time than the name given to 
the shopping mall, the Barvikha Luxury Village. In the autumn of 2005 the fi rst 
Millionaire Fair was held, offering for sale the most extreme luxury goods. The 
dominant taste of the day was the glossy, grand and glittering. Glamour became 
the new utopia. 39  

 It was not only the upper social classes that longed for glamour. Many tried their 
best to live up to the level of luxury or dreamed of a status never to be gained. 
Just 10–15 per cent of the population could afford a truly glamorous lifestyle, but 
they became role models and set the cultural expectations and values. Money was 
a prerequisite to enter this circle, but so too was strict adherence to the informal 
rules of this specific social group. 

 Glamour with a patriotic and authoritarian bent also affected aesthetics. In 
2007, the editor- in- chief of the journal  Iskusstvo kino , Daniil Dondurei (2007: 
94–95), characterized the official and semi- official culture and art of the Putin 
regime in the following way: 

 1. Patriotism as defined by the ideological concepts ‘sovereignty’ (suverennost)
and ‘uniqueness’ (samobytnost) and resulting in the perception that what
comes from Russia is unique, more interesting and special than what ema-
nates from other nations of the Soviet Union or from the West.
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 2. Glamour and its image of the world as completely free from controversial ques-
tions. Glamour does not raise political aspects or dramatic social events; it is
indifferent to issues of justice; its heroes are all rich; and consumerism, shopping, 
beauty and the cult of successful commerce are the traits of this civilization.

 3. Banality in the sense of expensive tastelessness. The state welcomes arche-
typical products such as gold and all that is pompous, voluminous and made
from expensive or pseudo- expensive material, since this ‘demonstrates great-
ness, and hence helps the state win the love of the people’.

 4. The presence of a middleman – a producer or curator – to guarantee commercial
success.

5. Eclecticism with regard to genres and styles.

 The author concludes rhetorically: ‘How to oppose this?’ 
 Critics thus accused glamour of a distance from all problems, eclectic aesthet-

ics and a tendency to focus only on the surface and make things appear smooth 
and uniform. The phenomenon was discussed in novels and journals. 40  The novel 
 Generation P  by Viktor Pelevin described the new commercial conditions under 
which the first post- Soviet generation entered their adult life (Pelevin, 1999). In his 
novel  Empire V: The Tale of a Real Super Man , Pelevin made ‘glamour’ and ‘dis-
kurs’ key concepts for understanding Putin’s Russia (Pelevin, 2006). The poet Lev 
Rubinshtein called glamour the official ideology of contemporary Russian society 
( Bolshoi gorod , 2006). Nikolai Uskov, chief editor of the journal  GQ  ( Gentlemen’s 
Quarterly ) and a historian by training, talked about ‘Putin glamour’ and also used 
the ironic term ‘sovereign glamour’, alluding to Surkov’s ‘sovereign democracy’ 
(Uskov, 2006). Uskov said that the nouveaux riches had set the agenda and the 
political elite quickly adopted it, as reflected in their suits, watches, hairstyles, and 
so on. He characterized ‘Putin glamour’ as a feeling of expectation similar to the 
eve of some great event, transmitting the feeling that everything can only get better. 
There was an expectation, he argued, of economic growth that would never end, 
which would solve all problems. The fact that political freedom was circumscribed 
was of minor importance (Chernysheva, 2007: 13–14). A few months later Uskov 
added: ‘ . . . in front of us you find the grandiose simulacrum of the country. We 
live in a world of appearance of what seem to be films, stars, television, literature, 
president, prime minister, constitution, domestic and foreign policy, success, rigour, 
honesty, morality and strength. All as it seems’ (Uskov, 2008a). Rubinshtein, who 
had come to a similar conclusion, wrote in early 2009 that ‘glamour is the current 
official ideology and the  ersatz  of a national idea’ (Rubinsthein, 2009). He empha-
sized that the term not only described a philosophy of material consumption but also 
constituted ‘the regular Russian dream of the grand utopia, and of the cloudy and 
alluring horizon’, which ‘also depicts a universal system of values’. 

 Nonetheless, Uskov saw that the nouveaux riches were no longer satisfied with 
just wealth – they also wanted to ‘have principles, a footing and belief in ideals’. 
The new buzzwords were ‘autocracy, Orthodoxy and emotions’ (samoderzhavie, 
pravoslavie, emotsii) and the existential question “Why all this?” (Zachem vse?) 
appeared in the salons of the rich (Uskov, 2008b). 
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 Life and art in the time of glamorous consensus 

 In the midst of the predominant illusion of glamour some expressed concern about 
the evolving authoritarianism. Vladimir Sorokin published his novel  One Day in 
an Oprichnik’s Life  in 2006. Oprichniki were members of the security police cre-
ated by Ivan the Terrible in the 1560s, and Sorokin used them in a metaphorical 
way to present Russia’s authoritarian future trajectory (Sorokin, 2006). The story 
takes place amid a future revival of Holy Rus, when the country is cut off from 
the West by a grand Western Wall and, in an act of loyalty to the regime, citizens 
have burned their passports in Red Square. Sorokin regarded the book as a fantasy 
inspired by life, 41  but it was read by many as an informed illustration of where 
Russia was heading. 

 A few years earlier, Sorokin had personally been the target of the new authori-
tarian wind. In the summer of 2002, the Putin loyal youth organization Going 
Together (Idushchie vmeste) had, in a symbolic action in central Moscow, thrown 
several of Sorokin’s books – most notably his novel  Blue Fat  (Goluboe salo) – into 
a huge mock- up lavatory pan (Shusharin, 2002, 2009). The action was in response 
to Putin’s statement that he wanted to ‘whack [terrorists] in the john/shithouse’ 
(mochit v sortire) (Litnevskaya, 2010). 42  Sorokin also received death threats. 43  In 
March 2005 his libretto for the opera  The Children of Rosental  (Deti Rozentala), 
with music by the composer Leonid Desyatnikov, was heavily criticized by Duma 
deputies, and the Bolshoi Theatre, where it was being performed, temporarily 
removed it from its repertoire (Lyubarskaya, 2005). 

 However, Sorokin was an outsider. The cultural mainstream fell in line with 
the evolving Putin consensus. 44  The weekly newspaper  Kultura  described in its 
chronicle of cultural events during 2006 two trends that bore witness to the rising 
neo- conservatism in society: a ‘religious interpretation of life’ and a ‘nostalgia for 
Soviet life’. 45  The film  The Island  (Ostrov), directed by Pavel Lungin, reflected 
the new interest in religiosity and was enthusiastically applauded in church cir-
cles. 46  Nostalgia for Soviet life was expressed in television series about Stalin, 
Brezhnev and the people around them, photographic exhibitions about Soviet life, 
and popular songs and films from the Soviet era. Nostalgia for tsarist times was 
evident in the film  The Admiral,  about Alexander Kolchak, one of the leaders of 
the Whites in the civil war. The film was produced in 2008 and shown as a televi-
sion series in 2009. 

 The religious trend was reflected in various ways. Within the church, radical 
groups blended Orthodoxy, patriotism and a firm belief in Russia as a great power. 
One example was the musician Konstantin Kinchev, a member of the group Alisa, 
which had had a hit in the 1980s with the song ‘My Generation’ that became 
a youth anthem at that time (Beumers, 2005: 224–225). In November 2005 he 
proudly announced: ‘I am a derzhavnik (a believer in a strong Russian state) since 
I am an Orthodox believer. Come to the church – we are all derzhavniki. Every-
body stands for the tsar- priest’ ( Izvestiya , 2005). 

 In general, however, people in the cultural sphere avoided everything that could 
be considered politically problematic or delicate. The liberals of the 1960s, the 
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‘shestidesyatniki’, now in their 70s and 80s, were an exception as they staged 
plays which contained references to contemporary problems. The media, how-
ever, paid no attention to such references. Thus, when the theatre director, Yurii 
Lyubimov, staged  Antigone , a tale of the classical conflict between the law of 
those in power and the morals of the individual, the media saw no parallels with 
contemporary life and society. 

 While cultural workers sought to avoid politics, the authorities tried, sometimes 
successfully, to tie them to the regime. In 2005 Surkov held a meeting with popu-
lar rock musicians, 47  and before long the former rebels were holding concerts in 
the Kremlin. 48  Putin had a first meeting with writers in February 2007, and further 
meetings would follow. 

 Symptomatic of the new atmosphere evolving in society was a scandal in Sep-
tember 2009 around a little Moscow kebab café called ‘Anti- sovetskaya’. 49  The 
café was located in a street opposite the hotel Sovetskaya, and its name was an 
ironic play on the name of the hotel. In Soviet times it had been a café where dis-
sident intellectuals used to meet. Now, 18 years after the break- up of the Soviet 
Union, the local prosecutor told the café owner to change its name because some 
citizens were offended by it. The conflict soon lost all proportion. After the name 
was changed, the liberal journalist Aleksander Podrabinek, who had spent sev-
eral years in the Gulag, published a letter where he criticized the leaders of the 
veterans’ organization and regretted that the owner had given in to their request 
(Podrabinek, 2009). As a result, the pro- Putin youth organization Nashi stirred up 
a campaign against Podrabinek for offending Second World War veterans and even 
picketed his home. They demanded that he make a public apology to the veterans 
or leave the country. 50  This whole campaign, which at first seemed inexplicable 
but then became a textbook case of how to make a mountain out of a molehill, 
demonstrated how authoritarian patriotic paranoia was tightening its grip. 

 In this situation of glamour and authoritarianism, independent art critics accused 
Russian visual arts of being commercialized and conformist. The art critic Andrei 
Kovalev stated in 2007 that ‘independent and critical art has disappeared’ (Kova-
lev, 2007a: 32). The Russian–German art historian Boris Groys expressed a similar 
view when he said in 2008 that Russian contemporary art was a commercialized 
culture (Kutlovskaya, 2008: 20): ‘Like commercialized art, it registers contempo-
rary life but without a critical or investigative gaze . . . that is, Russian art does not 
conceive urgent analytical statements about the situation “Here and now”. There 
is no feeling that it clearly reacts to the contemporary socio- psychological or aes-
thetic situation’ (Kutlovskaya, 2008: 20). Artists seemed to have no ambition to 
evoke reflections or thoughts, he said. Instead, all ‘actors’ seem ‘to agree on how 
the scene is organized and how to act in it’ ( The New Times , 2008: 46–48). This 
behaviour, he said, fell into the Stalinist tradition, which he described as forcing 
different opinions to merge into a single version that was acceptable to the top 
echelons of society (Groys, 2008: 169). 

 Iosif Bakshtein painted a different picture of Russian contemporary art in 2007. 
Appointed by the Ministry of Culture as the Commissar of the Moscow Art Bien-
nale, he was part of the establishment. Nonetheless, his background in Soviet 
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underground art gave him authority in the art community. He argued that con-
temporary art was a free territory: ‘All that goes on there takes place with the 
maximum of freedom given at that specific historical period’ ( The New Times , 
2007: 46). He continued: ‘Free people, basically young people, visit the biennale 
of contemporary art, and it [visual art] reflects their picture of the world more 
exactly than any other field of art’ ( The New Times , 2007). Bakshtein took as his 
reference point the tradition in Russian art of questioning established truths and 
conceptions. 

 The above statements by Kovalev, Groys and Bakshtein suggest different inter-
pretations of the contemporary art scene in Russia at that time. Was there room for 
an art that did not accept the glamour of the Putin consensus? 

 Notes 

1   The art group Sinie nosy (Blue Noses) used these words at an exhibition in 2007. The 
group went on to say, ‘We have been cradled in the very same way and think it to be the 
purpose of our work’. Blue Noses, ‘Naked Truth/The History of Our Times Seen with 
the Eyes of a Philistine: The “Shame of Russia” is now in Russia!’, M and J Guelman 
Gallery, 12 December 2007. 

 2   An example of hidden criticism of the authorities presented in an ambiguous way can 
be found in Pushkin’s parody of Aleksander Radishchev’s book  Journey from Peters-
burg to Moscow , published in 1790. Radishchev’s book, which is full of political and 
social reflections in the tradition of the Enlightenment and against censorship, autoc-
racy and serfdom, earned him a death sentence, although he was reprieved and deported 
to Siberia. Pushkin’s text supports Radishchev’s thesis, albeit in a veiled form (Gerner, 
2011: 117–21). 

   3   The avant- garde movements are not the only source of totalitarian doctrine, but their 
role in its appearance cannot be ignored, say Todorov and Walker (Todorov and Walker, 
2010). The idea that there is a straight line of development from the avant- garde to the 
Socialist Realism of the Stalin era can also be found in Groys (1992). Groys would later 
make a clear distinction between the early and late avant- garde (see  Chapter 8 ). 

4   On Stalinist art, see Golomstock (2011), Groys (1992) and Groys (2007). 
   5   Research has since shown that it was CIA policy to spread abstract art to the Eastern 

bloc. Nonetheless, abstract art was an eye- opener for many young Russian artists and 
played a big role in the development of Russian art at the time. 

6   On the life of the non- conformists, see the author’s interview with Valerii Orlov, Mos-
cow, September 2013. See also the special issue of the art magazine  Iskusstvo  (2012) 
and Andreeva (2012). 

   7   In 1975 non- conformist artists were legally allowed access to an exhibition space at 
Malaya Gruzinskaya Street ( Vsegda drugoe iskusstvo , 2010: 124). 

8   In 1979 Boris Groys coined the term ‘Moscow Romantic Conceptualism’ in an article 
in  A- YA , a Russian emigrant journal on non- conformist art published in Paris. The term 
was later shortened to ‘Moscow Conceptualism’, although it had little in common with 
the conceptualism in Western art at that time (Groys, 2010: 4). 

9   Compare Vadim Zakharov, ‘Zolotaya kniga moskovskogo kontseptualizma’, in Degot 
and Zakharov (2005: 7). 

  10   Vitalyi Komar and Aleksander Melamid are often considered the fathers of Sots- Art. 
  11   In his 10 albums of drawings,  Ten Characters, 1971–1976  (see Wallach, 1996). For 

more on Kabakov, see Kabakov and Kabakov (2008), an exhibition catalogue in two 
volumes. 
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  12   In addition to Monastyrskii, there were Nikita Alekseev, Elena Elagina, Sabine Häns-

gen, Georgii Kizevalter, Igor Makarevich, Nikolai Panitkov and Sergei Romasko (see 
Groys, 2011a). 

  13   Monastyrski quoted in an unpublished article by Victor Tupitsyn; and Monastyrski 
quoted in Bishop (2011: 14). 

  14   The 1975 Helsinki Final Act was signed by the 35 nations of the Conference on Secu-
rity and Co- operation in Europe (CSCE). It dealt with many issues, which were divided 
into three ‘baskets’. The third basket emphasized human rights, including freedom of 
emigration and the reunification of families divided by international borders, cultural 
exchange and freedom of the press. 

  15    Vsegda drugoe iskusstvo (2010 : 199). 
  16   Oleg Kulik told how the young generation of artists suddenly felt alone in the new situ-

ation. Interview by Denis Mustafin with Oleg Kulik, Vimeo, 26 Feb. 2010, available at 
http://vimeo.com/9905123. 

  17   Interview by Denis Mustafin with Osmolovskii, Vimeo, 11 March 2010, http://vimeo.
com/10171949. Groys (2010: 9) writes: ‘In the 1990s the controversy between Moscow 
conceptualists and Moscow Actionism very much dominated the Russian art scene. But 
today these polemics seem to be completely obsolete’. 

  18   Interview by Denis Mustafin with Avdei Ter- Oganyan, Vimeo, 2010, http://vimeo.
com/10267185. 

  19   On Moscow Actionism and art in Moscow in the 1990s, see  Kovalev (2007b ). 
  20   The police arrested them and legal action was initiated according to article 206, para. 2, 

of the Criminal Code: ‘Malicious hooliganism characterized by exceptional cynicism 
or especial audacity’. The case was closed after three months due to lack of proof of 
criminal intent. See ‘Iz istorii protestnogo iskusstva v Rossii’, www.lookatme.ru/mag/
art- design/art- and- design/159845- hlystom- i- pryanikom. Interview by Denis Mustafin 
with Anatolii Osmolovskii, Vimeo, 11 March 2010, http://vimeo.com/10171949. 

  21   See the interview with Anatolii Osmolovskii in Kovalev (2005: 247–57). 
  22   Kommersant Daily , 14 February 1995, quoted in  Kovalev (2007b : 173). 
  23   Nonetheless, some of these artists were later drawn into the political whirlwind of 

events. Osmolovoskii, for instance, worked for a while in the mid- 1990s with the gal-
lery owner Marat Gelman in the political consultancy ‘For Effective Politics’. 

  24   It was called ‘Demonstration’ and was organized by the RADEK group. Like the 
1998 ‘Barricade’, this action simulated a demonstration, with participants carrying 
banners and flags, and shouting slogans. However, the slogans were absurdist and 
the demonstrators blended with ordinary pedestrians so that they unintentionally par-
ticipated in the demonstration. There were five medium- sized banners: ‘Everyone 
Against Everyone’ ( Vse protiv vsekh ), ‘Devil Revolution Onanism’ ( Dyavol Revoly-
utsiya Onanizm ), ‘A Microrevolution Is Going On’ ( Mikrorevolyutsiya proiskhodit ), 
‘We Will Take Another Way’ ( My poidem drugim putem ) and ‘To Everyone 700 USD’ 
( Kazhdomu 700 USD ), as well as two large banners which read: ‘A Microbe Is the 
Murderer of the President’ ( Mikrob ubiitsa prezidenta ) and ‘Sex Marx Karl Pistols’. 
There were also two flags. The eight genuine participants in the action selected road 
crossings where pedestrians were waiting and then joined them, crossing the street 
and pretending they were protesting. As one of the participants later wrote, ‘It made 
absolutely no difference what slogans we used. The main thing was that the demon-
stration took place. And the people who walked with us were this time not bystanders, 
but created the event themselves and participated in it’ (Bystrov, quoted in  Kovalev, 
2007b : 403). 

  25   For an overview and analysis of Putin’s policy during these years, see Sakwa (2008) 
and Shevtsova (2005). 

  26   The document appeared on 28 December 1999 on the Russian government website, 
www.gov.ru/ministry/isp- vlast47.html. It was also published in  Nezavisimaya gazeta  
on 30 December 1999. 
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  27   Lev Gudkov (2012) wrote in 2010 that there was no single accepted characterization or 
definition of the Putin political system. Scholars use terms like ‘simulated’ or ‘imitated 
democracy’, or ‘hybrid’, ‘chimerical’ or ‘centaur regime’. Some compared Russia to 
authoritarian regimes in transitional processes in Latin America and Asia, others saw 
Putin’s system as a normal dictatorship common to most states on former Soviet terri-
tory. Gudkov himself used the term ‘Putinism’. 

  28   There is a rich literature on this. See, for example, Billington (2004). For a contempo-
rary discussion see Emil Pain (2006). 

  29   In 1994, 27 per cent of those polled were positive towards Stalin, but by 2003 this had 
risen to 53 per cent (in 2009 49 per cent). In the meantime, those critical of Stalin fell 
from 47 per cent in 1994 to 33 per cent in 2003 (33 per cent also in 2009) (Gudkov, 
2013). 

  30   Criticism of  chernukha  in literature, film, the visual arts and music is not just a phe-
nomenon of Putin’s time. On the situation in the 1990s, see Beumers (1999: 1). 

  31   The day of the October revolution was renamed the Day of Accord and Reconciliation 
(den soglasiya i primireniya) in 1996. The date has not been a state holiday since 2005. 

  32   A dominant organization among the nationalists was the League Against Illegal Immi-
gration, an outspoken xenophobic organization based primarily on ethnic nationalism. 
It was outlawed by the authorities a few years later. 

  33   ‘I zhelayu chtoby Voskreshii Gospod ukrepil vas v podvige, kotoryi vy sovershaete 
na blago Bozhie’; ‘Pomolimsya o gospodine prezidente’ (‘I pray that Our Resurrected 
Lord strengthens you in your heroic deed, which you perform for the good of God’). 
One of the priests asked the attending public to pray for the president (Melikova, 2006). 

  34   On 1 September 2006 a new topic was introduced as an experiment in four Russian 
regional schools: ‘The Fundaments of Orthodox Culture’. The course was compulsory, 
and critics pointed out that not even in tsarist schools had such subjects been compul-
sory ( Izvestiya/Nedelya , 1 September 2006, p. H4). In later years the experiment was 
developed further but, in order to minimize criticism, offered options for followers of 
the major official beliefs as well as a secular syllabus. 

  35   See, for example, the seminar in 2008 in connection with the book project  Russian 
Doctrine  by A.B. Kobyakov and V.V. Averyanov, who argued in favour of Orthodoxy 
as the central pillar of society (Kobyakov and Averyanov, 2008). 

  36   ‘The Death of an Empire: Lessons from Byzans’ (Gibel imperii. Vizantiiskii urok), 
2007 film (Russian), 71 mins. 

  37   For a discussion of the concept, see Hayoz (2012). 
  38   See the study of glamour culture under Putin in Goscilo and Strukov (2011). 
  39   Compare the ‘Introduction’ in Goscilo and Strukov (2011). 
  40   See also the discussion in ‘Diskurs glamura’,  Bolshoi gorod , 6 December 2006. 
  41   Author’s interview with Vladimir Sorokin, Moscow, November 2009. 
  42   At a press conference, Putin commented on the events of 23 September 1999 when the 

Russian air force bombed Groznyi: ‘The Russian air force are carrying out and will con-
tinue to carry out attacks only on terrorist bases in Chechnya, and this will continue 
wherever the terrorists are. . . . We will hunt them everywhere. If they are at the airport, 
then at the airport. This means, if you excuse me, we will find them in the toilet and 
whack them in the john/shithouse. That’s that, the question is finally closed’ (Litnevs-
kaya, 2010). 

  43   See ‘2002. Dela pornografov Sorokina i Ivanova’, Artprotest, 16 May, http:// artprotest.
org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=308&chtoto=2002- &catid=
4&2011–03–04–14–58–14=&ordering2=4&Itemid=4. 

  44   This consensus was especially visible in the film industry. One example is the film 
‘1612’ about Russians fighting Polish invaders during the Time of Troubles, which had 
its premiere on 4 November 2007. Its purpose was  to entertain, but at the same time to 
foster patriotism in the audience. It failed not because it had a highly doubtful relation-
ship with historical fact, but because the audience did not turn up as expected. 
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  45   Kultura  51 (28 December 2006–10 January 2007). 
  46   The film ‘Ostrov’ by Pavel Lungin (2006). See the positive review on the website of the 

Sretenskyi monastery: ‘Retsentsiya na film Pavla Lungina “Ostrov” ’, Internet zhurnal 
Sretenskogo monastyrya, www.pravoslavie.ru/jurnal/060905150536.htm. 

  47   Among them were Boris Grebenshchikov, Zemfira, Sergei Shnurov, the group Bi- 2 and 
the producers of the groups Spleen and Chaif. 

  48   The first two were Boris Grebenshchikov and Andrei Makarevich. After the election 
of Medvedev in 2008, Makarevich’s group, Mashina vremeni, played at the huge rock 
concert in Red Square (Kozyrev, 2008). 

  49  ‘Sila slova. Smena nazvaniya odnogo iz stolichnykh kafe sprovotsirovala politicheskii 
skandal’, Sobesednik.ru, 1 October 2009, http://sobesednik.ru/node/20442. 

  50   Ella Panfilova, the President’s Representative on Human Rights Issues, defended 
Podrabinek against this political onslaught. In a further ratcheting up of the conflict, 
Duma deputies demanded that Panfilova leave her post. 
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1 Introduction
What are truth- revelation procedures 
and why do they matter?

This chapter sets out the conspectus for the book. It defines lustration as vetting 
or screening individuals, generally public officials and other prominent indi-
viduals, for their past associations and links with the communist regime that 
were kept secret from the public. It explains why I have adopted the distinctive 
and relatively novel approach of examining lustration broadly as a ‘truth- 
revelation procedure’ in conjunction with the issue of communist security 
service file access.
 Having previously been one of the most under- researched and scantily 
understood areas of transitional justice, the former Soviet Union and Eastern 
bloc has become a growing area of research and academic discussion in recent 
years. Although it started as a subject for historians and lawyers primarily, there 
is now an expanding political science literature that looks at the measures taken 
by the former communist states to deal with past atrocities and overcome the 
legacy of communist dictatorship.1 However, despite the existence of a large and 
expanding comparative literature on this topic, the late implementation of 
lustration and access to communist- era security service files – together with the 
intense, ongoing and recurring politicisation of the issue – in countries like 
Poland remains something of a puzzle. Poland moved from a communist- 
forgiving approach that avoided radical transitional justice measures in the early 
1990s, to passing a mild lustration law and legislation to open up communist 
secret service file access at the end of the decade, and then to a more radical lus-
tration and file access law passed in the mid- 2000s, while the issue of commu-
nist security service collaboration retained the capacity to constantly surface and 
re- surface in Polish political debates even decades after the collapse of the com-
munist regime. It is this puzzle, of ‘late’ and recurring lustration and communist 
security service file access, that this book seeks to address.
 This introductory chapter begins by reflecting upon the various definitional 
debates in the comparative literature that have sought to answer the questions of 
(a) what are lustration and truth- revelation procedures and (b) how do they fit
with other transitional justice measures? It examines why it is important to focus
on truth revelation in general, and lustration in particular, as a (if not the) key
transitional justice mechanism for (and certainly among the most controversial
means) of dealing with the non- democratic past in the post- communist states of
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Central and Eastern Europe. It also makes the case for examining lustration laws 
in conjunction with the question of the regulation of access to the archives and 
files compiled by the communist- era security service more generally. The 
chapter concludes by setting out the conspectus for, and structure of, the rest of 
the book.
 So, what are lustration and file access? How do they fit in with other 
transitional justice measures? And why are they important to examine, 
particularly in relation to the way that post- communist states have pursued 
transitional justice? Stan (2009b) defines transitional justice as ‘the measures 
and policies adopted by governments and civil society actors to address, and 
possibly redress, legacies of widespread and systematic human rights abuse, 
mass atrocity, genocide or civil war’. Similarly, drawing upon Kritz, Horne 
(2014, p. 496) defines it as ‘a broad set of measures by which society confronts 
the wrongdoings in its past with the goal of obtaining some combination of truth, 
justice, rule of law and durable peace for the future’. According to Nalepa 
(2010a, p. 165), the transitional justice literature is ‘an inter- disciplinary field 
concerned with how democracies deal with collaborators of the past regime’. It 
has, she argues, both a normative component, originating in the literature on 
legal and constitutional theory that examines possible reasons for (and problems 
created by) retroactivity, and a positive component trying to explain empirically 
occurring phenomena such as why democracies try and right wrongs, who are 
the actors responsible for implementing transitional justice measures, and 
whether or not these institutions have led to reconciliation.
 The repertoire of transitional justice procedures is vast and diverse, but, as 
Nalepa (2010a, p. 5) points out, can be divided into four broad sets of measures. 
The first is using court trials and criminal proceedings to bring to justice 
prominent or representative members of the former dictatorial regime, 
particularly those who are accused of being perpetrators of human rights 
violations. This can include both high- ranking dignitaries and low- ranking 
officials such as secret service officers and agents. Second are compensation 
packages for victims and/or their surviving relatives, such as official apologies; 
monetary compensation; and restitution of rights to, and the return of, property 
expropriated by the former regime. Third are legal or symbolic acts directed 
against the former regime, such as legislation condemning it and expropriating 
the former rulers of their assets; programmes to re- write history textbooks in 
order to better reflect the plight of the victims of the regimes; changing the 
names of streets and localities; opening new museums and exhibitions; and 
removing statues associated with the regime. Fourth are what might be termed 
truth- revelation procedures (Kaminski and Nalepa 2006; Nalepa 2008). In the 
post- communist context, these have included vetting public officials and other 
prominent individuals for their links with the former regime’s security services 
as either secret police officers or informers, and possibly banning them (together 
with other prominent or representative members of the former regime) from 
public office and positions of influence in society. They have also involved de- 
classifying and providing access to the extant secret archives and files of the 
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former communist security services for public inspection. In other contexts, 
truth- revelation procedures have also involved establishing historical or ‘truth’ 
commissions, temporary bodies of formal inquiry appointed to re- examine the 
past and document the repressive activities of the previous regime, sometimes 
with the objective of achieving societal reconciliation.
 Why is it worth focusing particularly on lustration and other truth- revelation 
procedures as transitional justice mechanisms in the post- communist context? 
Lustration was one of, if not the, most important and controversial transitional 
justice methods used in post- communist Central and Eastern Europe. The region 
was the first to embrace it so comprehensively, and it has remained an important 
means of dealing with the communist past; so much so that, as Stan (2009c, 
p. 12) put it, ‘[many] observers have employed it as a yardstick for measuring
the progress of transitional justice in Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
Union’. This could be attributed in large part to the level of societal surveillance
by the communist authorities, as such infiltration by informants became the pre-
valent means by which communist regimes harassed their opponents. This was
particularly the case towards the end of communist rule, as the random terror
and enforced societal mobilisation of the Stalinist totalitarianism gave way to the
atomisation and pervasive mass surveillance that characterised the so- called
‘post- totalitarian’ period (Linz and Stepan 1996, pp. 42–51). For example,
according to Stan (2009d, pp. 76–77), the total number of full- time communist
security service agents in Poland increased from 10,000 in 1957 to 25,600 in
1985, while the number of secret informers reached 98,000 in 1988. As a con-
sequence, across the communist bloc, hundreds of thousands of citizens were
functionaries of, or collaborators with, the internal security services, leaving
these countries to have to deal with what Linz and Stepan (1996, p. 251) dubbed
an ‘informer legacy’.2

The term ‘lustration’ had long been used by Slavophone archivists simply to 
refer to the compilation of an inventory or register. To lustrate someone was to 
check whether their name appeared in a database. The term was more widely 
adopted not because, as is commonly alleged, of its etymological association 
with ancient Roman rites of purification, but because politicians and the public 
heard it used by bureaucrats during battles for control of Czechoslovak files in 
the early 1990s. Definitional debates over the term have focused on whether it 
should encompass the exclusion from, or limiting of access to, certain offices or 
simply vetting individuals to identify those who worked for and collaborated 
with the communist secret services without any such consequences flowing 
automatically; and whether this vetting and exclusion should also include 
communist party officials above a certain level and those who held senior 
positions within the party- state bureaucracy more generally. David (2003, 
p. 388), for example, defines lustration as ‘the examination of certain groups of
people, especially politicians, public officials, and judges, to determine whether
they had been members or collaborators of the secret police, or held any other
positions in the repressive apparatus of the totalitarian regime’ (emphasis
added). Similarly, Stan (2009c, p. 11) defines it as ‘the banning of communist
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officials and secret police officers and informers from post- communist politics 
and positions of influence in society’ (emphasis added). Horne (2014, p. 500) 
conceptualises lustration as

a legislatively mandated and legally constrained process by which the 
backgrounds of certain public and some quasipublic/private officials are 
examined to determine whether they were members of, or collaborators 
with, the secret police, or whether they held certain positions in the former 
communist regime

(emphasis added)

although she leaves open the question of whether it entails removal from office 
or position.
 My own preference is to adopt the Polish convention, which defines lustration 
as being aimed at revealing whether an individual (generally an occupant of, or 
candidate for, a particular post) had links with the communist regime that were 
kept secret from the public, such as working, or collaborating as an informer, for 
the communist security services. Leadership (or even membership) of the 
communist party or employment in other branches of the party- state bureaucracy 
was more openly known. In terms of whether consequences follow automatically, 
reflecting the broader vernacular usage of the term across the region,3 I would 
argue that lustration includes all forms of vetting and file access and not simply 
those which carry the consequence of (automatic) exclusion. Consequently, here, 
as in earlier papers that I have written or co- written (with Williams and Fowler) 
on this topic, I define it as ‘measures directed against former officers of and 
collaborators with the state security apparatus’ (Williams et al. 2005, p. 23). As I 
pointed out in a single- authored paper, this could include

simply vetting or screening individuals for past associations with the 
communist security services without any sanction necessarily following 
(other than the damage to their reputation that the disclosure of this 
information could cause) … [rather than necessarily also] then attempting to 
automatically exclude them from public life on the basis of such links.

(Szczerbiak 2002, p. 553)4

Moreover, although the terms ‘lustration’ and ‘de- communisation’ are often used 
interchangeably, I would argue that it is important to distinguish the two pro-
cesses, with the latter referring to the wider removal from public life of the 
former functionaries of the communist party or related institutions (generally 
above a certain rank).5 In other words, here I understand and have defined 
lustration as vetting or screening individuals – generally occupants of, or 
candidates for, particular posts, such as public officials and other prominent 
individuals – for their past associations and links with the communist regime 
that were kept secret from the public, such as functionaries of or collaborators 
with the communist- era state security services, without any sanctions (such as 
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banning them from public office or positions of influence in society) necessarily 
following.
 Moreover, lustration, in the sense of truth revelation, depends a great deal upon 
access to the extant secret archives compiled by the communist- era security 
services. So, one can only get to grips with the issue properly by studying it both as 
a ‘personnel system’ (David 2011) or (regionally specialised) ‘employment vetting 
policies’ (albeit with moral cleansing features) (Horne 2014) and also – or perhaps, 
more accurately, even more so – more broadly as a ‘truth- revelation procedure’ in 
conjunction with the issue of de- classifying and opening up these archives and files 
for public inspection. Indeed, as we shall see, in Poland after the passage of the 
1998 law that granted access to security service files to journalists, historians, 
researchers and some individuals – and in other countries that granted such access – 
there was also a great deal of ‘informal’ screening of individuals and groups not 
covered by the procedures set down in the lustration law, and public identification 
of former agents, conducted by state and non- state actors. Consequently, it is only 
by examining both lustration as a personnel and employment policy and the 
question of access to the communist- era security service files that one can get to 
grips properly with this issue in post- communist states. That is the distinctive and 
relatively novel approach that I have taken in this book.
 This book aims to tackle three key questions: (a) Why do truth- revelation 
debates recur in post- communist Poland? (b) To what extent was such recur-
rence explained by instrumental- strategic or programmatic- ideological factors? 
and (c) Was recurrence popular demand- or political elite supply- driven? In 
order to get to grips with these questions, the book is structured as follows.
 Chapter 2 surveys the progress of, and debates surrounding, the various 
attempts to introduce lustration and file access laws in post- 1989 Poland. It 
reflects on why Poland is interesting as a case of late (and recurring) lustration 
and file access and debates about truth- revelation procedures. The chapter shows 
how this significant delay in introducing legislation, and the recurrence of these 
issues in political debate, was one of the most striking features of transitional 
justice in post- communist Poland – indeed, one of the leitmotifs of post- 1989 
Polish politics more generally – and identifies it as a phenomenon that requires 
further analysis and explanation. In doing so, it locates the Polish case within the 
various comparative and theoretical analytical frameworks and typologies that 
have been developed to categorise lustration laws and so- called ‘lustration 
systems’, together with cases of truth revelation and transitional justice that have 
occurred, in other post- communist states. As an archetypal case of late and 
recurring lustration and communist security service file access, the Polish case 
provides us with an excellent basis for developing frameworks to explain the 
phenomenon of ‘late’ and recurring lustration laws and file access debates. 
Examining the politics of truth revelation in post- communist Poland can both 
allow us to draw broader conclusions about lustration and transitional justice in 
Central and Eastern Europe, particularly with regard to the phenomenon of so- 
called late and/or recurring lustration, and provide valuable insights into patterns 
of post- communist politics more generally.
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 Chapter 3 examines the existing comparative and theoretical academic liter-
ature that has developed in recent years, including my own analytical frame-
works, to understand and explain patterns of transitional justice and truth 
revelation in the post- communist states of Central and Eastern Europe, and spe-
cifically to tackle the extent and recurrence of ‘late’ lustration and file access in 
countries such as Poland. It shows that these approaches often divide into two 
broad schools of thought. First, there are authors who focus on parties’ political 
and electoral- strategic motives, what might be broadly termed the ‘politics of the 
present’ approach (which I, among others, developed in my earlier collaborative 
work). Second, there are those who argue that the motives for pursuing trans-
itional justice may be more ideologically, programmatically – and, thus, more 
normatively – driven. On the basis of this analysis, it explains the shortcomings 
in existing approaches to explaining the phenomenon of late truth revelation in 
post- communist democracies. It considers whether ‘politics of the present’-type 
approaches need to be modified to reflect the fact that they underestimate the 
extent to which the motives of those pushing for transitional justice and truth 
revelation may also have been driven (in part, or even primarily) by genuine 
ideological and programmatic concerns rather than simply being instrumental-
ised as a power tool by political actors attempting to gain an electoral- strategic 
advantage over their competitors. It argues that further theoretical and empirical 
analysis, including case studies such as that undertaken on Poland in this book, 
are needed in order to further develop our understanding of the phenomenon of 
late and recurring lustration and truth revelation.
 Chapter 4 examines in detail the re- emergence of the lustration and file access 
debate in the mid- 2000s, which led to the passage of an amended law in 2006 
that was eventually gutted by the constitutional tribunal. It shows how the cre-
ation of the Institute of National Remembrance – and concomitant access to 
communist security service archives afforded to historians, journalists and 
victims of communist repression – created momentum around the issue of, and a 
demand for further, truth revelation. The normative literature on post- communist 
transitional justice has posited arguments both for and against radical approaches 
towards lustration and communist security service file access from a liberal 
democratic perspective. This chapter examines how transitional justice and truth-
 revelation debates in Poland at this time often overlapped and became entwined 
with broader concerns about the perceived failures of democratisation and pro-
jects designed to implement post- communist renewal. It considers how these 
debates often focused on freedom of information and the public’s ‘right to know’ 
the backgrounds of its public representatives. It also examines how calls for 
more radical lustration and file access were driven by concerns about the need to 
tackle corruption as an endemic feature of post- communist Poland and the extent 
to which these were felt to stem from the perceived ability of elites linked to the 
former regime to take advantage of their communist- era networks, including 
those rooted in the former security services, to turn their old political power into 
new economic power. The chapter considers the relationship between calls for 
more radical truth- revelation procedures and the so- called ‘Fourth Republic’ 
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project, which was part of a broader, radical critique of post- 1989 Poland as 
corrupt and requiring far- reaching moral and political renewal and reform. It also 
examines the arguments used by opponents of radical lustration and how, as well 
as defending the existing court- based Polish lustration model, they accused its 
proponents of supporting an instrumentally motivated and politically destructive 
project aimed primarily at achieving elite turnover.
 Chapter 5 moves on to examine another example of how the lustration and 
file access issue had the capacity to recur as a topic of political debate. This was 
the divisions within the political elites that emerged from the Solidarity inde-
pendent trade union and mass anti- communist opposition movement over 
whether or not its one- time legendary leader, and the first democratically elected 
President in post- 1989 Poland, Lech Wałęsa, had collaborated with the commu-
nist secret services in the early 1970s as an informer codenamed ‘Bolek’. This 
provoked a stormy, indeed often ferocious, national political debate over the 
nature and significance of Mr Wałęsa’s apparent collaboration. After examining 
the arguments used by Mr Wałęsa’s supporters and opponents, it discusses how 
the ‘Bolek’ affair shows that the lustration and file issue recurred because it was 
an instance, probably the most controversial and high profile, of debates about 
how to deal with the communist security service archives becoming entwined 
with the process of legitimation and de- legitimation. This legitimation and de- 
legitimation occurred at a number of levels: of the post- communist state’s 
genesis and foundational myths, of particular political actors and formations, and 
of the transitional justice and truth- revelation process itself.
 Chapter 6 examines polling data on public attitudes towards transitional 
justice and dealing with the communist past in post- communist Poland, includ-
ing Mr Wałęsa’s alleged communist security service collaboration. Specifically, 
it considers the notion that the issue of lustration and secret service file access 
may have recurred in Polish politics due to public demand for more radical trans-
itional justice. Based on an analysis of publicly available opinion polls covering 
the whole of the period examined, the chapter examines why, although Poles 
have generally supported a radical approach towards transitional justice and truth 
revelation, dealing with the communist past has not, on its own, been an espe-
cially salient issue in determining voting patterns and election outcomes. 
However, it also considers whether polling data pointing to the low salience of 
the truth- revelation issue may be misleading, because attitudes towards lustra-
tion and communist security access were linked to political identities and party 
alignments more generally. They were also, in the public mind, often entwined 
with other, more salient, issues and concerns about the shortcomings of post- 
communist democratisation in Poland, such as freedom of information, the need 
to tackle corruption and the importance of renewing the political system.
 The concluding Chapter 7 summarises and synthesises the main findings from 
the book and attempts to draw some broader theoretical conclusions that go 
beyond the Polish case. It returns to the three key questions that were posed in 
this chapter and have been tackled in the book. In doing so, it considers whether 
existing comparative literature and theoretical frameworks that attempt to 
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explain the trajectories of lustration and transitional justice in post- communist 
states help us to understand the Polish case of late implementation of truth- 
revelation laws. It also reflects on the wider lessons and broader theoretical con-
clusions that can be drawn about the politics of lustration and transitional justice 
in post- communist Central Europe beyond the Polish case. It thereby examines 
the implications of, and insights from, the Polish case of late truth revelation for 
understanding politics in Poland, the region and other democratising states more 
generally.
 The main primary data source for Chapter 4 was a qualitative analysis of con-
tributions to the parliamentary debates on the revised lustration and file access 
law held on 9 March and 20 July 2006, together with the justificatory statement 
from the draft bill on which the law was based. I draw upon both statements 
from the main party spokesmen and other representative contributions from 
second- ranked speakers. In Chapters 4 and 5, I also draw on news articles, 
opinion- editorial pieces and analyses of parliamentary debates, primarily those 
published in the (at various points centre- right or centrist) Rzeczpospolita daily 
newspaper, the main Polish newspaper of record; the key opinion- forming 
liberal- left Gazeta Wyborcza daily newspaper and Polityka weekly journal; and 
the influential right- wing wSieci and Do Rzeczy weekly journals and the 
wPolityce news and commentary web portal. Chapter 6 is based on an analysis 
of publicly available polling data and opinion surveys, particularly those pub-
lished by the Centre for Public Opinion Research (Centrum Badania Opinii 
Społecznej: CBOS) agency, as well as those contained in various news reports. 
To triangulate the findings from these written primary and secondary sources, I 
also undertook a series of elite interviews in June 2006 with individuals who 
played a key role as observers of, or participants in, the lustration and file access 
debates and processes. These included parliamentary deputy and party spokes-
man Arkadiusz Mularczyk; historians Sławomir Cenckiewicz, Antoni Dudek 
and Andrzej Paczkowski; and sociologist Andrzej Zybertowicz and comment-
ators Adam Leszczyński, (the late) Janina Paradowska, Piotr Semka, Ewa Sie-
dlecka and Bronisław Wildstein. Full relevant biographical details of these 
individuals and the timing of the interviews are set out in the Appendix.

Notes
1 See, for example, Stan (2009a), Nalepa (2010a), David (2011), Pettai and Pettai (2015), 

Stan and Nedelsky (2015) and Horne (2017).
2 For example, in a journalistic account of transitional justice in the Czech Republic, 

German Democratic Republic (GDR) and Poland, Rosenberg draws attention to the 
fact that in authoritarian Latin America repression was ‘deep’, while in post- totalitarian 
Eastern Europe it was ‘wide’, to explain why so few court proceedings were launched 
against communist leaders and secret agents (Stan 2009b).

3 Although in some countries, such as Hungary and the former GDR, the term is not 
actually used at all to describe truth- revelation procedures.

4 Interestingly, having initially defined lustration as a set of ‘laws limiting the access to 
public office of politicians with an authoritarian past’ (Nalepa 2008, p. 222) or ‘a truth- 
revelation procedure in which public officials who collaborated with the former 
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authoritarian regime are disqualified from holding high- level public positions in the 
public sector’ (Nalepa 2010b, pp. 735–736) (emphasis added), Nalepa (2012, p. 333) 
also went on to adopt a broader definition of the process as simply ‘revealing links to 
the former communist secret police of persons holding public office’.

5 Bertschi (1995, p. 437) also makes this distinction when he defines de- communisation 
(along with de- Stalinisation, de- partyization and de- idolization) as ‘[a] transforma-
tional process[es] that pertains more to institutions and social structures than people’. 
Similarly, Kaminski and Nalepa (2006, p. 384) argue that de- communisation was 
analogous to de- Nazification in post- war Germany in the sense that it denoted ‘purging 
the state’s administration and bureaucracy of high- ranking communist (or Nazi) offi-
cials’, and, unlike in lustration, the identity of a high- ranking communist (or Nazi) offi-
cial was common knowledge, so they were not vulnerable to blackmail in the same 
way as the former undercover agent.
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  5  Against the liberal consensus 
 A civil society of the people 

 In the previous chapter I outlined some key features of the dominant political 
discourses in Bulgaria and in CEE in the 1990s – as articulated around the projects 
of  decommunisation  (or purging of the burden of the totalitarian past) and  mod-
ernisation  (or catching up with the West on a course to a liberal democratic future). 
During the fi rst decade after 1989 the two dominant discourses which structured 
these two projects – the  anti-communist  and the  capitalist  1  discourses – attempted 
to fi x the transitional web of meanings through the constitution of nodal points 2  
such as liberal democracy, free market economy, and civil society, which gained 
a hegemonic position in the politico-economic speech in Bulgaria specifi cally 
between 1997 and the beginning of the 2000s. The nodal point of identity which 
came from identifi cation with the anti-communist and pro-capitalist subject posi-
tion was given meaning through chains of equivalence that linked together notions 
(or signifi ers) such as the ‘free and self-determined citizen’, ‘civil society mem-
ber’, ‘entrepreneur’, ‘responsible individual’ and so on. This chain of equivalence 
played a vital role in the formation of a liberal-capitalist (and an anti-communist) 
group identity, and with it, in the construction of the myth of the ‘transition’, which 
developed out of the dislocations of the 1989 political changes. Thus, in the 1990s 
the ‘free-market liberal democracy’ (liberal-capitalist) vision of social order which 
acquired a hegemonic position can be argued to have reached the level of a social 
imaginary – ‘a horizon’ 3  imagined in universal terms, despite serving particular-
istic interests. As I showed in the previous chapter, the hegemonic apparatuses of 
the civil society, which came to be understood as a network of intellectuals and 
experts in NGOs during the ‘transitional’ years, substituted the image of the 
repressed person (under state socialism) with the image of the independent and 
self-responsible individual, turning the human longing for liberty and spontaneity 
(which were lacking during the state socialist regimes) into ideals of entrepreneur-
ial freedoms, grounded in individualistic self-interest – all wrapped in the dis-
course of the projects of ‘decommunisation’ and ‘modernisation’. 

 Also in the previous chapter, following Gramsci, I saw part of the group of intel-
lectuals, many themselves residing in NGOs, as the ‘midwife’ of these changes, or 
as those who provided the ideological coherence, legitimacy and solutions to what 
the perceived ‘problems’ of the (collapsed) social order after 1989 were. Thus, 
throughout the ‘transition’, vastly different sections of the post-socialist societies 
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consistently acquiesced to, and often actively supported, an ideology that often 
did not represent them and worked against their interests 4  (see, e.g.,  Ost 2000 ). In 
other words, in terms of their political articulation, the chain of equivalence which 
allowed for the constitution of the liberal-capitalist narrative as a social imagi-
nary seemed to have dissolved the boundaries between different social groups 
and interests by relating them to the common project of the ‘transition’ to a free 
market economy and liberal democracy. In doing so, it established a dual frontier 
to defi ne the forces to be opposed: a conspicuous  adversary  5  without  – the (former) 
communist power-holders, and a vaguely defi ned  adversary within  – the ‘irre-
sponsible’ and ‘passive’ mass of ‘the people’, susceptive to communist ideology. 6  
Consequently, a dichotomisation of political space took root in the 1990s – a liberal 
imaginary division of the social into two opposing ‘camps’ – the anti-communists 
versus the communists, and the ‘self-reliant liberal citizen’ versus the ‘dependent 
masses’ (frequently referred to as ‘subjects’, non-citizens). This imagined dichoto-
misation, however, began to produce its own effects and to operate in a much more 
complex ideological environment in the following decade. 

 As I suggested towards the end of the previous chapter, in Bulgaria, at the 
beginning of the 2000s the ‘fi eld of discursivity’ 7  ( Torfi ng 1999 ) began to let the 
articulation of a variety of rival discourses – the dominant discourses of decom-
munisation, liberal democracy and free market economy became increasingly 
fragmented and contested by the discourses of so-called ‘ populism’ ,  nationalism  
and, more recently,  anti-austerity . It can be argued that during the 2000s then we 
witnessed the decline of a hegemonic discourse (which had temporarily functioned 
as a social imaginary, as a ‘horizon’ [ Laclau 1990 ]) – into a discourse struggling 
for hegemony: “a mythical space which strives to survive in the political arena” 
( Celik 2000 : 201). In this shift from a universal social imaginary back to a par-
ticularistic myth, the logic of difference ( Laclau 1990 ) dissolved the illusion of 
unanimity amongst different social groups (and their interests), engendering a 
more complex and more poignant articulation of social divisions and confl ict. 
Articulating the 1990s’ ideological dichotomisation of ‘we, the liberal citizens’ 
versus ‘them, the communist power-holders’ became diffi cult to sustain, as ‘we, 
the liberal citizens’ was no longer a unifi ed homogenous group – different factions 
came to constitute and articulate themselves along the lines of (anti-)communism, 
(anti-)populism, (anti-)liberalism; in addition, many of these newly fragmented 
groups no longer saw the enemy as a homogenous (‘communist’) elite either. This 
ideological fragmentation in Bulgaria transpired gradually during the late 2000s 
and, this book proposes, culminated in 2013. Similar dynamics took place in other 
East European countries, and I shall frequently refer to these in the analysis; yet, 
the major analytical focus shall fall on the Bulgarian case. 

 The year 2013 saw the longest and probably the most widespread protest mobi-
lizations in Bulgaria since 1989. These consisted of two ‘waves’ – one in February 
through March and one which started in June and lasted a year. The fi rst wave 
started over abnormally high electricity bills (sometimes several times higher than 
normal). The protesters blamed the foreign-owned privatised energy distribution 
companies for the price hike and called for their nationalisation; they also blamed 
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the political class for ‘betraying’ the interests of the people and demanded radical 
changes to the political system (in favour of a more direct form of democracy). 
Having organised themselves mostly online on social networking sites such as 
Facebook, thousands of people took to the streets of larger cities as well as smaller 
towns. The protests resulted in the resignation of the centre-right government 
(GERB) 8 . Interim elections held in May produced an opposition-led coalition gov-
ernment composed of the Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP), and the liberal Move-
ment for Rights and Liberties (MRF), informally known as the party representing 
Bulgaria’s Turkish minority. 9  Just a month into its mandate, the new government 
took a very controversial decision to appoint Delyan Peevksi, a shady fi gure widely 
suspected of corruption on an enormous scale, to the position of chief of the State 
Agency for National Security (DANS). This triggered an immediate and immense 
reaction of moral indignation which, after a quick organisation online, spilled out 
onto the streets of major cities. Once again, tens of thousands marched daily to 
protest the controversial appointment and what they saw as ‘coalescence between 
politicians and mafi a’ in the country. Despite the daily protests, the government 
stayed in power for a year and fi nally resigned in July 2014, putting an end to this 
second wave of street protests. New interim elections were then held in October 
2014 which produced a government coalition between GERB, the Reform Bloc 
(a group of conservative right and centre-right parties which joined together into 
a ‘bloc’ during the Summer protests), the nationalist ‘Patriotic Front’, and the 
centre-left ABV. 10  

 In this chapter and the next, I suggest that in addition to a struggle against 
power-holders (where grievances were directed at the political and economic 
elites), the protest mobilizations of 2013 also represent a culmination of a strug-
gle for hegemony among different visions for social change: primarily between 
the once hegemonic liberal-capitalist ideological vision, now attacked by an 
up-surging (national-)popular articulation. In essence, both ideological ‘camps’ 
were engaged in contention with political and economic power-holders who were 
perceived as opportunistic and corrupt, and in this sense, both were ‘dominated’ 
groups. 11  Yet, they also clashed over disagreements such as who the enemy is, how 
they should be fought, and who shall fi ght them. That is, all (protesting) groups of 
interest here agreed change is desired, but were engaged in hegemonic struggles 
over whose project for social change should become hegemonic (i.e. a ‘universal 
social imaginary – a ‘horizon’). The confrontation, I argue, can best be seen in the 
antagonistic discourses of the Winter and the Summer protest waves of 2013. In 
their mobilisation against political and economic elites, the Winter protest wave 
made a counter-hegemonic attempt to challenge the liberal-capitalist discourse 
of the transition’s organic intellectual elite (the ‘expert’ intellectuals described 
in the previous chapter) by articulating a popular-national political identity. The 
latter’s organic expert-intellectuals then responded fi rst with intense criticism and 
mockery of the Winter protests and a refusal to ‘join in’ the latter’s protest, despite 
the common ‘enemy without’ (corrupt power-holders); and later by attempting to 
re-assert the hegemony of their liberal-capitalist vision during the Summer protest 
wave, which they sought to dominate. 
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 Bulgaria’s Winter 2013: the protest of the subalterns 
 In the following pages, the focus shall fall on the political discourse during the 
Bulgarian Winter protest only. I will fi rst discuss textual fragments which textured 
the Winter mobilisation, followed by a study of the discourses of the latter’s critics. 
My analysis of the texts, involves 1) reading them in terms of the three aspects of 
meaning –  action (genre), representation (discourses), identifi cation (styles)  – and 
how these are realised in the various features of the texts (their vocabulary, their 
grammar, etc.); 12  2) how (and to what effect) are the different representations and 
identities articulated together in the texts; and 3) how these texts and discourses 
relate to other texts and discourses both within and beyond the protest event. 

 The Winter protests: a civil society ‘of the people’ 

 February and March 2013 saw thousands of people across the country, including 
in the hitherto silent small-town Bulgaria, rally behind slogans calling for the 
nationalisation of energy companies and an ‘end’ to poverty, unemployment, low 
pay. Although the protest stayed relatively peaceful, there were some violent 
clashes, seven people committed self-immolation as a form of protest, and the 
overall tone of the protest can be described as particularly angry and bitter. The 
immediate trigger were abnormally high electricity prices, but the ‘irruption’ of 
the protest was precipitated by multiple factors which can be briefl y summarised 
as including austerity measures implemented by the centre-right government 
over the preceding three years, recent fuel price hikes, a strong widespread dis-
appointment with, and distrust in, political elites, and long-lasting disillusion-
ment with the outcomes of the ‘transition’. Some of the most popular banners 
seen on the demonstrations which summarised these demands included ‘For a 
dignifi ed life in Bulgaria’, ‘Security and Future in Bulgaria’, ‘Enough [with] 
Lies! Enough [with] Poverty! It Is Time For Change!’ The mobilisation also 
quickly broadened its initial economic demands and called for the abolition of 
political representation and political parties in favour of a more direct form of 
democracy. Large groups of people declared they no longer believed in political 
parties and desired to ‘take power into their own hands’. Slogans along these 
lines included: ‘No to Parties and [No] to Monopolies’, ‘Down Go the Mafi a. 
Power in Citizens’ [hands]’ and ‘End to the Illusions. Self-governance. Active-
ness Every Day’. ‘Real democracy’ and ‘representative democracy’ appeared as 
an oxymoron in the language of the protests – the latter did not seem to satisfy 
people’s criteria for genuine democracy any longer. Protesters also formed ‘citi-
zen councils’ which were characterised by a horizontal (‘internet-like’) structure; 
on online forums they further initiated grassroots drafting of a new constitution 
which refl ected their demands for political system change. In this sense, this 
protest could be seen as a radical call for inclusion, or for ‘counting’ in Ran-
ciére’s terms. In their rejection of the logic of representation, they articulated a 
notion of civil society that overlaps with ‘the people’ (Tsoneva and Medarov 
2014). Drawing on Tsoneva (2013a; 2013b) and Nikolova, Tsoneva and Medarov 
(2014), I shall from now on refer to this as a ‘civil society of the people’. 
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 Some very specifi c demands were put on the table via various declarations 
sent to the country’s president and via media. Key among these included: chang-
ing the electoral system from a proportional to a majoritarian system, 13  as well 
as introducing ‘citizen quotas’ in major institutions; cutting the number of MPs 
and ridding them of parliamentary immunity, and introducing a legal mechanism 
for their deselection; legal action (and imprisonment) for the ‘perpetrators of the 
transition’; as well as a series of demands related to the energy sector, such as the 
nationalisation of energy distribution companies, the declassifi cation of contracts 
between the state and energy-producers so these become public and hence more 
transparent, and legal action against state representatives who have signed con-
tracts which run against the interests of the state. 

 Many of these demands and slogans were seen by cultural and intellectual elites 
as ‘dangerously populist’ and too reminiscent of ‘communism’. Since the language 
of these protests also seemed to draw on a collectivist and communitarian, rather 
than on an individualist, liberal ethos, they were commonly framed (in media and 
by intellectual elites) as a backward- and Eastward-looking 14  populist uprising . 
Before moving on to explore the liberal intellectual attack the latter were subjected 
to, however, in the following discussion I offer a detailed account of the key ele-
ments of the February protest’s  order of discourse  – its key discourses (representa-
tions), genres (actions) and styles (identities) ( Fairclough 2003 ). 

 The ‘people’s civil society’s order of discourse: 
genres, discourses, styles 

 One could distinguish in the discourse of the ‘popular’ protest a genre chain ( Fair-
clough 2003 : 32) that consisted of what we can call a  revolutionary-liberation 
agitprop  and  conspiracy theorising . The texts in each of these genres entailed 
different but signifi cantly overlapping and interconnected discourses, among 
which key, or nodal, discourses emerged to be those of ‘freedom’ (or rather ‘libera-
tion’), ‘awakening’, ‘united-ness’ and ‘morale’. The social relations which these 
genres then appeared to establish were those of ‘unifi cation’ and collaboration 
based on a higher, collective goal (of collective struggle) grounded in the moral 
ethos of the nation. In this sense, we can think of it as a ‘national-popular’ dis-
course community. Particular  styles , or identities, emerged during the discursive 
enactments of these social relations – we can summarise those as ‘ patriots ’, 
‘ freedom- fi ghters ’ and ‘ alert and wilful citizens ’. In the following discussion I 
explore these in more detail. 

 REVOLUTIONARY-LIBERATION AGITPROP: KEY DISCOURSES AND STYLES 

 Before and during the Winter protests, the online public space abounded with what 
we might call ‘revolutionary agitprop’, the central (nodal) discourse of which was 
‘revolution’, or the need for one. This discourse was enacted in viral agitprop made 
up of diverse genre formats such as short social impact fi lms, short political tracts, 
revolutionary poems (both historical – from Bulgaria’s nineteenth century 
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liberation struggles from the Ottoman Empire, as well as contemporary), photo 
collages and caricatures, revolutionary songs (again both historical and contem-
porary), and so on. These got viral – ‘liked’, ‘shared’ and discussed by hundreds, 
often thousands of people, on social networking sites. 

 The ‘agitprop’ which circulated widely during the protests carried a high emo-
tional charge and abounded in revolutionary enthusiasm. The latter was channelled 
along two main discursive lines – an economic and a moral-nationalist line – which 
corresponded to the two key ‘enemies’ at whom protesters pointed an accusatory 
fi nger and against whom they directed their grievances: ‘monopolies’ and ‘politi-
cians’; these discourses often merged and an ‘arch-enemy’ transpired – ‘ the politico- 
economic mafi a ’, as illustrated in this post on a protest group’s Facebook page: 

 ATTENTION! THE POLITICO-ECONOMIC MAFIA ROBS YOU EVERY 
DAY, EVERY HOUR, EVERY MINUTE, EVERY SECOND. THIS HAPPENS 
NOT ONLY THROUGH THE BANK SYSTEM. THINK ABOUT IT! . . . 

 [capital letters in original] 

 In addition, the struggle against the enemy was articulated as a radical rejection  in toto : 
the entire political class – “all politicians who have been in power for the past twenty 
years” – were discursively renounced as traitor and as having irreparably compromised 
their trustworthiness, or as another Facebook post on a protesting group had it: 

 Bulgaria is in an urgent need of civic disobedience!!! ‘There need to be 
lynch!!! There need to be a scourge!!! There need to be a brand new parlia-
ment building with brand new members in it!!! 

 This short fragment also illustrates the recurring motif of the ‘transition’ as a crime, 
and the corollary that justice must be served – with the perpetrators’ narratives cast 
down and the losers’ vindicated. The post-1989 period of ‘transition’ was clearly 
experienced as infused with suffering, personal and collective tragedies and failure – 
it is experienced as a ‘crime’ that must be redeemed; at the same time, it holds 1989’s 
unfulfi lled dreams for a better tomorrow – “traces of unrealised hopes and potentials, 
which could have been and can yet be” ( Kellner 1997 : 81) – both symbolised in the 
image of the scourge which is to carry out the lynch. The Blochian utopian surplus 
here is meant to “restore that which had been beaten to the ground or deprived of 
recognition in its day, and justice will now be done” (Bloch 1988: 48). 

 Returning to the two main discursive lines, as part of the economic line of 
the construction of the enemy, the most common lexicalization was ‘plunderers’ 
[grabiteli]. The appellation ‘plunderers’ struck a responsive chord among large 
groups of protesters as it refl ected a common understanding of the state of post-
1989 Bulgaria as gradual but relentless impoverishment. As one large-size placard 
at the demonstration read ‘Enough [with] Capitalism. Enough [with] Plundering’. 
Along with an economic line, a second and more popular construction of the 
enemy – the ‘politico-economic mafi a’ – was devised in moral-national terms. 
The most common lexicalizations here included: ‘traitors’ [predateli], ‘enemies of 
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Bulgarian-ness’ [vragove na bulgarshtinata], ‘national apostates’ [rodootstupnitsi], 
referring to the entire political class. It is important to note that the distinction I 
make between an economic and a moral-national line is only for analytical pur-
poses, in reality these discourses merged – it was the ‘plunderers’ who were ‘trai-
tors’ and ‘national apostates’. It would further be reasonable to argue that the 
economic line more often than not got submerged under the moral-national one. In 
other words, the economic (mostly anti-capitalist) narrative was subtly integrated 
into a nationalist discourse, the consequences of which I shall elaborate on later. 

 The national-moral revolutionary discourse seemed to carry a higher emotional 
intensity. It trumpeted a cavalry charge, raising emotions to a higher pitch, so as to 
inspire individuals to be united with a larger group – that of the nation. Dozens of 
widely-circulated collages invited people to join the street protests. For example, 
to invite people on street demonstrations on the next day, some collages would 
feature a caption that reads: “Tomorrow, they will watch over us! Tomorrow is the 
day to show them they did not die in vain!” next to portraits of the most revered 
national heroes (revolutionaries of Bulgaria’s struggle for liberation from the Otto-
man Empire in the nineteenth century), often accompanied with the national fl ag 
and the image of a lion as the heraldic symbol of Bulgaria and a symbol of power 
and bravery. A key discourse in these and other protest agitprop is then the  celebra-
tion of history  – of past acts of heroism and bravery during Bulgaria’s liberation 
struggles in the nineteenth century. Thus, rallying cries of Bulgaria’s nineteenth 
century freedom-fi ghters such as ‘ Liberty or Death ’ and ‘ For a Pure and Holly 
Republic ’ circulated around the internet and got printed on protest placards in 
February–March 2013. In addition to the agitprop online and on placards, the pro-
test crowd also sang revolutionary songs from those times, such as ‘Rise up, rise 
up, Balkan hero’ [Stani stani yunak balkanski] and ‘The Fight Begins’ [Boyat nas-
tana]. It appears that the liberation struggles of the nineteenth century provided an 
important source of inspiration and faith in one’s own agency (capacity to impact 
the social environment). A further common lexicalization of the ‘enemy’ refl ects 
this overlap between nineteenth century liberation struggles and today’s protests: 
the ‘politico-economic mafi a’ was frequently referred to as, literally, the ‘enslaver’ 
(oppressor [porobitel]) – in the same way as the Ottomans were referred to back in 
the nineteenth century. The memory of heroism in the national liberation struggles, 
in other words, seemed to be able to turn belonging to a nation into willpower – one 
becomes not only a ‘national’, but also an heir to ‘liberty fi ghters’ and hence an 
agent in the historical evolution (and emancipation) of the national community, as 
a generator of legacies for generations to come. The following example of nine-
teenth century revolutionary poetry appropriated (circulated around Facebook) for 
the purposes of the Winter protest is illustrative: 

 Wake up, [you] backward tribe! 
 Are you living, are you dying, you don’t even know! 
 There’s a whole posterity coming after you 
 What are you to bequeath to them? 

 –Ivan Vazov (1883) 15  
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 In this way, drawing on the national liberation struggles for inspiration for these 
protests meant that the struggle often appeared to be articulated in ethno-nationalist 
terms: the fi ght for liberation was often ethnocentric (a fi ght to free ‘ourselves’ – 
ethnic Bulgarians from an ethnic ‘Other’ – the Turks). The way 2013’s Winter 
protests received an ethnocentric twist could also be observed directly within the 
protest crowd which sometimes chanted ‘You’re Turkish’ and ‘Enichari’ 16  when 
referring to politicians and monopolies. Yet, it is very important to note that here 
“You’re Turkish!” and “Enichari” were directed at both Bulgarian and non- 
Bulgarian targets (such as Bulgarian politicians, and foreign-owned energy compa-
nies), and the former essentially meant ‘you are oppressors and traitors’, irrespective 
of the latter’s ethnicity. Thus, explanations for the use of ethnically exclusionary 
rhetorical means cannot be fully exhausted with an account of these as xenophobic 
or racist. There is a fi ne but signifi cant difference between racial and ethnic fantasies 
for national rebirth that in the case of the Winter mobilisations can also be thought 
of in terms of a misplaced anti-imperialist impulse. What is more, it was during the 
Winter protest wave that a number of Roma communities went on the street to join 
the protest – something that, as I will show later, failed to happen at the self-
proclaimed liberal protest in the summer of 2013. Yet, it is important to acknowl-
edge that the discourses of protesters on social networking sites abounded with 
some radically exclusionary statements – mostly against the Roma, who often got 
the blame, along with politicians and energy companies, for a wide range of social 
ills. This is why I explore the problem in more detail as follows. 

 This displacement needs to be understood as something much more complex 
than a simple illustration of ‘false consciousness’. It is easy (as it was common) to 
dismiss the nationalistic twist of many of the Winter protest discourses as driven 
by ideological ‘mystifi cation’ made possible by the ‘irrationality’ of ‘uneducated 
masses’ – as I will illustrate in the next section, the media and intellectuals’ cri-
tique of the protest utilised precisely this sort of explanatory frame. Yet, in line 
with Ernst Bloch’s insights, I want to challenge the reader to envisage a wider 
conception of rationality – one that takes from practical reason what fi rst appears 
as ‘irrational’ and rationalises it, instead of eliminating it; in other words, giving 
a positive account of ‘irrationality’ by taking the world-informed character of 
protesters’ subjective experience seriously, 17  and discerning the utopian compo-
nent in practical reason ( Hudson 2013 : 30–31). In the following discussion, with 
the help of Bloch (as well as Gramsci), I outline an interpretation that highlights 
the diachronicity of the contradictions inherent to the mixing of past collective 
memories of suffering and struggle with the present experiences of adversity and 
hope, which can (at least partly) account for what appeared as ethno-exclusionary 
rhetoric in the Winter protest. 

 The integration of anti-capitalist sentiments generated by present conditions into 
nationalist narratives rooted in past experiences of political subjugation can be seen 
as illustrating what Bloch called a  nonsynchronous  contradiction – the dissonance 
of specifi c modes of thinking and objects of hate ( Bloch 1977 ) which can be tied to 
past modes of consciousness at the same time as being tied to the present. Gramsci 
too referred to such contradictions in terms of the sedimentation of distinct (both 
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temporally and in terms of substance) ideologies and (individual and community) 
life experiences. To Bloch, the concept of non-synchronism with the present (or 
 non-contemporaneity ) refers to a proposal that residues from the past continue 
to be productive in the present, even when they appear obsolete and historically 
surpassed ( Kellner 1997 : 94). Older ways of thinking, as well as archaic objects of 
hate, such as the image of the Ottoman oppressor, break through the present and 
become once again potent. Particularly key to understanding specifi cally the anti-
Turkish rhetoric of some protesters in February is the trope of suffering: suffering 
during Ottoman times seemed to frequently (implicitly or explicitly) be equated to 
suffering during the country’s post-1989 ‘transition’, hence requiring equally radi-
cal acts of heroism and willpower to rebel and fi ght the ‘oppressors’. In Benjamin’s 
(1976, cited in  Rabinbach 1977 : 8) words (in reference to Bloch’s work), images 
of the past recur in the Now, becoming actual for the present. The memory of col-
lective suffering helped the revolutionary agitation instil a sense in which since the 
plight was collective, the redemption will be collective as well. Thus, despite being 
rooted in an outdated confrontation (between Bulgarians and Ottomans), the ethno-
nationalism in the popular discourse of the February protests in 2013 hinged upon 
a need of reassurance that feelings of defeat and degradation associated with the 
past two decades of ‘transition’ can be superseded through immersion in collective 
action. Hence, despite acknowledging the discursive practices of mobilising around 
a concept of the nation as rooted in common ancestry and ethnic bonds, which by 
defi nition entails the ethnic exclusion of others (such as Turkish and Roma), the 
ethno-nationalist sentiments here need to be understood as also a utopian longing 
for belonging, solidarity (in suffering) and collective willpower for social change. 

 What is further important is that this non-synchronism, Bloch argues, highlights 
elements from the past which recognise and imagine (potentially emancipatory) 
alternatives to the status quo of today. History, to Bloch, stores utopian moments 
and thus the obsolete can still have a utopian charge in the present. What emerges 
from many of these texts seems to suggest that not only was collective memory 
of subjugation and humiliation in the past experienced as linked to a sense of 
subjugation and humiliation in the present, but the emancipatory drive from those 
past struggles continued to carry equally strong utopian charge for struggle for 
an alternative future/present. The revolutionary-liberation discourse comprised 
romantic, salvationist, and redemptive components: deprived of statehood under 
Ottoman rule, Bulgarians held an idealised imaginary of the national community 
unifi ed by stories of pre-Ottoman greatness of statehood, conceiving of the nation 
in romantic-nationalist terms – as a moral entity. Such nationalism then passion-
ately believed in the brotherhood of some nations, and animosity of others, as 
well as in the potentially ethical nature of politics, whereby it is possible to put an 
(abrupt) end to political misbehaviour. In this way, the constellation of symbols, 
emotions and ideas which embodied the nationalist rhetoric against the ‘politico-
economic mafi a’ seemed to offer redemptive language of liberation and regained 
dignity. This discourse carried meanings of reassessment of the post-1989 ‘transi-
tion’, most vividly expressed in the slogan ‘Re-assessment of the Transition and 
Prosecution of the Perpetrators’; it also carried meanings of re-orientation, often 
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challenging the ‘blind’ following of a pro-Western, and specifi cally pro-US foreign 
policy, as well as meanings of repair (restoration) of an imagined past dignity (as 
when ‘the people’ was ‘united’ and fought for freedom from Ottoman rule) and a 
regeneration or a revival of something that has been lost during the ‘transition’ – a 
sense of self-respect and self-determination. In this sense, in the ethno- nationalist 
patterns of this protest’s discourse we can distinguish the progressive, ‘gold-
bearing rubble’ (Bloch) of a driving force of emancipatory struggle – a dream of 
collective emancipation which can be a source for human pride. 

 Essential to understanding the nationalist twist of the February protest is then 
such a Blochian focus on the simultaneous presence of elements derived from 
both the present-day social order, and from past orders, which despite being obso-
lete, still retain ideological power. That is, along with criticising the ethnocentric 
(nationalist) patterns of the Winter protest discourse, we should not ignore the 
smuggling of the past into the present, or in Bloch’s words, “the future in a past, 
which speaks to us and presents us with tasks” (cited by  Rabinbach 1977 ), empow-
ering subaltern groups to struggle, that we should take the ‘energy’ of the protest 
seriously, its language full of pathos “which does not just come from despair and 
ignorance” (Bloch, p. 19) (i.e. the way the protest’s critics have it [see next sec-
tion]), “but rather from the uniquely stirring power of belief ” (ibid.) in one’s own 
(collective) agency. In this way, although the obsolete object of hate – the Turk 
(or generally, the ethnic Other) – is undoubtedly ‘irrational’ (rooted in a non-
synchronist contradiction) and has to be challenged, the emotional drive for justice 
against the fi gure of the oppressor and the energy stirring such hate is authentic and 
has to be taken seriously and understood. In short, the outdated ethnocentric senti-
ments inherent to a signifi cant part of the national-popular discourse can be seen 
as not merely rooted in irrational (xenophobic) drives which must be repressed, 
but also in the genuine (and rational) longing for commonality and emancipation – 
the Blochian ‘utopian surplus’, which carries signifi cant revolutionary potential. 

 CONSPIRACY THEORISING: KEY DISCOURSES (NARRATIVES) AND STYLES 

 Despite the national-popular rhetoric, however, many texts of the Winter protest 
eschewed the collective pronoun ‘we’ (which functions to accentuate that both the 
plight and the redemption are collective) and instead often abounded with the injunc-
tive ‘you’ and the edifying ‘they’. We can see this in one of the examples provided: 
“[T]HE POLITICO-ECONOMIC MAFIA ROBS YOU EVERY DAY, EVERY 
HOUR, EVERY MINUTE, EVERY SECOND. . . .”, or in another Facebook post 
of a protest group, where the author fi rst establishes the situation with an authorita-
tive (objective, edifying) “the Bulgarian is. . . .” situating him/herself outside of the 
collectivity, but then fi nishes off with an injunction inviting collective action, this 
time using the fi rst person plural (positioning him/herself within the collectivity): 

 At the moment, the Bulgarian is downtrodden and hungry, and, what is most 
dangerous, spiritually exhausted. The enemies of Bulgarian-ness are exhila-
rated, [national] apostates are ever multiplying. 

 Let us start to love our homeland once again! 
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 Such formulations abounded in the revolutionary-liberation agitprop of the Winter 
protest, and might be linked to another key genre common for its national-popular 
rhetoric –  conspiracy theorising  – since authors and supporters of conspiracy nar-
ratives tend to perceive themselves as privy, ‘in the know’ of how ‘things actually 
work’, which places them outside of, and on a ‘knowing’ high ground to the misled 
masses. A look into the conspiracy thinking of the national-popular rhetoric might 
help explain then why ‘they’ and ‘you’ fi gured as much as ‘we’ in an otherwise 
strongly collectivist revolutionary agitprop. The conspiracy theorising tendencies 
of the February protest were also subject to a fi erce attack ( just as much as their 
nationalist features) from liberal intellectuals (discussed in the next section), so I 
look at these discourses next. 

 One of the most widely shared conspiracy narratives was the so-called ‘Rahn-
Utt Plan’. The narrative begins like this: 

 20 years ago Bulgaria was an averagely developed European country with 
highly developed economy, strong army and enviable social welfare. Today, 
all of this has been destroyed by plan [. . .] The Plan for the Destitution of 
Bulgaria. Rahn-Utt Project, 1990. This is the practical plan by which all gov-
ernments of Bulgaria since 1990 have executed the destitution. Without 
acquainting themselves with this fundamental document, Bulgarians would 
not be able to understand the world around them and the epoch in which they 
live . . . [The plan] was devised by the organizers of the 10th November 1989’s 
coup d’état from the United States Chamber of Commerce, in secrecy from 
the entire Bulgarian people. Since as early as March-August 1990 with this 
document all future developments in our economic and social life were 
predetermined . . . . 

 (Vronfundel 2008) 

 A plan by this name was indeed worked out by the US Chamber of Commerce in 
the fi gures of two economists – Richard Rahn and Ronal Utt – with the help of 
twenty-nine Bulgarian economists in 1990, and it was the Bulgarian government 
which requested it. By the name  Plan for the Transition to a Market Economy and 
Democratic Capitalism  it charted what were framed as ‘the necessary’ reforms 
Bulgaria had to implement over the years of the ‘transition’. The conspiracy the-
ory, however, also posits that there was a special classifi ed section, which ‘few are 
aware of’ and which exposed the ‘price of the transition’ – an apocalyptic sounding 
list of the consequences envisaged, including for example, famine, mass poverty, 
increased diseases, soaring unemployment, the wilful decrease of the population 
by three million people, and so on. This local ‘Rahn-Utt’ conspiracy along with 
the myth of the universal ‘Judeo-Masonic’ conspiracy have become an important 
ingredient for the anti-Western (and sometimes also anti-Semitic) character of the 
narratives of a signifi cant part of the protesters in Winter 2013. In the Manichean 
scheme of these narratives, both the ‘old’ power-holders (‘the communists’) and 
the ‘new elites’ (‘the neo-liberals’), were traitors paid by foreign (mostly US, and 
sometimes occult, sometimes secular) secret services. The inherent victimisation 
discourse of the conspiracy narratives also articulates a position of victimhood 
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which overlaps (and reinforces) the revolutionary-liberation discourse described 
previously – Bulgarians as victims of the political class, of US intelligence and of 
adverse historical circumstances, as well as of foreign-owned energy companies 
today. What also commonly appeared within these discourses are gnostic eschato-
logical elements – many of the narratives featured popular mystics’ prophecies 
which were drawn upon to legitimate the struggle via invocations of a national 
eschatology, which usually contained messianic elements. Thus, there appeared to 
be in the Winter protests a quasi-religious impetus which seemed to manage to 
mobilise and captivate people in ways that more ‘realistic’ narratives of designless 
or contingent explanatory frames did not. We can see this as a form of quasi- 
religious myth-making harbouring a radical revolutionary impulse. Following 
Bloch, such quasi-religious elements can be seen as not simply delusions, but also 
as allusions to the possibilities for the realisation of human desires – as a (Blo-
chian) sense of light held against “the darkness of the lived moment”. In this, they 
seem to emerge as a self-misunderstood revolutionary fervour, which seems to also 
be accompanied by an underlying opposition to the hijacking and reifi cation of that 
fervour by formal/organised (and secular) politics (political parties). What all of 
the above comes to show again is that rational and authentic anti-capitalist senti-
ments at the core of these narratives frequently got submerged under illiberal and 
conservative ideologies. 

 There are two key features of the conspiracy narratives’ importance in the 
protests I’d like to focus on. First, they are again consistently ethnocentric, as 
the plots are invariably directed against the nation. Thus, they overlap with the 
revolutionary- liberation agitprop, reinforcing each other. Secondly, unlike most 
conspiracy theories which paint an overly pessimistic picture of doomed reality 
which leaves the agents little to no space for action (struggle for change), the 
conspiracy narratives which permeated a signifi cant part of the national-popular 
rhetoric of the February protests tended to have optimistic fi nales: after exposing 
the horrors of the plots (usually in written texts or videos), calls for resistance 
were articulated and revolutionary manifestos were offered. For example, in a 
short video clip uploaded on YouTube, the fi rst six minutes are spent exposing (in 
writing) the Rahn-Utt plot (accompanied by Schindler’s list theme song), followed 
by two minutes of expository argumentation of how/why it has not and will not 
succeed – now accompanied by a revolutionary song which suddenly changes the 
mood and incites for struggle. These conspiracy narratives coupled with revolu-
tionary manifestos structure one of the central discourses of the February 2013 
protests – that of ‘awakening’. Although, the trope of ‘awakening’ is one of the 
most common protest tropes in any popular mobilisations, I would like to focus 
once again on its relevance to a task of unearthing utopian seeds specifi cally within 
ideological articulations (by being appropriated and integrated into particular dis-
courses in the post-socialist context). 

 The trope of ‘awakening’ has been around since Bulgaria’s liberation struggles 
from the Ottomans (and, again, has been central to most other popular mobilisa-
tions in both CEE and globally). It is no coincidence that it circulated within the 
Winter protest discourses often as part of nineteenth century revolutionary poetry 
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(e.g. ‘Rise up, rise up Balkan hero,  wake up  from deep sleep’; see previous discus-
sion). Yet, the ‘need to awaken and rise up’ against the oppressors is not a trope 
which was suddenly revived from its nineteenth century liberation struggles’ tomb 
straight into the 2013 protests. It is a trope which persisted throughout the post-
1989 ‘transition’ and structured much of the civil society discourse of the region 
during the time (recall my discussion in the previous chapter of the intellectuals’ 
contemptuous discourse of the ‘passive masses’ whose ‘unenlightened’ nature was 
portrayed as ‘sleep’ to connote inactiveness, lack of civic virtue). It was a narra-
tive consistently utilised by intellectuals: throughout the ‘transition’, the ‘birth’ 
of a civil society was judged by how ‘awake’ the ‘masses’ were so that every 
time large protests occurred, political commentators rushed to declare that ‘people 
have awakened’ and hence civil society has ‘fi nally been born’. The commonly 
accepted conception of conspiracy theories is one of reactionary narratives signal-
ling ‘agency panic’, or in Melley’s (2000: 12) words: “an intense anxiety about an 
apparent loss of autonomy, the conviction that one’s actions are being controlled 
by someone else or that one has been ‘constructed’ by powerful, external agents”. 
However, coupled with the trope of ‘awakening’, which on its part helps tie it in 
with the revolutionary-liberation discourse, these narratives aid the articulation of 
a  conscious (and rational) political subjectivity  – one of a ‘risen’, now ‘alert’ (as 
opposed to previously ‘inert’ or ‘asleep’) agent capable of generating an impact on 
their social environment, and hence able to produce social change. In this sense, 
we can think of the proliferation of conspiracy theories as part of protest agitprop 
in terms of their function to offer presumably illuminating perspectives which are 
able to activate powerful emotions and hence generate national-popular will for 
action (to struggle). 

 The image of the ‘rising hero’ which emerges from these discourses greatly 
resembles the image Bloch uses to suggest the transformed nature of humanity in 
future society – the  upright gait . Uprightness in Bloch’s work is both a goal and a 
means to a goal (Geoghegan 1996). What we see in these discourses, is a strategic 
homology established between ‘the bent-low gait’ (ibid.: 40) of the subjugated 
person in nineteenth century Bulgarian society and the impoverished citizen today, 
unable to fully ‘extend’ themselves. To achieve the uprightness that would project 
their human dignity, the person needs to stand erect, abandoning their prone posi-
tion: “the fi rst real trickle of life-force comes from that principle within us which 
makes us stand up straight” (Bloch, cited by Geoghegan 1996) manifested in the 
act of rebellion, or in the words of Bloch: 

 The claim to the upright gait was within all rebellions; otherwise there would 
not be uprisings. The very word uprising means that one makes one’s way out 
of one’s horizontal, dejected, or kneeling position into an upright one. 

 (ibid.: 41) 

 What the conspirational tilt, coupled with the revolutionary-liberation rhetoric, in 
the national-popular discourses seemed to ultimately produce then is a new, dis-
tinctive and potent language which began in February-March 2013 to articulate a 
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new,  post-transitional political subjectivity  struggling to achieve an upright gait. 
A rising subjectivity which experiences the ‘transition’ of the past twenty years as 
an imposed eventuation (which brought suffering experienced as comparable to 
that of the subjugation under Ottoman rule), over which the subject had no control 
(experienced as an externally imposed plot). By rejecting this transition’s legiti-
macy and by calling for retribution, however, this new subject attempts to redeem 
their control over decisions for the future. In many ways, this fi ts Rancière’s (2004) 
conceptualisation of democratic politics as an effort by the oppressed – those who 
have no part – to be ‘counted’: in his terms, ‘the part of no part’ has risen and 
spoken in the Winter protests of 2013. 

 There is, further, a third, particularly key aspect of this new articulation which, 
together with the former two (the conspiracy and revolutionary-liberatory lan-
guage) began to complete the articulation of this newly ‘counted’ political subject. 
I explore this third aspect next. 

 HYBRID DISCOURSES AND IDENTITIES: DE-MONOPOLISING 

LIBERAL LANGUAGE 

 What many of the revolutionary manifestos which fl ooded the Bulgarian public 
sphere in February seemed to share was the demand to replace politicians (or 
political representatives) with  citizens . A very conspicuous example is one of the 
key demands placed by protesters for ‘citizen quotas’ in all major political institu-
tions. Many of the placards which were raised in the streets also echoed this (e.g. 
‘It is the citizens’, not the parties’ protest’). What is more, some of the most com-
monly reiterated phrases in televised interviews with protesters were ‘(anti)-
corruption’, ‘(anti)-monopolies’, ‘civil society’, ‘transparency’, ‘responsibility’. 
As Tsoneva and Medarov (2014) observe, these are of course key liberal notions, 
yet they spearheaded demands for nationalisation of energy companies and aboli-
tion of political mediation (parties). Central liberal concepts then textured an 
essentially populist (anti-elitist) discourse which dichotomises the social order into 
‘them’ – (politicians/mafi a/power-holders) versus ‘us’ – ‘the people’, and which 
articulates a conspicuously liberal – responsible, active, alert (who keeps an eye on 
politicians) – civic subjectivity. Tsoneva and Medarov (2014: 2) refer to this as an 
 appropriation  – “liberal signifi ers are [no longer] privileged object of elites but 
disperse and lend themselves to popular appropriations” and thus form  popular 
chains of equivalence . Tsoneva and Medarov (2014) argue that such hijacking 
challenged not liberal empty signifi ers per se, but rather their representatives.18 

 This phenomenon can further be seen in terms of discourse hybridisation (Fair-
clough 1992) – movement of a discourse from one social practice into another 
entails its re-contextualisation within the latter, i.e. a new articulation of elements 
into which it is incorporated, a new hybridity, resulting in the restructuring of 
the ‘common sense’ (Gramsci) which shapes the identity of the group. Articulat-
ing themselves as ‘citizens’ along with ‘the people’, and calling for ‘activeness’ 
and ‘responsibility’ every day, protesters mobilised a distinctively liberal form 
of the notion of ‘civil society’ as a weapon against the liberal notion of political 
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representation. The popular political subject which constituted itself in this way, 
however, at the same time distanced itself from the former carriers of liberal ‘civil 
society’ – NGO experts (Tsoneva and Medarov 2014) – forging the divisive line 
along categories such as authenticity and morality (as we shall see later in this 
chapter). In this sense, we can think of the Winter protesters’ ‘borrowing’ of liberal 
language as an important part of the process of constitution of a new (upright) 
and hybrid political subjectivity – one that previously had no ‘voice’ in the public 
sphere (in the words of Krastev 2011 it could change governments, but not poli-
cies 19 ) and which is now constituting itself as an active political subject by attempt-
ing a counter-hegemonic attack on the established transitional (liberal-capitalist) 
rationality. What is particularly interesting is that it is doing so by emptying the 
contents of the ‘transitional’ liberal notions and re-fi lling them with new content, 
which contradicts the old meanings (demanding nationalisation and the aboli-
tion of representational democracy under banners such as ‘anti-monopoly’ and 
‘civil society’). Thus, the appropriation of liberal notions does not entail a simple 
borrowing of concepts and ideas on behalf of a subaltern group which desires to 
constitute itself as the ‘true’ representative of the liberal project of a liberal civil 
society. Instead, liberal notions are re-contextualised into a different discourse – one 
of radical inclusion, articulated by a new political subjectivity – a sort of ‘peo-
ple’s civil society’, which also articulates a different ideologico-utopian project 
for social change – one that is not liberal, but at the same time is not authoritarian 
either (since it asks for ‘more democracy’, not less). What is more, to borrow from 
 Rancière’s (2004 : xii) insight about nineteenth century working class’ writing, we 
can think of the provided discourses as politically effi cacious not because they 
“refl ected or embodied a specifi c class identity but [because they] disrupted such 
identities in miming the norms of a culture foreign to its [authors’] origins”. 

 What the hybridisation of national-popular and liberal discourses seems to reveal 
then is an aporia, an ideological incoherence that is very similar to, again, the 
phenomenon Bloch referred to as ‘non-contemporaneity’ or the ‘nonsynchronic’ 
nature of thinking, as well as to what Gramsci described as the ‘incoherences of 
common sense’ – the fragmentary result of the sedimentation of ideas and beliefs 
elaborated by various intellectuals, including the organic intellectuals of the ‘tran-
sition’. Apart from being fragmentary, the common sense, as both Gramsci and 
Bloch agree, often fails to correspond sensibly to people’s own lives and experi-
ences. Thus, the discrepancies displayed by the hybridisation of liberal notions and 
national-popular discourses described previously, can be thought of in terms of a 
fragmentary coupling of a consciousness which “unites men in their capacity for 
practical transformation of the real world” and on the other hand, a consciousness 
which man “had inherited from the past and uncritically absorbed” ( Gramsci 1971 : 
326). The often uncritically absorbed liberal-capitalist ideologemes of the liberal 
consensus after 1989 then are now peculiarly being interwoven with contradic-
tory ideologemes (egalitarian but also ethno-nationalist, and anti-austerity but also 
liberal-capitalist ones) in a new, popular, political subjectivity. But, if for Gramsci, 
these contradictory states usually preclude action and lead to ‘moral and politi-
cal passivity’ (Rehmann 2013) of subaltern groups, resulting in the reproduction 
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of the social order, here we have a contradictory confi guration of ideologemes 
which actually drives an impetus for struggle for change. The latter is then open 
to the lens Bloch used on the incoherences (non-synchronicities) of ideologies, 
particularly of rising ones in revolutionary times of change: accounting for the 
co-habitation of contradictory elements by way of tracing the ‘utopian surplus’ 
in these, since these incoherences work, via an utopian impulse, to instil a will 
for change (Bloch), rather than working to reproduce the social order (Gramsci). 

 There is a further discourse which is central to the popular discourse community, 
and which is often thought of as based on a conspiracy narrative – one which sees 
NGO activists as paid by hostile Western donors. Later in 2013 (during the Sum-
mer protest wave) this narrative gave rise to an antagonistic discourse which aimed 
to directly attack the hegemonic position of the transition’s organic intellectuals. 
This discourse gave birth to the central label used by many Winter protesters to 
smear NGO activists – ‘Sorosoids’ – a pejorative term to refer to NGO experts, 
presumably paid by George Soros to advocate for neoliberal policies, manipulate 
ordinary Bulgarians, and ‘destroy the authentic [people’s] civil society’. This dis-
course has become constitutive of the popular discourse community, but it only 
transpired once it clashed with the ‘sorosoids’ during the Summer protest wave, 
so I will leave its discussion for the next chapter. For now, I shall only offer a brief 
example which illustrates a fi rst instance of such an open clash. In the midst of 
the Winter protests, the Bulgarian president tried to organise a meeting between 
representatives of the protesters, leaders of NGOs, businesses, and MPs. However, 
protesters refused to negotiate along with NGOs, declaring that they “won’t sit at 
the same side of the table with those against whom we struggle” ( Mediapool 2013 ), 
in this way identifying NGOs as part of the ‘political class’ against which they 
wage their struggle. In this sense protesters saw NGO activists – the key faces of 
the transitional (liberal) civil society – as an organic part of the ‘enemy’, and in 
this way articulated themselves as ‘the authentic civil society’. On their part, many 
liberal intellectuals and NGO experts subjected the Winter protests to an intense 
and fi erce criticism, marking the beginning of the open clash between them, that 
was to fully unfold during the Summer protests. I look at some of the main points 
of the liberal intellectuals’ attack of the February protests next. 

 The liberal intellectuals’ attack against the Winter protest 

 Apart from too nationalist and conspiracy-obsessed, the February protests were 
seen by some liberal intellectuals and NGO activists (particularly those who can 
be seen as the organic intellectuals of the hegemonic liberal-capitalist vision for 
the post-1989 transformation) as ‘dangerously populist’ and ‘backward-looking’ 
(pro-communist). The Winter wave of protests was decried as one that sought 
‘social privileges’ and thus as  populist ,  nostalgic of communism  and  irrational . To 
these intellectuals and NGO activists, it seemed to pose a threat to the modernisa-
tion (Europeanisation) and de-communization projects which underpinned the 
agenda of the ‘transition’. Such a ‘populist’ protest threatened to shake the domi-
nant identity discourse of the transition – one that was linked to a capitalist 
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narrative of future progress – which many thought of as stable and indisputable. 20  
In the following discussion, I take each of the key tropes characteristic of this 
attack against the Winter protest, and discuss them one by one. 

 Attack trope I: the February protest is ‘communist’ 

 The popular language of these protests was seen by many as ‘alarmingly’ commu-
nist since many of its demands and slogans sounded ‘socialist’ (that is, concerning 
‘social’ issues, such as pay and bills). In the words of one of the most vocal anti-
populist and anti-communist activist, Asen Genov, the protests of February were 
hijacked by radical left-wing ideologues aiming to ‘communize’ them: “The top of 
the protest pyramid is occupied mostly, if not entirely, by extreme-left persons, who 
exert all their powers to “communize” protesters’ demands, which otherwise are 
[really] calls for legal order, morality and dignity” ( Genov 2013 , no page). 

 This newly rising leftist wave, Genov insisted, threatened to engender an even 
more gruesome and incompetent government which would block the country’s 
democratic transition: “[a] leftist wave, which will bring us an even more grue-
some and incompetent government, which will compromise the entire democratic 
process in Bulgaria and its integration with the community of the developed 
democracies” (ibid.). 

 This discourse relies on the commonly held (liberal) assumption that any hint 
of ‘communist’ leanings is dangerous. Such an assumption drew on a common 
understanding of socialism which accuses it of ‘having derailed’ Bulgaria from its 
‘normal’ development. An important feature of the anti-communist discourse as 
part of the attack the Winter protests were subjected to, is a narrativisation of the 
‘transition’ as a naïve and mistaken programme which charted a plan for (‘nec-
essary’) political and economic change but missed the ‘fundamental’ aspect of 
 cultural change . In other words, the demands and language of the Winter protests, 
their critics argued, can be explained by the transition’s failure to change people’s 
thinking (common sense). Their presumption here is that the ‘transition’ should 
have engendered new ways of thinking and behaviour that are compatible with 
(and conducive to) the development of the new liberal democratic and capitalist 
order; and thence would have ensured that the political and economic changes 
were more fundamental, deep, real, and so on, as opposed to the fake, façade, spu-
rious changes which were produced in reality, they argued. For example, refl ecting 
on the link between the protests of 2013 and the postcommunist transition, Milena 
Yakimova, a sociologist and lecturer at Sofi a University argued: 

 [B]ut the idea of a transition somehow emerged as a conviction that [good]
reason will come about without human participation – when we get rid of the
regime, public [good] reason will come to reign by itself . . . We didn’t carry
out an analysis of the past and its traumas. We think in a totalitarian manner,
we vote immaturely on elections. We choose who will ‘save’ us, who will ‘fi x’
us, if possible, without us exerting efforts and responsibility. That’s why we
are in this predicament. Then we also have systemic neglect [on the part of ]
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all political parties of education and culture, which resulted in an ever decreas-
ing level of cultivation, literacy and culture . . . We need to tread the road from 
passive victims brought to struggle for physical, spiritual and cultural sur-
vival, to people carrying responsibility for their lives. 

 (Yakimova 2015) 

 In other words, a key point of criticism is a perceived inadequacy of the sedimenta-
tion of the liberal-capitalist doxa in the common sense of the ‘masses’. The key 
‘dictum’ in these narratives seems to be that the mere removal of the communist 
regime could not in itself engender the production of a liberal consciousness, as 
there exist fi rmly ingrained cultural and psychological habits and dispositions 
which block its production (a sort of criticism of the incoherences/non- 
contemporaneity of common sense, described earlier, but in reverse). The pre-
sumption inherent to this anti-communist trope of the attack against the February 
‘uprising’ is that the communist past carried certain (psychological) traumas into 
the present which are identifi ed as the root causes for the present-day deadlock – 
‘totalitarian thinking’, ‘immature voting’, and ‘lack of self-initiative and self-
responsibility’. Resilient cultural-psychological legacies, it is assumed, then 
imprint present thinking and behaviour, including how we protest; in this view, 
‘low-quality education, literacy and culture’ is why people feel nostalgic for the 
(communist) past, vote for ‘wrong’ political parties, and rally behind ‘wrong’ slo-
gans (e.g. for nationalisation). The lack of a liberal consciousness (or the persis-
tence of a communist consciousness) is, in this view, to blame for the injustices in 
society today, or as Yakimova continues: 

 Liberalism in general generates inequalities, no doubt about that, but [liberal-
ism] is now seen as a fundamental reason for the injustices of our society. This 
is perverse – we think today that our freedom is the reason for our poverty. 
But the problem is exactly the opposite – it’s not freedom, but its lack and its 
inadequacy that causes poverty and degradation. And this is where the whole 
mystery of the transition lies: despite the huge institutional changes, the 
understanding of freedom has not changed. . . . 

 (ibid.) 

 This discourse clearly frames the Winter protests (at which it is targeted) as  not  
seeking freedom, grossly distorting their ethical calls for social justice and freedom 
from want, and turning a blind eye on the ‘revolutionary-liberatory’ rhetoric. Out 
of this distortion, a certain grossly disfi gured image of the February protester 
emerges – an image which portrays them as dependent and passive (for seeking 
‘communist solutions’ such as the nationalisation of energy companies), in place 
of the ‘awakened’ liberty-fi ghter subject position that the latter actually attempted 
to articulate. What is more, the above shows this (anti-communist) discourse as 
not only attempting such a disarticulation, but also as attempting an explanatory 
account which links the ‘perverse’ protest of February with the failure of the transi-
tion, but rather than represent the protest as a reaction to a ‘failed transition’, it 
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represents it as an illustration (or even as a consequence, as others would have it 
in further quotes provided) of its failure: effectively arguing that ‘the system never 
underwent fundamental change because the communists stayed in power during 
the new order, ensuring the continuity of the communist political consciousness’. 
So now, in addition to the communist elite, it is the abstract ‘people’, the masses, 
who get the blame for the ‘failure of the transition’ – a trope which effectively 
revives the undemocratic rhetoric of anti-communists in the early 1990s (as dis-
cussed in the previous chapter). 

 Such a narrativisation of the transition as emphasising a failed ‘cultural transi-
tion’ now accommodates a profoundly undemocratic fear of the ‘the people’ – the 
‘masses’ and their ‘wrong’ (nostalgic-communist/anti-capitalist) interpretations 
of past and present. For example, in an interview with Kalin  Yanakiev (2014 ), a 
public intellectual of conservative right convictions, the interviewer asks: 

 How should [we] develop this ‘practice of freedom’, this ‘depth’ – because 
we continue to be politically isolated – we become an  ever-smaller group  of 
people who cannot openly talk about politics, and in this way a politics of 
silence gets established. 

 The ‘practice of freedom’ and ‘depth’ (line 1) are presented as characteristic of the 
 right  interpretations of past and present, and are counterpoised to presumably 
‘unfree’ and ‘superfi cial’ (false) consciousness of the nostalgic and anti-capitalist 
masses who protested in February. The ‘threat’ – that the anti-communist stance 
is increasingly isolated and marginalised – looms so large, it is even recognised as 
a form of censorship imposed on their ‘enlightened’ reading of both past and pres-
ent. In this interpretive scheme, those who ‘live in the truth’ (i.e. those of liberal-
capitalist and anti-communist convictions) now need to struggle against the newly 
imposed mystifi cations to which larger and larger, and increasingly loud, groups 
of society seem to ‘fall prey’ to. 

 Paradoxically then, self-avowed liberal intellectuals largely failed to recognise 
the right of different political arguments and distinct proposals for social change to 
be articulated in the public sphere. The liberal public sphere, which is meant to cel-
ebrate and endorse pluralism of political conviction and voice, refused to license 
the articulation of leftist (‘communist’) ideas within its realm, ultimately hemming 
politics in a non-negotiable frame. Little to no liberal ‘reasoned’ debate over the 
substantive issues which the Winter protesters and the liberal intellectuals dis-
agreed over even took place. Any proposal that did not sit comfortably within the 
coordinates of the pro-market logic, was labelled ‘communist’ (hence backward-
looking) and thus delegitimised. This takes us to the other, tightly linked, trope of 
the liberal attack against the Winter protest – that it is ‘irrational’. 

 Attack trope II: February is ‘irrational’ 

 The Winter protest demands were seen as ranging from ‘the unwise to the harmful’ 
and ‘fantasmagoric’, to ‘absurd’ and ‘catastrophic’, and so on. Here is a fragment 
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of these discourses, coming from a written piece in the Bulgarian section of 
Deutsche Welle: 

 The Bulgarian uprising gave birth to a load of absurd ideas. Unfortunately, we 
have to admit that a large part of the bursting demands over the last few weeks 
are a result and expression of precisely the lack of adequate civic education. 
These demands occupy a range from the realistic but too disputable, through 
to the simply irrational, through to the obviously not doable, up to the cata-
strophically harmful. 

 Boyadzhiev (2013) 

 This specifi c article then proceeded to list the ‘absurd’ ideas, citing ideas such as 
those for complete majoritarian vote, for cutting the number of MPs and for copy-
ing the approach Iceland had taken towards its corrupt bank and political elites, as 
‘irrational’, ‘futile’ and ‘fantasmagoric’, respectively. Numerous similar articles 
emerged in various liberal-oriented media which claimed to offer ‘rational analy-
ses’ of the protest’s demands by juxtaposing the latter to ‘economic rationality’ 
(e.g. an article in the liberal daily  Dnevnik , reprinted from a liberal think-tank, 
titled ‘Protests and Economic Knowledge: a Review of Some of the Demands 
Through the Lens of Economic Theory and Rational Choice’ [ Stanchev 2013 ]), or 
to ‘common sense’ (e.g. a media piece titled ‘The Protesters’ 5 Biggest Follies’ 
[ Bakalov 2013 ] in which the author lists the demands for a new constitution, for 
majoritarian elections, for removing MPs’ parliamentary immunity, and cutting the 
number of MPs from 240 down to 120 as protesters’ fi ve biggest follies), or to 
‘democratic principles (e.g. an article in the liberal  Mediapool , titled ‘The Uprising 
of the Street is a Test for the Democratic System’ [ Paunova 2013 ], where the author 
sees the protest as threatening democracy despite protesters’ strong calls for radical 
inclusion, demanding ‘more’ or ‘real’ democracy’). 

 Among the numerous problematic features of this discourse, I will highlight two 
key ones. First, more often than not there seemed to be a merely simulated dialogue 
with protesters’ statements, whereby a strategy of labelling protesters’ arguments 
and proposals as illegitimate (absurd, irrational, etc.) served to skirt the need to 
engage in an actual discussion about what it is that made them ‘absurd’ or ‘irratio-
nal’ in their eyes. Needless to say, such moves resemble nothing of the ‘deliberative’ 
public sphere liberal intellectuals otherwise covet. Such ‘undialogized’ 21  language 
( Holquist 1990 ) effectively aimed to delegitimise and silence the divergent voices 
of February 2013. Second, this was achieved particularly through a strategy of pin-
ning protesters’ arguments to a supposed ‘irrationality’. Yet the ‘rationality’ they pit 
it against is a far cry from the idealised ‘reason’ Jurgen Habermas propounded, for 
example, and is instead more akin, as  Stavrakakis (2014 ) notes, to the instrumental 
reason which  Adorno and Horkheimer (1972 ) criticised. What is more, on a more 
fundamental level, the tendency to de-rationalise, and thus belittle, the claims made 
by the Winter protests on the grounds of their emotionally charged content (where 
emotion is posited as irrational) is a move which must be challenged in its own 
right. ‘Unemotional reason’ is just as fallible as emotional judgements (Sayer 2006), 
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and as Archer (2000) and Nussbaum (2001) claim, emotions are important evalua-
tive judgements which are “very closely connected to beliefs about what is valuable 
and what is not” (Nussbaum 1993: 239, cited by Sayer 2006). To dismiss these as 
merely ‘irrational’ does nothing but highlight the full-on confl ict between belief 
systems and values that the above actually entails. To the extent that one side of the 
confl ict refuses to acknowledge its own value-based grounding, instead claiming 
for itself a superior position based on a claim to access to supreme ‘rationality’, and 
in this way advancing particularistic interests masked as universal, their discursive 
practices are ideological distortions which serve to repress and dominate. 

 Attack trope III: February does not belong to civil society, 
as it claims to 

 The argument implied in the quote provided previously that Bulgaria’s politico-
economic order has changed, but ‘the Bulgarian people’ have not – that they have 
not “evolve[d] from subjects into citizens” (line 12 in the text provided) in order 
to be able to (recognise the need to) stop the ‘red malaise’, is tightly linked to 
another point of liberal criticism: that the Winter protest is not a protest of civil 
society. The link between the two arguments (and discourses) – the anti-communist 
and the civil society one – is visible in the way democracy and civil society are 
represented in this discourse. The claim articulated can be summarised as follows: 
‘democracy in itself is not enough, because the communist consciousness of the 
subject ensures the reproduction of the communist order, an authentic civil society 
on the other hand, is bound to do away with the communists’. In the words of one 
of the most famous liberal intellectuals, Edvin Sugarev, 22  

 [T]he Bulgarian does not know what to do with their freedom. They not only
fail to value it – they are even afraid of it. They are afraid to carry responsibil-
ity for their actions, they are afraid to determine their future – and they want
somebody else to take this responsibility for them. This is the real reason for
them to prefer their miserable lives under communism, when everyone was
equally low and equally deprived of rights – before the current life in freedom, 
where there are numerous potential chances – but to achieve something you
need to be able, you need to want it, you need to believe in yourself. In other
words: Bulgaria changed during the years of the transition – the Bulgarian is
the one that did not change. And the big failure of the Bulgarian transition is
not in the fact that we stayed the poorest and the most corrupt state in Europe.
It is rather in the fact that the Bulgarian didn’t succeed in evolving from a
subject into a citizen. He didn’t acquire a civic consciousness . . . A civil
society did not get established – and its lack is the detrimental factor in Bul-
garia, because it is exactly [civil society] that is the only possible corrective
of political misbehaviour and the dangers of corruption.

 Thus, in addition to, and as part of them being ‘dangerously leftist and populist’, 
the February protests were also symbolically cast outside of civil society, despite 
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the latter’s claims to be representing it (recall protesters’ slogans). February pro-
testers’ self-identifi cation as civil society was specifi cally, and cynically, mocked: 
it was frequently referred to as ‘the so-called civil society’. Here is a fragment 
illustrating such criticism, again from the Bulgarian section of Deutsche Welle 
(where Bulgarian liberal journalists write) under the satirical title ‘ We repeal gravi-
tation! And everything else ’ ( Boyadzhiev 2013 ) (in this way mocking the all-or-
nothing, full of pathos and rejection, rhetoric of protesters): 

 It is not enough for a group of people, no matter how large, to get angry, to 
rise and start yelling, for [us] to say that civil society has woken up. No matter 
how loud the calls for ‘a better life’ and ‘more justice’ are shouted out, they 
are not yet civic demands. The most general and total disgust with politics is 
not yet a civic position. 

 Civil society must be capable of speaking much more ‘articulately’. It 
learns from its own experience, [it] is aware of, and has a good command of, 
democratic procedures, [it] knows its rights and responsibilities and is con-
stantly, rather than incidentally, politically active. Civil society is not an amor-
phous mass which does not know exactly what it wants, how and whether 
[what it wants] can be achieved and to what consequences. It consists of vari-
ous groups with different, sometimes diverging interests, around which it 
structures and organises itself, including in political parties. 

 The attempt of the Winter protest to de-monopolize the exclusively liberal applica-
tion of the term ‘civil society’ then was fi ercely attacked by delegitimizing, through 
exaggeration, sarcasm, ridicule, and often clear distortion, of the demands the 
‘people’s civil society’ made during their mobilisation in February-March 2013. 

 Earlier, I mentioned that a discourse articulating NGO activists as foreign-paid 
agents working against the interests of ‘the people’ – ‘sorosoids’ – is another 
key discourse characteristic of the national-popular discourse community. But the 
clash between the two groups claiming to ‘be civil society’ was only indirect in 
February (before fully unfolding during the Summer protest, as we shall see in the 
next chapter). Yet, a relationship of antagonism was clearly burgeoning in both the 
Winter protesters’ language and the liberal intellectuals’ ‘analyses’ of the protests, 
many of which were also authored by NGO activists. Another article in Deutsche 
Welle is illustrative. Under the title ‘Bulgaria, the People and the NGOs’,  Vaksberg 
(2013 ) refl ects on the ‘animosity’ between civil society organisations and citizens. 
She uses the example of protesters’ refusal to sit on the negotiation table together 
with NGO representatives (mentioned earlier) as a sign not only that protesters fail 
to recognise NGOs as truly representing their interests, but also as illustrating the 
‘fact’ that “[a] huge part of Bulgarian citizens do not even know who is supposed 
to represent their voice”, and that “[c]ivic organizations in Bulgaria urgently need 
citizens. And vice versa – citizens urgently need civic organizations” (ibid.). 

 This subtle representation of protesters not just as distancing themselves from 
NGOs, but also as being ‘unenlightened’ in doing so, is cogently accompanied in 
the article by a picture showing an older woman holding a placard saying ‘Help! 
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Save us!!!’ – in this way reproducing the now common (among liberals) practice 
of framing protesters as helpless, hapless, agency-less, and ultimately  not  (repre-
senting) civil society. 

 In many ways, then, what emerges in these texts is a set of discursive practices 
that can be seen in terms of what  Rancière (2004 ) describes as the ‘policing’ of 
the social order through ‘the distribution of the sensible’ – that is, the practices 
of determining, which imply both inclusion and exclusion, the roles and modes 
of participation in a common social space ( Rancière 2004 , 2013). The distribu-
tion of the sensible then parses the visible from the invisible, the thinkable from 
the unthinkable, the sayable from the unsayable, the doable from the undoable. 
Similarly, in the terms of Agamben (1998), this established pattern of inclusion 
and exclusion (which nonetheless is historically contingent) works via the Aris-
totelian distinction between mere biological existence (‘zoe’) and the political 
life of speech and action (‘bios’) – between ‘bare life’ and the ‘good life’. Both 
 Rancière (2004 ) and Agamben (1998) invoke the Aristotelian characterisation (at 
the beginning of his ‘Politics’) of man as a political animal, endowed with speech 
and contrasted to animals who only have  voice  which is only used to express 
pain and pleasure, but not  speech (logos) , which is used to discuss matters of 
common concern (i.e. political matters).  Rancière (2004 ) builds on this, arguing 
some people (groups in society) are given the role of only ‘hearing’ speech, but 
are excluded from producing speech (and left with only a ‘voice’). In this sense, 
during protests, Rancière argues, people (who are not taken to be the ‘right’ people 
to speak; e.g. non-experts) have to consistently ‘prove’ that they are speaking, and 
not just ‘shouting’, that they use speech and not just voice. In this sense, it is via 
the invocation of the idea of ‘civil society’ that many liberal intellectuals attempted 
to delineate (or rather, reaffi rm) patterns of inclusion and exclusion, hinged on the 
recognition of some individuals’ and groups’ possession of logos – “the articulate 
language appropriate for manifesting a community in the aesthetics of the just and 
the unjust, as opposed to the animal phone, appropriate only for expressing the 
feelings of pleasure and displeasure” ( Rancière 2001 : par. 23). “If there is someone 
you do not wish to recognise as a political being”, argues Rancière, “you begin 
by not seeing them as the bearers of politicalness, by not understanding what they 
say, by not hearing that it is an utterance coming out of their mouths” (ibid.); it is 
namely by such anti-democratic and anti-political refusal to recognise the capa-
bility of Winter protesters to produce not just noise but reasoned discourse, that 
liberal intellectuals attempted to exclude them from the sphere of ‘civil society’. 

 February protesters’ ‘wasted lives’ 

 So far, I have offered fragments of these discourses, but I want to complete the 
examination of the liberal intellectual attack against the Winter protest by taking 
a closer look at one of the several seminal texts which circulated widely in the 
public sphere and sedimented the frames I have outlined thus far. An important 
text, which was widely read and shared and which was among the key texts which 
framed the February protests in this manner is an interview taken by the largest 
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online newspaper, Dnevnik (the liberal  Kapital ’s daily), from Georgi Gospodinov – 
one of the most prominent contemporary Bulgarian writer. As follows, I analyse 
large fragments of his interview ( Todorov 2013 ), where he essentially offers his 
thoughts on what he saw in the Winter protests. Using a quote from the interview, 
the newspaper titled the article ‘The question is not who will pay the bills, but who 
will pay for a wasted life’: 

 It is clear that this is a protest of desperation and of poverty. The society of 
the desperate is very vulnerable and fragile. And very easily [these] faceless 
tough boys – this hoodies avant-garde – can distort the situation, [they] can 
easily radicalize it, which is what [really] happened . . . Till late last night, I 
was watching the demonstration wander on Sofi a’s night streets. A long walk 
in the city’s night, without a clear [notion] of where to. This wandering is very 
telling, and this is what makes me [feel] gloomy. We have the poverty, we 
have the desperation, but beyond that there is no horizon. [It is] the despera-
tion of the people, whose lives is amiss, who don’t know what to do and go 
out on the street where they wait for somebody to give them meaning. 

 [Theirs is] a protest against the state permeated by corruption, and at the 
same time [they] demand nationalization – this is absurd. Apart from having 
no face, the protest has no language yet. At least for now . . . What we’re see-
ing is one mute body. And in this diluted space it is very easy for populist and 
extremist voices to nest in. 

 When ‘The Physics of Sorrow’ 23  came out a year ago, there was only sor-
row, now it has overfl owed, it has radicalized. It needs to drain away and to 
fi nd its exit. There are other ways in which sorrow in a civilized society can 
be tamed. Are these events, clashes and wandering people with bottles and 
stones the face of the coveted civil society? Or, on the contrary, are they a 
consequence precisely of the lack of civil society during these years, [a civil 
society] which would exert constant pressure on institutions, exert uninter-
rupted resistance, shout in the ear of power holders, use all instruments. . . . 

[T]he big question is not who will pay my electricity bills, but who will pay
for my wasted life. This is the invisible and unarticulated question by people 
outside. They may never voice it, but this question will hang out there. This is 
the other crisis which is now clearly visible on the streets of Bulgaria today. 

 Of course, everyone is sensitive to money and the crisis was easily recog-
nised as mostly fi nancial. But behind it are other, equally severe crises. 
Lengthy economic crises turn into existential [crises]. And when this happens, 
people go out [on the streets] and say “I don’t know what to do with this state, 
nor with my own life”. There is a concoction of personal dissatisfaction boil-
ing here, a defi cit of meaning, a lack of a horizon, despair from the state. . . . 

 When we come out on the street and say “It’s your fault we live like this”, 
this is not the truth. An old habit from socialism is to delegate [our lives] to 
power-holders, they need to look after everything in our lives. The protests 
show a wholesale alienation from and schizophrenic relationship with the 
state. We can’t blame [the state] for all of our depressions. The big recession 
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is there economically, but it exists also in our own failed lives, and for these 
our own resistance is very important. . . . 

 An important feature of this text is that its author clearly positions himself 
outside of the protest: watching the ‘aimless’ demonstration ‘wander’ in the night 
(line 5) as an external (disinterested and thus ‘objective’) observer. This puts him 
in a position to analyse and criticise, which is effectively what he  does  in his text. 
A crucial part of his ‘analysis’ is the nominalization ‘a protest of desperation and of 
poverty’ (line 1), which functions as an elision of human agency in these protests: 
protesters as agents are missing; instead the author sees only despair and poverty 
as driving the events. Beginning his ‘analysis’ with an assertion that ‘this is a pro-
test of the desperate and the poor’ also serves, from the start, to delegitimize the 
demands it places: the underlying assumption is that a protest of desperation can-
not produce ‘rational’ and ‘sensible’ demands; instead, it is susceptible to all sorts 
of irrational and imprudent leanings. Gospodinov also fails to see any (positive) 
goals, any ‘horizon’ beyond the idle ‘wandering’. To the author, the contradictory 
nature of protesters’ demands – which are against corruption and at the same time 
for nationalisation (line 10) – have no meaning beyond an attestation to these peo-
ple’s incapacity and helplessness; their protest, to the author, appears both ‘radical’ 
and at the same time in a weak, begging position: they “go out on the street where 
they wait for somebody to give them meaning” (line 9). The established ‘lack of a 
face’ and of ‘language’ (lines 11/12) contribute to delegitimizing the protest by aid-
ing the conclusion that the protest is agency-less, a ‘mute body’ (line 12). Noting a 
lack of ‘language’ is an odd strategy here, however, since, as I showed, most other 
critical texts in the public sphere often pointed out and mocked the idiosyncratic 
language of the February protesters (including the revolutionary agitprop and con-
spiracy narratives I described previously). What Gospodinov probably means by 
a lack of language then could be the lack of an  agreed on , coherent, ‘rational’, 
‘legitimate’ language. In contrast, ‘theirs’ is a chaotic, ‘absurd’, irrational, inac-
ceptable language, which easily accommodates ‘populist and extremist’ (line 13) 
ideas such as those of ‘nationalisation’ and ‘legal prosecution of the perpetrators 
of the transition’. 

 Once Gospodinov has delegitimized the protest, he can then propose the ‘right’ 
solution to exit the crisis: the ‘sorrow’ which has ‘overfl owed’ and radicalised 
now needs to drain away, ‘exit’ or siphon off the streets (line 15). Note, it is 
not the sorrow (the grievances people expressed) that need to be addressed, but 
rather its ‘overfl owing’ on the streets: “there are other ways in which sorrow in a 
civilized society can be tamed” (line 16), Gospodinov argues. The antithesis the 
author establishes in the next two parallelistic questions lends a rhetorical effect 
on a claim that not only are these protests not a protest of civil society (as much 
as its protagonists claim it to be), but they are also an expression of its negation 
(lines 18/21). In making such a claim, Gospodinov effectively re-iterates the liberal 
intellectuals’ disarticulation of the February protests as ‘civil society’ (and he even 
rearticulates them as its negation). Gospodinov thus rejects the Winter protesters’ 
appropriation of the concept and hence their positioning as an important political 
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actor: he rejects their counter-hegemonic offensive, without ever engaging in a 
‘rational’, deliberative (in a Haberamsian sense) discussion of their demands. 

 What is more, he delegitimizes the protest of the precarious by moving the focus on 
their precarious position away from its systemic (politico-economic) grounding and 
onto a personal one: it is primarily their ‘wasted life’ that took them to the streets, not 
systemic fl aws. Playing down the structuring role of economic conditions and fore-
grounding an ‘existential crisis’ helps frame the protest as expressing not anti-system 
(including anti-capitalist) sentiments but a ‘concoction of personal dissatisfaction’. 
Systemic problems are thus played down in favour of personal responsibility at the 
level of the individual. Such privatising of responsibility (and stigmatising ‘depen-
dency’) is key to the neoliberal rationality that crafts persons as individuals who are 
free ‘authors’ of their lives (as choice-making ‘customers’), and who should blame 
no one but themselves when they fail to thrive under neoliberal conditions (Rose 
1996). Gospodinov’s neoliberal conceptualisation of protesters then serves to not only 
exclude structural explanations for precarity, but further serves to delegitimise their 
calls for structural justice: that is, their demands for solutions to systemic problems 
cannot be legitimate since their problems, in the neoliberal conceptualisation Gospo-
dinov offers, stem not from systemic, but from personal failures. 

 A further (and tightly linked) inference Gospodinov seems to draw here (which 
is also more directly visible in other texts) is that the solutions to this ‘crisis’ are 
hence not in collective struggle, but in individual struggle – a claim which also lies 
at the heart of the particular liberal notion of civil society which Gospodinov and 
other liberal intellectuals subscribe to: civil society is not ‘collectively struggling 
[for the common good] groups in society’, but rather individuals cooperating to 
protect their individual/group interests. This particular divergence between two 
distinct interpretations of civil society will become more visible during the clash 
in the Summer protests. 

 Conclusion 
 Overall then, the discourse of the national-popular discourse community abounded 
with  revolutionary-liberation agitprop  and  conspiracy theorising , which comprised 
different but signifi cantly overlapping and interconnected discourses. It also 
attempted to de-monopolise key liberal concepts and ideas, the most important of 
which was civil  society , with its notion of the active citizen who keeps authorities 
accountable. This, however, did not entail a simple borrowing of the notion from 
liberal discourse, but involved a sort of modifi cation which resulted in the decou-
pling of civil society from its former carriers (NGOs and transition ‘experts’) and in 
its ‘opening up to popular claim’, or ‘appropriation’ in Tsoneva and Medarov’s 
(2014) terms. The key discourses the February  civil society of the people  mobilised 
then included traditionally  communitarian  (as well as some nationalist) discourses 
of ‘liberation’, ‘awakening’, ‘united-ness’, and ‘morale’, but also traditionally liberal 
discourses, such as ‘civil society’, ‘anti-monopoly’, ‘anti-corruption’, and ‘transpar-
ency’. Thus, the identities that the ‘revolutionaries’ of February built for themselves 
through both linguistic and non-linguistic practices were those of  patriots ,  liberty 
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fi ghters  and  alert and wilful citizens . This combination of conspiracy narratives, 
revolutionary rhetoric, and citizen-patriot identities produced an often internally 
contradicting and fragmented, sometimes radically inclusionary (when they 
demanded direct democracy for ‘the people’) and sometimes exclusionary (when 
they showed anti-Roma or anti-Turkish sentiments) articulation of a new political 
subjectivity which attempted a counter-hegemonic intervention twenty-three years 
after ‘the end of history’. This new political agent constituted in the February mobili-
sation experienced the post-1989 ‘transition’ as an externally imposed turn of events 
(as a plot) which deprived them of their sense of agency, and ultimately human 
dignity. By rejecting this transition’s (and its liberal consensus’) legitimacy and by 
calling for retribution, however, this new political subject attempted to redeem its 
control over decisions for the future: in Blochian terms, it attempted to take control 
over the steering wheel on the journey ‘home’ ( Heimat ), where the sense of genuine 
emancipation and the sense of human dignity could be restored. 

 The counter-hegemonic intervention of the February protesters, however, did 
not go unchallenged by the  organic  proponents of the very liberal consensus which 
was effectively being challenged. Through their almost exclusive access to media, 
and thus to the public sphere, they were certainly in a better position to impose on 
the protest whatever frame suited their interests. They thus denounced the Winter 
protest as one that sought ‘social privileges’, rather than ‘civic rights’, framing 
it as  populist ,  nostalgic of communism  and  irrational . To explain and dismiss 
demands for nationalisation of energy companies and other proposals in February 
as ‘irrational’ and ‘ludicrous’, liberal intellectuals carved an immensely distorted 
image of the Winter protester as a passive ‘subject’ who relies on (and demands) 
handouts from the state, rather than a fully-fl edged ‘citizen’ who ‘relies on them-
selves, rather than the state’. In essence, to these intellectuals and NGO activists, 
the Winter protest seemed to jeopardize the modernisation (Europeanisation) and 
de-communization projects which underpinned the agenda of the ‘transition’ that 
was at the heart of the post-1989 political consensus. 

 The socio-symbolic power of the group of intellectuals to defi ne the terms of the 
distribution of status and prestige, stood out particularly clearly in these unequal 
power dynamics. Protesters in Winter 2013 did not just have to constantly ‘prove’ 
that their voice is not mere ‘noise’, that they are not simply ‘shouting’, and that 
their language is legitimate speech (Rancière 2004). In line with what Zarycki 
argues about other CEE countries (such as Poland), they operated in a politico-
cultural environment dominated by the group of the intellectuals, which exerted 
pressure on them to frame their demands around values traditionally espoused by 
the intelligentsia, such as morality, freedom and autonomy. Since the subaltern 
groups who mobilised in February did not express their demands in the gram-
mar of the intellectuals, but instead articulated what intellectuals derisively called 
‘economistic claims’, their demands were declared by intellectuals ‘invalid’ and 
their protest – subjected to denigration and even contempt. They were not only 
consistently lampooned as ‘losers’ who deserve their economic disadvantage, but 
their ‘grit’ to make political demands was consistently disparaged and their right 
to participate in political life and particularly in civil society – denied. 
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 Political agency and class 

 The unequal access to the public sphere 24  (i.e. to be ‘heard’) and the denigration of 
political agency that February protesters experienced is a matter of class, despite 
not being explicitly understood as such by political analysts and indeed by protest-
ers themselves. Yet, the glaring lack of class articulation in February is not surpris-
ing at all. As indicated earlier in this book, during the 1990s, key to the transition 
from the socialist industrial state to liberal capitalism was class decomposition, 
whereby people ceased to positively identify with a social class; and the ‘working 
class’ in particular was no longer deployed as a political identity category by people 
in everyday struggles against exploitation. As we saw in the previous chapter, the 
liberal-capitalist social imaginary (‘horizon’) of the 1990s required such class 
decomposition in order to present itself in universal (rather than in particularistic) 
terms (i.e. to present its interests as the interests of all and thus become hegemonic). 
Its success in doing so is illustrated by the ‘mini’ revolution of 1997 (discussed in 
 Chapter Four ) when thousands of people enthusiastically supported a government 
which pledged harsh anti-working class policies which were to lead to the displace-
ment of hundreds of thousands of people. Its success at acquiring a hegemonic 
character can also be particularly clearly seen in the fate of the unions in the country 
and the entire CEE region after 1989 whereby workers felt increasingly reluctant 
to unionise and to defend their interests as part of a general enthusiasm, and even a 
sense of ‘civic duty’ for the ‘new’ social order which required individualised (rather 
than collective), and self-reliant (rather than ‘dependent on the state’) ‘citizen-
workers’ 25  (see, e.g.,  Ost 2000 ;  Bohle 2006 ; Crawley 2004). What is more, in order 
to ‘realise’ the social relations required by liberal capitalism, it was imperative that 
‘collective representations’ of the structural causes of inequality were masked: class 
inequalities were de-coupled from class, so that the former can appear a conse-
quence of individual choices. Thus, the liberal-capitalist imaginary of the 1990s 
dissolved the boundaries and masked the confl ict between different social classes 
and their interests by relating them to the common project of the ‘liberal transition’ 
to a free market economy and liberal democracy. Although by the 2000s, political 
scientists, sociologists and scholars of the postcommunist region were concerned 
about the ostensible weakness of civil society (Howard 2003), one line of inquiry 
which was likely to provide at least partial answers to the lack of large-scale protest 
activity is potentially, and paradoxically, precisely the temporary success of (neo)
liberal ideology in harnessing wide support for, and acquiescence to, the decompo-
sition of class and other collective identities, leading to the fragmentation and indi-
vidualization of social inequality and of struggle against it. 

 Yet, the 2000s and, in the case of Bulgaria, particularly the events of early 2013 
seem to attest to the failure of the liberal-capitalist transitional project to become 
truly hegemonic. Instead, the latter’s apocryphal nature was exposed: to wider 
and wider sections of the population, it transpired more and more as a form of 
 passive revolution  in the Gramscian sense – that is, a top-down imposed form 
of political transformation in which the dominant classes managed to de facto 
exclude the popular classes from autonomous and organised participation in the 
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process of change (see Thomas 2013). In this sense, we can talk about the rise of 
contentious politics in CEE since the latter half of the 2000s, and in Bulgaria in 
Winter 2013, as an attempt at an ‘anti-passive revolution’ (Morton 2003, 2007), 
or the eventual response of the  subaltern classes  – those social groups comprising 
the working and the unemployed classes which had been displaced, marginalised 
and excluded from political participation in the processes of social transformation 
of the preceding two decades. This response can then be seen as a form of ‘war of 
position’, launched by subaltern groups in an attempt to challenge the hegemonic 
project of the ‘transition’, contesting both its substance and its class carriers. In 
other words, they challenged the transition’s liberal consensus in the form of its 
economic pillars of liberalisation, privatisation, and deregulation, and its political 
pillar – representative democracy (Stoyanova 2016); and they further challenged 
the authority of the civil society that was instituted through the transition’s liberal 
consensus – that is, ‘expert’ intellectuals and NGO activists, who ultimately served 
(knowingly or not) the particularistic interests of the neo-bourgeoisie class of post-
1989 ‘transitional’ capitalism. 

 Yet, the tendency of the Winter protest in Bulgaria to integrate discontent with 
the ‘politico-economic class of thieves’ into nationalistic rhetoric rather than artic-
ulate it in class terms, often served to shift anger away from systemic fl aws of the 
post-1989 capitalist establishment, thus preventing what appears to be an inter-
class ‘war of position’ from fully unfolding as such. The inadequately developed 
class consciousness during the Winter protest then threatened to sever the poten-
tially progressive (anti-capitalist and anti-elitist) kernel of the protest. 

 The ‘rational’ and the ‘irrational’: the fragmentation of class 
consciousness 

 Gramsci’s linguistic concepts of  normative grammar  and  spontaneous grammar  
can further help us shed more light over this apparent passive revolution of the 
1990s and ‘war of position’ of 2013. To recall, utilising the former two as meta-
phors for the varying degree of hegemony over people’s common sense, Gramsci 
suggested that if a rising class imposes a normative grammar that does not tally 
with people’s previous language and life experience, it is only likely to lead to a 
‘passive revolution’ – one that fails to engage the ‘masses’ – and will result in 
continued pressures from the underlying (older) grammars, moral economies and 
worldviews that the dominant class failed to engage ( Ives 2004 ). As I already sug-
gested, this is partly how one can view the ‘revolution’ of 1989: as an elite-
engineered transformation which failed to engage the region’s popular classes. The 
newly imposed normative grammar of liberal democracy and free market capital-
ism, however, began to face serious challenges in Bulgaria from 2001 onwards 
when a multiplicity of contending ‘spontaneous grammars’ emerged. In a sort of 
culmination of such a contention, Bulgaria’s protest wave of February articulated 
itself as a more coherently organised (than previously) political subjectivity draw-
ing on the divergent spontaneous grammars. That is, it launched a ‘war of position’ 
against the post-1989 liberal consensus and its normative grammar. Armed with 
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the conceptual tools of ‘normative’ and ‘spontaneous’ grammars (as part of an 
overall understanding of practical political thought in terms of an incoherent ‘com-
mon sense’), it now becomes much easier to understand the fragmented and 
internally-contradictory discourses of February’s (as well as the Summer’s, see 
next chapter) odd mixtures of different conceptions which bore both ideological 
and utopian elements. 

 The odd, discordant and fragmented mixture of nationalist, socialist, and liberal 
notions in the language of the Bulgarian Winter protesters can then be explained 
in terms of the production of a liberal-capitalist ‘transitional’ normative grammar 
on top of a variety of spontaneous grammars, which are themselves the historical 
result of a host of previous normative grammars (such as those of the Bulgarian 
‘National Revival’ period, and the pre- and post- 1944 ideological eras), as well 
as of people’s life experiences. A Gramscian perspective here predicts that these 
contradictory states preclude action and lead to ‘moral and political passivity’ of 
subaltern groups, resulting in the reproduction of social order. The 2013 events 
seemed to rather point in a different direction – the contradictory confi guration of 
ideologemes seemingly drove an impetus for struggle for  change  instead. Hence 
why I opened these developments up to a Blochian interpretation: tracing within 
the incoherences (non-synchronicities) of revolutionary ideologies any ‘utopian 
surplus’, since these incoherences work, via an utopian impulse, to instil a will for 
change (Bloch), rather than working to reproduce the social order (Gramsci). Yet, 
the revolutionary pathos of the national-popular discourse of February, with its 
romantic and redemptive components, tended to fi x discontent with the ‘politico-
economic class of thieves’ into moral-nationalist terms. Thus, apart from providing 
the utopian impulse for an ‘upright gait’, its redemptive language of liberation 
shifted anger away from systemic failures of the political and economic transi-
tional establishment, and hence threatened to dissolve the potentially progressive 
counter-hegemonic core of the protest. Understanding the nationalist twist of part 
of the Winter protest in Blochian and Gramscian terms – as a miscarried counter-
hegemonic attempt and a manifestation of the contradicting traces of normative 
grammars in forming spontaneous ones – rather than simply as “an irrational cry 
of the uneducated and deluded masses” (as their critics interpreted it) is, I argue 
following Bloch, a crucial task for the Left to embark on. This is particularly 
important in light of the post-2014 events which saw much of the Winter 2013 
mobilisational energy directed against the Roma community. 26  Just like Bloch 
urged the Left to take the energy of the Nazi mobilisation seriously and understand 
it in terms of its utopian anti-capitalist longings hidden in the husk of the Nazi 
ideology, it is today particularly important to  understand  the nationalist twist of 
many Winter protesters, unearthing its utopian core, rather than either ignoring it 
(as many critical analysts seem to do), or attacking it as irrational clamour of the 
‘uneducated’ (as many on the centre left have done). 

 Overall then, from within what emerged previously as alarmingly opaque and 
fragmented tendencies in which emancipatory impulses get distorted, there lurks 
a  radical conception of democracy  as the horizon of social critique, epitomised in 
the utopian desire to  democratise civil society . Indeed, such a radical conception 
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of democracy is what is contained in the articulation of a ‘ people’s civil society ’ in 
February 2013. To many who think of the idea of civil society as an essentially lib-
eral notion, the concept of a ‘people’s civil society’ sounds contradictory. Indeed, 
many critical theorists have rushed to reject the idea of civil society  in toto , seeing 
it as a liberal ideological instrument, whose focus on individuality and competition 
helps constitute a system of mutual selfi shness pretending to enrich the society as 
a whole (see, e.g., Ehrenberg 1999, cf. Rehmann 1999). Such views have tended 
to equate (or reduce) the concept of civil society with (to) its bourgeois aspect 
in the historical development of the West  [1]  , where the fi gure of the  citoyen  is 
blended with that of the  bourgeois , and have then called for the concept’s aboli-
tion altogether (see Rehmann 1999). It is Gramsci who differentiates the utopian 
(civil) aspect of the concept from its ideological dimension (bourgeois) and it is 
thus his work on civil society that we can draw upon to challenge such a reduction. 
(Gramsci’s theoretical concept of civil society maintains its analytical difference 
from bourgeois society, even if it gets empirically subordinated to it: as a theo-
retical concept it designates the hegemonic apparatuses and dimensions by which 
social consent is constructed; whereas empirically, it is likened to an instrument 
of bourgeois rule [ Gramsci 1971 ; Rehmann 1999].) Gramsci argued that civil 
society  can  be transformed into a sphere wherein the popular classes have secured 
a footing, enabling them to restrict the bourgeoisie’s claim to this important demo-
cratic arena. Following this thread, we can see February protesters’ identifi cation 
with a ‘people’s civil society’ as an attempt to  disarticulate civil society from its 
bourgeois dimension and rearticulate it in radical popular-democratic terms . In 
Bloch’s words, they attempted to fetch it “ home ”. In its essence then, although it 
was oftentimes ideologically veiled in ethnocentric, and hence exclusionary terms, 
the popular imaginary of a people’s civil society articulated in February retained 
its emancipatory and egalitarian core since it mobilised dominated and oppressed 
groups seeking to restore power imbalances. In this sense, it retained the potential 
to articulate an inclusive and egalitarian project if its classed character (class com-
mitment) were to be salvaged from the mystifying husk of ethnic (nationalistic) 
politics. 

 Notes 
1  The lexicon of the (effectively) capitalist discourse in the 1990s, however, almost never 

included the terms ‘capitalism’/’capitalist’, but was consistently labelled as ‘ free market 
economy’ . Тhis discourse was also effectively neoliberal, as the discussion in the previ-
ous chapter showed, but again the term ‘neoliberal’ itself had not entered Bulgarian 
political and economic parlance until late 2000s. 

2  I use the concepts of ‘nodal point’ or ‘nodal discourse’ here in the same way Fairclough 
(2012: 463) uses them: as a key terrain over which hegemonic struggle occurs; nodal 
discourses organise relations between other constituent discourses. 

   3  ‘Horizon’ here is used as defi ned by  Laclau (1985 : 37) – “the moment of equivalent 
totalisation of a number of partial struggles and confrontations”. 

   4  For example, the Bulgarian ‘revolution’ of 1997, discussed in the previous chapter, 
aimed to bring in a government that was to implement harsh neoliberal policies, displac-
ing many who nonetheless either supported, or failed to protest the harsh reforms; 
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another example is the fate of the unions in Bulgaria and in CEE after 1989 whereby 
workers felt increasingly reluctant to unionise and to defend their interests as part of a 
general enthusiasm for the ‘new’ social order which required individualised (rather than 
collective) and self-reliant (rather than ‘dependent on the state’) ‘citizen-workers’ (see 
 Ost [2000 ] on weak class consciousness in several postcommunist countries). 

5  ‘ Enemy ’, is here used in the way  Mouffe (1993 : 50, 2000: 15) uses it: as somebody/
something to be destroyed, as opposed to an ‘ adversary ’ whose ideas we combat but 
whose right to voice we defend (i.e. the adversary is perceived as legitimate, and the 
enemy – as illegitimate). 

   6  See the previous chapter for a discussion of the fi rst signs of a society-wide cleavage 
emerging in Bulgaria specifi cally between an ‘active’ and ‘responsible’ ‘civil society’ 
versus a ‘passive’ and ‘dependent’ ‘uncivil’ or mass society (often designated as ‘the 
people’ used in a pejorative sense). 

7  That is, all other possible meanings excluded by the hegemonic discourse of the 1990s. 
8   Grazhdani za evropejsko razvitie na Bulgaria , translated as Citizens for European 

Development of Bulgaria. 
   9  The coalition was also secured with the vote of the leader of the extreme-right Ataka 

party. 
  10  ABV translates as  Alternative for Bulgarian Revival  – it is a 2014 split-off from the 

Bulgarian Socialist Party. 
  11  The question of how these groups can be seen in terms of ‘dominance’ is a complex 

one. Roughly, we can argue that in Bulgaria and in CEE the dominant classes are 
divided between a dominant fraction strong in economic and weak in cultural capital 
(political and economic elite/power-holders – the usual targets of protests), and a domi-
nated fraction strong in cultural and weak in economic capital (intellectuals). As  Bour-
dieu and Eagleton (1994 ) argued, intellectuals – as part of the dominated fraction of the 
dominant classes – tend to often perceive themselves as dominated. The dominated 
(subaltern) classes, on the other hand, are weak in both economic and cultural capital. 

  12  That is, unravelling their ‘order of discourse’ (Fairclough 1995). To reiterate, following 
Fairclough (1992), these orders of discourse at the level of social practice articulate 
1)  social identities  and ‘subject positions’, interpellating social actors in specifi c ways,
2)  social relationships  between people (e.g. ordering hierarchies), and 3)  systems of
knowledge and belief  (representing aspects of the world).

  13  Some further, but less concrete, demands along the same lines also included the consti-
tution of a ‘party-less’ political system, a form of direct, non-mediated democracy. 

  14  In their view, this specifi cally implies leaning towards communism and pre-modernity. 
  15  Translation is mine. 
  16  The word ‘enichar’ means ‘new soldier’. During Ottoman rule, Christian boys (usually 

between the age of ten and twelve) were forcibly taken from their parents and enrolled 
in Janissary training to fi ll the Ottoman army. In Bulgarian folklore, the practice is 
remembered as ‘blood tax’ and is taken to be one of the darkest features of the Ottoman 
domination in the region. 

  17  Note that Bloch’s invitation to pay heed to the realist potential of the apparently irratio-
nal is also in line with the ontological and epistemological underpinnings of the critical 
realist approach to research inquiry in the social sciences. 

18 See also Tsoneva (2013a) and (2013b) for an earlier discussion of such an ‘appropriation’.
  19  Also, recall intellectuals’ descriptions of ‘passive and inactive masses’ noted 

previously. 
  20  As I showed in the previous chapter, the affective narrative of liberal democracy and 

free market was thought of as the mainstay that braces the ‘right’ course of the 
transition. 

  21  The term ‘undialogised’ draws on  Bakhtin’s (1986 ) dialogical theory of language, which 
sees the ‘dialogization’ of a discourse as the process of the latter’s becoming relativised 
and de-privileged. 
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  22  From interview with me, taken on 6 June 2014. Edvin Sugarev is a well-known public 
intellectual (writer). 

  23  One of Gospodinov’s books. 
  24  The unequal access to the public sphere will be further particularly strongly illustrated 

in the next chapter, where I analyse the discourses of the Summer protest. 
  25  See  Ost (2000 ) on weak class consciousness and labour’s acceptance of the bad deal in 

several postcommunist countries, including Bulgaria. In his analysis Ost concludes that 
“East European workers and unionists eschew class identities. They do not think of 
themselves as a separate class requiring separate organisations to defend their interests. 
Rather, they embrace the neoliberal project in the hope that ‘the free market’ will ulti-
mately serve their interests as well” ( Ost 2000 : 520). 

  26  A series of anti-Roma protests (most notably in Gurmen in May) occurred in 2015. The 
same Facebook groups which were used to mobilise people for the Winter 2013 protests 
were now used to gather support for the anti-Roma demonstrations. 
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